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Ecophilosophers suegest that the beliefs, values and priorities of the westem world 

are. in large part, responsible for the de-dation of the nanuai envuonment. These 

scholars provide a criticd assessrnent of the murnptions which are inherent in a modem 

worldview. and suggest ways of k ing  which may be more environmentally sound. 

But people who are rittempting to ,-und their lives in an ecologicd perspective tind 

that they come up against many obstacles. Modern and ecologicd viewpoints arise from 

different ontologicd and epistemological cissumptions. and as such communication across 

the boundaries of these two ways of k ing  c m  be chdlenging. Since modemity forms the 

dominant way of understanding the world at present. ecologicd assumptions may be 

misunderstood and dismissed. causing -mat pain for those who understand the world 

through an ecologicd lens. 

At the same time. an ecologicd perspective can be chdlenging to comprehend for 

those people who are steeped within modem assumptions. Viewed through the Iens of 

modemity. ecologicd understandings c m  seem non-sensical. threatening or impracticd. 

Using educritional encounters as the research context, this dissenation explores the 

chrillenses which arise when an ecologicd perspective ruid a modem perspective meet herid 

on. The rmpiricd aspect of this scudy involves interviews with ecologically-oriented 

educators ruid theu adult snidents to corne to better understand the challenges of ecological 

education in a modern world. 



Preface 

Study Background and Purpose 

This doctonl study is designed to uncover the challenges that students and teachers 

face in the living out of a form of education known of as ecologcai education. From the 

perspective of study purpose. three questions then arise. Why is it important CO look at the 

challenges of an educationd approach'? Why is it important to look at the challenges of 

ecological education in particular? Why is it important to frame this exploration within a 

cuinirril context. as in the dissertation Me, Against rhe Grrrenr: Ecological Education in a 

Modem World? 

Disrnissing a form of pedagogy, without understmding the challenges inherent in 

it. is problematic becriuse we never corne to know whether there was potential in chat 

pedagogicd approach. nor do we understand whether the challenges could have been 

worked through. nor cm we use this knowledge to work on developing more effective and 

appropriate peda_sogical approaches. Embncing a form of pedagogy without understmding 

its challenges is even more uoublesome. Treating a pdagogicai approach as utopian means 

that the work conducted on behaif of that rducationd approach may potentially be 

undertaken in a superficiai mmner. and has the possibility of evennially collapsing under 

the weight of its unexamined problerns. If. as educators. we believe that there is potential 

within a particular form of pedagogy (and this dissertation is based in the beIief that 

ecolo~icai sducation holds much promise), then it behooves us to understand the 

difficulties that are held within that fonn of pedagog so that the educationd proznms that 

we desip and teach cm take into account the challenges of that particular educationd 

approach and so that those program cm be taken up in a manner which is conscious of 

and responsive to the difficulties. 

In order to understand the reasons chat it is important to explore the challenges of 

ecolo_oical education in particular. some larger context must be provideci. On the broadest 

scale, this study is based in a concem over the state of the environment in early twenty-fit 

cenniry North h e n c a  As such this smdy is rooted in the field of environmental studies 

and in a long history of human rtnempts to understand and ameliorate the causes of 
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environmental degaàation'. a pnctice that g a h d  force md momentum witb the biRh of 

the modem environmental rnovement in the early 1960s. The underlying motivation that 

drives this doctoral work is a desire to improve humanenvironment relations. 

Within the field of environmental studies is the sub-discipline of environmentai 

educaion that is rooted in the belief that education lus a role to play in helping to improve 

human treatment of the nriniral environment. This study is m t e d  in this broad defuiition of 

environmental education. as education hat is for the environment. (See Appendix A3 for a 

brief overview of the field of environmentai education.) 

Ac the same tirne. within the brorid field of environmentai studies is another sub- 

discipline. ecophiIosophy. that is rwted in the beiief that "solutions to the :gave 

environmentai crisis require more chan mere reform of our personai and social prrictices .... 
phey]  require ri radicai transformation in our worldview" Ides Jardins. 1997. p.202). This 

current work frnds sustenance within the Litenture of ecophilosophy, a field of study chat 

has been in existence as long as the modern environmental movernent and that acquired its 

name in 1973. (See Appendix A l  for a history of ecophilosophy and for information about 

the wriys in which this particular study fits within the broader spectrurn ofecophilosophicai 

Findly. bringing together the sub-disciplines of environmentai education and 

ecophilosophy is the form of education tenned ecologicai education'. In other words. 

ecolo$cai education is ri fom of education designed to improve humm-environment 

relations and based in the betieC that soIutions to the environmentai crisis require a radical 

transformation in our worldview3. (See Appendix A2 for an overview of ecoIogicai 

IScr Nash 1 1967) for adiscussion of the history ofenvironmentaiism. 

-1 have adopted the term ecoiogicd edumtion hughout diis dissertation followinp the ierm used by 
Smith and Wtlliams ( 1999) in rheir book. Ecoiugical Educmion in Action. 1 have previously referrcd 10 this 
r o m  of ducation as rcophilosophid dumion (see the snidy participant consent fonn in Appendix 0 1)- 
Neither OC diese ternis is whoI1y saüsfying. with "ecologicd education" incormtly implying h e  study of 
the field of ecology ruid "ecophilosophical dumion" being a rerm which obfuscates and dienates. 
Eisewhere this form of e d u d o n  has been referrrd to as "ecopedqog~" (Jardine. 1994) but this tcrm is also 
dienatirtg and  hi^^ a less precise definition. 

jThe interpretation of"woridview" used in this cikamion follows Deval1 and Sessions (1985) which in 
tum is denved from Kuhn (1970). DeudI and Sessions m e  tfiat 

a worldview ... has several elrments in Ifiou_eht and action: 
v 



education and for information about the ways in which this study fits within the brwlder 

work being done in the field.) 

This particular study is undertriken for academic, pedagogical and environmental 

reasons. Academicdy, the work is rooted in a desire to add to the body of research in 

ecologicai education by addressing a current gap in the Litenm. Ecophilosophical 

litenture is visionary in n a m .  Writing in the field provides a critique of the aspects of the 

modem worldviewJ that could be seen to be environmentdiy problematic and provides 

suggestions about other ways of viewing the world and "king-in-the-world" (Merleau- 

Ponty, 1961. pt.3) that could be more environmentally benign. Absent from this literature. 

however. is an account of what it is like to acn tdy  live life through m ecophilosophical 

Lens in twenty-fmt cenniry North America 

The ecological education litennue has to date k e n  largely theoretical in nature. 

With the publication of Ecologicai Education in Action in 1999. the practice of ecoiogicril 

education appears CO have developed sufficient breadth and longevity in order for ri body of 

iitenture to begin to develop. To this point. however. the literature that does enst on 

ecological education practice is descriptive and progranmatic in nature rather t h  cntically 

assessing the merits or exploring the tangles of the work. 

in other words. there is ri gap in the ecophilosophicai lirerature with regard to the 

tensions created and challenges that arise in living life through an ecophilosophical lem. 

1 .  There m gcnenl mumptions about tedip.  including man's place in Nature. 
2. T h m  rire genenl "nilcs of the orne" for approaching problems which are gcnenlly a p d  

upon. 
3. Those who subscribe IO a given worldview share a definition of the assumptions and goals of 

their society. 
4. There is 3 Jefinite. underlying confidence mong  believers in the worldview that soluuons to 

probiems cnist within the assumptions of the worldview. 
5. Pnctitioners wihin the worldview present aqmiments based on the validity of data as ntiondly 

explained by experts - be they scientific experts or experts in the philosophy md religious 
rissumptions of the worldview. (p.42) 

%is worfdview hm been termed indusmai. eurucenrric. positivist. western. xientific. technocmic and 
modern. Wihin this dissertation. 1 use the term "modem woridview" or "modernity" in keeping wiih the 
rnost common chmctrnntion of this worldview within the ecophilosophical literature. While lhere is no 
definitive. q e e d  upon inrerpremion of the characteristics of rnodernity. Bowman (1990) provides as clear 
and cornpreknsive a definition as I have cncountered. He suggests rhat "the essenual components of modem 
thinking are dudism. mechanism. reàuczionirm. marcrialk hrcnninism. individualism 
m~hropocentrLrm and pa~riarchalimt" (p.7). 



More to the point of ihis study. the litenture is lacking an account of the actual living out of 

ecological education. My prelirninary investigations in the field, both through persond 

teaching experience and through discussions with coiieagues, indicrrted that there are 

significant challenges with ecologicd education from the perspectives of both snidents and 

teachers- These preliminq results led me to want to engage in a deeper investigation of the 

challenges of ecologicd education. From an academic perspective, this study aims to 

address the gap in the ecophiIosophicd and ecologicd education lirerature by exploring the 

lived reality of ecological education. 

Pedagogicaiiy, this study airns to uncover the challenges of ecological education for 

both teachers and students. with an eye to improving ecological education practice. 

Environmentdy. improving ecologicd education practice has the potential CO improve 

human-environment relations. So. whils this study concems itself specificdy with 

uncovering the challenges of ecologicd education. it is rooted in the long-term goals of 

increasing the effectiveness of ecologicai education and hproving environmental 

sustainability'. 

in rhis study. 1 have t'nmed the difficulties of ecological education within a larger 

cultural context. Why is it not possible to simply keep the line of inqujr within the 

classroom. mther than speriking to larger issues of culture? The chdenges that arise for 

students and teachers are culturally-specific. That is. ecologicd education would not 

provide challenges or. at lest. would provide different and 1 would speculate far fewer 

chalIen_pes, if the education was taking place within an indignous culture. in dis  case. 

there would be @tic kinship between the ecoiogicai and the native approaches to education, 

as cm be seen in Cajete ( 1994) and Graveline ( 1998). 

ï h e  majority of dificulties that students and teachers experience with ecological 

education arise out of the very different way in which ecophïiosophy and rnodernity view 

5 k u g h o u t  chis di imt ion ,  1 use the term "sustainability" to mean the possibility of the continuance of 
life. That is. if an action improves envimnmend sus'ainability. it increases the long-tenn likelihood of the 
maintenance of Iife on earth. Later in the dissenation. 1 use this term in a similar fashion but with a more 
meraphoric twist That is. educacion which is sustainable ais0 increases the possibility of the continuance 
of life. but in this case. "life" does not oniy refer to physid s d v d  but to living with dignity. 
compassion. integrity and a sense of self worth. 



the world. Challenges arise due to difficulties in comprehending a foreign worldview and 

in actualizing ways of king-in-the-worid without structurai supports in place for this way 

of being. Wounds anse due to attempts to iive out a way of viewing the world that is "not 

being reflected in the culture at large" (Ray & Anderson, 2000. p.39). That is, when we 

speak of the challenges of ecologicai education. the vast rnajority of the t h e .  we are 

speaking of the challenges of two cultures (ecophilosophy and rnodernity) mbbing up 

rigainst each other. This study. then. aims to uncover the challenges for both teachers and 

students when engaging in a form ofeducation that is based in a worldview that is different 

frorn the worldview of the surrounding culture. that is. engaging in ecological education in 

a modem world. 

Unique Challenges of Study 

This clash in cultures creates a unique challenge in undenaking this study. While an 

ecologicai worldview6 has diverse roots and is shared by people from a variety of 

traditions7. it is still a minority perspective within western culture. In a recent study. Ray 

6~nterpretritions of m ecologicd worldview vary widely. (See Bowen. 1993b. pp.167-8: Devail& 
Sessions. 1985. p.69: Drengson. 1996, p.3: Nacss. 1989. p.29: Sale. 1991. p.50: Skolimowski. 1981. 
p.30). The perspective used in this dissertation most closely panllels the Batesonian worldview as set out 
by Berman ( 198 I ). Bateson suggests that: 

1. Fact md vdue [are1 insepanble. 
1. Nature is reveded in Our relations with it. and phenomena can be known only in context. 
3. Unconscious mind is primary: goal is wisdom. beauty. p c e .  
4. Descriptions are a mixture of the absuact and the concrete: quality takes precedence over 

quantity. 
5. M i n M y .  subjccVobject. rire each two aspects of the siune process. 
6. Circuitry (single variables in the systcm cannot be maximized): we cannot in principle know 

more than a fraction of redity. 
7. LO@C is bothlmd (dialectical): the hem has precise dgorithms. 
8. Holism: 

(a) Process. form. relationship are primary. 
(b) Wholes have propenies that pans do not have. 
(c) Living systems. or Mincis. are not reducible to their components; nature is dive. 

ip.38) 

'~evall and Sessions ( 1985) suggest that deep ecology (an influentid form of ecophilosophy) finds its 
mots in 

the perenniai philosophy. the pastoral/naturalist titenry tradition. the science of ecology, the "new 
physics". some Christian sources. ferninim. the philosophies of primai (or native) peoples. and 
some Eastern spirinid tnditions. The writings of Manin Heidegger. Gary Snyder, Robinson .-- 
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and Anderson (2000) suggested that 26% of the Amencan population (and we cari assume 

similar statistics for Canada) slip themselves with vdues that could be termed ecological 

(p.4)s. Using this statistic as a ,pide. it c m  be assurned that approximately three out of 

four people in any aven group wiIl nor be so aligned. 

The subject mamer of this snidy, therefore, fin& its rwts in a worldview that will 

be foreign to many people within western culture. This reality has formed the basis for 

many of the decisions that have b e n  made within this study. in particular, the foreign 

derivation of tfüs work has effected the method of interviewing participants. the structure of 

the dissertation. the style of writing in Section 1 of tfiis dissertation and. to a lesser extent. 

the manner of reporting the study results in Section II of the dissertation. Each of these 

challenges wiil be taken up in detail in the appropriate section below. 

The ovenrching implication of conducting research that takes place within a foreign 

worldview is that this work has necessdy become a study within a study. That is. as 1 

stated above. the prirnary purpose of this study is to describe the challenges that aise for 

educators and students in the Iiving out of ecological education. The foreign worldview. 

however, has required a secondary purpose of this work. In order to understand the 

challenges that arise when taking part in rcologicai education in a modem world. this study 

aims to take the reader inside an ecologicd perspective and to show what the world looks 

like through thar lens. 

Study Design 

In attempting to understand the chdienees of ecological education. 1 chose to 

conduct interviews with ecologicaiiy-oriented educators and their adult students9. I was 

endeavouring to speak with people who were on both sides of the ecological/ modem 

Jeffers. hhn Muir. and David Brower have also contnbuted p t l y  to the decp ecology pcrspecrive. 
(p.30) 

md Anderson use rhr tenn 'cuttunl mt ives"  to identify this segment of the population. This p u p  
h 3 ~  many attributes which will be d i s c d  throughout thii study as belonging to an ecologicd worldview. 

90ther resexch approaches which were consi&red ye discussed in Appendii B3. 
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culturd divide. I anticipated that the ecologicd educators would be abie to represent the 

challenges that arose from the perspective of a person aligned with an ecoIogical worldview 

and the students would be able to speak of the challenges that arose for a peson aligned 

with a modem worldview who was encountering an ecological perspective Cor the tïmt 

time. 

i) Partici~ant Selection 

The educators were chosen for this study through the use of purposeful smpling 

(Schumacher & McMillan, 1993. pp.378-83). I sought educators who lived within the 

world olecological education. who saw the world through an ecologicd lens. and who 

could thtrefore speak knowledgeably and with a depth of experience about the chalienges 

that were evoked by living and teaching ecologically in western culture. used hvo criteria 

for choosing these educators. Fit, 1 was seeking educators who understood the world 

ecologicaiiy. Second, I was interested in educators who experienced a sense of dissonance 

or found obstacles with teaching from this perspective and were able CO articulate these 

concerns. 

Regardless of their educationd context or their course content, d l  of the iristructors 

selected s h e d  an ecological wortdview (though they wouidn't necessdy label it as 

such). gounded their teaching practice in the understandings of that worldview, and shared 

an abilicy to articulate the tensions that such a worldview caused for their teaching. In 

selecting these educators. I m e d  to people with whom I had aiready had the kinds of 

conversations about teaching practice that 1 hoped wouid occur as part of the research 

study. 

Selecting the student participants was somewhat more chailenging. 1 wanted to taik 

to students who had been exposed to an ecologicai approach to teaching, who had found 

difficulties or conflicts with this approach. and who were wïliing and able to articulate their 

experiences. if I simpIy put a request for participation out to classes, and had students self- 

select. then 1 was not likely to gain the participation of those students who felt the most 

tension with ecologicai approaches. If, on the other hand, 1 asked teachers to select 
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snidents whom they felt might meet my dection criteria, the danger existed that the 

snidents wouid not Feel the freedom ro refuse or would participate out of a sense of 

obligation to their teacher. 

1 ended up using a combination of these two approaches. 1 phced a cal1 for 

participation out to classes of three of the participaring teachers. The students then sel€- 

selected. The other two teachers suggested suitable students to interview but these smdents 

had taken courses that were &ady completed so that fear of reprisa1 for non-parùcipation 

was not an issue. 

[ did fmd the students in tfus snidy to be more noceptive to an ecologicai perspective 

than the typical student whom i had eecountered in my own teaching practice. 1 suspect 

that. in part, this openness was due to self-selection: those students who were hostile 

towards ecologicd approaches simply didn't agree CO participate. But 1 dso wondered 

whether i had misread the "average" student's response. That is. had I magnified the sense 

of "othemess" in my own rnind because when it did it was bounded by such an 

uncornfortable and unpleasant type of interaction? 

Or. on the other hand. had 1 correctly identified the confiicts that were emerging in 

the classrmm benveen an ecologicd perspective and a modern perspective. but are these 

conflicts not as prevdent in a one on one situation? That is. in a ciassroom. 1 am perceived 

as an riuthority figure with aU of the mixed emotions that such a roie evokes for students 

and myseif. In an interview situation, there is still an awareness that 1 am the "teacher" and 

now 1 am dso the "reseucher". Yet at the same tirne. the students and 1 could speak more 

as human beings who share very red desires and suuggies in the world. Ttiere is a 

commonaity that is more easily tapped in a one on one interaction. 

In my case, the srudencs whom 1 interviewed were micuIate. cmdid and insightful. 

Despite their receptivity to ecoiogical approaches, they were able to point out pIaces of 

tension that were evoked by ecological educrttion. At times these tensions were fnmed as "1 

Like the ideas in theory. but the application is difficult". Somebes they were framed as "1 

find the ides appealing but my ciassrnates didn't". Somerimes the dificdties were staced 

in the same way in which the instnrctors spoke of their stniggies: as the confTicts with self 

and society that iivirg iife through an ecophiIosophical lem engenders. 
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Initiaiiy. 1 briefly considered interviewhg the young snidents of the teachers who 

taught in the schooi system. 1 quickly realized, however, that this undenaking would 

require a different research design and would not necessdy provide access to the types of 

ideas that 1 was seeking to unrangle. The different perspective offered by teachers who 

teach in the school system gave a more well-rounded maiysis of the tensions beween 

ecologicd perspectives and modem perspectives in the classroom. Understanding their 

students' perspectives, however. will require another research study. 

1 intemiewed seven educatorsl" k e  of these teachers raught in the public school 

system. two at the junior high IeveI. and one at the elementary Ievel. .As mentioned above. 

there are no snident interviews asstxliated with these educators. Four of the educators 

taught adult students. (The fifth adult educator mentioned above is rnyself. While my 

experiences are not included in the interview data my students were arnong the student 

participants interviewed.) One of these educators taughc a gened interest course in a non- 

formal setting. The rest of the adult educators taught in a formai university setting. One of 

the adult educators taught an optionai credit course to undergraduate education snidents: 

one taught a required credit course to ~riduate education students: and one aught a required 

non-credit course to education students in a cenificate program. One of the students in this 

final course was not enrolied in the certificate program but nther was taking this one course 

as an elective continuing education course. My own snidents came t'rom two different 

courses in two different facdties both rit the undergraduate levet. The education course was 

ri required credit course and the envuonmental philosophy course was an optionai non- 

credit course. Four of the instructors inierviewed were femde and rhree were male. They 

ranged in age from mid-ihinies to mid-fifties. 

1 i n t e ~ e w e d  twenty students. One student withdrew from the study. leaving 

nineteen interview transcripts that were inciuded with the student dafil. Four of the students 

were enrolled in an education certiftcate progcm; four of the students were enrolled in an 

education under_duate pro_-: two of the studencs were enrolled in an educzttion 

osaduate program: one student was taking an elective conhuing education course for - 
l%eudonyms are used for study participants thraughout rhis dissemation- 



professional developrnent purposes; five snidencs were enroUed in a recreational yoga 

course in a non-formai setting and three students were enrolled in an elective course in 

environrnentd phiiosophy at the undergraduate levet. Eieven of the students were femde 

and eight were male. They ransed in age from early twenties to late sixties. 

ii) Interview Protocol 

The interviews were conducted at a rnunially ageed upon place: at a participant's 

place of work or home, in ri university classrmm or in my own home. Chwsing a place 

that would have a casuai atmosphere where participants wodd Ceet comt'onable and at ease. 

whik respecthg theu privacy, was essentid in order to provide a conducive aunosphere for 

the types of conversations that 1 was hoptng would occur. 

The insuuctors were asked to scheduIe three h o m  of their time and the students 

were asked to plan on one hour of time for the in~erview, The three hour cinie period wrts 

based on p s t  experience with conversations of this n a m .  That is, generaily when a 

didogue on ecophilosophicril i de s  got rolling and colieagues and 1 found ourseIves dmwn 

intu the topic. the discussion would continue for two to three hours before either the 

conversation began to dwindle or we wouid "corne to". noticing the passage of Ume and 

becoming a w m  of other obligations that waited. 

The selection of a one hour time pend for students was based on conjecture and 

considention. 1 anticipated that the conversations wouldn't have a momenturn of their own 

in the same way that the insuuctor conversations wouid. both because rhe snidents and 1 

didn't know each other. and because we didn't s h m  common ground &a& we wished to 

explore. Going into the interviews. I dso perceived chat the students were "giving up" theu 

time for me. whereas the insuuctors were "sharing" their t h e  with me. That is, 1 hoped 

and suspecred that the insuuctor conversations wouid be rnutudy beneficiai and 

pleasunble. whereas the snidents were. 1 felt. doing me a favour. As such, I wanted to 

honour theù needs and keep their time commianenc to a minimum. 

I hûd, in the back of my mind, three questions tfiat I was seeking to explore in the 

insmctor interviews: 
.-- 
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1. What are your p s t  experiences or beliefs that have led you to engaging in 

ecophilosophically-orienced work? 

2. How do you define ecological education'? 

3. What are the challenges that have arisen for you in teaching through an ecophiiosophical 

lens? 

For the students, 1 had one question in mind: 

1. What are the challenges that you experienced in triking part in ecological education'? 

Before each interview, however, 1 wmte down a list of questions that were specific to the 

person whom 1 was about to interview and to their educational context. 

At the beginning of the interview, dong with going over procedural matters, 1 gave 

a bief synopsis of the study purpose discussing my interest in the topic and the 

participant's role in the study. This introduction provided an oppomnity to clariQ 

questions for those panicipants who were not quite cenain of the study purpose and 

provided a framework for discussion for those people who were well versed in the field 

and very farniliar with my intenr. 

As 1 became more skiiied at succinctly and clearly describing the study purpase. 1 

found these couple of minutes of discussion to be invaluable. They were an opportunity for 

me to speak from the hem about my passions and my concerns. This genuine sharing 

seerned to put the participants at ease and set the tone for the rest of the discussion. Often 

participants got di-awn in to the ideas that i was putting forth and the interview immediately 

twk on a life of its own. En these cases, I actually needed to rein the conversation in so that 

ail procedurai and ethical considentions were a p d  to before 1 turned on the tape 

recorder. 

If a topic had not already ernerged through our inuoductory conversation, 1 began 

the conversation with one question. typicdly quite a generai question. from my question 

list. With the student participants. the interviews, at Ieast at f i t ,  were somewhat of a 

fshing expedition. These conversations were one place where the unique challenge of this 

study, based as it was in a foreign worldview, Iiad to be taken into account That is, the 

students and I didn't share a common fnme of reference or a comrnon understanding of 

what an ecological worIdview rnight Imk iike. As students had not necessdy encountered 
a v  



the t e m  "ecologicd worIdviewW or "ecophilosophy" or "ecologicai education" before, 1 

also couldn't rely on a shared vocabulary. 

1 knew that 1 wanted to understand student challenges with ecological education, 

but 1 didn't know where those challenges Iay, if they existed at ail, or how to get to a place 

where 1 could uncover them. 1 started the conversarion. therefore, with very generai 

questions about the reasons that the student had taken the course in question, their response 

when they looked over the course outhe, and generai initiai reactions to the course. 

Usually these early questions provided a non-threatening introduction that helped the 

participants to begin to open up and provided me with a couple of entry points that 1 could 

probe further to deepen the discussion. 

For both rhe insmctors and the students, dter the initial questions, 1 took my 

direction more from comments that the participants made thm from my list of questions. 

This approach was a very important characteristic of the interviews in helping me to obtain 

rich data. 1 proceeded in this way for three reasons. First. while I knew the genenl tenitory 

of the information that I was tryinz to obtain. 1 did not know specifically where the knots 

arose for any one person. 1 needed pyùcipants to lead me to their areas of concem and chat 

could onIy happen if 1 foliowed their lead. Second. I knew from experience that the ideas 

that 1 was trying to explore were multi-layered, ciifficuit to articulate and often lay more in 

the realrn of vague intuitions than concrete, pre-considered responses. Arriving at the depth 

of conversation that 1 hoped for and intended required time. gentle probing, circling away 

from and back to ideas. A linear format of questioning could actually cut off insights 

because. for the most part, the information that 1 was seeking could not be pre-packaged or 

neatly laid out on an inteiiectud level but nther required cime for pondering to aiiow a 

gentle. organic emergence. Third it was very important to me to honour the integrity of the 

participants by treriting them with the respect that ail beings deserve. Linear f o m  of 

questioning cm corne across as intrusive, treating the participants as data sources nther 

than human beings. 

ïhe  conversations continued untii they ran out of stem. or there were other 

pressing tirne commitrnents. The responses that emerged from the interviews were analyted 

in a manner that is describeci in detaii in Appendix 82. 
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iii) Researcher Stance 

While the above procedures outline the decisions that were made with regard to 

research design, rhey beg the question: "what ,pided the decision-making process?". My 

major concem in every aspect of this study was to be ,gjded by the topic rather than 

irnposing a predetemiined approach ont0 the topic. This focus was important to me for 

several reasons. Fmt, I wanred to honour the integrïty of the work and listen to its caii in 

much the same way as ecophilosophy was suggesting we honour the integrity of the world, 

out of a sense of c m  for the work itself. Second 1 wished to be guided by the topic out of 

a sense of personai obligation and integrhy. That is, 1 wanted to "wak the taik of 

ecological living. Third. 1 wanted to cake on the acadernic challenge of determining whether 

there was a way of living ecologicdly within the world of research itself. In doing so, 1 

hoped to achicve some resonance between research process, topic and writing style. My 

attempts at king guided by the topic in making research decisions resulted in the 

"ecologicai method" that is discussrd in detail in Chapter Three, 

S tudy Limitations and Boundaries 

The desire to follow the d e m d s  of a topic does produce its own set of challenges. 

When work is guided by a topic rather han a disciplinary foundation, then the fields of 

inquiry on which it draws are many and varied. That is. when attempting to understand a 

topic in the way in which it occurs in the wodd. the topic is found in a t d y  integrated 

state. with threads leading in many directions. A researcher can't follow all of these 

directions and SNI maintain focus. 1 had to acknowledge, therefore, that aithough this work 

draws on the fields of psychology, sociology, anthropology and theology, to name a few, 

the strands that 1 would foiiow belonged to ecophilosophy and ecological education~~. 

' ~ h e  eçologicd I modern tension is taken up by wrircrs in a variety of fields who focus on issues which 
are specific to their discipline. See Hillrnan & Ventura (1992) and Roszak (1992) for the field of 
psycholo~. Drengson (1983) and SkoIimowski (198 1.1994) for philosophy; Berry (1988) and Fox (1994) 
for thrology: Capn ( 1982) forphysics: Barlow (1997 and Wilber (1998) for the phiIosophy of science: 
Mander & Goldsmith (1996) and Smith (2000) fur economic discussions. and Norberg-Hodge (1991) for 
srudies of indignous populations. Writers such s Bemm (198 1) and Hman (1988) provide a more broad- 
based historicd and cultural discussion of these tensions. 



Beyond decisions about disciplinary boundaries, a cesearcher ne& to cane out the 

boundaries of inquiry that will be pursued. For example. 1 would have liked to explore in 

more depth the process of culturai change, theones on intercultural communication, 

supporting f o m  of pedagogy such as nansformative. spirinial, holistic and indigenou 

education and the ties of the ecological method to phenomenology, hermeneutics and action 

research. While 1 spent some tirne pursuing each of these lines of inquiry, in order to 

maintain focus on the study at hand, these topics had to be put aside for later research. 

Most significant of the boundûry delineations was the decision to take the 

worldview of ecophilosophy at face value and to not engage in a critique of this 

perspective. Whether an ecological approach to teaching and living is acnially more 

environmentdly benign, whether Living Life in such a way is desirable even if it is stiown to 

be more environmentdly benign, the costs and benefits and inconsistencies of living in 

such a way and the multiple interprrtations of both ecophilosophy and environmental 

problems are ail important conversations to have. Similarly. the ecophilosophicai critique of 

modernity is far from problem free, and is deserving of attention. Modem thinking has 

brought many benefits and many difficulties that can be viewed from a vxiety of 

perspectives". 

1 have chosen not to engage in an analysis of these multiple interpretations for the 

following reason. Whether one agrees or disagrees with ecophiIosophy, and whether one 

a_gees or disagrees with modernity, the challenges that have arisen at the encounter point of 

these two ways of thinking, still arrive. The important task of this work is to understand 

the challenges from the perspective of the students and the teachers. For exarnple, Ray and 

Anderson (2000) suggest that "from within the Modem worldview, it is alrnost impossible 

to encounter another culture sympathetically and on its own terms" (p.70). This dominant 

nature of modemity causes pain for ecologically-oriented people. (See Chapter Four.) The 

intent of this study is not to question the legitimacy of this sense of woundedness but rather 

to try to empatheticdiy understand the pain. SimilarIy, students who expect a finear 

structure and predefmed goals in their educational process, becorne fnistrated, resentfui and 

'%te Wlber (1998) for a discussion of the "dignity and disater" of modeniity. 
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angy when chey corne up against the meandering, seemingly directionles nature of 

ecological education. (See Chapter Five.) The intent of this study is not to cal1 their desire 

for structure into question nor to question the legitirnacy of their anger. Rather. the point is 

=es are to understand that for people nised within a modem culture, these particular chailen, 

evoked by ecologicd education. 

This intent of accepting at face value the challenges of encounter between 

ecophilosophy and rnodernity does not preclude the sort of critique suggested above. Yet, 

as with the other lines of inqiiiry that had to be abmdoned in order to maintain study focus, 

this argumentation has had to be postponed for Iater research studies. 

FinaIly, the work is bounded by decisions regruding study population. In the case 

of this study. 1 chose to lirnit my selection of study participants on a geographic basis to the 

province of Alberta. As a province with a long-term consemative government. a reliance on 

and suon: ties to the oil industry, a history of connection to the land through ranching and 

a population that tends to take pride and pierisure in the outdoor environment, this particular 

group of study participants may differ in their allegiances to an environmental ethic or to a 

global economy from popuhtions with different economic. political and environmental 

realities. 

Furthemore. the specific pmicipants who were interviewed are d l  white. middle 

class. able-bodied and weU educated Cruiadian citizens. They occupy places of relative 

privilege within society and. at les t  supeficiaiiy, do not represent marginalized 

populations. These demo-mphic characteristics m y  influence their openness to ecological 

perspectives as weU as their leisure time co engage in pldosophical questioning. 

Finally. the group of educators are di between the ages of 35 and 55 and therefore 

reached the rige of majority in the 1 9 0 s  and 1970s. They came of age. therefore. at a time 

of _mat social consciousness when culturai n o m  were being actively questioned. The 

desire to question assumptions, challenge n o m  and look at ideas from a varïety of 

perspectives. as well as the opportunity to have exposure to non-mainstream ideas and a 

critique of western. indusuiai vaiues are iisted in Appendix Cl as cornmon characteristics 

of ecologicaiiy-oriented educators. The educators interviewed for this study may, therefore, 

be of an age group which is uniquely receptive to ecotogical approaches due to the 
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correspondence of their early adult years with a time in North American cuiture thar was 

rife with the type of culninl critique that provides nurnirance for ecologicaily-oriented 

educators. 

Communication of Results 

il Dissenation Structure 

The second way in which the unique challenge of forei,onness has surfaced in chis 

study is in the overail s m c m  of the dissertation. While enditionai dissertations follow the 

format of Introduction. Litenme Review. Research Method, Research Results and 

Discussion and Conclusion. there have been seved significant changes in the format of 

dis  dissertation. 

Fmt. and perhaps most sipificantiy. the majority of materiai that would typically 

be considered to comprise the litencure review and research method have ken assigned to 

the appendices of the dissertation. This placement was based in an attempt to bring the 

reader into the appropriate fnme of mind for understanding an ecological worldview and 

thereby assist with understanding the chdlenges thac fonn the bais for ihe empirical 

aspects of this smdy. 

An analogy can be dnwn to reading a F m .  While it is possible to rationally 

analyze a poern. looking for reasons behind word choice. histoncai rekrences. rhythm and 

pmem ruid rhyme. to mly understand the spirit of the poem. the reader typicaily enters into 

the vision of the pet.  listening from the hem. from a place of empathy. shared experience, 

mernory and participation in the worldl3. The same is uue of attempts to understand an 

ecolo@cal worldview. The words of smdy participants are best understood when read from 

a place of sympathetic resonance which is based in reflection on the reader's own life 

experience. 

One of my tasks then in writing this dissemion was to help the reader to enter into 

the mùidstate that is most conducive to hearing the mths of an ecological perspective. 

13~or be ly  discussions about the function and fonn of poecry. see Berry (1983) and Snyder (1980). 
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Contexnidizing the research and providing information about the method undertaken was 

as important in this dissertation as it is in any doctoral work. But putting this nther linear 

f o m  of discussion in its typical placement, preceding the study results wodd 1 feared 

take the reader into a mindstate that would make hearing of and understanding of the 

subsequent work more difficult. As such, the background information has k e n  placed in 

the appendices. 

The second unusual aspect of the dissertation structure is the inclusion of Section 1. 

Whereas the placement of the background information in the appendices was based in an 

attempt to ensure that the reader didn't get pulled into the wrong rnindstaee for reading 

ecophilosophical writing, Section 1 is an attempt to actively puil the reader into an 

ecologicd worldview. As was mentioned above, while the original intent of this 

disxnation was to uncover the challenges of ecologicai education for teachers and 

students, &e foreign worldview in which this work tdces place necessicared ri second study 

purpose: helping to establish a sense of famiiiarity with an ecologkal woddview. Since the 

establishment of that familiarity musc occur prior to discussion of the empincd study so 

that the challenges of ecological education can be hily understood. this secondary purpose 

forms the brisis for Section 1 of the dissertation. 

Section II provides the study results. discussion and conclusion. In other words. 

whiie styiisticdly Section II is somewhat unusud (see the discussion below regarding 

stykxic choices). its content is in keeping with a traditional report of empiricai research. 

Mthough Section ii provides a conclusion to the empincal aspects of the study, the 

study as a whole is not thereby complete. Since there are two purposes to this study. some 

discussion is required to brïng the two purposes together and provide a sense of cohesion 

for the smdy as a whole. The purpose of Section iU is to draw the two smdy süands 

together. 

Section 1 of rhis dissertation anempts to demonstrate that an ecological woridview is 

not often lived out in western society, discusses the possible reasons that rhis perspective is 

Iacking and outlines some of the problems that have resuited h m  eschewing an ecoIogical 

perspective. Section II suggests that embncing an ecologicai worIdview within a modem 

world is probtematic and outlines some of the challenges in anempting to be in the world 
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and conduct cducacion in an ecologicai rnanner. Section iii therefore uks the question. 

"what then?"'-'. How do we proceed in the face of the knowledge t h  Section 1 and Section 

il have elucidared? 

The Iayout of the dissertation, then, is as follows. Section 1, Leaving Home. 

atternpts to bring the reader into an ecologicai worldview. Through a description of the 

personai parh that Ied to the undenaking of this doctorai study, Chapter One. Sharing 

Stones. attempts to show the pleasures of understanding the worId ecologicdy, and the 

sense of disconnection and bewilderment that can occur when one tums one's back on an 

ecologicd perspective. Chapter Two. Losing oirr Wq, moves from a personal story to a 

cd& story. Ttils chapter provides the theoretical and philosophicd underpinnings of an 

ecological worldview: provides evidence that, as a society, we are not suongly rooted in an 

ecologicd perspective: and suggests that ecological education rnay be a means for 

reco~ection. Chapter Three. Erploring Topos. attempts to further elabonte an ecological 

woridview by demonsuating what it might look Like to Iive ecologicaily within a particular 

contexr. in this crise. as an academic researcher. 

Section II. Againsr the Current. discusses the findings of the ernpiricai research 

undertaken. uncoverine the challenges of ecologicd education for both teachers and 

students. The first chree chapters of this section are organized thematically. Data anaiysis~~ 

showed rhat ecolo@cally-oriented people have rhree smng threads that run Nnugh their 

lives forming an important part of their interpretation of a life welI-lived. Each of these 

threads forms the basis for one of the chapters. Chapter Four explores the necessicy to live 

out one's tnith. or in Parker Palmer's (1998) words. "to live divided no more" (p.167). 

Chapter Five suggests the importance of living in a state of connectedness to the rest of 

mation. or living in a "state of grace" (Spretnak. 1991). Chapter Six is based in the 

I4~aner H d n  bs cited in Orr. 1997) has suggested that ecologicd literacy is the ability ro ask "what 
then!" (PM). 

15sre AppendU 32 for s detailed outiine of the dm andysis procedures. 
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impentive to take pleasure in the worid to be "sqrised by joy" (Lewis, 1955)16. Chaptsr 

Seven mines the narrative of these three chapters to provide an outline of the empincal 

study results. 

Section UI. Coming Horne. consists of one chapter, Living Benveen Dreams. As 

mentioned above. this chapter brings together the ideas of Section 1 and the findings of 

Section ii to look to hture implications. 

This section is followed by a reference kt, and three appendices. Appendix A 

contextualizes the research by outlining where the work fits within the field of 

ecophilosophy ( Appendix A 1 1. ecotogical education (Appendix A2) and environmental 

education ( Appendix A3). 

Appendix B provides information related to the research method in addition to the 

information regarding research design discussed in this preface and researcher stance 

discussed in Chapter Three. More specifically, Appendi. B provides an audit tnil (Lincoln 

& Guba. 1985. pp.3 19-20) for the research. Appendi. B 1 contains parlicipant consent 

fonns. Appendix B2 provides a step by step outiine of data anaiysis procedures dong with 

samples of data at each step of the process. Appendix B3 provides a discussion of chose 

paths of the research desizn and data anaiysis thrit were abandoned and discusses the 

reasons that thesr avenues were not pursued. 

Appendix C provides an overview of ides  that may be helpfùl for those readers 

who wish to engage in ecological education. Appendix Cl outlines the chancteristics that 

were held in comrnon by ccofogjcd educacors. Appendix C2 mines an abandoned path of 

data anaiysis to provide an overview of the categories of challenges that students 

encountered with ecologicai education. Appendix C3 provides a list of the suggestions 

made by educators and students to help ease the process of ecological education. Finally 

Appendix C4 takes the fmt step in the prccess ofoudining criteria for the development of 

effective ecological education pro_gams based on the three themes that underiie Section II 

of the research. 

16~urprised by joy is the titlr of C.S. Lewis' a~tobio~eraphy which. in tum. cornes f i m  a poem by 
Wordsworth Educator and smdy participant Emma Appre-eard uses the term "sirrprised by joy" hquently to 
denote a way of being-in-the-wodd which is Full of _munide for the beautiful moments of  life. 



ii) Dissertation  SN^ 

Section I - Leaving Home 

In the writing of Section 1 of this dissertation. the issue of foreignness found its 

peatest hurdle. As was mentioned above, the purpose of Section 1 is to bring the reader 

into an ecologicd worldview in order to provide the context within which the challenges 

that are the topic of the empiricd study. cm be well understood. 

But how does one go about explicating a foreign worldview'? Co,htive means and 

lineu argumentirtion aren't helpfui because the i d e s  put forth are understood and assessed 

through an inappropriate lens. Furthemore. as discussed above. entenng into the analyticai 

aspects of mind c m  actuaily undermine mernpts at understanding. 

In undenaking the work of explicating a foreign worldview. 1 have one advantase 

over the ethnoppher. While it is m e  thrit an ecologicd woddview and a modem 

worldview are based in very different. sometimes incompatible assurnptions and therefore 

understand the world quite differently. it is aiso m e  chat "dl human systems of logic exist 

within the -gïmd cosmologie" (Spremak. 199 1. p.8 1). Modernist. posunodernist. 

positivist. hermeneut. criticai rheorist: we are ai i  ecological kings. 

My challenge then is to tap into the ecologicai hem that bats  within us dl. 1 have 

chosen a variety of ways to atternpt this r z k .  At cimes. 1 cake the reader to stories of those 

people who live life from inside an s c o l o ~ c d  lem as wirh Naess' story of watching the 

death of a flea in Chapter Two and Henlry's story of opening to the possibilities of plant 

vibrations in Chapter Three- At rimes. 1 d e s m i  my own experiences with the reaiization 

that the only stories that 1 know intimateIy enough to embroider with the required detail and 

genuine ernotion to brïng them ro iife, are my own storiesl7. Whether 1 am sharing my own 

' 7~m0nal stories are aIso used as a mems to rivoid king ptenmipruous about the reader's experience and 
beliefs. That is, 1 believe, and mecdotal evidence has indiatecl. hat ecologkd undemdings resonafe with 
a h  of us. But 1 m ' t  nor do 1 wish ro spe& for the reader or QreSUtX w h  his or her experience may have 
ken. By owning the stories myself. 1 can speali from s place of certain@ of experience and can provide the 
rerider with the room to m f e  dtsmce. At the same tirne. stories provide a way of shaing knowledge and 
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taies or others', it is hoped that, while the reader won't have identical experiences, she  will 

have experiences that are close enough in kind to relate. 

Sometimes, 1 tum to universal human experiences, as with the discussion of the 

death of a loved one, that arises in Chapter Two. Through tuming to a fundamental and 

shared human experience, we may truiy begin to understand that "within each peson lies 

the 'divine spark"' (Miller. 1993. p.61) that connects us to each other. and connects us to 

the cosmologic that Spretnak mentioned. 

At times, 1 mm to popular icons and current events. By viewing familiar situations 

through an ecological lens. we have the advantage of having cornmon ,gound on which to 

hang unfamiliar interpretations. In Chapter Two. the discussion of signs that may indicate 

that we have ceased listening to earthiy resonances uses this approach. The goal in this 

section is to show the world through an ecological perspective, to demonstrate how 

comrnon everyday experiences are viewed from the perspective of ri person who holds an 

ecological worldview. 

At times, 1 tum to poetic citations from gifted writers. The creatives among us 

secm to iive in a state of connection with their own ecological hem and are capable of 

finding ways that tug the reader inside those understandings. Most notably, this is the case 

with the passage from W.O. Mitchell's ( 1947) Who Hus Secn the Wind. that 1 use to frame 

the idea of the ecologicai self in Chapter Two. 

Finaily, 1 attempt to bring the reader into an ecological worldview ttirough the style 

and tone of the writing itself. The tone is intended to be meditative. urging the reader to 

stop a while. to contemplate and to dig deep into her hem. 1 intend for the reader to be 

lulled into slowing dom. to go gently and easily with himself. This work is intended to 

hold the reader in the embnce of an ecological worldview. to experience both the agony 

and the joy of living there. and the affection. generosity and lamentation that accompany an 

ecological way of king-in-the-worid. 

Though the trisk of writing necessarily leads to simplification. 1 attempt to avoid 

foreclosure. holding open the complexities of life that an ecolo@cai perspective hopes to 

finding comrnonaity. if the reader. therefore. ha undergone similm experiences. my h o p  is that i t e  wtIl 
read him or heneif into the story and connect with his or her own life's taie. 



maintain. The style meanders, gentiy drawing open ideas, leaving them and coming around 

to them again. unfolding in the way thac understanding in the world actually occurs. It is 

hoped that the reader wili be able to have patience with this Pace and style. These chapten 

don't present araaument after argument in a classic thesis statement per para-mph manner. 

But through the unfolding of the words, a tale is told so that by the end of each chapter, the 

reader should be taken a litde bit closer into the hem of an ecological worldview. 

I am faced in this section with the challenge of using a hea r  form of 

communication CO help the reader to enter into a non-iinear way of seeing the world. 1 am 

attempting to provide anaiysk without switching over to an analyucal rnindstate, I am 

aware that the resuits will not be perfect and will not be satisbing to al1 who read this 

work. i am hoping, however, that the reader will go with nie on this adventure and open 

his or her hem to the chdlenge of entering into an ecologicd worldview. 

Secrion il - Againsr rhe Grnent 

The presentation of study results. the purpose of Section II. posed the &matest 

scylistic challenge. I hoped to xcomplish two tasks through this section. First. 1 wished to 

bring to life the challen_ges of ecolo_eical education for teachen and students in their own 

words and through their own experiences. 1 wanted to show what the challenges were and 

what those challenges meant within the lives of the study participants. Second, 1 wanted to 

frame those challenges within a l q e r  cdturril perspective. ïhat is. 1 wanted to help the 

reader to understand why these challenges rnight arise for a person who viewed the world 

through an ecological lens or a person who viewed the world through the lens of modernity 

who was encomtering ecolo@cal thinking for the fmt tirne. 

1 hit mags with both of these _goals. Problems arose with the fmt goal due to the 

nature of emegent research (Lincoln & Gubs 1985. p.4 1). When I conducted the 

interviews, I didn't know thae participant stories would provide an important means of 

communicating the research resuits. My conversations with study participants took place 

more on the level of idea sharing. Although there were some stories that were an inherent 

part of that idea sinring, there was not suffïcient contextuaüzation or an adequate number 

of rich stones to be able to allow participant experiences to speak for themselves. At the 
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tirne of writing, 1 needed to work with the data that 1 had coilected, and that data was in the 

form of opinions and perspectives about ecolopical education. 

The second goal encountered a different obstacle. 1 redized that providing the type 

of culturd context that I hoped to offer. was going to involve me in mother research study 

altogether. For example. one of the issues that wzls highly problematic for both 

ecologicdly-oriented snidy participants and those who were chdenged by ecolo,oicd 

perspectives wwas our societd relationship with tirne. Students were frusuated by the slow 

pace of ecoiogicd education and by the long time in which it takes to build the relationships 

required for deep leming and to tmly intemalize the ideas that were king shared. 

Ecologicdly-oriented educators. on the other hand, were fnismted by che fast Pace of 

modem sociecy and the demands to dways corne to quick resolution for difficulties and 

then move on to the next idea to assimilate. In order to provide the culturd contexnialization 

that 1 wris hoping to offer. it became clear that 1 would need to undendce indepth culturai 

and historical research on our culnird relationship with time. o u  notions of productivity. 

our view of how leming takes place. and our beliefs about self-care and downtime. Time 

was oonly one of many contested issues that arose. It becme clear chat this culrunl 

contexrualization was not possible within the parameters of thïs study. though 1 do hope to 

rake up rhese ideas in subsequent mearchiS. 

The goal of Section iI then becme much less cornplex. 1 wmted to indicate the 

chdlenges that arose with regard to ecological education for both terichers and students. and 

to substantiiite my assertions with evidence frorn the interview transcrïpts. In doing this 

work. 1 came up against a different obstacle that was more related to my own sense of 

integity with this work. No matter how many rimes 1 organized and reogmized the 

chapters and recstegorized the challenges that had arisen. 1 seemed to have lost the spirit of 

the study participants' words and of their concems. 1 felt a strong sense of obligation to the 

l31 do pmvidc limited cuitural contesmdization for the themc which undergirds Chaprer Fwe. An indepth 
discussion of the m a i n g  and implicauons of understanding oneself embedded in mation is weI1 beyond 
the scope of this study. it was necessary, however, to provide some framing for this theme because it 
engenders a very large conceptual leap h m  modem perspectives and because the shift in understanding 
which is required is not apparent on the surface. 



snidy participants who, in many czes. had chosen to share their pain and vulnerabilities 

with a total stranger. Providin; a hgmented and soulless accouct of their challenges with 

ecologicd education felt iike a beuztyai of the study participants. 

1 settied on the current style for Section II. 1 took the three themes that undergirded 

the lives of ecologicd educritors and. in a sense, threw them back out to the snidy 

participants to ponder. That is. while 1 didn't literaiiy take these themes back to the study 

participants for a large-group conversation. 1 went back to their collective interview 

cranscripts and pulled out the various concerns and opinions that surrounded each theme. 1 

then organized the smdy participants thoughts into a discussion around the theme. The 

conversations meander with comments building on one another. offering clarification and 

support. moving off in tangentid directions, disa-meing, offering alternative 

interpretations. Through these memderings. the chdenges ~Cecologicai education are 

shared tiorn the perspective of students ruid teachers. Chapter Seven then retums to a more 

conventional writing style to puii the challenges out of the t h e  thematic chapters and to 

provide ri summary of the reserirch findings. 

iiil Assumotions of Dissertation 

Embedded in the writing style discussed above are many rissumptions about what 

constitutes vaiid knowledge. how we corne to know. how communication occurs. what 

constitutes n life weli-lived ruid what the purposes of knowledge m. This section provides 

a brief outline of the more significant of these lissumptions dong with their implications for 

the writing of this dissertation. 

Sharing a Personal Vision 

Fht. cbis dissertation is mted in the belief that scholarship within a hicghly 

compiex. speculative. multi-faceted, contentious field such as human-environment relations 

revolves mund adding a reasoned voice to the conversation. For example, when Lynn 

White Jr. ( 19671 specdated that environmental problems were rooted in the Judeo- 



Christian underpinnings of society, he was not offering the only possible interpretation for 

environmental degradation nor was he presenting the whoIe picture. But he did open up 

discussion within the environmental thought community, discussion that has k e n  vital and 

vibrant and argumentative and ever-changing for more than thirty years. And he did offer 

one interpretation of environmentd problerns that was worthy of a hearing. 

Sirnilarly, in this dissertation. 1 am offering a perspective. my personal 

interpretation of the environmentd challenges that we face, My intent is not to daim that 1 

have found the solution to environmentd deterioration nor have 1 pinpointed the d h a t e  

cause for this decay. 1 am simply adding another voice to the conversation. My 

interpretation is based in twenty years of king involved in environmentd work reading 

hundreds of books and articles on the subject of humenvironment relations. thousands 

of hours of discussion with colleagues and thousands more hours of thinking and working 

through ideas. From that experience and that knowledge brise, 1 have taken in the ideas that 

have encountered and put them together in ri way that is influenced by my own 

understanding of the world. Ultimately, in such a complex and uncenain field, 1 don? think 

that we c m  do anything else. None of us has a monopoly on truth. But we can offer ideas 

so that we cm figure out together how we might live better on the earth. My response to 

thac question is offered throughout this dissertation. and most significandy, in Section 1 of 

this work. 

Background fiterantre us Cornrnrrniry Menibers 

if ail that we can do in the snidy of human-environment relations is share ideas 

about how to live well on the earth, then a researcher's relationship with the litenture is of 

a different nature than most academic research. Rather than viewing the literanire as sources 

to cite, writers become cornmuniry members to invite into die discussion. 

This work owes a large detic to many gifted writers and thinkers who have provided 

me with a sense of homecoming and safety to explore rny ideas, have pushed my ideas to 

p a t e r  depths through their own work and have forced me to consider alternative 

perspectives. Yet as influentid as these people have been to my work, they are not. I 

believe. experts to whom we must defer, nor sources to be cited as representing truth or 
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substantiating one's own position. They are simply community rnembes to whom we may 

eagerly listen, elders to whorn we may turn in order to gather wisdom, virniid friends with 

whom we may share scories or extend empathy for their own ~tniggles~~.  

As such, titerature is cited throughout this dissertation, but it is rarely cited as 

substantiation for the ideas that I put forth. Rather, the litenture sources are included to 

offer another perspective or a further eiaboration or a wekrafted turn of phrase or a story 

that crystailizes a point that I am trying to make. 

Tnirh Claim of Erpcriencr 

hplicit in the discussion above is the suggestion that mth cornes in many different 

f o m .  Throughout this work, 1 nun suongly to the value and vdidity of life experience as 

a basis for uuth. The desire to reclaim the vaiidity of life experience and to reawaken the 

ability to tune into that wisdom is, in fact, one of rhe goals of ecologicd education as I have 

interpreted the endeavour in this dissertauon, 

As this reclamation is a goal. so the vaiidity of experience is dso an assumption that 

underlies the writing of this work. This dissertation. cherefore, points to life experiences in 

helping to elabonte ideas that are king discussed, The challenge with suggesting that 

experience ha a uuth claim is that we need to have some wriy of disceming which 

experiences are worthy of listening to, and which interpretations are well-grounded enough 

to provide substantive information. The wriy towards that discernrnent is not clear or 

simple. but this challenge is taken up in Chapter Two. 

î?te Nanrre of Cririqiie 

This work is critical bur the intent is not to tex down but to build up. in the same 

way that a good friend wiii be blunt about our shortcomings in order to help us to grow. 1 

take North tunericm society and cuitunl institutions to task This approach cm be 

offensive to some rectders and can seem arrogant to others. My intenr. however, is not to 

I9see Pivnick (199917000) for an elabontion of rhe retationship whkh ecologicd educaton have with their 
environmental elden. 



antagonize, but to fmd ways of iiving that are more generous, more kind, more fuffiing. 1 

believe that this goal demands that. at times, we m u t  do the fnghtening and uncomfortable 

work of confronting our assumptions and our triken-for-wted ways of living. 

This work is based in the belief that there is a bottom Line in iife as articuiated by 

Thoreau ( 1854i198 1) and Muller ( 1996). in speaking of his Waiden experirnent, Thoreau 

States that "[he] wished to live deliberately ... and not, when [he] came to die, discover that 

[he] had not lived" (p. 172). Muiier claborrites this point: "If we are Iiware of our mortaiity, 

we can iive less by accident and live instead with clrtnty and purpose" @..xi). 1 believe that 

living in a manner in which we will have no regrets at the end of life requires facing fears, 

acknowledging mistakes and weaknesses. k ing  self-reflective and self-criticai, staring 

down hypocrisy. cailing into question comrnonly heid assumptions, looking beyond the 

immediacy of desires, stepping outside of Our comfon zone, hriving the courage to not 

simply slide into what is easy and sde. extending a hand in c m  and compassion, adrnitting 

confusions. sharing vulnenbilities. 

While undertaking ths process rnay seem confrontational and. at times. abrupt. this 

critique is undertaken in the spirit of hope that as a community (academic. educational, 

environmental), we cm work together to help each other through the fears and to work 

towards ways of living that are meaninr&l. fulfilling and cornpassionate. 

Critiqite of Everyday Life 

While living life in the manner suggested above sometimes involves large-scale 

questioning. more often than not. it simply requires taking the lem of scrutiny to everyday 

life. Many of the issues thrit aise in the empirïcal part of this study, therefore. are small. 

ordinary concems: challen~es and wounds that many people experience everyday and take 

as part of life. 

This dissertation is based in a desk to live weii and kindly on the earth with our 

fellow creatures, human and otherwise. With that intent in mind, the everyday insuits of 

life - the smaii ways in which we demean each other, in which goals aren't nurtured and in 

which individuai truths aren't supported - become part of the ground for critique. When 

confronted with these smail insults. this dissertation asks, "do we need to iive in such a 
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way?". Are there ways of approaching life, conducùng resexch, teaching, conversing, 

relating that are more life-affimiing and sustainable? By listening to the study pakcipants' 

words and bringing to light some of those injuries with which we Iive everyday, this 

dissertation aims to open discussion about the acceptabiiity of the taken-for-granted 

wounds with which we live. 

Contribution to the Field 

The resexch study. AgaUlsr rhe Ciirrent: Ecoiogical ~i tcat ion in a Modem World, 

is designed to uncover the challenges that rire experienced by students and teachers in a 

modem culture when engaging in ecological education. This study has the potential to make 

a contribution to the ecophilosophicai and ecological education Iiterature by taking the 

vision that the litencure provides. and investigating the challenges of living out that vision 

in the actuai existing world. thereby beginning die process of filling a current gap in the 

l i t enm.  

Furthemore. this study aims to contribute to the field of educational practice by 

outlining the challenges of ecolo@cal education for both students and teachers. By 

providing this base-line information, ihis snidy has the potentiai to assist educators in 

teaching and developing ecoIogical education program chat are sensitive to and responsive 

to the types of challenges that ecologicd education evokes. 
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Epigraph 

School. I don? think. redIy helps you find out where you're supposed to go at 

dl. 1 don't know if that's what it's made to do. but it doesn't. I do wish chat 

school uught you more about making sure that you have a creative pulse al1 the 

time .... Like k ing  soulful. whatever your soui tells you that you need to 

do .... But that's sort of my probfem. Somehow 1 ended up without that. so 

now 1 have to find it .... I'm not sure if there is something out there that is 

redly fulfilling and that's reaily going to help us out in the whole emptiness 

that people end up feeling cr lot of the time. But 1 think it does lie somewhere 

hopefully for me in sharing and caring and loving other people. 

Suzanne Young, Environmental Science Student. University of C d g q  

A s  1 sac there on the rock I redized that. in spite of the closeness of civilization 

and the changes that hemrned it in, this remrint of the old wildemess wouid 

speak to me of silence and solitude. of bdonging and wonder and beauty. 

Though the point was oniy a smaii part of the vasmess reaching far to the 

arctic. tiom it 1 could suwey the whole .... 

1 nmed this place Listening Point because onIy when one cornes to listen. only 

when one is aware and sùll. c m  thinp lx seen and h e d ,  Everyone has a 

listening-point somewhere. It does not have to be in the north or close to the 

wildemess. but some place of quiet where the universe c m  be contemplated 

with riwe. 

Si-& Olson. Lisrening Point 



SECTION 1 - LEAVING HOME 



CHAPTER ONE - THE SHARING OF STORIES 

The people who corne to see us bring us their stories. They hop  they tell 
them well enough so that we understand the truth of their iives. They hope 
we know how to interpret their stories correctly. We have to remember that 
what we heu is their story. (Coles. 1989, p.T) 

Prelude One - A Dialogue 

This smdy is a story about love and about ache and the journey uaveIed from one to 

the other and back again. It is a story about the space which exists between the two quotes 

which open this dissertation: Sigurd Olson who speaks as a gentie inhabitant of the world. 

and Suzanne Young. who is experiencing 3 vague sense of d i~co~ect ion and loss. 

Suanne is an environmental science student who had eIected to cake m informal 

course which 1 was offering on ecophilosophy. She is a quiet. young womm: quiet in the 

sense of sorneone who is deeply reflective. 1 was impressed by her intellect. by her desire 

to engage seriously in work. by her sentle hem. and by the coungeous and honest way in 

which she sxplored her life and expressed herself. 

The day that she d v e d  for our interview. she was obvioudy in the midst of the 

imer tumoi! which besets ri young thoughtful person from time CO time. She was feeling 

disillusioned with the path which she had chosen in Iife. and was trying to figure out how 

to live ri life of meaning The confiict in which she was embroiled lent a touch of 

vulnenbiIity and poignancy to our discussions. 

Suzanne's words are so compeiiing to me becriuse she stares with such innocent 

candour the thoughts which so many othets have intimated: the ivay that we are Iiving and 

the ,- thnr we are rducaring is nor working. We see signs of decay ail around. whether in 

the deteriontion of drinking water. the loss of temperate and tropical minforest: increased 

youth vioience; higher divorce ntes; inmased nurnbers of species added to the endangered 

species iist: accelented melting of Arctic ice: or skyrocketing rates of mention deficit 

disorder in children. dcoholism in men. depression in women and a correspondkg 

Ïncrease in prescription dm, = use. 



Suzanne's words dso speak strongly because she wishes her world otherwise and 

hris the courage to follow her hem but does not know how to proceed, Whiie Suzanne will 

find her way through the mgles which her iife will reveal, 1 believe that we (society and 

the education system) have failed her. There is no reason that a young person should scat 

their joumey into addthood by trying to find their way back to the sense of king at home 

in the world which is their birthright. There is no reason for the pain which is suffered as a 

result of our discomection from our earthly roots. Nor is there reason for the Che and 

energy which musc be expended to reconnect to the ecological sdfi and to recover from the 

pain and seif-doubt which such a journey requires. This is time stolen h m  a life; time that 

could otherwise be spent living fully and joyfully, finding one's prith. doing one's 

lifework. 

* * * * *  

Sigurd Olson was a gifted nature writer. environmentalist ruid activist. He was a 

contemporary of Aido Leopold. one of a group of men who took over the fight for 

wilderness preservrition from John Muir. Born rit the tum of the mentieth century, he wris 

involved with batdes to preserve wild Imds in the United States from the 1920s h o u @  the 

1970s (Sigurd Olson website). 

While Olson died when Suzanne was just entering her fmt yem of school. i like to 

imagine a conversation berneen the NO. And if such a conversation had taken place. 

perhaps this dissertation refiects some of what wouid have been said. 

In the quote which 1 have borrowed from OIson. he does not directiy speak to 

Suzanne's pain. He does not offer suggestions for how to fil1 the "whole ernptiness that 

people end up feeling a lot of the tirne". Instead he speiiks h m  a place of k ing  otherwise. 

Olson's words emerse from a sense of beinp-in-the-world which is deeply grounded and 

c d d y  and quietly joy-fdled. In choosuig this quote, there is no suggestion on my part that 

we need to only find a space in the wiidemess and di wîU be weil. Rather, OIson shows us 

what it rnight look like to be ri person who knows their place in the world and has found it 

~ e e  Chapter Two for an extended discussion about the ecoiogicd self. 



to be a place full of wonder which touches the soul. These are the messages which we need 

on an aiiing planet: words from peopIe who speak of hucnanity and speak from humanity 

and. for that matter, speak for humaniry. 

in this dissertation. 1 would like to contemplate how we have moved to an 

understanding of the world which enables Suzanne's pain to be possible. and how we 

might iind our way back to a sense of k i n g  ar home in the world But more than that. this 

dissertation cbronicles the difficuities of that journey against the current. 

Prelude Two - Those Apples and Snapdragons 

1 was initially drawn to Olson's book because of the nme: Lisrening Poitir. While 

the joumey from fremdheit - "the condition of being no longer at home in the world" 

(Weinsheimer. 1985. p.4) - ro belonging is a cornplex one. it is characterized most stronsly 

by the art and the rict of listening - to Our own hearts. to the emh. to each other. 

The reader of this work if s/he wishes to leave with an understanding, must also 

corne with the intent of king a gende and compassionate listener. What you will hear are 

the taies of people who have pciously a-geed to share their stmggles and insighcs about 

how to live weli on this e h .  if 1 am successful, what you will also hear are resonances in 

your own hem. If we can courageously mm to these shared hmonies. then we may ail 

engage together in this critical conversation about how we c m  achieve "what we'd hope for 

on the planer ... creativity and saniry, conviviality, the real work of our hands and minds: 

those apples and snapdnsons" (Snyder. 1980, p. 16 1). 

Throughout this piece. we wili hear gentle whispers of the d e s  of ecoIogists and 

poets. educators. philosophers and spirituai seekers. Their vibrant, heardelt [ives softly 

echo. leaving faint mes behind marking the lives of a i i  who have been inspired by their 

words and their deds .  We wiil hear the tdes of teachers who, imbibuig such words for 

sustenance. attempt to translate and stiare with students a world which n m  away from the 



tace for globalkation and irs concomitant dehumanimion'. We will hear the d e s  of 

students who. raised in a world where the pace of life does not Ieave room for a "settling 

word" (Jardine, 1992, p.181, where they tind themselves treated as commodities to oil the 

industrial machinery, stniggle to comprehend how the world couid be otherwise. 

This study is a tde of a journey which mmy people at the beginning of the twenty- 

first century are undenaking as they find that the ways which we have been living are no 

longer serving. But this project could no[ have consumed rny heart and sou1 for so many 

y e m  uniess the journey described was also my own, 

Like Suzanne. my earliest smdies were in environmental science, minoring in 

zooiog and geognphy. My first "red job" after pduating was as an environmental 

officer with the Spills Action Centre of the Ontario Minisuy of the Environment. That is 

where this taie begins, with a typical night at the "Spiils Centre" in a hemeticdly sealed 

office in eastem Toronto. 

From Persona1 Journey to Doctoral Study 

A m t o r  hier lumbers down the deserted highway. It is the middle 
of winter, deep in the night on a quiet tract of North Ontario highway. 
[ce crystais f o m  from w m  b m t h  in air that is thin with cold. Ai1 that 
c m  be seen are long stretches of snow under northern lighis dancing in 
and out of the stars. The driver is picking up speed, trying to reach his 
destination by moniing. He hics a patch of tcy road. The tractor trailer 
swerves. The driver suuggles to regain control, but the truck jackknifes, 
the front @ding down a smdl embankment: and the truck comes to rest 
on its side in the ditch ksi& Highway 17. The driver is f ie :  he climbs 
out of the cab unharmed. But his cargo has k e n  sbaken up, disiodged. 
Liquid is teaking out of the back of the trader, fmt a uicklt and then a 
regular flow - ricross the highway, into the cfitch, seeping into the snow 
and into the bare patches of soil. As the driver watches, his toxic cargo, 
a load of polychlorinared biphenyl ( P a )  oii en route to disposal, is 
finding its way into the underground water system. into the weiis of the 
hmdful of people who cal1 this place home. 

Mander & Goldsmith ( 1996) for a discussion of some of the social and environmentai concems with 
globdimtion. 



Later, a Toronto business omet ,  a painter by profession, is seen 
throwing barrels into the bushes near an industrial park. The bmels are 
unmarked, and badly corroded- In anotfier part of the city. there is a fire 
on m open lot, a place where used rires have k e n  stored waiting for 
reclmation. 

And finally on this night, routine industrial discharges in Sarnia 
Chernicd vdey  is sending chlorine emissions into the air. Momentary 
outages of abatement equipment are a matter of course in this highly 
industridized ares 

These are the sorts of incidents with which we dedt. at the rate of one thousand per 

rnonch, at the Spilis Action Centre (SAC). A cwenty-four hour centre, SAC handles 

environmental emergencies across the province. 

At the moment in whicb an environmental emergency occurs. minimization of 

impact is the first priority. followed thereafter by remediation and in some cases. 

investigation and enforcement. An assessrnent of an incident requires a series of routine 

questions coupled with sorne knowledge of the multifaceted information wfüch comprises 

environmentai work. What is the toxicity of tfie chemicai involved? How much will it be 

diluted in chis pmicular situation? 1s the substance flammrible'? What are wind conditions in 

the maa? Where iue the nearest residences? 1s evacuation of an area required? Are there 

downstrem water users'? If so. should water katment plant intakes be closed off? What 

are sod conditions? Is the are3 environmentdly sensitive? 1s it politicalIy or sociaiiy 

sensitive'? 1s this 3 routine occurrence or a crisis situation'? What is the quantity of the spill? 

1s the spill on-going or is it stabilized or stopped? How Long would emergency personnel 

take to reach the spill site'! M a t  is the h s t  mechod for clean-up for this particular chernical. 

in this prirticdar quantity, given these particdar environmental conditions? 

The human-envuonment reIacionship which exists during an environmental 

emergency is immediate. Hurnan health and environrnental viability need to be protected 

NOW. The relationship is after the fact; one in which environmentai protection centers 

around detiting with situations which are currentiy unfolding or have already occurred. 

The lens shih somewhat when an emergency is over: then the question of 

prevention arises. In the context of a provinciai Ministry of Environment, prevention 



centers around two key elements: abatement and legislation. What technoiogy can be 

installed to reduce the arnount of ernissions (air, land or water) which result fiom indusuid 

processes? Are these economically viable and practically feasible? Are there better 

manufacniring or refining processes which would reduce wate and incnrise reclamation 

and recycling? What legislation can we enact to deter purposeful environmental 

catastrophes, to provide guidelines for industry and to provide some teeth for enforcement? 

Are there tax incentives or innovative policies which could supplement legislation to 

encourage compliance'? What wiil the economy ber. society accept: current knowledge and 

technology provide? 

The seductiveness of this work. of these words, draws me in as I write. The 

clinical taik of abarement, maximum acceptable concentrations. technology holds no 

beauty. But what a sweet delizht the language of objectivity (Beny, 1983, chap.2) offers. 

The words sound so full of knowing. I sound so full of knowing when I ailow myseif to 

hide behind their precision. The world that is conjured up in this work is a place of 

cenainty: of clean. simple uuths. 

Subject. object, not to be entwined, not to be bothered by the messiness of our 

connection. Clipped. hmh sentences full of "its". Yet those "its" free me in an odd way. If 

chernicd spills. technology. polluters are objects over there. and I am a knowing subject 

over here. then 1 cm manipulate and alter. control and manage. and enter into the equation 

only as an instrument of salvation. How holy I cm feel. How clem and pure. 

In my youth I could get lost in this worid, not through the donning of self-indulgent 

blinders, but in totai innocence. The world simply was a place of cause and effect where 

pushing the correct button. or undertaking the right action, would set things suaight. 

For better or worse. the sincere forthrightness of youth gives way to a world which 

is govemed by "it depends". The clarity begins to lose its alIure. not because we corne to 

know better. but nther because we reaIize that we know les. I don't have the answers 

which my innocence so wished 1 would. My entanglement with the world is aiways more 

messy, more earthy. more cornplex. 



There is a certain wistfulness to the loss of that clear, connoiiable world - but not 

much. For what is gained in living amidst uncertainty is a richer, deeper tapesuy of 

experience. A world that thrills to the waking, in ways that never could have occurred 

when [ believed chat 1 could understand and control it dl. A world that is gentle to my own 

contingencies - my impossible agonizing loves, my cruel deaths of omission and 

commission. my eamest attempts at living kindly. my stumbles and fdters dong che way. 

While pan: of me still longs for that world of clarity, allowing myself entry would 

require too much conscious denial of lived experience. My joumey now is, at times. 

accompanied by more angst and more panic. But these struggles do not arise because 1 

allow myself to enter into the messiness of life but nther when 1 attempt to rnap my desire 

for conuol and cIarity and simplicity onto the world as 1 have come to know it. 

There is deep pleasure to be found in embracing this shifting soi1 both through a 

surrender to life. and through the peace created when knowledge of the world and action in 

the world flow in the same direction. 

It is a stolen afternoon - a bright spring day where 1 have escaped 
t'or awhile from my computer and its demands. My friend and 1 gather 
wood for his woodstove. fuel that will keep his family w m  through 
the bnitdly Ions Alberta winter. We mvel, not far from his home, to a 
place where wood has been discarded. abandoned - a veritable treasure 
trove of winter heat waiting to be harvested. We open inco a large 
clearing spacious enough to pxk a truck sandwiched between rwo suips 
of forest: a space which funnels and concenuates the sun's nys, 
bearning, beatingout the stickiness of the day. 

1 take the chainsaw from my friend's outstretched hands, casting ri 
furtive giance to see if he can detect the nausea rising in my stornach. the 
strains of theme music from the Texas Chainsaw Massacre playing in 
my head. 1 start the saw tentatively, determined to somehow find a 
sense of ease. 1 plant my feet wide apart. recaüing some snippet of a 
safety lesson about using an axe. "Keep your feet ftnniy planted yet 
wide apm so that if you slip. the axe can't go into your leg". SureIy a 
chainsaw must be the sanie. Once it is buzzing, 1 hold it awkwardly, fax 
from my body. unaccustomed to the vibrations. 1 feei coltish, clumsy, 
ttying to get the pressure just right letting the saw do the work pushing 
down enough to get it to bite. My fiiend is uifiteiy patient, neither 
condescending nor taking over nor becoming exrisperated, as 1 blunder 
again and again and again. 

A few logs cut. 1 feel like 1 can take a break with a measure of 
diugity. 1 bend down and pry the logs loose h m  the tangie of wood 



which holds them fm. My computer-mushy muscles suliin to lift the 
newly-cut wood. 1 arch and throw, the wood Ianding a short distance 
from my feet. My friend chuckles at my attempt. and comes in closer to 
reuieve the failen log and haul it off to the mck. 

The sweat pours off both of us, tuming our faces to din as we 
swipe at them with earth-covered arms. SLipping down bodies. 
penetrating the ground: Our sait-water exchange for the bounty we are 
reaping. i'm melting into the earth, disintegnting. Resh joining with 
land. Sacrifice, payment, Union. insects swoop in close to enjoy the 
salty feast. Grimy. Buzzy. Itchy, Swat. Nothing could be tiner. 

A rhythm is set up. accomrnodating to each other's movements. 
working in a slow - very slow - dance of cut, pry, throw, haul, stow. 
Earth. chainsaw. body, sunshine, sweat - d l  come together in this act of 
survival, of promise. Al1 of life has rnoved together to this moment. 

Bateson ( 1972) claims that man, me, axe are ail one in the systern of felling a me. 

The "tree-eyes-bnin-muscles-axe-suoke-uee" (p.3 ln system continually responds to the 

"difference which makes a difference" (p.3 18). But missing from this closed loop is the 

buzing insect tasting the sweat pouring down my face. Absent is the grey jay watching 

from the nearby spmce or the magies darting over head with their caw caw caw 

cornmenthg on our goings-on. The difference which m i e s  a difference must include the 

quickening of my friend's breath and the swish, gush. slurp of his heart pounding in 

tandem with my own. Pounding which is felt. responded to. connecting us across the 

expanse of corduroy road. 

Bateson neglects to mention the necessity of parcicularity. The system always 

exists. but is not aiways felt. Blessedly it is inescapable on that blaUng afiernoon, 

unavoidable because of the particuiarities of people, climate. mood. stage of life. waking of 

earth. fledging of birds. Bateson doesn't concern himself with what happens when thiit 

system becomes part of conscious experience. 

As the rhythm takes over, thoughts drift. Silently at fmt, then 
uttered aioud in reverie. Conversation somehow becomes more intimate. 
It loses its edge: stops looking over its shouider. Words spiii over each 
other; dreams ushering forth from places heretofore unexplored, totally 
devoid of self-consciousness. Hummed snippets offered to the wind; 
said to oneself. We breathe in each other's hopes and fears as the 
rhythm of work passes between us. 



1 would not part with this moment for di the world. Earth. body, 
hem. sweat, heave, throw. 1 lost myself that day, and others like it. 1 
lost myseif to something bigger. And in that s m n d e r  to life, in that 
naked abandon, 1 came to be fully alive. 1 would lose myself forever in 
that rhythm, if life could be so lived. 

As 1 draw back from that rnemory, two types of knowledge Iay lightiy in the back 

of my head, The first arises from various sources, but most sigificantiy from time spent 

preparing an interactive video on air pollution for a science rnuseum in Philadelphia. The 

second. adrnittedly, is a projection. a speculation, though 1 think it to be a steadfast, 

trustwonhy one. 

In the late 1980s. Colorado, land of the Rocky Mountains, home of cabins and 

chalets spilling over with back-to-the-land types, instinited restrictions on woodstoves. 

There was an indisputable linkage between the burning of wood and the increased carbon 

monoxide and particulate levels. Ernissions from woodstoves were clogging the Colorado 

air. and conuibuting to a global greenhouse effect (Colorado Statutes 2 5 - 7 4  1. 1984). 

1 know too of the pleasure that my friend would take as he put one of those logs 

into the woodstove. knowing that his body had k e n  given to create warmth for his family. 

1 am aware of the intimacy with which he knew those logs. pressing his nose in their tender 

inner regions. brerithing in their scent. "Perhaps this very piece". he would say to himseif. 

his hand caressing, finding placement between the gnarled surfaces. "was the one where 

the grey jay landed to watch us". Or "hat one with the knob on it, lwks like the one which 

cut me". enjoying the thought of his blood mking with the m e  sap. Or, chuckling to 

hirnself. "this big monster has to be the one that made us collapse in a fit of laughter, 

getting the better of us when we both struggled to fit it into the truck. 

As each piece is chosen to be carried inside to the stove. he wouid anticipate the 

blue sputter and spark of the spruce resins, or the hardness of the aspen which wouid take 

longer to i-pite but wouid then provide a slow. long, steady bum. 1 know of the enjoyment 

that he wouid have reading in front of the warm, soft giow or the animated conversations 

which would be accompanied by the fire's blaze. And then too. there would be the strange 



pleasure that he would feel when he tiptoes over icy floors eariy in the morning, shivering 

and cursing and hopping around, not able to stand still until the fm again begins to gain 

strength and warm the room. 

As the smoke curls out of his chimney. bathùig the nearby trees with faint traces of 

their ancestors. it lays bare a world of living. Brearhing it in. 1 gentiy hold these two bits of 

knowledge in my min4 weighing them for their import. This process of considention is 

what living in this complex world must be - achowledging many mths and then deciding 

how to live well in the face of them. For even in the midst of this complexity, in the rnidst 

of not knowing, we still must face the ultimate question, "how, then. shdl we live'?" 

(Muller. 1996). "It depends" requires a fine sensitivity. an ability to hear the world. an 

aminement which is baihed in an ethic of c m .  Such living does not ailow me to ignore 

carbon monoxide levels. playing games of pretend amnesia. Nor does it dlow me to 

ritiondize my actions. But it does say that the system of accountin_g is Iarger thm that: 

Being fully human m u t  be able to respond to Iived. deeply worlded. sensuous experience. 

1 look back now ro tdk of abatement equipment and remediation with a vague sense 

of bewilderment. It seems strangely lacking. Environmentalism3 is silent on the question of 

how to live in the face of the rictualities of life. and so in its very hope for salvation. 

environmentalism has abandoned us to find our oivn way. 

More tngicdly, the path which is iliurninated by environmentally appropriate 

actions. has no place for the feb connection to the world. Rather thm bending and 

accornmodating itself to the sucky web of human experience, seeking ways to weave itself 

into such redities. environmentalism sets up a behaviord nom. to which we must bend 

our actuai experience of the world Rdes and models c m  be helpfi but when experience 

must be forced to fit the mode1 hen the twts d e  the master and the world becomes 

disjointed. if the mode1 is strong enough, bomba& our sensibilities often enough and is 

enforced with enough power, we begin to become suspicious of our own experience. 

jllïhe environrnentriIism whch ïrn referring to hem encompasses dl codes of environmental conduct which 
include but are not lirnited to the above mentioned scientific-technoIogicd soiutions to environmentai 
problems. 



The implications of the rift between how we experience the world and how we are 

told that we sliouid be experiencing the world, will be further deveioped in upcoming 

chapters. At this juncnue it is important to mention that both this version of 

environmentalism and the consumer messages which envuonmentalism speaks against, are 

CO-conspirators in creating a sense of intemd dissonance. The mistrust of an internai voice 

which emerges from the "monoculture of the mind" (Shiva 1993) which is thereby 

created. holds within it very h a g i n g  environmental and social reaiities. 

But what of those people who experience that worldy fleshy connection too 

strongly to deny it.? What of those who understand the deep pleasures of losing oneself to 

earth-body connections and for whom such experiences resonate with a sense of deep 

uuth'? What of those people who know the depth of sou1 loss which wodd occur if they 

were required to excise that conneccion from theu lives or fit rhemselves into the mold of 

snvironmentdism / consumerism / rnodernism which demands a betrayai of sun-sweat- 

mag-pie g h y  winrer warmth'?: 

f've dways had to hide who 1 am. hide my care for other life. because people didn't 

understand chat sensitivity. You want to be understood and accepted and 1 never 

felt that 1 was. (Educator and Smdy Participant. Jarnie Crowe) 

Most of my life has dways k e n  on the fringe. mainstrestm but not. 'Cause my 

views have dways been just a linte bit outside the envelope. And before. 1 think 

that 1 didn't trust myself to say that 1 saw the worid differently untilt heard others 

[say it]. You know. f'd :O and look for litenture chat said it was okay to t& like 

that. it was okay to be like that. (Educator and Smdy Participant. Lindsay Naylor) 

It may be hard for you to understand this. We feel we do not fit. We feeI that there 

is somerhing wrong with the way we m. M e r  dl. we are told that each and every 

day that we are aromd you. We feei insecure. 

Each time someone pushes us, teases us or makes fun. another wound is 

infiicted. Some of these wounds we can hed ourselves. m e r  wounds of insult 



however. continue to grow until we cm no longer stand the pain .... (Adams, 1999, 

p.A17) 

This fuial quote was excerpted h m  an anonyrnous lerter which was posted at 

W.R. Myer's High School in Taber. Alberta after two boys had k e n  shot there. one 

fataily. The note refers CO the experience of king a vicrim of schooiyard bdying, the 

supposed motive for the shooting. There is an eene resonance between these three quotes. 

Not being accepted: tiaving to hide who one is: not mrsting oneself are al1 wounds inflicted 

by trying to live out an experience of the world which isn't honoured by the majority of 

society. ï he  wound of not belonging is deepened by the constancy of hearing chat what 

you deeply believe in is "klevant" as rny class of under-duate education students told 

me. or "sentimental" (1987. p. 184) and "utopian" (1990. p.113) as Wendel1 Berry has 

ken  told. The wound is opened daiiy by media images of reality which don't sperik to 

one's lived experience but are held up as the only mth. 

The human drive to tink up and belong to comunity is powerful but the admission 

price - a deniai of that moment of sunenh-mm-woman-insect union - just may be too 

high to pay. These two strangely conflicting desires - the desire to live one's tmth and the 

desire to "fit" - forrn the somewhat prickiy nest in which this doctoral study was hatched. 

Like a nest. the motivation behind the research didn't sirnply amive one day as a 

eood idea. Rather it was a necessity, ri springtime urge to budd which was coursing - 
through my veins. 1 repeatedly ignored its caliing as inconsequentiai. But such silent 

demands are relentless. The sense of dissonance beniveen attempting to honour my iived 

experience and desinng to fit into a society which didn't hunour the truths which 1 hew. 

has lived within me since adolescence and frnaiiy, it could no longer be ignored. 

The research motivation and the research question while closeiy related. are not one 

and the sarne. If the initiai impulse is tbe nest, the question is the egg. Which species will 

hatch. how numinng the yoik-sac wiil prove to be, which habitat the bird wiU rest in, when 

ic wiii fledge, how Iovely or haunting ics c d  will be: these maners will spill out as the 



dissertation unfolds. For now though, it is necessary to describe the outward appearance of 

the egg lest the nest aione appears sufficient for Iife. 

The suggestion to acknowledge lived experience is. in essence. a shorthand for a 

much more complex engagement with the world which 1 h o p  to reveal. This relationship 

with the world known of as an ecophiIosophical perspective4 or an ecologicd paradigm has 

been put forth by a myriad of writers. environmentai and otherwise, as an antidote to the 

sense of disconnection which many people are experiencing within western society. This 

news shodd bnng much rejoicing among those who experience the world through the Iens 

of ecophilosophy. that is, those who cannot abide the clem clear surfaces which the 

modem world (and as has already begun to become apparent. many versions of 

environrnentalism) lives out and instead wish to acknowledge their felt connection to the 

sun-euth-wood complex. if ecophilosophical notions start to be embraced by the l q e r  

society. then chose people who found it impossible to deny this bodily lived experience of 

the world will find an alignment between living their mth and finding a sense of 

belonging. 

Certainly. the promise of relief exists. Again, however. we must tum to iived 

experience. Ecophilosophy as a vision for society holds many internai contradictions and 

extemai tensions. For a moment though. let's assume that the vision itself is problem fixe 

and has the potential to relieve the disquietude. dis-ease and dysfunction of modem society. 

Even if this were the case. we stiii mut  face the reaiity that the actuai attempts of 

people to live out ecophiIosophicai understandings in the existing world has been a painful 

proposition. Ecophilosophy is based in a very different set of assumptions from modernity. 

A transition from one worldview to another. even if it were deemed to be desirable and 

even if social change actuaiiy happened in that fashion and even if this were the intent of 

ecophilosophy, would require a CO-existence of those two sets of assumptions for a long 

while until the momennun of the new paradip took over. 

%lis dissertation. while rwted in an ecophilosophical understanding of the world focuses most 
specificdly on one idea which emerses h m  ecophilosophy: the ecological self. The relationship between 
the ecological self and ecophilosophy is discussed in Appendix Al. 



When these two ways of viewing the world meet. they conflict and clash, usi ing 

Iike jealous siblings, stomping their feet and refusing to see truth in each other's 

statements. On the part of ecophilosophy. this behavior is a conscious rejecuon of an older 

sibling's power. As such, it cm be stepped outside of when calmer heads prevail. 

Modemity however, as the older sibling which defines vaiidity and truth. appears to be 

transparent. That is. modemity doesn't seem to be steeped in any assumptions. It is. nther. 

simply the way that the world is. And from the standpoint of modernity's world. the ideas 

of ecophilosophy seem "utopian", "sentimental". "itrelevant". 

So some problems are arising. Living life through the lens of ecophilosophy is 

proposed as a way out of current societal problems. environmentai and social. Yet iife 

which is actually lived through that lem is fiaught with miscornmunications, 

misunderstandings. angers. conflicts, wounds of not belonging. In order for the promise 

of ecophilosophy to be reaiized. it is necessary to gain an understanding of the problems of 

its emergence in the acniai existing world. 

I start edging up on the research question by asking: what is the experience ofliving 

from an ecophilosophical perspective in a modem world? There is only one more mm 

which needs to be taken in order to move from this question to the question which 

underlies this dissertation. Pedagogy needs to be cdled upon to join the fny. Education is, 

arnong other things. a tool of social change. While it could be debated whether ecological 

education acnidiy finds a home in this version of pedagogy, much of current environmental 

education pracuce fin& its roots here5. in chis capacity. the field of education shodd have 

an important role to play in the m i t i o n  from a modem to an ecological worldview6. 

%hr goals. characteristics and historicd emergence of rcolo@cd ducation iue discussed in Appendix A2. 
Distinctions between ecologicd educrttion and environmentai eduution iue described in Appendix A3. 

transition h m  a modem to an ecologicai perspective does not imply the abandonment of one set of 
beliefs for another set bther. this altemion involves a widening of the definition of human ontology. 
That is. the understanding of ecophilosophy encompass the i d e s  of modet-nity rather than m i n g  against 
them. At the same time. an ecological perspective and a modem perspective provide different mutudly 
exclusive lenses through which to view existence. 



Within the classroom. however, there exists an intensification of the problerns 

which occur in the broder Society when ecophilosophy and modernity m e t  h e d  on. The 

school system is a modem institution within which is found a curriculum gounded in 

modern id&. Students have been nised to understand the world through a modem lens. 

Indeed the teacher hirn or herseif has also k e n  nised with the same assumptions. 

What happens when a teacher finds this modern perspective to be lacking and 

eschews it for his own iived experience of the world an ecophilosophical experience? in 

the process of teaching. a "teacher transrnits nothing more or less than his or her king" 

(Goldberg. 1993. p.87) in the very routines which are set up and relationships which aise 

in the classroom. Furthemore, within broad guidelines. how and what a teacher teaches 

depends on his or her view of the purposes and processes of education which in tum 

depends on his or her view of what it rneans CO live well in the world. 

An educacur then. lives out in full view and often with the parucipanon of students. 

a series of assumptions about relationship. community. knowledse. self. success. The 

older that the students are. the more likely that they will already have strongly formed 

notions of these components of life. When students are entrenched in modem asumptions 

and educators teach h u g h  the lens of ecophilosophy. we see a form of "interculnual 

communication" (ScoUon and Wong ScoUon. 1995) arising which has the potential to open 

up new wodds of understandin- and yet at the same tirne may engender conflict and 

confusion. 

Mar happens when ecophilosophy and modemity meer in a classroom? This, at 

1 s t .  is the question which drives this research study. interviewing both ecophilosophicdiy- 

oriented educators and their adult students. 1 have anempted to understand how "meeting at 

the boundary" of ecophilosophy and modemity is experienced by these two cmups. What 

challenges do both goups face? What openings and possibilities are created? What are the 

obstacles to understanding'? What approaches are effective. iîightening, htrating? 

Before these questions can take fiight to see where they wiU carry us, some time 

needs to be spent in the nest exploring the environment. The next chapter, then, wiü mm to 



the question of how we have corne to move h m  Olson's sense of belonging in the wodd 

to Suzanne's vague sense of u n e s ,  and the ways in which ecological education responds 

to this disconnection. 



CHAPTER TWO - LOSING OUR WAY 

At the outset of an expriment [some physiologists] wodd sever the vocd 
CO& of the animai on the table, so that it could not bark or cry out dwing 
the opention. This is a significant action, for in doing it the physiologist 
w3s simultaneously doing two other things: he was denying his humanity, 
and he was affirmng it. He wris denying it in that he was able to cut the 
vocal cor& and then pretend that the animai could feel no pain. that it wris 
rnerely the machine Dsscmes had claimed it to be. But he was also 
affitming his humanity in that, had he not cut the cords, the despente cries 
of the animai would have told hirn what he rtlready knew. that it was a 
sentient. feeling k ing  and not a machine at ail. (Evernden. 1993. pp. 16-7) 

Listening Point 

As 1 sit d o m  to write. 1 am still in rny "mourning ctothes" for the funenf which 1 

attended this morning. Sornething of that moment of temporary finality. of bewiiderment 

and kreavement has turned me back to my work and compelled me to write. 

A few hours ago. the service completed. 1 sturnbled into the bright daylight outside 

the funeral parlor, feeling somehow exhilanted. certainiy not joyful. but imbued with an 

aliveness which is d l  too nrely felt. This awakening was not born of conuasts (in the face 

of death. 1 celebnte that 1 am aiive), but nther had a sense to it which 1 am suuggling to 

The prissing away of a life in our midst reveds "the jqged tom place in [ourl spirits 

that lets the small flying agonies pass in and out" (Kingsolver, 1998. p.296). Each of us in 

our solitude is. for a moment. broken open, and through that thin crack comes the friint 

whisper of a voice which has long k e n  ignored. While we may choose to shut tbe door 

qain. the fact that it once had k e n  open leaves us with a doubt and a possibility. in this 

possibïiity. if we choose to attend to it, lies the hope for ecological survivai, 

The voice which called out in the face of death was no different from the one which 

echoed through the clearing in the forest where rny friend and 1 gathered wood. It is the 

silent cry of humanity: its vocal cor& appearing to fmd momentary connection. What was 

so suikingly different in the funeral parior was that this voice wasn't o d y  responded to by 



two people who seek out earthly resonances. Rather. it was shared by a room full of people 

who corne from a variety of backgrounds with a diversity of worldviews. 

It seems that the intensity of grief is so n w ,  so deep. and so real that within its 

presence, there is no possibility for m i n g  away. pretending that we do not hear. The 

confrontation with death seerns to provide one of the rare "listening points" which are stiU 

left in modem Society. For char instant where we look death in the eye, tnith is in the air. in 

that moment of honesty. we receive a respite from our cmfuiiy and often innocently 

consuucted illusions. those tiresorne obstacles CO Living fuiiy. Within the funeral parlor. 

there is an acknowled,gnent "of silence and solitude. of belonginp and wonder and beauty" 

(Oison, 1958. p.8). and a cuming towards chose deep places within which make us 

profoundly human. 

This acknowledgment of what is reai. however beautiful or traumatic, however 

fnghtening or upiifting. is. to me. the essence of k ing  dive. Berry ( 1983) suggests that 

"there is relief and freedorn in knowing what is red" (p.200). This relief comes from a 

connection with our humanity. our sources. our roots. 

At the funeral. 1 was given a box seat to despair and felt somehow that 1 should 

slink away. 1 didn't know Anna weII. and the agony which 1 was observing made me feel 

voyeurïstic. an unwelcome and unwanted witness to the most profound despair. 

But the tears which I was crying were not police ones. not shed out of dutiful 

respect, The words of tribure which Anna's son had wrinen for his beloved mother cut 

right through me. ïhey have awakened ancient pains. opened up heaied wounds. have 

made me recdl a forgotten sorrow wtiich is held deep in my body and until this moment, 

whose vibrating intensity iay dormant. My rem are for Anna. for her son. for my own 

loss. for the absolute agony of the surred f~naiity of it d. for this incomprehensible 

condition which we di share. 

This moment of raw hmanity binds together every member of this imlikely 

gathering. It connects us to each otiier, to out pst, to a universal human experience, to the 

deepest and truest parts of each of ourselves. It enables us CO know that we are part of 



something larger, immersed in the flow of a temporai lineage, and a spatial community. 

Moments such as this one. provide the comfort of knowing that we are not done. and give 

us back our place in the universe. 

Partaking in the rituals associated with death demands something of every person 

present. There is an obligation to do right by the person who has passed on. In order to 

appropriately honour their memory. we are required to give our best, our most dignified. 

our most compassionate. This is not a time for pettiness or posturing, for laziness or 

making do. As we stare dom the precipice of "crossing over", we are called on to offer the 

finest that we have to ;ive. 

While it woutd be possible to theorize about the various ways in which death has 

k e n  interpreted and engage in a debate about ab smt  rneaning, to do so at such a time 

would be vaguely inhuman. What this moment demands of us is simply to be with the 

enormity and mundanity of the evenc: to feel with Anna's son. in the m e  sense of 

compassion; to dig deep and m e  into that universai experience and somehow fi-- out 

what would provide comfort. 

Through this recognition of pain in an other. we are taken out of ourselves. We are 

at once fully present, and yet we [ose a sense of presence. This meeting of souk is full of 

questions. What am 1 cal1ed on to do here? How do we iive in the face of the unlivable? 

Together. those gathered seek mswers as we confront mystery, the unfathomable which 

f o m  a hazy f m e  for Our lives demandino, ricknowledgment only at such moments. 

Ironically. as we face the incomprehensible. we become imrnersed in the warm elkir of 

profound rneaning. 

This is how 1 want to help my students to live Sie: Raw, honest. fronting up to the 

naturai conditions of our existence. dealing wich the confusion and the agony and the joy of 

king human. fmding out the k s t  way to live in a world which is often beyond our 

comprehension. comecting to others in that immortal, intangible, larger than iife humanity 

which we al1 share. 



It is this aiiveness which 1 seek in my own life, which indeed, 1 think di people 

seek. Not a life preoccupied with grieving certaïniy, but a iife which is iived deeply and 

compassionately, with beauty and c m .  

From this perspective, it is difficult to understand why we wouid turn our backs on 

such a powerful sense of connection to life to embnce an impoverished version of what we 

could be. 1 don? comprehend why we would chwse to glide over Life's surface thereby 

eschewing the promise of depth. purpose and serenity or why we would create and support 

a "modem educationai system that would force the children at an ever-eariier age into an 

adult culture already shot through with futiiity. -geed. and banality" (Sloan, 1993, p. 1). 1 

am deeply troubled that we wouid opt for an incessant reduction of humanity. 

But both my bewilderment and my despair are irrelevant in the face of what is7. 

When the world is viewed through an ecological perspective. the sicm are d l  around that 

humanity is not vdued very rnuch. Saying that we have lost our humanity. however. is 

neither clarifying nor does it exactly pinpoint the entire problem. As 1 go about my day to 

day life. 1. like many people in westem society. am continuously bombarded with 

indications that something is askew. But what is at issue here is somewhat elusive. The 

problem is not simply that people have become more self-cenued. less caring. Nor is it that 

we value economic growth over quaiity of human Me. Rather. somehow we seem to have 

lost sight of what it means to be human. As problematic as this staternent is. perhaps by 

m i n g  to a series of examples fiom daiiy life and viewing them through an ecological lens, 

we may be able to chip away at the meaning which is held within the words. 

' ~ h a t  is. they are irrelevant in the sense that they do not change the redity of thc world The feelings of 
bewiiderment and despair rue highly relevant in the context of thk smdy. The ability to read the si* of 
decay in humanity, and to see those signs in many contexrs and mmy places. is piut of what adds to the 
despair of living fmm an ecologicd place. See Chaptes Four through Seven. 



Severing our Earthly Vocal Cords 

Prime Minister Chretien's ment  vhit to France provides a starting point. During 

his stay. Chretien assured President Chirac, and through him. the people of France, that 

geneticdly rnodiF~ed food was perfectly d e .  Even if scientific evidence was conclusive at 

this point in time md even if Chretien is aware of that information. the effects of ingesting 

biologically dtered substances, like the efiects of ingesting chemically altered substances 

will cake years to manifest. Furthermore, as with any biologicai expenment. synergies exist 

which cmnot be played out in a labontory and cannot be anticipated. Ln other words, 

Chretien can not possibly attest to the safety of geneticdy modified foods. 

The motivation for Chretien's comment is. of course. known only to himself and 

perhaps his close advisors. There are. however. two facts which are indisputable. First, the 

jury is still out on the benefits or h m  ofgeneticdly modified food. Second, Europe 

including France is a potentid market for the geneticdly modified food produced in 

Canada When these two facts rire put together ruid they m read through a historicai Iens 

which has shown that politicians and indusuy leaders have, at times, been willing to 

downplay harmtiil efiects of products in order to increase revenues. Chretien's comment 

could be viewed as suspect. 

Was he willing to decieve ri nation in order to mis@ businesses at home? if so, he 

is showing a diminished version of humanity in which self-interest takes precedence over 

concern about human hedth and cornmunity well-king. There have k e n  others who have 

chosen this route. The cigarette compmies which banded tosether to deny the health risks 

of smoking so that sales wodd remah buoyant: Monsanto with their creation of terminator 

seeds. the coal cornpanics which. to rhis day. deny the h m m  induced aspects and the 

potentid deleterious impacts of dobal warming (Carty. 2000). have di undertaken sirnilas 

actions. These public f i C m s  are joined by the many people who base their more private 

SThere have been a pliferahon of tecent publications focusing on genetidly-engineered food diussing 
the possible cos& and benefin. See the special issue of Resurgence (1998) on "the g n e  debate" which has a 
variety of rutictes on biotecholog~ and genetic engineering including anicIes by Steinbcecher and Thomas 
on genetidiy modifieci food 



actions. not on the furthering of their own integrity but on whether or not they wül be 

caught as they induige in avarice and sloth. Here we see the willingness to cause h m  to 

others in order to serve self-interest which may point to a loss of recognition of 

interdependence or community or compassion. 

* * * * *  

From an ecologicai perspective, the signs that we are living out a diminished sense 

of humanity are much more ubiquitous than these blatant examples. The fact that we cm 

entenain a discussion about the ownership of human genes may indicace. in Evernden's 

words, bat we believe that the human body is "merely the machine Descartes had ciaimed it 

to be". The probiem is that such discussions have a logic to them frorn an economic. 

rational position. But thinking of ourselves as bits and pieces which cm be bought and 

sold. and concerning ourselves with material profit rather than the integrity of a human 

body couid aiso be interpreted as a degnded view of humanity. 

Funhennore. there is an issue of conuol here which miy be more easily seen by 

turning to mother example. Recently there was a news items, a blip which quickly surfaced 

and disappemd. about the development of a drug which will enable women to suppress 

theu menstruai cycles, "a conuol which ail women want". the reporter assured listeners9. 

Rather than delighting in the wonders of our own biology and deveioping an 

intimate acquaintanceship with the subtleties of our enfleshed existence, the development of 

this cimg seems to indicate that there is a desire to escape the human body. We seem to 

wish to master naturai processes. to replate and control, to tum oursehes into machines. 

Mong with that attainment of certainty and conuol, we lose wisdom. When we controi 

physiologïcai systerns, we are no longer able to heu the subtle rhythm of our bodies or 

respond to their demands because such needs become buried in a drug infused sea 

Perhaps this reporter's simple statement speaks of a desire to purge Life of ai l  its 

messiness and lead a sterile existence. Maybe too, we are seeing s i p  of coIIective self- 

Ioathing. Withouc a doubt, his words speak of the desire to conml the wortd which so 

9 ~ e e  Sevrens (2000) for ri discussion of menstruation suppression. 



concems deep ecologists (Devaii & Sessions, 1985, chap.5). The wish to control 

menstrud cycles is more than a metaphor for the ways in which we treat the eartb. Rather it 

is one and the same thing. Banishing human biology is banishing earthly existence: it 13 

denying our ecological heritage. If we can not embrace our own rnessy existence, then how 

can we open to the flesh of the world? If we c m  not honour Our own body's integity, then 

how can we rise to a level that is worthy of encounter with the "more-than-human world" 

(Abram. 1996)? 
* * * * *  

What signs of reduced humanity would an ecologicdy-oriented persori read into 

the idolization of a seventeen year old weU-marketed pop star? The meteonc rise of Britney 

Spears to pop icon status may speak of the ways in which we honour image and packaging 

above ail else. But it is not just the adulation of youth and beauty over talent and substance 

which is problematic. 

If Spears and her managers were content to sel1 a vapid. sexy image. she would be 

relatively harmless. Where she crosses the line to insult however. is in the pretense that she 

is more than this. The establishment of a Brimey Spears museum and the production of a 

video in which she takes viewen on a tour of her "childhood haunts" is dangerous through 

the attempt to sel1 substance with, what appears to be, Little interest in developing chat 

substance. 

This blurrïng of boundaries is insulting to those people who have honed a cnft. 

suffered on behalf of the muse. put thernselves on the line to protect civil rights. that is. 

those people who demonstrate a depth of humanity which is well beyond the ken of most 

seventeen year olds. 

Even more harmful is the message which is king sent to the young girls who are 

Spem' fans. If Spears' vacuous, albeit attractive, image was set up alongside images of 

suen,gh. of integrity. of chancter. of taient, of hard work, then she would have a righdul 

place. But the powerful marketing of her image, and the ubiquity of sunilar images in mass 



media in general, attempt to provide the d e f ~ t i o n  of a human being. The panmeters 

thereby established are Iirnited indeed. 

In western society, we are fed a daily diec, indeed we are glutted with images which 

teii us to what we should aspire. Mass media suggests that we need to know how to "look 

great when it's 100" (Good Housekeeping Editorial Staff, 1999, p.35). perfonn "sex tricks 

he's never seen before" (Kemp, 1999, cover), go on the "perfect vacation" (Marshall. 

1999. cover) and "make your smooches sizzle" (Czape, 1999, cover). We are told that it's 

important to know "who's doing what to whom in Hollywood" (Morgan, 1999. p.51) or 

how "real women snagged hunky celeb husbands" (Perron. 1999. cover). 

By themselves, these images may be experienced as offensive by some people. 

Their greater damage. however. lies in their ubiquity which begins to breed a belief that we 

are what we look like and what we acquire, as it suggests that relating to others is al1 about 

manipulating an other to meet our own needs. People become commodiîïed and 

dehumanized as relationships lose their particularity to the extent that magazines cm offer 

advice on "'safe' men to sleep with afrer [itaiics added] a breakup" (Woman's Life Editonal 

Staff. 1999. cover) without awareness of the perversity embedded in such a topic. 

Of course. not everyone buys into these images. "There must be more to life than 

money. economic success. material gain" was a comment which echoed throughout the 

interviews which I conducted. Yet the fact that such statements should even arise. indicates 

how powerfully persuasive mass media has become and how much these goals are part of 

our collective consciousness. 

On the occasions that these goals are attained they nrely bring fulfiliment. So we 

either question the goals or try even harder to achieve them. Very few people opt out 

completely. Each of us. in our own way to our own degree, is puiled into the desire to 

become the images which we see. To the extent that we are captured by the "beauty game" 

(Rogers. 1994. side A. tnck 2), we are offered two choices. We can "win" and likely feel 

a sense of despair that this is di that humanity holds, or we can "lose" and expenence 

ourseives as failures. 



In a slight modification of Weston's (1996) notion of "self-vdidating reduction", 

mass media pomys a vapid. souiiess image of humans. Through striving to achieve the 

image which is pomayed. people are actually changed and become vapid and soulless. The 

image thus becomes uuth and is not only justified but perpetuated (p. 1 17).10 While these 

images don? acrrtally limit possibilities for human potential. they limit what we perceive of 

as possibilities. thereby dirninishing our definition and our living out of humanity. 

* * * * *  

From an ecoIogical perspective, the insults to humanity which occur during a week 

of living could fül a book. The man speeding through a crosswalk where my friend and 1 

were crossing, whose only thought was to "give the finger" to another driver who honked 

at him to stop: the elderly gentleman who. waiking down the aisles of my local gocery 

store. threw some unneeded paper on the fl oor for someone else to clean up: the building of 

a clrive-through funeri parlor in the southern United States; the minimal effort ethic which 

pervndes business interactions giving rise to a society of mediocrity: these are di signs that 

hurnanity is ailing. 

There is no wonder that Suzanne Young feels a sense of desprÿr. Nor is it 

surprising that yoga student Roxanne Hillman admits, 

1 almost feel with what's going on in the world today, sometimes 1 just want to 

hide. And 1 do sometimes. 1'11 just come home. And 1 don't want to go out. 1 don't 

wmt to ded with di the bad things out there. 

Sometimes the ugliness is too much to deai widi for someone who is sensitive to the signs 

of decriy. 

They are not alone in their sense of despair. Throughout the y e m  of despair and 

empowerment workshops which Joanna Macy ( 1983) has conducted with regard to earthly 

conditions. she claims that she has met "no one who is immune CO this pain" (p.22). She 

[Drhis scenario represents a modification on WestonS diesis. befause in the current situation. we actually 
are stnving for lhe reduction and then obtain IL whereas in Weston's version. the reduction is thmt upon 
the victim. unwanted. 



aiso claims chat such feelings are nanuai, heaithy and normal. hdeed, she says that "they 

are a measure of our humanity" (p.22). 

This point is so crucial. While our extemai actions may point to siam of human 

degradation, somewhere deep inside, this diminished stiue of humanity is experienced as 

loss. In some cases. as with Suzanne, the loss is recognized even if not understood, and is 

experienced as a sense of unease. In cases where the sense of momie is repressed, Macy 

claims that there are seved aitemative ways in which the despair surfaces including 

political passiviry, destructive behaviors, psychologicd projection, burn-out and a sense of 

powerlessness (pp. 14-6). 

The sense of malaise which gnps society. ruid the acting out through aggressive 

means. are. in some perverse way, signs of health. That is, they indicate that we have not 

severed the vocal cor& of humanity or of the earth. Our sense of humanity stiii beats 

strongly. deep wirhin us. We have. however. deafened ourseives to its hearing. It is this 

dissonance between our actions in the world and our deeply inniited sense of what it means 

to be human (our ecological self) which. I believe. causes much of the pain which pervades 

modem society. 

On a conscious level. many of us may not even be aware that there is sornething 

finer within us demanding expression or that our actions are beuayd of that place within. 

So on top of the pain. we may experience bewilderment. a sense that we shouldn't be 

feeling bad. as in the cornrnon lament. "I've got everything I could want. Why am 1 not 

happy'? There must be something wrong with me." Or Suzanne's instantaneous wiiiingness 

to shmg off the worldly truth of her pain and take the responsibiiity on her own shoulders: 

"That's sort of my problem. Sornehow i ended up without tbat kreative pulse], so now 1 

have to find it." Whether or not we recognize or acknowledge irs presence, that cal1 of 

humanity "dways wavers there in the distance" (PiMick, 1997. p.62), haunting us with its 

Song, demanding attention. even as we degrade it with our actions. 

1 believe chat the task ahead of us is to learn to listen once again. We need to tune in 

and acknowledge the ecological seif whose presence has never been far fiom hand. To 



srart, we can turn our mincis to deveioping a deeper understanding of this aspect of 

ourselves whose existence has already been intimated severai tirnes in the unfotding of this 

story. 

An AIchemy Imperceptible 

In Who Hus Seen rhe Wind, the young protagonist, Brian O'Connal, 

spends much of the book üying CO undersrruid and articulate an elusive but powerfuI feeling 

which comes over him every now and then. His poignant search begins with his first 

encounter with "the feeling": 

A twinkling of light caught his eye: and he turned hi head to see that the new. flake 

leaves of the spirea were starred in the sunshint - on every leaf were drops that had 

zathered during the night. He _oot up. They lay limpid, cradied in the curve of the 

leaves. each with a dark lip of shadow under its curving side and a star's cold light 

in its pure hem. As he bent more cioseiy over one. he saw the veins of the leaf 

magnified under the perfect crystal curve of the drop. The barest breath of a wind 

stirred at his face. and its caress was part of the stmge enchantment too. 

Within him something was opening, releasing shyiy as the petals of a 

flower open. with such _gndualness that he was hardly aware of it. But it was 

happening: an alchemy imperceptible as the morning wind. a -mwing elation of 

such fleeting delicacy and poignancy that he d m d  not turn his mind to it for fear 

that he rnight spi1 it. that it rnight be cxrïed away as lightly as one strand of spider 

web on a sigh of a wind, He was Mled with breathiessness and expectancy. as 

though he were going to be $ven sornething. as though he were about to find 

something. 

"Breakfast. Spalpeen." 

The feeling broke; it broke as a bubbie breaks- Once it had been there: and 

then, with a blink. it broke. (Mitchell. 1947. pp.107-108) 



The zift of W.O. MitcheU's writing is that he not only manages to powerfuliy 

pomy the spirit of the ecologicai self which young Brian was encountering, but he aiso 

manages to evoke that comection in the reader. We know that we are in contact with the 

ecological self when we are overcome by a "growing elation of such fleeting delicacy and 

poignmcy". a "strange enchanunent". the ineffable sensation which &es when we know 

that we are in nght relation with creation. When we are Living from the ecologicai self. we 

are not changed so much as we are more suongiy ourselves. The ecologicd seif is not the 

experience of gociIl. but the experience of oneseif as in line with god. or in secular terms, 

the experience of oneself as in line with the flow of the universe. 

ïhere are two aspects to the ecologicd self which both have relevace throughout 

this dissertation. First. the ecologjcal self is the deepest and uuest, the most essentidly 

human place within us. Second. when we operate from the ecological self. we are in line 

with d l  of creation and experience ourselves as embedded in the world. 

The ecologicai self tums on its head the subjective 1 objective categorization which 

has a hold on modem consciousness. By nuning within. we become neither solipsisuc nor 

relririvistic. By nirning within. we contact the universai which flows through dl creation. 

T'his sense that the divine cm be found within aises from many uaditions and is the bais 

of the puennial philosophy elucidated by Huxiey ( 1935). My interpretation anses most 

sipificantly from the ground of lived experience. and secondarily h m  the intellertud / 

spirituai traditions of deep ecology and buddhism. 

In the field of deep ecology. Anie Naess ( 1987) distinguishes between seif and 

Self. based on realrns of idenufication: 

Tnditiondiy the maturity of self has ken considered to develop through three 

stages. from ego to social self. comprising the ego. and from there to the 

metaphysicai seif. comprising the social self. But Nanue is then largely tefi out Ïn 

the conception of this process. Our home, our ùnmediate environment, where we 

[ Here and throughout the dissertation. "god" dws not refer ro the ludeo-Christian W but the more 
genenc sense of spint which is known by a variety of names within different beIief systerns. 



belong as children. and the identification with human living beings, are Iargely 

ignored. (p.35) 

The self which is identified with the more-than-human worid and which 

understands itself as embedded within a web of relations is variously termed Self. the 

ecological self or ecological consciousness (Devall. 1988; ûevall and Sessions. 1985; Fox, 

1995: Macy, 1991; Mathews. 1988; Naess, 1989; Rothenberg, 1993). I wiU maintain the 

label of Self to distinguish this interpretation h m  the slightly different meaning which 1 

give to the ecological self. 

Self-realization (see the sources listed above) is the process whereby self becomes 

Self. Or stated differently. Self-redization is the fulfment of human potential but the 

ultimate fulf~llment of that potential involves the "broadening and deepening of self' 

(Naess. 1987. p.35) to the extent that we identify ourselves with Nature. "Self-redization 

refers to the realization of as expansive a sense of self as possible" (Fox. 1995. p. 106). 

The concept in buddhism which prtrdlels the ecoLogicai self is that of Buddha 

nature: 

According to Buddhadharma. the fundamental state of consciousness - th basic 

state of our mincis - is comp1eteIy pure. This basic purity is cded  Buddha nature, 

Thus. the ground or bais. of leaming in Buddhism is the view that the nature of 

our mind. no matter who or what we m. is fundamentally pure. The goal of 

Buddhist education is the bnnging about of the full understanding and redization of 

this basic rnind: the mind which has k e n  fundamentally pure and fuUy awakened 

right h m  the beginning. Education is then understood to be Iike a mirror that 

dows  us to glimpse and reco_pize our own face: our m e  nature, our original 

purity. (Rinpoche. 1999. pp.5 1-52) 

These twin understandings - that uuth is found within and that opening to mith 

alips us with the more-than-human world - are found within both buddhism and deep 

ecolou. But whereas buddhism emphasizes turuing within towards true nanue. and deep 

e c o l o ~  emphasizes identification with Nanue. the understanding of the ecdogicd self 



developed here pIaces the emphasis on the sameness of the two tasks. Through niniing 

within we do turn towards Nature because humans are naninl, ecological beings. If we c m  

amine to our own naturai state then we are by definition attuned to the rhythms, demands 

and nuances of the more-than-human world. 

The question then arises. "what is Our naturai state?". This natural state was reached 

in the clearing in the forest. as it was glimpsed at the tüneral. [t is an experience of 

connecting with deep truth within. but that mth  cannot be cognitively arrived ar. The 

experience doesn't aise by elucidating core values and beliefs and pointhg to them and 

saying, "yes, that is my uuth". "The tao that cm be toid is not the eternal Tao. The narne 

that cm be named is not the etemal Name" (Lao-tzu, tram. 1988, p. 1). What was reached 

was not a tangible state which can be pinned down or defined but an experience - an 

experience of rightness, of uuth. of alignrnent. of connection. We know that we are 

connected to the ecologicd self only by king inside the experience of king connected to 

the ecologicd self. When we are inside that expenence. we know ourseives to be in Iine 

with something beyond our own truth: a universal uuth. 

Aithou$ it may be m e  that there are universai hurnan experiences and a 

fundamental ecologicd state which we di share. that is not the meaning which i intend 

here. By universal. 1 am not refenïng to beliefs or values or experiences which are 

ubiquitous. but rather a shared form of creation. McVay (1993) suggests that we need oniy 

"be in right relation with but one comer of the creation and the whole will become palpable 

and clear" (p. 1 1). 1. like each of us, am very l i t edy  a creanire of the earth and so m y  

stake a daim as "one corner of the creation". Ai,ening with rny own mth is aiigning with 

universai uuths. the mth of the universe. Action which honom the tmth of who 1 am is 

by definition an environmental action. By honouring one of the earth's c r e m s .  1 am 

honouring life on earth. 

Since the "truth of who 1 am" is neither definable nor tangible. the oniy way that 1 

can know when 1 am honotirhg that tmth is by king rnindful. We have to be careful, 

because there are many traps out there awaiting entry. SeEdelusion. in particulttr, lies in 



wait around every corner. Right relation and right action then, is arrived at through 

orienting ourselves to "forces much greater than our own" (Sanders, 1999, p.80). We must 

take ourselves out of the centre, bypass the intellect, and focus on alignment and 

aminement. Since this orientation requires that we listen to the messages of the universe 

and tmt and be guided by its c d .  we are allowing ourselves to be ecological beings in the 

Vuest sense. 

This deep sort of mith bas a quality to it which helps us to distinguish it from 

delusion. Deep truth digris itself with action which honours the finest and the strongest and 

the rnost dignified within us. The ecological self is aligned with beautyI2 and with good 

and with the furthering of life. When operating from the ecologicd self. our actions 

sustain. affirm and add meaning to life. Since we are earthly beings, when we honour the 

best and finest in ourselves. we honour what enriches and adds qudity to life on euth. 

Xlign with these qualities alone and we are environmentalists in the deepest sense. 

Of course. when we mm within. we do not oniy see beauty and integrity. We see 

jedousy. bittemess. pettiness. anger. resentment dong with ail of the more virtuous 

aspects of ourselves. This reality is the reason that Self-realization is a process and the 

realization of Buddha nature requires the work of mindfdness and rneditationl3. "Along the 

path of uncovering this hem of enlightenment. there are many different processes that we 

00 through. We deal with Our ignorance. We deal with our emotions. We deal with dl the D 

negative aspects of our mind states" (Rinpoche, 1999. p.52). There is no auempt in any of 

these traditions to suggest that these less savoury aspects of humanity do not exist: simpiy a 

12"A penon acts beautifully when acting benevolentiy fmm inclination" (Naess. 1989. p.85). 

I3The process of facing ugliness is important for severai reasons. Fïrst there is a relief in acknowledging 
mths even when those truths rire not the most pieasant. This honouring of redty is ri gateway to Self. 
Second. when we turn to negative or positive emotions within. we find that d l  sentiments arise and 
dissipate. fiowing in and out of consciousness. They corne and go. and stiIl we are here. We do not need to 
become rittrtched to these aspects of ourselves. nor do we need to define ourselves by them. Third in 
confronting unpierisant redity. we c m  l e m  of the uuth which it holds. and befriend i t  With time. we c m  
either accept this new knowledge and incorponte it into the self, or we c m  see it as delusion and move 
through it. 



suggestion that in aiiowing ourselves immersion in them. we are taken away from the flow 

of the universe rather than oriented towards it. 

Where the eco10,oicai self, a s  interpreted within this dissertation, parts Company 

with Self and Buddha nature is in eschewing their focus on an endpoint. Self-realization is 

achieved and Buddha nature is encountered dler the work is done. in conuast, the 

ecolo@cd self does not require this degree of enlightenrnent to be reaiized. 

That is, the purity which is inherent in Buddha nature and the fuifdlrnent of human 

potential which drives Self-realization. is dso found within the notion of the ecologicd 

self. Al1 three of these concepts are grounded in the befief that the rnost fundarnentd 

human state is a state of beauty and rhat our deepest wish is to live according to what's 

finest and rnost dignified within us. 

But. we are not onIy in touch with the ecoIogicai self when we rexh that pure state. 

We @mpse it and connect with it many tirnes dong the path. It should be remembered that 

the ecological self is nor the experience of god. but the experience of oneself as in Iine with 

god. Stated differently. the ecologicd self is not identicai to Self. but is the experience of 

oneself as in line with Self. Brian û'Connd is expenencing the ecologicd self and 

co~ecting with the flow of the universe as rnuch as the rnost enlightsned bodhisattva 

The fmt experience of the ecdogical self is one of belonging. At this early 

encounter. there is nothing dernanded of oneseif other than to be and to risk k i n g  open. 

Belonging says, "1 fit here. I am not aione. 1 am part of something larger." For Brian, as 

for rnany people. this experience m s e  when encounterîng the magnificence of nature. 

The expenence of belonging may dso arise when in the presence of a loved one 

where we feel heard and accepted. Or it may itrise when we find ourselves in a place where 

we feel totaiiy at home. in eirher of these simations, there is a deep resonance which occurs 

which enables us to fee1 honoured for who we truiy are. The experience of the ecological 

self then is one of relief. settiing. safecy. 

This comection to the ecologicai self is quite passive. simply experienced as a 

feeling of righmess. But because the accompanying feeling is "pwing  elarion". a "strange 



enchanunent", it urges us on to further contact. And because the sense of safety enables us 

to let down our g x d .  we are able to intuit deeper layers of the self. The way is paved to 

engage in the process of Self-realization or to open to Buddha nanue. 

The parh towards this ultimate purity where we understand ourselves as embedded 

in creation consists. in my rnind, of a series of spirais which take us ever closer, ever 

nearer to home. Each spual etches a similm path h m  recognition or awareness to 

compassionate embracing of new understandings and incorporation into the self to action 

which honours truth. 

After first expenencing belonging and finding ourselves opening up, we intuit that 

there may be deeper aspects to the self (recognition). This realization is accompanied by a 

giddiness. a joy-filled sense of awe in the worId and a desire to explore M e r .  The 

explontion uncovers simple tmths about the self: core values. moments of beauty which 

are eagerly &meeted with love and accepmce (compassion). We then experience a desire to 

stand suongly for these values and to make shifts in Iifestyie in order to honour those 

moments of kauty which we have glimpsed (action). 

Honourinj these tniths Ieads to an experience of a different aspect of the ecological 

self. Now. nther than the relief which belonging engendered. the experience is one of 

suength and purpose. When we tive according to core values. there is a sense of honouring 

the integrity of our king. k i n g  uue to who we ml4. 

M e r  the initiai elation passes. the spirais have a different tone. but they stiii came a 

similar path. Now. we begin to inmit aspects of the seif which are aoublesome. b m  

which we would like to run (recognition). We need to do the work of understanding the 

chancter of these aspects of ourselves. of conhnting the truth within them. Armed with 

the win goals of acceptance and moving through, we need to find a way to face ourselves 

with genrleness and embnce these aspects of the self with love (compassion). Fmaiiy, we 

Ibis feeling of strengrh and inte& is occasionaIly experienced without going t b u $  die procas of 
opening io self. When we are cdled upon to offer our f inet  or to stand up for something in which we rnily 
betieve such as when our limits are tested. ttUs deep sense of self often emerges as a moment of strength. 
cluity and resolve. 



need to act from a place of deep truth, where our actions reflect who we tnily are. not just 

who we wish we were or believe we should be (action). 

This aspect of the ecological self is experienced as humiiity, comection. unity. In 

wimessing and facing our own limitations. we are taken out of ourselves, to understand 

that we ail share the same joumey. Rather than the giddiness of a more expansive self. we 

experience the humility of the fint inklings of Self. 

While ultimately this path Ieads to Buddha nature and Self-rerilization, 1 believe that 

as we move through each spiral to a place of action. we become aiigned with Self. Each 

time we move beyond initiai awareness, work through deeper uuths with compassion, and 

arrive at a place where our actions honour out truths, we are connected with the ecologicd 

self and are living in harmony with Self. 

As we mvel this path. we begin to intuit mori: and more deeply that we are not 

isolated beings and identification broadens. Perhaps the best way to explain what is meant 

by understanding oneself as embedded in crerition, is to provide an example drawn from 

the day to day work of environmentaiists. 

When an environmentai issue becomes newsworthy, it is frequently portnyed as a 

clash between jobs and the environment. Environmentaiists, so the argument goes. are 

more concemed with preservation of the naturai environment. and business interests 

(logging companies. rniners. fishers. etc.) are concemed with the preservation of jobs. 

Environmentaiists. themselves. buy into this interpretation by trying to present ever more 

substantive and more encompassing reasons that we should sacrifice economic gain to 

environmentai well-king. But ar-miments for aesthetics or spirituai respite beg the point. 

Environmentaiists who experience themselves as embedded in creation experience the 

de-mdation of the natunl environment quite l i t edy  as a de_mdation of the self. Their fight 

is not grounded in dtniism. vime. platform or posturing: it is about self-preservation. 

This argument may be better understwd if pushed to an extreme. If the public was 

presented with the idea that they may retain their jobs but their f i t  bom wiil be taken h m  

them and killed, or the life of their fmt born will be spared but they wüi lose their income, 



the debate would be closed d o m  in seconds. These two alternatives are non-options. Since 

nobody would agree to sacrifice a child's life for a job. we would have to reestnbiish 

gound d e s  about what constinited viable work. We would need to redefine practices and 

find alternate ways of seeking an income. 

But for people who are ecologically-oriented, the choice presented between jobs 

and the environrnent is equally non-viable. offensive. ridiculous. The environment is 

experienced as an extension of the self. Damage to the environrnent is experienced as 

darnage to oneself. This perspective cm be seen in Wendel1 Berry's (1990) words: 

The pond was a modest piece of work. and so the damage is not extensive. In the 

course of time and nature it wrlt heai. 

And yet there is damage - CO rny place. and to me. 1 have cmied out. before 

my own eyes and aigainsc my intention. a part of the modern rngedy: 1 have made a 

lasting flaw in the face of che e h .  for no lasting good. 

Until that wound in the hillside. my place. is healed. there will be sornething 

impaired in my mind. My pexe is damaged. 1 will not be able to forget it. (Berry. 

1990. p.6) 

There are two kinds of identification with nature which occur. The frrst type was 

described by Naess ( 1987): 

1 looked thmu@ an old-fashioned microscope ac the dramatic meeting of two drops 

of different chernicds. A flea jumped hom a lemming stroliing dong the table and 

Ianded in the middle of the acid chernicals. To save it was impossible. It took many 

minutes for the tlea to die. Its movements were dreadfully expressive. What 1 felt 

was. naturaily, a painful compassion and empathy. But the ernpathy was not basic, 

it was the process of identification, that '1 see myself in the flea' if 1 was dienated 

from the flea. not seeing inniitively anyttiùig even resembiing myseif. the death 

strugge would have left me ùidifferent. (p.36) 

This fom of identification involves iiteralIy seeing oneself in the other. or incuïting 

in the other some of what one experiences oneself. Feeling pain as a baby bird, stniggling 



to maintain a ,gasp on life. shudders its last breath - because we too cm experience death. 

Being arnused, watching two squirrels chase each other up and over and around tree 

branches - because we too know what it is to play. Maintaining calm and speaking gentty 

as a kitten hides herself under a parked car - because we too know what it is to fear 

strangers. 

But 1 do not literaily feel the pain of a tree as it is cut down: this is a different type 

of identification. When a forest is clear-cut. a mountain stripmined. a river loaded with 

toxicity. 1 feel damagd because 1 experience a diminishment of the world. This sense of 

diminishment is not just due to the l o s  from the world of one majestic manifestation of a 

tree. mountain. river. 

1 also feel wounded because that act of destruction betnys respect and betnys c m ,  

and in so doing, does not allow the reaiization of what's finest and most decent in us. We 

are dl lessened by the diminishment of integrity in the world. But even more, the act of 

destruction does not permit me to tum to the enacunent of beauty in my own life. to living 

out the ecological self. Instead. 1 am forced to face the horron of ugiiness. to be drawn into 

them. So. not only is the sou1 which perpetnted the rict of destruction or controi. a 

degraded soul. By requiring my presence. he has degraded my soul. 1 experience acts of 

abuse towards the eanh as a titeral diminishment of my own soul, of Self. 

This experience of diminishment within oneself when another creature is 

diminished is a dization of oneself as embedded within creation. an identification with 

Nature. It is this wider identification of Self which causes Naess (as cited in Macy, 199 t )  

to say that dtruism is not only unnecessary but perhaps shaky gound on which to buiId an 

environmental ethic: 

Unfornmateiy. tbe extensive moraiizing within the ecologicd movement has aven 

the pubfic the false impression that they are king asked to make a sacnfce - to 

show more responsibility, more conceni, and a nicer moral standard. But ali of that 

would flow n d y  and easily if the seif were widened and deepened so that the 

protection of n a m  was felt and perceived as protection of our very selves. ( p l9  1) 



Each time that we spiral through the joumey of the ecological self, moving closer 

towards the purity of Self, we intuit ourselves more and more in this sort of interdependent 

relationship with the rest of creation. This understanding of the self necessitates not acting 

in a way which would be harmful to the earth. in fact, explicitly undertaking 

environmentaily destructive behaviors, or any destructive behaviors, doesn't even aise as a 

possibility because such actions are experienced as pain within oneself. Because I don? 

want to cause myself damage, 1 have to act in a way which won't bring it about. Pain 

avoidance necessitates that 1 act from the finest and the truest in myself: it necessiutes that 1 

act from the ecologicai self. 

Turning from the Ecological Self 

Relief. settling. safety. Suength. purpose. integrity. Humility. co~ection. unity. 

The cultural turn away from these qualities which comprise the ecological self arnounted to 

ri turning away from Our grounding, our roots. our home. Our soul. Why would we choose 

to abandon such an important aspect of the self? 

The turning away from the ecological self appears to be a relatively recent 

occurrence. mted  in the events of the second haif of the nineteenth centuryi5. Bamclough 

( 1 9 a )  provides a compelling argument for stating that 

a person living todayi6 who was suddenly put back into the world of 1900 would 

find himself on familiar ground, whereas if he retumed to 1870. even in 

industrialized Britain. the differences would probably be more suiking than the 

similarities. (pp.45-6) 

I ' M U C ~  of the etophilosophicai litenture places the genesis of environmentally pmblcrnatic understanding 
at an evlier date. See Appendix A I  for a discussion about the relationship between ecophilosophy and the 
ecologicai self. 

16~though Barnclough was writing in 1964. and a penon living in 2000 m g  find stark differences 
between cunent redities and life in 1900. his point remans vaiid. Drasac changes occurred in the latter half 
of the nineteenth century on ail levels of life. resulting in a very different worid h m  what had previously 
rxisted. 



He sees the second half of the nineteenth century and the eady part of the twentieth century 

as a point of discontinuity in history. The era More and the era afier those years present 

themselves as ndicdIy different. 

In Figure L .  1 have taken some of the facts which Bamclough has provided and the 

arguments which he has put forth, connected them to show relationships and viewed them 

through an envuonmentai filter. [n looking at the environrnend impacts of this e n  (shown 

in ovai enclosures), 1 think it is fair to say that industrialkation which was initially heraided 

with the same fervour with which we Eset techologicd advances today, was begiming to 

show its darker side. A reaiization of the limitations of industrialization combined with the 

final settling of the West and the reconsideration of the frontier mentality (Nash, 1967). 

created some of the conditions which grive nse to uanscendentalism which. with Thoreau 

as its spokesperson. could be considered the fine wave of environmentalism. 

But my interest here is in the impacts of this e n  on the ecological seif. W a t  suikes 

me in reading Bamclough's account and taking a bird's eye view of the changes shown in 

Figure 1. is chat at the end of the nineteenth century, economic priorities took on a life of 

their own. We were no longer ecologicai people with economic concerns: we were 

economic people (later to becorne consumers or tmpayers) first and foremost. Econornic 

priorities. fueled by large scaie indusy and the need for global resource extraction. were 

steamrollering their way through people's Iives. Ieaving numbed souk in the wake. 

The point is noc that humanity lived strongly in harmony with the ecological self 

before this time. But rather. the momentum of industrial growth didn't dlow time to 

consider whether actions affmed life, whether industriai growth and business 

considentions offered the best option, whether the sou1 was n u m d  by the expansion 

which was taking place. People were swept up in the bewildering speed of change, Ieaving 

no chance to consider life priorities. 
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As these changes became systernic. indeed global. the possibility for dissent 

became dnstically reduced. The changes which were sweeping across the world becarne 

impossible to choose against. Furthemore, with the globdization of industriaiization and 

economic priorities. the dominance of modem ideals (discussed in Chapter Four zs one of 

rhc I q e s t  difficulties w hich eco1ogica.i educators face) was wking hold. Not only was life 

barreling us more and more quickly away from considentions inherent in the ecologicd 

self (dignity, respect. purpose), we were reaching a place where the priorities of the 

ecologicd self were not even considered vdid. 

ironicdly. at the s m e  time, the seeds were k ing  planted for a return to the 

ecologicd self. The sense ofcenainry which had origindly been the dornain of religion and 

later of science. was cnimbling. Not only were we experiencing a loss of scientific 

cenainty brought about by the work of Freud. Einstein (Taylor. 1999) and Danvin 

(Dewey. 1909/19&1). Taylor points out that people were dso gripped by a sense of doubt, 

a loss of faith in the universe. No longer could we be cenain about human purpose or 

human nature nor could we trust that we were living in an ordered. benevotent universe. 

This shaking of confidence. dong with the uncertainty about our abiiity to obtain definitive 

knowIedge of the universe. led to an unde~urrent of mxiety. 

Coming to t e m  with the absence of certainty is, it seems to me. the major project 

of the twentieth century and beyond. We have seen a variecy of responses to tfiis chdIen_oe. 

from ideologies which suggest that we ernbnce uncertainty (radical hermeneutics 'a la 

Caputo. 1987) or that uncertainty is m inherent pm of human onrology (buddhism) to 

those which rejoice in the absence of tnrth (the nihilistic versions of postmodernism) to 

those which suggest thrit there are a multitude of mths which coexist or that truth is 

situationai. to those wtiich wish to rem to the certainty of old tmtùs (fundmentalist 

christianiy and "back to the basics" peciagogy). to those wtiich delight in exploring under 

and deconsimcting the a p p e m c e  of uuths (interpretive discipiines), to those which are 

intent on estriblishing new versious of tmth (new age movements), to those which celebme 

the openings created for dtemative versions of uuth which were previously silenced 



(feminism, muiticulturalilism). CO those which seek to impose their own truths on the world 

(fascism), to those which suggest that uuth is personal and relative. 

The concept of the ecologcai self is also a response to this lack of certainty. The 

ecological self (and Buddha nature) suggests that there is mth, indeed there is universal 

tnith. but that tnith c m  only be Coud by Iooking within. Stabiliry and security exists by 

putting our faith in the cd1 of the universe which we can intuit from tuming to inner 

wisdom, king mindful, attuning to the currents which run through creation. The universe 

does provide certainty of sorts. but it is not the static. definable. absolute and everlasting 

variety. There is constant flux and flow in ~e voice of creation. but if we c m  a l i p  with 

that energy and become sensitive receptors for the messages which it is providing, then we 

will know of truth. 

Loy ( 1993) eloquently elabontes rhis idea: 

If each jewel in hdds Net mutually conditions and is conditioned by ail the others. 

then to become completely proundless is to becorne completely grounded. not in 

some particda-. but in the whole web of interdependent relations. The supreme 

irony of my stniggle to ground myself is that it cannot succeed because I am dready 

gounded - in the totdity. I am groundiess and un_mundable insofar as delusively 

feeling myself to be sepante from the world: I have aiways been fuiiy grounded 

insofar as I am the worId. (p.489) 

Finding secure p u n d  requires giving up our tight hold on illusory certainty and aligning 

with the flux and the tlow. Tmh is found by tuming to the ecological voice which mns 

through d of us. By understanding ourselves as part of indri's Net, which is equivalent to 

understanding ourselves as embedded in creation. security aises. In other words, cenainty 

is found on the path towards Self. or by opening to the ecologicai self. 

if we were capable of tuming away from tfie ecological self, and if this tum was 

such a ment blip. a "temporary turbulence" in the '%big flow" (Snyder, 1980. p.112) of 

hurnan evolution, then we cm aIso ntni back to itt Education could certaidy have a d e  to 

play in this reuniting with our ecologicd identity. As I argue eisewhere (Pivnick 1993, 



because the ecological self has not actuaiiy been lost but is "peremüally withiri us, dormant 

as a hard-sheiied seed, awaiting the fire or flood chat awakes it again" (Snyder, 1990, 

p. 13). education need not teach us something that we do not aiready know. The task of 

ecological education is to help us find our way back to our hearing of the ecological self by 

"brushing away the dwt which obscures connections" (Pivnick, p.62) and providing the 

fire co wake the dormant seed. 

Ecological Education as a Turning Back to the Ecological Self 

Ecological education 17. quite simply . airns at connecting snidents with the 

ecologicd self. It hopes to foster connection with the deep tnith and wisdom which shines 

within us dl. EcoIogicai education focuses on educational experiences which afirm, 

sustain and add meaning to life. 

Although engaging in such experiences has the potential to engender lives fuii of 

purpose. serenity, connection and suength. for ecologicai educators, the interest in tuming 

to what affirms and sustains life is not oniy and not primariIy an interest in personai 

fulfiIlrnent. Ecological education, like environmental educationtg. concerns itself with 

environmentai sustainability. As was discussed above. honouring what sustains life in each 

of us will. by definition, sustain life on e h .  ris we are earthly creatures. 'The more 

coherent one becomes within oneself as a creature. the more fully one enters into the 

communion of di creanires" (Berry, 1990. p. Ill.  Wiule ecoiogicril education shares 

methods with other f o m  of education such as holistic educarion, spintuai education. or 

17t am describing here a version of ecologkd education which is focused on the ecologicd self. For a 
description of lhe relationship between this version of ecoIo_eid education. and the more broadly based 
interprehtions o€ecologïcal education. see Appendix A 2  

18see Appendix A3 for a discussion of rhe difference becween environmental. and ecological education. 



"gwd educationWl9, the underlying goal of environmentai sustainability is its primary 

distinguishing characteristic. 

But determining which learning ac tivities or teaching approaches or corne content 

are affirming of life is problematic for severai reasons. Fmt. as was stated earlier, the 

experience of the ecologicai self and of inner tnith can neither be pinned down nor defined. 

Second. although the experience of connection arises for each person. the circumstance 

which evokes that sense of connection differs from person to person. Third, self-delusion 

is a common pitfaii for di of us, and even more so, for children who are inexperienced, 

immature and diiven by desire. 

The combination of these second and third difficulties. make right action 

particularly chailenging for teachers of young children. 1s playing the gameboy ail day 

reaily what helps Johnny to connect with tnith? Does taiking with her friend. rediy increase 

a sense of affirmation of life for iMary'? How are terichers to know what will evoke 

connections for students:' 

The conception of self-realization as dependent upon our insight into our own 

potentiaiities rnakes it easy to see the possibility of ignorance and misunderstanding 

as to which are these potentidities. The ego-trip interpretation of the potentiaiities of 

hurnans presupposes a marked underestimation of the richness and broadness of 

our potentiaiities. In Fromm's terms. "man cari deceive hirnself about his reai self- 

interest if he is ignorant of his self and its reai needs". (Naess, 1987. p.37) 

"If he is ignorant of his self and its reai needs" is the key phrase for teachers. Children are 

likely to be ignorant of themselves and what constimtes "reai" needs. A teacher can't know 

each student's "reai needs" but dhe can be knowledgeable about Self and skilled at ccarefui 

listening. Reading the signs of uue connection requires a very pncticed teacher. one who is 

a presentation at the Nonh American Association for Environmental Education conference in 1999. a 
pmfessor in the audience suggested that my description of ecologiui edumtion was. in fact. a description of 
g d  education. 



carefully amined to the mth within his or her students. Teachers cm oniy acquire this son 

of discernment and sensitivity if they do the work of achieving clarity within them~elves=~. 

Ecological Education's Lens on the World 

While nrrning our attention towards experiences which sustain. affum and increase 

meaning in life is not a very radical suggestion. when these criteria are used as the lens 

through which the worId is seen and judgd. the shift which must occur is monumental. 

Indeed. the different reaiity to which this lens gives rise, as well as the different lens which 

arises through the understanding of oneself as embedded in creation fdiscussed above) are, 

1 beiieve at the root of many of the misunderstandings and confusions which are discussed 

in Section II. Ideas that are perfecdy reasonable within one fmework are non-sensicd 

within t h  other. tinless the underlying assumptions which frame the woridviews are made 

explicit and rire understood. conversation becomes quite a challenge. 

1 mentioned earlier that the buying and selling of human genes has a certain sense to 

it from an economic point of view, but is an dien concept from an ecological perspective. 

Sirnilarly. the statement made to me by one professor: "it doesn't matter whether a faculty 

member actually is ethicai: ail that ts impowt is that he cm speak effectively about ethics" 

has tmth to it when viewed through the xademic lens which cmcerns itself with the 

effective selling of ideas. Frorn the standpoint of integrity. however, this comment is 

abhorrent and from the perspective of sustainability it is non-sensical. I would suggest that, 

in fact. the betrayal of honouring what sustains, affirms and adds meaning to iife. is the 

common thread which winds through al1 of the examples offered above in "Severing Our 

Eanhly Vocal Cords". ExampIes as seemingly innocent as a man throwing garbage on the 

floor of a grocery store. or as potentidly h m n f d  as cigarette companies keeping a lid on 

information regardhg lung cancer are di depding of humanity because they dont orient 

importance of t e x h m  "walkinp the titikW. by becorning mare of and honouring their own deep 
miths. was mentioned fkquently within the inte~ews  and is discussed briefly in Chapter Seven. 



themselves towards the realization of the finest and strongest and most beautiful within us. 

These types of actions are so ubiquitous and so seemingiy unproblematic because they are 

not viewed through a lens which has as its priority the furthering of richness of Iife on 

earth. 

When the ecological lem is taken to an educational setting, it causes similar shifts in 

orientation. The question which ecoIogicd education asks of curriculum or instructional 

method is, "how does this content or approach enable or encourage the sustenance and 

nurtuing of life'?". 

For exarnple, educational technology, distance education and virnial education are 

considered by many educators to be the cutting edge of innovation in education. EcoIogicd 

education would not argue this point. but would change the panmeters for discussion. That 

is. ecological education would not provide a critique of educational technology per sé. 

though many ecophilosophers have done so. (See. in particular. Bowers. 1993~)  instead i t  

would shift the lens through which we view these "advancements". 

From my rather distanced view of the field, it seerns that the avid support of 

educational technology is underwritten by two motivations. Fust, there is the approach 

which supports innovations in technoIogy simpiy because they are innovations. Rmted in a 

sense of awe in human inventiveness, chis perspective has the potential to slip into the 

assumption that "there is nothing humans c m  do, bat science can do. that they should nor 

do" (Sale. 199 1. p.21). Second. there is the fear approach which suggests that if we are 

going to keep up economicdiy, if students are going to get jobs. if academic test scores are 

seing to match up with other countxies, then we need to become more and more 

t~hnologicaiiy iitente. The question of how educatîonal technology sustains or adds 

meitning to life is rarely raised within these discussionsx. 

Ecologicai education. through providing a different lens through which to view 

education. raises these questions- One of the problems for educators, however, and 

'I~osmian (1999) provides some pundwork for the type of dixussion which 1 am suggesting. 



particularly for environmental educators" is chat ecological education is not an ideological 

platform. The above example is not used to imply that ecological education is mti- 

technology. Rrither. it is ptogudity of life. Ecological education asks questions of meaning 

about everything Indeed. in Chapter Eighr, 1 discuss the ways in which these very s m e  

questions were raised about a school's organiùng theme which on the surface was an 

ecoiogicat theme - the web of life. 

Furthexmore, if the web of lile theme didn't add meaning or quality to the chilcisen's 

Me. ecological educarion wouid discard it_ [f technology increased the ability CO sustain 

conversation and thoqht and meaning. then it would be embnced. By orienting towards 

meaning and sustainability. ecological education. therefore. does not alig itself with or 

against current mnds in education. This feature of the ecological lens can be problematic 

for educators who wish to pin down the approach to a series of techniques or ideological 

stances. 

Ecologicai Education'f in a Modern World 

When teachers view the world through an ecoiogicd lens and students view the 

worId from the more typicd western. indusrrial perspective. what anspices? What 

chdlenpes arise'? What possibilities emerge'? Based on the research interviews conducted. 

Section II of this dissenation. wili address these questions. 

??This tension wil! be discussed in more detail in Appendix M. 

% h i l e  my interprention of ecologid education facrises on the ecological seif. the complexities of 
pnctice md of living. do not ~ I O W  rhe concept of the ecofogical self to be neatiy exnicaeâ h m  other 
aspects of rcologicai education. or from other q e c r s  of an inscruaois belief systern. The difficulties which 
rcologiui ducaion pnctice engendered for tezhers and d e n t s  therefore (dixussed in Chapten Four 
h u @  Seven). encompass aspects ofecologicai eduution which m not smctiy related to h e  ecological 
self. See Appendix A2 for a discussion ofthe hader field of ecological eduution. A h ,  see Appendix CI. 
for a discussion of the chamxeristics which are fundamental to an ecolagicdiy oriented insmctor. 
Connection with the ecological self represenrs onIy one of the seven charactezïstics which aii of the 
insmictors either possessed or indimeci were essential to effective. aiitbentic pncbce. 



The next chapter foreshadows some of the issues which will arise in the empirical 

research. By nuning to the ways in which a researcher who views the world through an 

ecologicai lens might proceed in the modem world of academia, the understandings of an 

ecological worldview are revealed. In particular, through an attempt to treat research itself 

in an ecologicai mimer, the challenges of "method are highiighted. 



CHAPTER THREE - EXPLORING TOPOS 

I now [ive in my subject. My subject is my place in the worid, and 1 live in 
my place. There is a sense in which I no lonser "go to work" If I live in my 
place, which is my subject. then 1 am "at" my work even when 1 am nor 
workin?. It is "my" work because I c m o t  escape it. If 1 live in my subject. 
then wnting about it cannot "free" me of it or ":et it out of my systern." 
When 1 am finished writing. 1 cm oniy r e m  to what 1 have been writing 
about. (Berry. 19W. pp.6-7) 

Ln his essay. "SettIing Dom". Scott Russell Sanders (1999) teus the story of the 

Miiler family. The MilIer fm in Ohio was hit t h e  cimes by tomadoes, The Wers came 

quickly to understand that the topo~mphy of the m a  would "coa.. funire whirlwinds in 

heir direction" (p.79). Nonetheless. they stayed on. rebuilding after each devastation. 

rededicatinj thernselves to this place. Sanders uses the5 story as a jumping off point to 

question die mobiiiry of American Me and to advocate the vdue of "staying put". 

Men. cwo yevs into rny doctod work. my supervisor and 1 parted ways. the 

nature and chancter of our Ieave-taking h w  my world into a nirmoil no less red than the 

havoc caused by the tornadoes on the MiLieris land. People around me qurstioned whether 

t would stay on to continue the work on rny doctorate. and why i would chmse to do SO. 

1 never questioned leaving. but the "why" was not so e a y  to explin. The deciston 

to stay on was not so much a matter of choice but of necessity. As the Miller's "fm was 

not just so many acres of dirt. ecisily exchmged for an equal amount elsewhere: [but] was a 

particular place. intimatdy hown.  worked on. dreamed over. cherished" (Sanden. 1999. 

p.801. so too my work held rny sout. ran tfirough my veins. We had becorne entwined. 

There is both obligation and desüe which rnriintains tbe bond beniveen researcher and topic. 

I cannot betray this topic which holds my passion, nor does my own hem beat as strongly 

when 1 am sepanted from the work. TheoreticaIIy. the LWers could have m. and so 

could 1. But such an action lacks di_@ty- It hoIds no c o u q e  and d o w s  only the breaking 



In more tangible ways, I could not have simpLy puiied up srakes and left the topic 

behind. or exchanged it for another one. Like Berry. my place is my subject and my subject 

is my life. If ï m. the work wouid run with me. 1 may escape this manifestation, or this 

gound in which the work is k ing lived out. but 1 could noc escape the subject itself which 

is interwoven with my identity. 

To stay in the face of hardship is an act of obligririon. and an act of faith. What but 

faith, could have k e n  in the hearts of the Miilers when. d e r  each wave of destruction, 

they began to rebuild once more? Berry (1983. p.206) daims that "the faith... is that by 

staying. and only by srriying, we will l e m  something of the truth. that the tmth is good to 

know. and that it is dways both different and larger than we hought". Such is the faith 

which heid the Miiiers in place and which kept me tied to my subject. 

But the staying is not unproblematic. Facin~ a cherished place when its very 

presence holds memories of sweetness betrayed. rebuilding witIl "worn-out tools" 

(Kipline. 1940. p.578). regaining trust and affection for the temtory is not a simple affair. 

More difficult is the daily encounter with the conditions which have made devastation 

possible: the wild winds of Ohio and the land which funnels them onto the Miller farm. 

Stayinz put onIy becomes a necessity "when the pain of leaving behind what we know 

outweighs the pain of ernbncing it" (Sanders. 199 1. p.80). Sitting still under these 

conditions is a test of faith. and a test of love. but it also teaches us about the strength of 

our Iove and the depth of our commibnent That necessity to stay speaks to the intemvining 

of self and place. sou1 and topic. identity and work. 

Such an intimate relationship of researcher to topic. raises some inescapable 

questions about "researcii method. Wouid it be possible CO Love methodicaiiy? Is there any 

way to systematize a caring ammement? How c m  1 enact c m  through method, or perhaps 

more pointediy. do 1 b e a y  care through method? Who do 1. as a researchr. become in 

living out rny Iove in such a way? What are the demands on me. if 1 wish to treat my topic 

with the integrity for which it CAS? 



Initiaily. my sense in the work that 1 was doing, was that there was no methoc'.. I 

cared. 1 listened. 1 tried to do what was best for my topic. But 1 didn't follow procedures. 

Funhermore. 1 felt that subjecting myself to the demand for method. for step by step 

procedures which were decided in advance and which were held in comrnon by al1 resemh 

projects using the same design. was abusive to my topic. Such a demand forced the topic to 

fit into a mold whether appropriate or not. and didn't allow the topic's full. rich voice to 

emerge. 

While the absence of method and the sense that method betrays the topic, are not 

speciîïc to my snidy, the particulars of rny topic nised a third issue which compounded 

these tensions. 1 s tm with the necessity to do right by the work because 1 care about it. But 

what is the nature of that work? Ihroughout this study on ecological education. there is a 

normative suggestion that living from an ecological place would be better - better for a 

human sense of purpose and peace. and bener for the sanctity of our erirthly home. While 

proving chat statement is not the purpose of this snidy. my bias is undeniable. 

If I am to suggest that living in a cenain way is "bener". then there is an obligation 

for me to be living in that way - in my personal life. in my teaching. in my writing and in 

my research. 1 must mat the very act of resemh. ecologicdly. How 1 research then 

becornes part of what 1 research. and the obligations to do right by the work. rnultiply. 

Method. it seems. asks for a betrayal of that obligation. indeed. method arises from 

the very unecological position of sepmtion and distance. of no longer belonging in the 

world (Weinsheimer. 1985. pp.15). That is. we can only mm life into method if we have 

lost that intuitive tact for what a situation requires which belongs to the redm of 

hurnanness. indeed. as discussed in Chapter One. the goals of certainty, careful control, 

predictability which method seeks. are precisely part of the problem which has caused us to 

lose touch with the ecologicd self. 

Or perhaps. more generously, and more in keeping with Gadamer's ( 1960/1989) 

assertions. method does not demand beuayai. Method is sirnply not large enough. It wiii 

take us a certain distance, but no further. Method cannot contain what it is that 1 wish to 



research because the question of how to iive weii on the earth occurs outside of the realm 

which method govems. 

Despite the prominence which texts such as Tmth arici Method and approaches such 

as hermeneutics and phenomenology have received in ment  yem, they are up against 

centuries of academic carnage. The demand for method is still felt suongly within the halls 

of acadernia and cdled loudly to me, This is the tension which 1 have lived inside whiie I 

pursued the work which was needed for my topic. 

1 wouId squelch this diiemrna in public by calling my method hermeneutic, quiethg 

both further questions. and my own deep doubts that 1 had any method at ail. Yet, this 

hbeling never sat quite right for me. 1 knew deep inside that my affrnity for hermeneutics 

lay in h e  fact that hermeneutics and ecophilosophy share an understanding of and approach 

to the world. There wris kinship there. not method. 1 was always puzzied when my 

colleagues wouid ask whether I was foiiowing the henneneutic method and what 

procedures 1 was undertaking to do so. 1 couldn't conceive of what this question could 

mean. They seemed to have found within hermeneutics a tangible mode1 to follow whereas 

I had found only a coming home. 

in pnvate moments. 1 had come to think of my research method as one of sturnbling 

and bumbting. uying CO remah open to what was coming at me. uying to remain 

responsive. aiways maintrùning a fierce. some would say stubbom. desire tu do right by 

my subject?&. In Sanders' (1999) words. sitting stilI is akin to "reverence, a respectfu1 

waiting, a deep xtentiveness to forces much greater than our own" (p.80). My method was 

one of sitting still: of attunement. at-one-ment. attentiveness. 

How does such an approach in any way constitute a research method? Indeed, 

"there is no method of snirnbling Method is designed nther to avoid stumbling and 

prevent accidents. whether serendipitous or otherwise" (Weinsheimer, 1985, p.7). Even in 

qualitative approaches. where seneraiizability and reproducibiiity are not the prime goal, 

:%tus way of king-in-rhe-world or king-with-research is a henneneutic smce. Hence the kinship aises. 



there is stiU a demand to be able to articulate method. " h t  kind of doing what seerned 

right" is an âcademically suspect response to this demmd. 

As 1 began to work with the interview transcripts, the question of method carne 

more to the fore of my mind. The insighrfui, candid words of the people who had engaged 

in conversations with me. now had to be ueated as data In making that shift. i reaüzed that 

1 was making choices about how to understand their words. These choices were noc 

random but were based in my understanding of the world and what 1 hoped to gain from 

the study. 

As 1 thought back to the interviews, 1 realized chat the way in which they were 

conducted was also not random. My approach may have been intuitive but it was also 

purposeful. True. 1 wasn't following a method outlined in a textbook nor was my own 

method readily apparent. But not just any approach would have done. At every step of the 

way t had made choices about how to proceed. and those decisions constituted method. 1 

began to realize chat aminement was a method. and that careful listening rather than king 

an innate human mit was, in fact. a way of conducting research which was chosen and 

could be Ieamed. 

At the sarne time. Tom Brown ( 1983) m e d  me to a meditation on "topos". Brown 

is a "tncker". a man who has made his living by reacling the si,m of the world. Schooled 

in the Pine Barrens of New Jersey at the feet of a native elder whom he cdled 

"mdfather". - Brown becarne a skilled observer of n a m .  and deveIoped deep knowledge 

of ways to live off the land. 1 had read his Field Guide ro Nancre Observation and Tracking 

many years ago. Something led me back to this book on my stielf while I was imrnersed in 

the mscripts. That tuming back was a starciing adventure. 

What 1 found in those pages was suggestion after suggestion about ways to be a 

more keen observer of nature. Let your interests dictate your schedde and k open to what 

crosses your path. Slow down so that you can pick up subrleties. Don't andyze. See 

newness in everything: nothing is cornmonplace. immerse yourself in nature. Ignore 

discomforts. Don't try so hard. Follow your heart Quiet dom-  Look at detaiIs; look at the 



big picture (Brown. 1983. chap. 1-2). Brown. in descnbing how one might be more 

attuned to nanue. was descnbing the same "techniques" which 1 had k e n  instinctively 

using to bener understand my topic and to conduct my research. 

1 began to wonder if there wrts something about the way in which we come to know 

place (the topos which underlies bath topopphy and topic) which has a commonaIity 

whether it invoives a natudisr's relationstiip with the land or a researcher's relationship 

with a topic. 1s there a way in wtiich natunlists corne to know the land which could in fact 

form a method for more broad forms of researcif? is there such a thing as an ecoIogicai 

method'? 

The more that 1 worked with the idea. the more that 1 saw panllels between the way 

chat 1 was conducting research. and the way that a naninlist coma to know the land. When 

[ presented these ideas to a group of environmental researchers, the response was 

ovewhelming. It seems that 1 had struck a chord. brought into the open a tiusmtion and 

unease that many environmentai reseltrchers were expenencing. Members of the audience 

echoed back experiences of feehg that their research didn't have a method. and feeling that 

the demand to force oneself into the structure of a method was abusive to their topic. They. 

like 1. were hun-gy for a way to live ethically and graciously within the wodd of research. 

Perhaps the ecological method would offer us a w q .  

The Ecological Method 

The remainder of this chapter wüi m to a fleshing out of what the ecologkd 

method could be. and how it was played out gven the context of the specific research in 

which i was engaged. While the ecotogicd rnethod can be descnid as an approach to 

research ont0 itseif. in actuaiity in eis ts  within a series of nests of connections. 

The ecolo~cal method has specid significance for those researchers undertaking 

environmentai research, The interweaving of environmental research and the ecological 

method is discussed briefly at the end of this chapter. 



The ecologicai method exists within the bmader context of qualitative research 

arising from similar assumptions about knowledge and working towards sirnilar resemh 

goals. Where appropriate. the kinship of the ecoIogicai method to particuiar f o m  of 

qualitative research, most notably phenomenology, is pointed out throughout this chapter. 

Whde there are familiai resembiances between the ecologicai methcd and 

hermeneutics and phenomenology as weii as with critical and action-oriented forms of 

inquiry, there is not sarneness. While both phenomenology and the ecological method are 

interested in &ng to lived experience and the pre-reflective state, their purposes differ. 

Phenomenology wishes to describe lived experience. The ecological method wishes to 

honour the uuth of lived experience. suggesting rhat doing so will lead to a way of king 

which is ecologicai in tenor and which holds the promise of earthly sustainability. 

Herrneneutics provides two strong pillars of support for the ecologicai rnethod. 

First. through its interest in interpretation, hermeneutics opens the door for the ecologicd 

method to look under taken-for--mted assumptions. enabling a critique of modemity and 

the possibility of living otherwise. Second. through sharing understandings of the way that 

life unfolds. hermeneutics and the ecologicd method are munially supportive. But 

hermeneutics is content to remain within the philosophicd realm of interpretation. The 

ecologicai method always begins and ends with an interest in living better in the wodd. 

Through its desire to improve pncuce (teaching and living) and through its smng 

social conscience. the ecologicai method has ties to action research. But the ecolo@cd 

method does not take shape within the wodd of day to day pnctice. nor is the research 

necessarily designed in collaboration with pnctitioners. 

These three f o m  of research have inforrned the design of the ecologicai method. 

but ultimately the ecologicai rnethod is a fomi of research ont0 itself. As such. the 

ecological method is grounded in the question. "wttat actions shouid be taken to maintain 

the integrîty of topos?". The steps used to arrive at an m e r  to that question are laid out in 

the remainder of this chapter. 



Figure 2. Ecologicd Method - Widening Circles of Comection 

The Heart of the Melhod - How do I know what's right to do for this place? 

When 1 was ri teenager growing up in southern Ontario. my father owned ii smail 

cottage on the shore of Lake Huron. To say that it was on the shore, is not entirely precisc. 

While it is m e  that he owned Idcefront property, the cottage actuaiiy stood many vertical 

ket above the kach. 

The cottagers dong the way had unique ways ofdealing with this naturd obstacle 

to the waterfront. Some landowners had buiIt steps reriching from the water's edge to the 

top of the cliff. Other cottagers had buiit their homes on stiIts at the bouom of the bluff, 

with the hopes that che raked floor would protect them from high water. For us, there was 

a nanid solution to the probiem. Between our property and the cottage next door, the land 

had severely eroded. foming a gorge which we couid scamper down to get to the Iake. 

From the time that my father bought that cottage, he wrestled with what to do about 

that gorge. While 1 didn't ask him at the tirne, 1 suspect that his concems were two-fold. 

First, he wanted to maintain the integrity of the soil in the gorge so that we wouId continue 



to have safe foothoIds on Our treks down and up. Second, he wanted to discourage the 

advance of erosion from eating up the land up top, and eventuaiiy claiming the cottage. 

When faced with a n a d  challenge such as this one, how do people know what 

the right thing is to do for a place? Even where the land poses no problems for human 

habitation, how do we determine whether it is rïght to plant a garden, to dig a weli. to alter 

a landscape? How do we know where the best location wouid be for a septic tank, whether 

the wind is sufficient co generate electricity, which kinds of plants wouid thrive in this area 

or wodd provide a helpfui windbreak? 

It seems to me that there are four tasks which are required in order to detemine 

right action for a given place. F i t .  we must iisten to the land. observing it for a sufficient 

length of time to l e m  about windpattems, to understand its response to cold, to watch the 

movernent of water dong ils surface. This listening requires an immersion and an opening 

to what the land has to teach. Second. we rnust come to the place with a knowledge which 

dlows a thorough and sensitive reading of the land. My father needed to understand the 

mechanics of erosion in order to see in the gorge the possibilities of Future damage, nther 

thm simply a convenient waikway to the water. Third, we must come to the place with 

questions. and with the tools to find answers. We must undenake a fact finding mission. 

learning the specific types of knowledge which would help us to make the best response. 

Finaily. and undemeath al1 of these tasks. is the requirement to care about this phce. Love 

is required in order to "respond to the pIace as it really is". and "image possibilities that are 

redly in it" (Berry, 1983. p.70). 

This initiai question, "how do we know what is right to do for this place?" drives 

the ecologicai mechoci. whether the place referred to is the topos of geopphy or the topos 

of academic researcti. Embedded in this question are the four sub-questions alluded eo 

above: 

How do I open myseif and Iisten weii enough to hear what this place requires of me? 

How do 1 read the s i p  with enough sensitivity to hear what this place requires of me? 

How do 1 come to know this place? 



How do 1 care for and about this place? 

These questions are interwoven throughout an ecologicd approach to research. 

Their answering is not sequentiai. M e r  they weave back and fort. over tirne. informing 

each other as they create the tapestry which the research eventuaily becomes. 

Ouening and Listening 

I'm uying to listen to my fm, Before, [. had no reason to hear the sounds 
of nature. The sole stntegy of conventionai frrrming seerns to be 
dominance. Now. with each passirtg week, 1 venture into fields full of Iife 
and change. clinging to ri belief in rny work and a hope that it's working. 
(Masumoto. 1995. p.66) 

The danger posed by some aspects of the ecologicai vision is that people will be 

dnwn into the enticing c h m  of an idea or the prettiness of a tum of phrase without truly 

excavating to determine what rneaning they may hold. The notion of opening and listening 

to the world is one such place of potentiai seduction. The image of opening and listening to 

the world brings with it a sense of relief and yet at the same tirne, a sense of titillation. 

There is an dmost erotic apped of Iaying oneself bare to what the world may bring, 

dlowing the world to enter one's body, and losing oneself to the world's demands. But 

earthiy sustainabiliry and human hifiilment are too important to dlow oneself to become 

distncted by the romance of a notion, 

What does it actuaily mean to Iisten to the wodd? if 1 know at dl. 1 certainiy don't 

know fully. I think that there is a world within that question, much of which 1 cm only 

auess at. Nor do the srnail hints which E cm offer. wisb to be articulated. When 1 try to pin D 

thern dom. they slip away from me. 1 can only share, in the most cmde and clumsy form, 

two possible interpretations which underiie my own sense of opening and listening to the 

world. 

The f i t  image of opening and listening was exemplified by Thom Henley (1997) 

in st story he related at an environmentai education conference a few years back. Heniey had 



been visiting an aboriginal group in Thailand and was curious about a medicinal compound 

which they had concocted from the leaves of a plant which grew hi& up in the bills. and 

the rwts of a plant which -ww in the d e y  bottom. "What made you think", he asked, "to 

combine these two substances CO create a medicine?" They stared at him in disbelief. "Can't 

you hear them?", they questioned. "The two plants vibrate at the same frequency". 

While Henley's story is snrnning in its revelation of the depth of aminement which 

is possible. the very fact of amnement is not surprising. Every time that we are drawn into 

the story of n a m  and l e m  something from our momentary pause, we have listened to the 

land. The moment of opening to the worid and of listening to its wisdom is the moment of 

intuiting oneself as k ing  embedded in creation. in other words, the act of opening and 

listening is a living out of the ecologicd self. 

The notion that there are voices other than hurnan which can speak to us and hat we 

may gain knowledge from their hearing, is a difficult one within western society. As 

Masumoto observed, the acr of begiming to listen to the earth requires an entirely new way 

of king. It is a profound move from domination to humility. No longer are we standing 

apan from the land. manipulating it to our advantage, and k i n g  an agent of change. Instead 

a more subde. more delicate relationship deveiops. 

This ability to take oneselfout of the centre and listen carefully to what an other is 

q i n g  to convey. also pertaùis to hurnan-human encounten, as Gadamer (1960/1989) 

suggests: 

Conversation is a process of coming to an understanding. Thus it belongs to every 

m e  conversation that each person opens himself to the other. uuly accepts his point 

of view as valid and transposes himself into the other to such an extent that he 

understands not the particuiar individuai but what he says. (p.383 

Gadarner's notion of conversation is no more frequently encountered and no more 

easily embnced than Henley's story of botanicd cesonances. Whether Listening to the 

human or the more-than-human worid one must (a) beiieve that the world can speak. (b) 

believe that knowledge can be amined throua the act of iistening and by simply king in 



the presence of tnith: (c) retain the humility to take oneseifout of the centre and iisten with 

empathy; (d) quiet oneself down enough to iisten; (e) develop the skills of listening; and (0 

take seriously the truth of what we hear. Each one of these tasks demands radical alterings 

in how we understand ourselves and how we carry ourselves in the world. 

This sense of listening is exactly what is required in order to hear the words of 

study participants. but such an endeavour is not always easy nor always successful. 1 was 

hit brutally in the face with my ineptitude at iistening with one of my interviews. and was 

forced to think about the reasons behind rny own deafness. 

Bill Hem, like Suzanne Young, was an environmentai science student in my 

ecophilosophy class. He volunteered to be part of my research study, and our interview 

had a tone and character to it which set it apart from the other interviews conducted. 

As we spoke. Bill frequently referred to environmentdy friendly lifestyles - the 

importance of recycling. bicycling to school insterid of using the car, switching off lights to 

conserve elecuicity. eating a meat-free diet, He discussed how he was frustrated with the 

pressure to cake part in the consumer culture. and ailuded to the tensions which he 

experienced between the desire to have a good quaiity of iife and the desire to live an 

environmentaily pure life. 

Did Bill understand ecophilosophy to be about iifestyle choices. or was he using 

lifestyle choices as an example in which the ecophilosophical notions of uncertainty, 

ambipity and tuning in to inner tmths. could be lived out'? It seemed important to make 

this distinction. so that 1 could understand the ground on which we were waiking in order 

to ask appropriate questions and to interpret his answers with an appropriate lens. 

But getting cla-ïty on his interpretation was not an easy task. We went around and 

around these questions for nearly forty-five minutes until 1 abandoned that tack ail together. 

Instead of k ing so focused on my own agenda. had 1 listened weU. 1 might have heard that 

Biii was trying to get across twc very important ideas. "For me. it's quite brave to think 

that my actions have consequences.", BU said repeatedly in different ways. And "you have 

to look beyond what Society teiis you." The difficult work of ecophilosophy, Büi was 



suggesting, consists of reaiizing that our acuons have consequences, and in determining 

"who you are and what's important to you" beyond the societal pressures to conform. 

On a cognitive level, such information is exmmely important for an ecologically- 

oriented educator. If 1 know that students are suuggling with these ideas. 1 c m  spend more 

tirne dweHing in this area. search out different ways of working through the ideas, corne 

around to hem again and again. On a level of empathetic understanding. 1 cm provide 

more support and guidance for students who are smggling with these two notions. How 

overwhelming and frightening it must be to iearn for the fmt time that one's actions have 

consequences. What turmoil the initia1 encounter with such an idea mus hold for students. 

What rethinking of the future and regrets about the past, mut  snidents have k e n  

struggbng with unbeknownst to me. The cascade of implications which such a realization 

engenders may be ovenvhelming for a student to face. and miiy require rn insuuctor's 

sensitivity and assistance. 

On an interpretive Ievel. there are questions to be asked about our society if the 

notion that actions have consequences should come as a surprise to a twenty-five year old. 

How could we have come to a place chat such an understanding is novel or odd? What are 

the irnpiications for the ways in which environrnentallyconcemed teachers conduct 

themse Ives? 

Bill was offenng such important. rich information. Why couldn't 1 hear it? Why did 

1 miss his message in the four months in which we were invotved in chss discussions 

together. during our interview and when I transcribed the interview? Why did 1 have to 

hoid his uanscript in my han& before 1 coutd hear the profound information which he was 

atternpring to share? 

First. the ideas th3t actions have consequences. and that we must come to 

understand our own beliefs and desires outside of societat pressures, are such an inherent 

part of the way that an ecologically-oriented person views the world, that it didn't even 

occur to me that such notions would provide chdienges. 1 had taken these i d e s  as a given, 



part of the foundation from which other ideas would spring, and never questioned that the 

foundation itself may be problematic. 

1 can forgive myself this oversight, but not the other reasons which I beiieve may 

have deafened me to Bill's words. My persistent line of questioning resuited in part from 

my frustration that society understands environrnentalisrn as only a series of actions to 

undenake such as recycling and composting; my dismay that a student who had been in my 

c l s s  for four months would detine ecophilosophy in such a way; and my disgust with my 

own incompetence at helping Bill to develop any deeper understandings. 1 was badgering 

and bullying Bi11 to clarify his understandings. hoping that perhaps what 1 was intuiting 

from his words was incorrect. 

The other reason that 1 wasn't able to heu Bill was more mean-spirited. 1 believe 

that 1 was triking the opportunity of a private conversation to get the upper hand on a power 

stniggle in which Bill md 1 hrid sngaged in clriss. Bill wris the only student who came to 

my c l a s  with classic philosophical uaining. He was very skilled at debate. and was clever 

rit sidestepping questions so that he wouldn't be pinned down or have to assen his ktiefs: 

d l  atuibutes which would serve him well in most philosophical arenas. But ecophilosophy 

concems itself with embodiment. 1 was never able to move Bill beyond an intellecnid 

engagement with ideas to try to entenain what they might mean for his life. in itself, this 

lack of embodirnent may have only provided an andngogical challenge. But as generous as 

Bill tried to be, his carnage embodied a subtle. naive smugness as he watched the other 

students struggie with ides  which he had "got". This rnisplaced arrogance. however 

unintended. seemed to mock the emest  struggies of the other studencs as it bdittled the 

work in which 1 was tryins to engage with them. 1 fear that in our interview. 1 was pushing 

my agenda and not hearing Bill's uuth because 1 was wrapped up in reestablishing a 

balance of power and assuaging my own ego. 

1 hate to privately admit to such motivations, and even more. to do so publicly, 

Teaching after dl. should be about engaging in a student's reality and helping them to open 

a iittle further. deepen a iittle more. What kind of teacher ignores the student's needs simply 



because they p t e ?  Nonetheless, facing such pettiness and seifïshness on my part is an 

important part of the work. It is precisely these aspects of king hurnan which we al1 carry 

with us and must confront in order to be able to listen weli to the world, 

* * * * *  

The other manner in which opening and listening to the world occurs is an inherent 

part of the practice of yoga. The goai during yoga poses or asanas is to nine in to oneself. 

What physicd sensations arise as subcie readjusunents of the body take place? What surges 

of ernotion occur'? What images or colours or words corne to rnind while moving through 

the asana? These sensations and images are to be taken senously as providing deep 

knowledge about the pnctitioner and her relationship with the world. The body. the 

ernotions. the spirit hold mth which cornplements well the knowledge of the intellect. 

Outside of the context of a yoga snidio. such ways of relating to the world rire 

engaged in by dl of us continuously everyday. They are such an inherent part of our 

moment to moment hurnanness, thar we may not even take note of them on a conscious 

level. These are the subtle sensations which help us to rnake judgrnents and ascenain 

rneaning in ail circurns~ces. They are the way chat we know that love is in the air: the 

bnish of a hand. a look in the eye. a deepening intensity of the voice. a sharing of personal 

space. They are the way that we suspect that we cannot trust someone dthough they have 

as yet not shown us any reason for mistrust, They are the way that we know that a friend is 

upset. though her words Say. "di is fine". They are the subtle messages which we receive 

frorn the world which go above ruid beyond what is spoken. and indeed often conuadict 

verbal expression. 

They are our intuitions: the sense that i t s  is the right place to be. the nght job to be 

doing. the wrong relationship for us. And they are our responses to these signs: the knots 

in the _out. the spine tingles. the feeling of elarion. 

We ail experience these responses- Whether we bring them to a conscious Ievel and 

whether we acknowledge thth atey may contain some tnith, is an individual choice. A 



world ruled by rationaiity such as ours, tends to distrust the wisdom of these instincts. and 

believe that only words have meaning and only reasoned arguments hold mith. 

In opening and listening to the world, we want to hear the actual cal1 of the world 

which imprints itseIf on Our bodies. our senses. our mincis. Our intuitions. Images. 

dreams, instincts ail play a part in this knowledge. We must take these messages seriously, 

in order to understand what the world is trying to teU us and to cernain true to its call. In 

essence. what we're trying to undertake in the quest to open and listen to the world in such 

ri way is an acquaintrtnceship with the phenomenologicai lifeworld, "our immediate. pre- 

reflective consciousness of life" (van Manen, f 990. p.35). We are attempting to gain 

consciousness of our perceptions before Eheory steps in to te11 us how to frame such 

experiences. 

The insuuctor participants for this snidy were chosen through this method of 

opening and Iistening. i knew that the instructors whom I had chosen to interview 

embodied the sorts of qdities and tensions which 1 wished to untangle. but 1 could not 

have ruticuiated what it was that 1 was looking for. They were not teriching 

ecophiIosophical subjects per sé. They were not even fnming the subjects whîch they were 

teaching with such ecop~osoph id  ideas as C O M ~ C ~ ~ ~ K I ~ S S  to place or creative expression 

or inte-mtion of topics. Yet there was something about these instructors and the 

conversations in which we had engaged over the years. which made hem "right" for this 

study. 

Yoza student Sarah ConnelIy. in our conversation. pointed out that peopk often 

intuitively know how we should be responding to a situation before we can "cogitively 

makes sense of it al. or put a label to it". Yet if we wait und  that co_yitive understanding 

occurs, we may find that we have traveled down the wrong path, and cm no longer hear 

the initial intuitive response. 

htetiectual understanding did bear out my instinctive "feel" about the 

approprïateness of study participants but such understiinding did not arrive until much later. 

Long afier the interviews were completed and tramcriid, I was forced to try to distili my 



work down to the kemel which was in its midst in order to clearly translate my work for 

others. When 1 m e d  my mind to finding out the impulse which underlaid intuition. 

pulling apart suppositions. digging deeper and deeper into the layers of the work that 1 was 

doing to understand what was at the core. 1 uncovered the essentiai notion of the ecological 

self. 

1 did not know until that moment that the ecologicai self was the essential aspect of 

ecophilosophy for me. Nor was 1 awm that its realization had dnven ths study. Yet ail of 

the instructor participants held this trait in cornrnan. They were di strongly pided by the 

wisdom within. and they al1 shared a sense of themselves as embedded within creation. 

Had 1 not uusted in intuition. in the voice which was calling. 1 would not necessarily have 

chossn these participants. If 1 had farced myself to define the chanctenstics which 1 was 

seeking in participants instead of iistening to my gut sense of appropriateness. 1 may have 

ended up with an entirely different and inappropriate set of participants. Tnisting in the 

rightness of the messages which 1 was receiving from the world. however vague they 

were. was critical for the research to unfold as it should. 

Reading the Sims 

The world is al1 clues. and there is no end to their subtle- and delicacy. The 
s igs  that reveal are aiwciys there. One has only to l e m  the art of reading 
them. (Shepard. 1995. p.78) 

How odd and wonderful the world would seem if we took it in as on& a series of 

sense data impressing themselves on our consciousness: symphonies of sound, mosaics of 

colour. waving light and shadow. flashing and dancing with the motion of the wind. What 

deIight such a world wouid contain. and what possibilities would be opened up. Seeing the 

world anew (Brown. 1983. p.23 or viewing the world as a stranger (Greene, 1973, 

pp.767-8) moves us beyond preconceived notions and familia- patterns of thought to 

entenain a myriad of interpretations. 



But despite the wisdom which cm be gained by opening CO "pure perceptio m... 

untainted by the meanings we impose upon hem" (WUis. 199 1, p. 176). there is also 

something vaguely disturbing about the desire to see the world in such a way3. Embedded 

in this wish for the "original. pre-reflecuve. pre-theoretical" (van Manen. 1990. p.7) stance 

to the world seems to be a distaste for the intellectual. a sense of shame in king human. 

and perhaps even a fear of growing up as Huxley ( 1945) describes the process: 

As the individual grows up. his knowledge becornes more conceptuai and 

systematic in form. and its factual. utilitarian content is enormously increased. But 

these gains are offset by a certain deteriontion in the qudity of irnrnediate 

apprehension. a blunting and a Ioss of intuiuve power. (pp.vii-viii) 

The ecological method shares with phenomenotogy the desire for and belief in the 

importance of immediate apprehension. But it doesn't wish to banish conceptual 

knowledge. Indeed. for the ecolo_oicd researcher. conceptuai knowiedge and life 

experience are not only part of the lifeworid but they enhance the ability for immediate 

apprehension. 

To the ecologicd researcher. the lifeworld is not a presuppositionless state. There is 

no desire to "put out of play everythinz one knows about an experience" (van Manen. 

1990. p.17). Within the pre-reflective strite. there is dways a me who is "pre-reflecting". 

That me is never a blank slate. 1 corne to rny topic as someone who has lived a iife. who is 

shaped by my expenences. This reality is not to be shied away from or to be embamssed 

about. In fact. it is somethine to revel in. But what we are seeking through acknowledging 

and embncing this Iayered. cornplex existence is not the closure that phenomenology fears. 

but nther maturity and wisdom. 

So. the ecological mecfiod requires a balancing act. There is an attempt to stay open 

to the world and hcrease our abiliv at "immediate apprehension". At the sarne the.  there 

is no desire to "hoid [our assurnptions] delibemeLy at bay" (van Manen, 1990, p.43, 

3 ~ i l l i s  suggests h t  only non-human animais xruaiIy are capable of pure perceptions. and that the 
meaning-niakiq pmject is an inberent part of k ing  h u m .  



attempting some sort of "pure perception". The wisdom which we have accumulated 

through Living can make us better readers of topos, nther than distancing ourselves h m  

the world. 

The work of Gnce Gershuny ( 199 1). a teacher of bioregional agricuiture at the 

[nstitute for Social Ecology in northem Vermont, illustrates this point. As a student in her 

class in the early nineties. 1 was taken aback one day when the lesson nuned to the question 

of pest management. I expected that we wouid be leaming about non-chemicd means to 

conuol insects: intepted pest management. crop rotation, companion planting, hand- 

picking and the like. Instead Grace tumed our attention in an entirely different direction. 

Rather than focusing on conuolling the pest. she informed us that the presence of insect 

pests indicated a problem. most likely a deficiency in the soil. Our task was to understand 

the reasons behind the insect's presence. Were there inadequate soil nutrients. too much 

water. insufficient sunlight'? Grace read the presence of an insect as part of a larger story 

waiting to unfold. 

Had Gnce and 1 entered a field and looked closely at the plants _mwing there. we 

would have seen very different things. 1 wouid have seen bugs - icky or beautiful. 

wondrous or frightening. She would have seen a riddle which could be easily untangled if 

we h e w  what to look for. Gnce brought with her conceptual knowledge which tainted her 

view. but her Lens gave her a deeper reading and a more sensitive feel for rhe territory. 

While 1 never carne to have the deep understanding which Gnce so eloquently a d  

sirnpiy demonstrated thnt summer. the field courses which 1 twk as part of my masters 

program in New Hampshire did afford me an undestanding of the transition which occurs 

when one cornes to a place as someone who knows how to read the signs. 1 was 

previously a reluctant naturalist prefening the experience of nanire to the Iabehg of it. 

But the necessity to take severai natural history courses forced me to think beyond labeIs 

and incomprehensible scientific narnes, beyond abstcacted fitas, to lem about famiiïaity. 

This sympathetic resonance with a place takes tirne, manuing k e  a sweet, strong 

love &airair the "other" at fmt inhabiting an unknown and impenetrable world, and later, 



the temtory becoming so familiar as to become one's own. Over two yem, as 1 gained 

knowledge of the mes and wildflowen, and fater the mammals and birds of this area came 

a sense of k ing at home. The wiiiow tree no longer only showed me her long, flexible 

lirnbs or ponended spring with her soft bu&. She also spoke to me of moism.  telling me 

that where she thnist her roots down, I would find water. She told me taies of ancient 

wanderers who would ntni to her inner bark for relief from the aches and pains of their 

travel. She helped me CO l e m  the language of this place. and nther than that knowledge 

obscunng the pure aesthetic experience of a forest or a hillside, it provided a sense of 

belonging. 1 leamed that the land is full of signs. and if one cm l e m  to read them well, the 

story of the land wiU ernerge. 

in the c m  of ecolo~icai research. knowledge and experience is not just a fact of life 

that has to be accepted. an unfortunate byproduct of king an adult. Rather. such subde 

wisdom is soqht  out and cuitivated in order to provide a more sensitive. more tactiül 

(Gadamer. I960/1989. p. 16) reading of topos. 

In order to develop the ribiiity to read the signs. a researcher is required to engage in 

two tasks. Fint. we are required to do disciplined study. We must "accept the duration and 

effort. even the suugle. of fonnai commitment" (Berry. 1983. p.306). This cornmitment 

involves die sometimes tedious. meticulous work of coming to know the territory. D.W. 

Jardine (adaptation of personal communication. 1995) has described this task as monkish 

work which involves copying portions of text out by hand Iabouring over each letter again 

and agin  util the repetitive motion of the hand takes the work of the elders up into the 

body and sou1 of the initiate. 

As weii as disciplined study, skilled reading of the worId requires us to have lived a 

life. We rnust have come to understand some of the workings of the world, to have lived 

through something, to have struggied and rejoiced Not oniy must there be a generai 

understanding of the ways of the world but a weU-prepared ecologicai researcher must 

also have come to understand the topic as someone who has lived in its midst. We must 

have worn the m a d e  of the work and developed the tactile knowledge of someone who 



has taken risks and suffered on behaif of topos. Only when we have subjected ounelves to 

this level of experience c m  we mly hear the demands of the work and properiy read the 

signs which are presented. 

Being fully prepared to read the signs was an important aspect of hearing the 

meaning behind the words of the participants whom I interviewed. For example, at one 

point in our conversation. cducator Emma Applegard became quite animated when sharing 

srories about rhe work that she and her _-de six students had undertaken on grizzly bears. 

In the midst of her awe about the magnificence of the gmdy  and her enthusiasm abolit the 

students' work, she recounred the more mundane detaifs of how the work unfolded: 

This has been something chat rolled through for six months. Initidly there was 

something that was tdked about right h m  the beginning of the year, that this 

would be the umbrella so to speak. And so background is _mduaily. gndualty 

given. And then probably. ifs hard to say. maybe five months where it just 

rridually started to consume more ofour thoughts and our work We spent more - 
time for example with the research plan and digging up the information. Like what 

is it that you need to how '?  How do you form a reiationship'? 

This aspect of Emma's story would nomally get lost in the excitement of the 

comments which preceded and followed. But having spent much tirne immersed in the 

world of ecophilosophy. 1 knew that what Emma was reporting pointed to a very specific 

understanding of Ieaming. She was discussing a fonn of education which involves sitting 

with a topic for awhile. dlowing it to unfold. coming back around to it. She was showing a 

cornmitment to collaborative Ieaming noc ody  amonpt the students but where she herself 

became a co-Iearner. Emma was demonstnung a belief that it is possible and important to 

allow oneself to be h w n  into a topic: that the wodd is of import and can c d  to us. She 

was suggesting that foliowing the meanders of a topic and respecthg students' interests is 

essential. M a t  she was sharing with me was her deeply held mumptions about education; 

assurnptions which formed part of the ecoIo~caI lens b u g h  which she saw the world 



Beyond recognizing the s i r p  of ecologicai education. 1 aiso knew something of the 

educxionai milieu in which Emma and 1 find ourselves and what it means to attempt to live 

ecologically in thai world. 1 knew that the work which Emma was describing was not 

problern free. Alowing a topic to unfold at wiii, "organicdy emerging" over the space of 

many months, did not fit welI into the structure of a normal school year. While it's m e  that 

some teachers undendce extended thematic units, the typical school day is sectioned off. 

with units requiring completion within a matter of weeks. Her students' year-long 

relationship with the grizzly bear could potentidly cause logisticai problems for Emma, as 

weU as contlict with administration and her team teachers. 

Furthemore. 1 knew that the process which Emma had gone throu_eh with her 

students was invisible and intangible. When her colleagues saw the enthusiasm of Emma's 

students and their parents; when they wirnessed her students presenting their work 

dong ide renowried bear researchers, dl that Emma would be able to offer was that they 

had completed a unit on gîzziy bem. as if any unit on c d y  bem would be the same. I t  

is not chat Emma wouldn't attempt to describe her class' experiences. but the subtleties of 

engagement rire difficult to articulate or to comprehend. 

How could she explain that the magic of the work which her chss had undertaken 

wris found not in the subject matter. the research techniques used. or the particular outside 

sources contacted. but in the way in which that subject matter was taken up? The unit was 

undergirded by an understanding that "this body of knowledge or what we cal1 this 

cumculurn is about their world out there" and by a desire to " p e n t e  interest and curiosity 

and passion and wonder". and to help the "students to intenct with text, to each other. to 

what's coming at hem in an open way. and to question themse[ves". "Ifs a way of seeing 

and thinking about the knowledge chat's there". and th& way dms not lend itseli weii to 

quick explmations within a staff meeting. (Ail quotes are from Emma Applegard.) 

When 1 was joing through the interview trwcripts. analyzing and catesorizing 

what was king said. 1 coded Emma's statements about the + d y  bear unit as a 

demonstration of some of the smggles which ecophilosophy engenders. Emma was not 



stating either expiicitty or impiicitly h t  her @y bear unit was problematic. But knowing 

the assumptions within which her comments were based, and knowing the implications of 

trying to live out those assumptions, 1 read within her comments the signs of a potential 

problem with ecologicd teaching. 

Learning about Place 

It invariribly turns out. I think. that one's first vision of one's place was to 
some extent an imposition on it. But if one's sight is clear and if one stays 
on and works well, one's [ove gradudly responds to the place as it redly is, 
and one's visions gndudly image possibilities chat are really in it. (Berry. 
1983. p.70) 

Berry's suggestion thrrt duration and immersion are required in order to uuly 

understand a place. is echoed throughout the "sense of place" litenture. This same 

licerature. dong with the storïes of nature wnters. essays on bioregiondism, wntings of 

ecophilosophers. the work of natunIists and taies of indigenou populations is rife with 

suggestions about how one cornes to know one's place, of wbch extended. intimate 

contact is an important but not sole criteria 

In order to develop deep knowIedge of a place, we must recognize the place as 

beautiful. tit ourselves to the land, respond to the needs of the place, reinhabit our bodies, 

have a curiosity of vision. attend to the cycles of Me and deah. dlow ourselves to be 

marked by the place. recognize our entwined rights and responsibilities, have confidence in 

our knowledge, deiight and wonder and be f ï e d  with reverence. avoid campering with 

creation. engage in muitiple interpretations of a piace, remernber. make good use, be Ioyal, 

be riware. walk the land. bear it steadïiy in minci, concem ourselves with appropriateness. 

observe. rneditate, wander without destination; CO name only a few suggestions which were 

offered in one book done'6. 

26~hese examples are al1 taken h m  a wonderful collection of -YS edited by David Landis Bmhiil 
( 1999). entitled At home on the eanh: Becoming nurive ro ourplace. Berkeley. CA: University of 



What becomes apparent in looking at these ways of Ieaniing about place is that they 

have a strong resemblance to the qualities and methods which are required to "open and 

listen" and "read the sips". There is more than kinship of technique happening here. There 

is sameness. Once the immersion in the temtory has occurred. once familiarity has been 

established. then we cm nirn to the process of active knowledge ggaining. But this knowing 

is not sornething different: it is not meeting the land with pick axes and shovels. Rather it is 

more of the same: more taking oneself out of the centre, more understanding oneself as part 

of the land. more attentiveness, more reverence, more c m .  

What has changed. however. is the relationship between researcher and topos. 

While beiore 1 was fact finding so that I could heu the place beuer. now 1 must take my 

place as researcher. and undertake fact finding to settle my own confusions and curiosities. 

Whereas before I wished to hear the stories of the land. now I arrive with my own stories 

in hand. requiring answers. 1 no longer put myself out of play, hoping only to hear the 

demands of the world. 1 now corne with my own demands. and with expectations that 

topos wilI be up to the challenge. 1 have changed from king a Iistener, to engaging in 

dialogue. 

The didogicd aspect of this relationship is extremeiy important to keep in mind. 1 

do not now kcome rutidess. imposing rny will on the subject. carelessly and clumsily 

stepping ail over its delicate edges. 1 still need to listen. But now we engage in a two way 

conversation. We (the topic and the researcher) must engage in a delicate balance, dways 

checking back with each other before plowing aherid. 

Perhaps the best way to describe the subtle difference in intent whicti "leamîng 

about place" requires. is by tuming to a researcher's relationship with the written text. 

When one reads to Lisien to topos, one reads widely and deeply. soaking in ideas and 

information. not necessarily ordering them. simply letting them accumulate and percoiate. 

Cdifocnia Pms. An equrilly informative and delightful collection oiessays was edited by William Vitek 
and Wes Jackson 11996). entitled Roored in the land- h q s  on commculiry and phce. New Haven, (3T: 
Yde University hess. 



The purpose of this type of reading is to understand what the temtory encompasses, what 

sort of ideas are "out there", what a particdu author is thinking and trying to communicate. 

Engaging with a text in order to prepare oneself adequately to read the signs is a 

detailed, meticuious endeavour. Differences between interpretations of a topic are noted, 

chronology is sought out, subtleties of argument are thought through. 

The nature of reading when one is trying to leam about topos, is more purposeful 

and defined. One reads with specific questions in mind. 1 no longer want to understand the 

territory of ecophilosophy, allowing its shape and tenor to suggest possibilities and moId 

my direction. Nor do 1 wish to distinguish between Fox's (1995) and Deval1 and Sessions' 

(1985) interpretations of deep ecoiogy or to understand the implications which social 

ecoIogy raised for ecoferninism. Now. 1 am reading to understand more deeply my topic 

alone: the tensions which are experienced in the attempt to live ecologically within the 

concext of a modem world. 

h e r s i n g  in the literam enabled me to become acquainted with the territory so 

that 1 would know what questions to ask. But once the questions were asked, they required 

a turning back. a re-enuy into the same temtory, now with a purpose in mind, now with an 

investigation underway. Adult educator Gary Whitlow articulates this subtie difference: 

We do a lot of searching and we've done that for years. You and 1 have been 

taiking and trying to figure out the world. That's the searching for me. Now you 

want to put a hyphen before search and put "rem and you have re-search. Because 

what you're doing is going back in a sense into knowledge. into memory, to 

reframe and question. 

Re-searching is leaming about place. in the case of the stuay at hand. this Iearning 

process was centred on the resemh interviews. These interviews were alike in kind to the 

conversations in which the instmctors and 1 had engaged many tirnes before. The 

conversations meandered; we foliowed the threads which interested us; we got dnwn in; 

we listened; we disapeci; we puzzied over ideas which fnismted us; we Ieft with deeper 

knowledge of ourselves. each other, the world. 



But the conversations aiso were not the same, and it was not simply the presence of 

a tape recorder and the establishment of a particulx time and place for the discussion which 

was different. Now I was framing the conversation within a context and 1 was directing the 

conversation towards the temtory of the questions which 1 needed answered. Now I was 

playing the role of cesearcher. Now 1 was on an active fact fmding mission in order to l e m  

in deph about the topography of this place. 

Leaming. to Care For and About Place 

A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty 
of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise. (Leopold, 
1966, p.262) 

Before embarking on a discussion which is rootcd in an understanding of love or 

c m .  it is necessary to pause and cliuify communication. for the very notion of wha it 

mems to care is interpreted quite differently through an ecologicd lem than it is from a 

modem viewpoint. By modem love. 1 refer to desouled Iove, the Iove of the autonomous 

individuai, acquisitive love as understood through the lens of consurnerism. From this 

modem perspective, Leopold's land ethic may seem an odd choice to begin a discussion of 

care. His words don't spi11 over with excess or indulgence. They don't drip with need or 

possession or demands. There is no rnelodrma, no assertion of needing an other to 

complete oneself. But Leopold's words hold a much deeper, fimer love which is rarely seen 

tfiese days: a love of restra.int. tirnits and respect. 

Love within the ecologicd context arises from a recognition of bemty in an other, 

and the rec~~git ion that when in the presence of the other, the most beautifid in oneself is 

realized. Genninating from this seed such love then becornes an act of presewation. 

Ecological love is turned towards working on behalf of and upholding whac is the finest, 

most dignified and most noble in the self and the other. 



If the ecological lens is frarned around what sustaias, affirms and adds meaning to 

life. then love seen through this lem is a union which honours and encourages the deepest, 

most fine sense of humanity. Certainly it is much easier to be oriented to what "feels good" 

at the moment: the love of irnmediate gratification which is frequently worshipped today. 

An ecological love, in contrast. requires strength and courage. But it is ais0 much easier to 

run from a love which just "feels good". because there is nothing deep which is sustaining 

it. 

While desire is an integral part of ecological love. it is not what govems it. Rather 

such love is governed by treating the beloved with integrity, wishing what's best for them. 

and doing what's right on behalf of the two souls "in love". Sometimes "doing what's 

right" means saying "no" to oneself, to the other, to desire. It means saying no despite the 

hunger. because there is something more important for which we must stand. There is no 

denial that temptations exist: no pretense otherwise. There is simply a recognition that love 

which elevates the sou1 calls for something better, something suonger, in us. Love calls for 

a tuming away from allurements in order to preserve beauty. It is. in fact. in this turning 

riway. this act of ultimate sacrifice. that love may have its finest showing. 

Wendel1 Berry (1983) suggests that "if we want to get safely home, there are certain 

seductive songs we must not turn riside for. some sacred things we must not meddle with" 

(p.68). Getting safely home is precisely what we are attempting to do: getting home to the 

most profound realization of hurnanity, and to the deepest connection with creauon. 

The core of ecologcal Living. as stated earlier. is connecting with the ecological 

self. that place of deep wisdom and tmth within us. Whiie we can consciously delude 

ourselves. on some deep level. a selfish love is not experienced as tmth or as integrity. 

Rather. it embodies diminishment of one's own soul, demeaning of beauty in an other and 

erosion of compassion in the world. The only way that such a love can be maintained 

therefore. is by deafening ourselves to the cd1 of humanity and to our own deep wisdom. 

Baniers must be put up to the ecological self in order to maintain the iiiusion of di king 



well and heaithy. These barriers are exactiy the ones which ecologicd education wishes to 

t ex  down in order to tive in right relation with di of creation. 

Ecologicai love then, is a love which wishes to uphold the "integrity, stabiiity and 

beauty" of an other and of oneself. Such a love increrises the quantity of compassion in the 

worid. Through their honouring and upholding of beauty, the Iovers elevate humanity as 

they elevate themselves. The love then. almost kcomes an entity onto iwlf. Whereas the 

lovers must respond to worldly demmds, nrming to theü enfleshed existence, the [ove 

floats up and away. joining with and adding to integrity. stabiiicy and beauty in the world. 

When this notion of love g t s  nimed to the land restraint again becornes key. 

Racher thm simply asking, "what do 1 want to do in this place?", love for the land gives 

rise to the question "what would be the best action to take to maintain integrity of this 

place'?", As with a love between rwo people. this son of love may mem saying "no" CO 

one's desires on behaif of somethin, - , ofeatcr. 

This same understanding rnay be tumed to the love of a topic or a body of 

knowledge as yoga insrmctor Johmna Fried notes: 

For me. as a receptacle of this knowledge. i'm constantly checking who is ais0 a 

receptacle for this knowledge. And who is not. And if they're not. then they have to 

do their work to become one if they want the knowledge. And Sm not going to give 

it unless they do that work. So it requires something from them. Because if 1 give 

it. then I'm k ing  dishonest and unethical to the teactiings. Because I'm giving 

somethins very precious to sornebody that has no idea of what to do with ii, how 

precious it is. And so they just chuck it, junk it. This is too valuable .... As 

someone who's been througtt this prccess and this journey. if 1 don't make it 

vaiuable and important to myself. .. then what's it k e n  about? 

What seductive songs couid possibly be caiiing to an academic researcher to entice 

one away from honouring a body of knowledge which is so precious? They are many: 

songs of expediency. songs of acceptability, songs of credibility, of precedent, of self- 

indulgence, of praise, of innovation. of panic and trepidation. Yes, fears too have their 



allure. 1 must stand strong against the vortex of mvial concem which tease at a graduate 

student's insecurities, pulling us away from deeply lived tmth. 

But how do we know which songs are m e  and which are seduc tive diversions? If 1 

eschew conventionai approaches in the writing of this dissertation, am I doing so in order 

to follow the demands of the topic or because 1 want to be viewed as innovative and cutùng 

edge or because I am incapable of doing "traditionai" work'! If 1 shy away h m  critique, is 

it because 1 am afnid of reprisal'? if so, I must l e m  to stand up to my fears on behdf of 

my topic. Or on the other hand, am 1 only taking a criticai stance as a means to vent my 

own frustrations and anger? In this case, restraint is necessary so that 1 don? end up 

demeaning my ropic on behaif of self-indulgence. 

ïhese are the sorts of questions which 1 have asked myself constantly throughout 

the undenaking of this study. and particularly throughout the writing of this dissenation. 

An ecologicd resemher needs to be sensitive to motivation. Why am 1 wishing to write in 

a parcicular way.? Why am 1 s h a ~ g  a particular story'! There must be ri constant checking 

back to malce sure chat 1 am at d i  tirnes digned with doing what's best on behalf of the 

integrity. the opening up and the deepening of the topic. Actions which are undenaken with 

this motivation in mind are not aiways the easiest, the quickest or the most appealing. Such 

is rhe nature of ecologicd love and such is the enactment of care for topos. 

Widening Circles - The Nature of Environmental Research 

In our society as a whole we conceive of the land in t e m  of ownership and 
use. It is a lifeless medium of exchange; it has for most of us. 1 suspect, no 
more spirituality ttian has an automobiie, say, or a refrigentor. And our 
Iaws c o d i  us in this view, for we can buy and seii the land. we cm 
exclude each other fmm it, and in the context of ownership we cm use it as 
we will. Ownership implies use. and use implies consumption. (Momaday. 
1999, p.78) 



The sentiments which Mornaday expresses are Caxrtiiiar enough to anyone engaged 

in environmentai work. His words can also f i d  placement within the field of acadernic 

research. Research cm be lived out as something simply to use. to manipulate and to 

control for our own purposes. lending no integity to the work itself. In such a case, the 

researcher has ignored what the research demands, favouring an oppressive, manipulative 

relationship over dialogue. 

Research cm be treated as something which we can own and from which we cm 

exclude others, either for proprietary reasons or to create a division of insiders and 

outsiders. Research can be canied out in such a fashion that the researcher takes on the d e  

of consumer wanting to acquire more knowledge, more status, more accolades. Research 

cm be Lifeless, devoid of spiriniaii~, if the researcher does not allow him or herself to 

invest any hem and sou1 in the work. to be drawn in and to be moved or changed through 

the unfolding of the study. 

Environmentaiists. induding environmental researchers. are attempting to work 

against an exploitative. desouled way of living. It becomes incumbent upon an ecological 

researcher. therefore. to avoid forms of research which are consumptive. disrespectfui and 

exclusionary in theu demeanor. 

The ecological method rnay offer a way to avoid these pitfdls of research. With its 

desire to listen carefuily to the voice of topos and to be responsive to its demands, the 

ecological method rnay lend pa te r  di-pity to the work and be more life-affiing. White 

the ecological method rnay be useful for a variety of research topics. it rnay have special 

sipificance for environmental researchers by dlowing digrunent beniveen the goals of their 

resemh and the sense of king-in-the-world which the research method ernbodies. 

In order to understand the role which the ecofogîcal method cm play for 

environmental resemhers, it is necessary to expIore the nature of environmental resemh. 

For sorne assistance with this task. 1 would like to tum to the work of one of the most 

influentid environmencd mearchers. Rachel Carson. A brief exploration of the impenis 

behind her work can be usehi. not only because her pesticide research was gound- 



breaking, but dso because it was so different in subject matter and method from the study 

at hand. Despite the difference, both studies are held together by the threrid whkh 1 believe 

winds through the v a t  majority of environmental research. 

Growing up in Springdale, Pennsylvania. in the early part of the twentieth cennuy, 

Carson began her life steeped in two influences. On the one hand, she had a mother who 

had a deep "respect and love for wild creatures" (Lear, 1997. p. 15) and who took her 

children "outdoors every day when weather permittedm (p. 14) . Rachel could tnmp around 

the woods, farmiand and wetlands of Springdale: and her own chiidhood homestead 

encompassed sixty-four acres of "rurai c h m "  (p.8) which held within it no end of 

expiontion and discovery. Nearby w u  the wide sweep of the Ailegheny River. and 

somewhat more distant but with a much more magical pull. was the ocean which became 

Carson's main love (chap. 1). These facts of her upbnnging, as well as Rachel's own 

nature. conspired together. to form a delight and fascination in d l  that was narurai and a 

deep and abiding love for n a m .  

At the same time. Spnngdale was experiencing the fmt wave of industnalization 

which was " leaving scars on the land. poitution in the air. and debris in the river" (p.8). 

Lear. in her bio_gnphy of Carson. recounts Rachel's reaction to this surge of economic and 

indusuid growth: 

In the end. Rachel Carson remembered only how embarnssed she was by the fou1 

smell of the due  factory tfiat _geeted disembarking passengers at the min  station: 

how dreary and d i q  the working-class town became when the West Penn Power 

Company and Duquesne Light Company squeezed it between their huge power 

stations at both ends. and how endlessly ugly Spnngdde was. (p.9) 

Lives are complicated things and Carson's took her through many twists and tums. 

dways increasing her scientific knowledge of the narurai world. her gift for writing, her 

love of nature. and her dismay at the defdement of the world with the spread of 

indusmaiizrition. The imperus behind the work which led to Silent Spring (1962) Iay not 

o d y  in her concem about the horrors of DDT and the effects that it was having on the food 



chain, but in a lifetime's worth of watching the nanue which she loved king desecrated. 

With the writing of Silenr Spririg, undoubtedly the combination of love and defilement. 

intellecnial curiosity and dismay had developed and mixed to the extent that she felt her 

work to be a morai impentive. She had wimessed the h m  which humans were causing to 

nature throughout her life. and her position as a govemment scientist had enabled her to 

gain the scientific data to ring the d m  bell. Nearïng the end of her Me, that public 

declmtion becarne critical. 

She wrote to a friend who had some reservations about the task which Carson was 

undertaking: 

You do know. 1 think. how deeply 1 believe in the importance of what 1 am doing. 

Knowing what 1 do. there would be no future peace for me if 1 kept silenr .... It is. 

in the deepest sense. a privilege as well as a duty to have the opportunity to speak 

out - to rnany thousands of people - on something so important. (Lear, 1997. 

p.318) 

This push and pull in her life - love and defrlement - should sound fadiar. as it is 

dike in kind. though not in content. to the tension which 1 discussed in Chapter One. Love 

of nature ... and watching it destroyed. Love of living from a place of uuth ... and finding 

no acceptance for that sense of truth. This sense of deep love and passion for a literai or 

fipative place. followed by watching damage done to that place is. 1 believe. the tension 

which underlies most environmental research. 

ïhe  purpose of environmental research is to find some reconciliation for the love 

and the wound: to move towards heaiing. In some cases, heaiing comes simply through 

understanding. In other cases. healing requires direct action in the world to "set things 

right". In either case. the intention is to create a place in which the "love" cm blossom 

within the world. 

This movement from love to wounding to heaiing is not unique to the process of 

envininmentai researcn. Al1 environmental work shares this path. Advocacy, education, 

engineering are al1 rooted in sirnilar tensions and desires. 



What sets research apart frorn ttiese other environmentai endeavours is the desire to 

understand the mth  behind the wound Envuonmental researchers understand that there are 

reasons that the defdement is occurring. Rather than mating the degradation of nature as an 

alien, incomprehensible act which must be stopped. environmentai researchers share the 

goai of understanding root causes. Heaiing c m  only corne. they believe. through this 

understanding of "why" and the incorporation of the wound within the love. 

Love. Wounding. Tmth of Wounding. Heaiing. This is the route of environmental 

research, the invisible thread which binds together research as diverse as Carson's and my 

own. 

With this path in mind. where is the place for the ecologicai method within 

environrnentai research? Each of these stopping points - Love, Wounding, Tmth of 

Wounding. Heaiing - is a territory onro icself which needs to be explored in order for topos 

to be deeply undersrood. In order to corne to know the research topography, each of these 

stopping places is subject to the four questions which underlie the ecological method: 

How do 1 open myself and listen well enough to hear what this place requires of me? 

How do 1 read the signs with enough sensitiviry to hear what this place requires of me'? 

How do 1 corne to know this placea? 

How do 1 c m  for and about this place:' 

The ecological method as applied to environmenrd resemh is represented in Figure 3. 

But how does this playing out of the ecologicai method within environmentd 

research respond to the particulruities of the empirical study at hand? What are the temtories 

of Love. Wounding, Tmth of Wounding and Healing within the parameters of this study? 

Before tuming to the reporting of the findings of the empiricd study in Section II of this 

dissertation. the frnai section of this chapter d frame the study within the four temtories 

of environmental reseuch. 



Fia re  3. Ecological iMethod and Environmentai Research 

The Ecological Method, Environmental Research and Ecological Education 

in a Modern World 

For study participants, the love. or place of passion, within this empiricd snidy 

exists within the living out of an ecolo@cal way of being. Study participants indicated that 

they feel a sense of inner peace. purpose. integrity and joy when they live life in a way 

which is in line with an ecoiogicd woddview. The specific characteristics which the study 

participants indicated were important CO thern Ui order to [ive Me weil are outlined 

throughout the data analysis in Appendix B2, and most pxticularly in Steps Four through 

Seven of the anaiysis. The underly ing murnptions about what constitues a life weii-iived 

wind through the ecologicai educators' lives influencing and being influenced by their view 

of redity, their view of knowledge and their view of education. 

It bris k e n  the purpose of the fmt section of this dissertation to demonstrate this 

view of the world, this place of love and passion. the generai attitude and pnorities of an 



ecologicai orientation to the world. Since the temtory of love is not the focus of the 

empiricai study and since three chapters have already been devoted to sharing this temtory 

in order that the challenges of ecologïcai education may be becter understood. the temtory 

of love is not discussed in an expiicit rnanner in Section il of the dissertation. Rather. this 

temtory comes into the conversation incidentally, and it comes to the fore through the three 

themes which f m e  Chapter Four. Five and Six. 

That is. in hrther analysis of the h-anscripts {Steps Eight tfirough EIeven). it was 

found chat there were three suong themes which ran through the h e s  of ecologicaüy- 

orienred smdy participants and to which they artached Fa tes t  significmce in creating a life 

well-lived. Smdy participants believed that in order to live a fulfiiiing and dipified life it 

was important to: (a) live in ri way which honours one's inner truth; (b) live in a way which 

honours one's connections to other people and to the more-thm-human world and which 

arixs tiorn an understanding of one's embeddedness in the rest of creaüon: and (c) be 

deeply engaged in and find ri sense of joy and wonder in the world. These three themes 

forrn the fnmework for &e next three chapten and they represent the temtory of love in the 

empirical snidy. 

Wounding within environmental research is rellued to ri sense of deni-gntion of the 

temtory of love. In the case of the smdy at hand. the temtory of wounding is played out in 

the situations in which the ways of living in the worId which are honoured by ecologicai 

educators cannot be reaiized or are demeaned by the worid in which they fmd thernselves. 

The term wounding irnplies that there is a wounder and a wounded. Yet many of 

the smiggies which ecologicdiy-oriented people fmd in teaching and living h m  an 

ecologcai perspective. are not due to acts of an other nor are they due to overt acts at di. 

but nther surface due to the difficulty of living out a way of being which is based in very 

different assumptions from the surroundhg c u l m .  Sometirnes these wounds are self- 

inflicted: sometimes they aise h m  a sense of inner confusion and conflict. sometimes 

they are due to a lack of structurai supports within society: someümes they are the resuit of 

oven xts. whether intentional or Dot, on the part of modern dm: and often the wotmds 



are due to the pain of wacching the demeaning of what one holds dear by a culture which 

doesn't share the same vdues or interpretations or priorities. 

Understanding the temtory of wounding is one of the two purposes of the empincal 

snidy. Through the narratives of Chrtpters Four cfirough Six, this territory is explored and 

shared. Chapter Seven then mines the narratives of these three chripters to discuss the 

wounding of ecologicd education in s more explicit m e r .  

ï h e  second purpose of the empincal study is to explore the territory which 1 have 

caIled "truth of wounding". The terni "mth of wounding" implies that behind the wounds 

which are experienced by ecoIogicdly-oriented people is another version of tmth. The 

wounds are not simply resistances or ancagonisms to an ecolugical orientation but aise 

from another way of seeing the world. In the case of this study. they aise from a modern 

worldview . 

When students are resistant to ecologicd education. nther thm thac resistance being 

viewed as (i place for argumentation. within this study it is viewed as an indication of a 

difference in perspective and a place where the challenges of ecologicd education are 

Yistng. The reststrinces are plumbed to understand the interpretations and meanings which 

the students are giving to the simation and to uncover the places of conflict which 

ecologicd education engenders for students raised within the wodd of modernity. As with 

the temtory of wounding. the temtory of "truth of wounding" is explored thughout  the 

namtives of Chapters Four through Six. and is outlined in a more oven manner in Chapter 

Seven. 

Heding within the context of this study has two meanings. Fmt, he&n_e involves 

helping ecoIogically-oriented people to find a way to iive in the world in which they find 

themselves without expïencing a sense of wounding or. more reaiisticaiiy. to Iive with the 

wounds which occur. in this capacity, the temtory of healing is a response to the sense of 

wounding which ecolorgical educators experience when e n g a g  in ecotogical education in 

a modem world. 



Second, the temtory of healing is a response to the challenges of ecological 

education for snidents who view the world through a modem perspective. The second role 

of healing. thecefore. is to find ways to help students with the challenges which arise and to 

find ways to tase the process of ecologicd education in a modem world, 

The territory of healing, like the temtory of love. is not the focus of this smdy nor 

is providing an outline of the methods of healing, the purpose of the snidy. Appendix C3. 

however. does list some of the suggestions which were offered in the interviews for ways 

CO ease the process of ecological education for srudents. Chapter Seven addresses both 

types of healing by discussing. in a preIiminary fashion. aspects of the path towards 

healing to which rhis study points for both ecologicai educators and their students. 

In keeping with the pupose of the empiricai snidy then. Section fl of this 

dissertation tums its lens most strongly on the tenitones of wounding and "truth of 

wounding". The temtory of love finds voice through the three themes which frime 

Chapters Four thtough Six. The territory of heding is discussed in a preliminary manner in 

Chapter Seven, afrer the wounds and challenges of ecologicai education are expiicitiy 

outlined. 



SECTION II - AGAINST THE CURRENT 



CIWPTER FOUR - TO LIVE DIVIDED NO MORE 

iMmy of us know from personal experiencc: how it feds to iive a divided 
life, inwardly, we expecience one imperative for our lives. but outwardly 
we respond to quite another. This is the human condition, of course - our 
inner and outer worlds are never in perfect hmony .  But there are extremes 
of dividedness that k o m e  intolenbie. when one cm no longer live without 
bringing one's actions into harmony with one's inner life. (Palmer, 1998, 
p. 167) 

In The Courage tu Teuch. Parker Palmer (1998) tells the familiar story of Rosa 

Parks. the black womm in Ahbama who refused to move from the whites-oniy section of 

the bus. refusing to yieId her seat to a white man. and in so doing sparked a civil rights 

movement, But Pdmer gives a different reading of this story. Rather than casting Parks as 

a woman standing up for black rights and resisting the oppression which the blacks in the 

south had beon sxperiencing. he suggests chat Parks had made a very personai decision on 

behdf of her own integity: 

She was simply tired. tired in her hem and in her soul. tired not only of ncism but 

of her own cornpiicity in the diminishing effects of ncism. tired of dl the times she 

had yieided her s e s  to whites. tired of the self-inflicted suffering her collaboration 

had brought on. (p. 169) 

"The decision she made was rmted in the only sure place we have. no matter how shaky 

we feel: the deep inwxdness of an integrity that teils us we must do this thuig" (p. 169). 

Palmer s p e h  of Parks as an icon who stands on behaif of the decision to "to iive divided 

no more" (p. 167). 

When Palmer claims. as he does in the quote which opened this chapter. that "there 

are extremes of dividedness thac becorne intolenble". he also provides a different reading 

of the words of the people who participated in thïs study. Cnitiaily. my interpretation had 

been chat ecolo,picd educatoa were @ded by a fierce sense of integrïty and an unwavering 

desire to not bemy their h e m .  Certainly they are. But perhaps we'7 are di ,pided by that 

"The pmnoun "we" is used frequently throughout rhis section of the dissertation. ï l i s  term is not rneant 
as a collective of study panicÏpants in which 1 have inchded myself. nor is it memt to presume Ihe 



desire. The c d  to inner truth and integrity which is sounded throughout the interviews 

may, in fact. be due to the intolenble difference between inside and outside which is 

experienced by peopie anempting to live ecologically in a modem world. 

What pushes the sense of dividedness to the point where such conditions seem 

intolenble? 1 believe that there are two causes: Either the distance between inner tnith and 

outer action are so large as to find no way to reconcile them; or the outer actions which one 

is called upon to live out are so distastehl that every fibre of one's k ing  cringes through 

the carrying out of day to day living. Either way, these amount CO the same thing: the sensc 

of self-beuayal is too great to endure. and a change of direction must ensue. 

The necessity to [ive according to one's inner mth is the fmt defming chmcteristic 

of an rcologicai life. according to study participants. This chapter explores the theme of 

living an integrated life in the mynad of ways in which it was interpreted by snidy 

participants; the various ways in which the theme aises in dieu lives. and the challenges 

which following inner uuth creates when pursued within the confines of modem culture. 

For yoga students Roxanne HiIlman and Olivia Arentine. working in Calgary's oil 

indus.. the challenges of working in a system which n u i s  counter to who they are takes 

its toll. Olivia. who had left her job many years eariier. was philosophical about the 

conîlict: 

The presîdent of the Company was a very cornpetitive person. And he liked to see 

people fight. And even in the company. he loved to see departments fight against 

each other. And this went conuary to my nature which was if you're in one 

company. for heaven's sake. at l e m  you should work together for a common 

god .... It always caused stress. Because it's hard to go against your nature. 

But for Roxanne. this tension of inner and outer worlds was a current dilernrna and was 

causing her much disues: 

experience of the rexier. h~her ,  in order to understand and fnme rbe concerns OC study participants. 1 
frequently step back frorn rhe immediricy of h i r  words to place theu idcas in a cultural contexL The term 
"we" is used to indicate t h  we are dl embedded in and rake part in the c~mplexiùes and challenges of 
western culture. 



The expectation that 1 feel is placed on me as the person in rny job is in conflict with 

who 1 am. So sornething's going to have to give and that's likely going to be the 

job. Because 1 think i'm trying to fit a round peg into a square hole. 

Roxanne's way of reconciiing the inner and outer confiict was to leave the situation. 

The other options open to her would be to overtly resist the demand to confonn or to f i d  a 

source of inner suength which was so unshakable as to diow her peace and calm within 

herself in d l  situations. While resistance didn't fit Roxanne's tempement. she did say that 

her goal was to carry a sense of peace with her wherever she went. 

The very fact that she had the option of leaving the situation points to a cruciai 

distinction about inner 1 outer divisiveness which speaks suongly to the theme of rhis 

chapter. We d l  experience places where we don? fit. where the ethos of the place is in 

conflict with our values or sense of self or life priorities. What is so dnmatically different 

between that situation and the circumstances in which ecologicd educators find thernseives. 

is that the outer actions which beuay the inner heart. are systernic. Ecologically-oriented 

people cannot escape from the image of humanity which they find distastehl because it is 

ubiquitous. What betrays their imer uuth are the very assumptions which underlie the 

culture in which they find thernselves. 

What rnust it be Iike to live in a culture where every facet of life reflects a way of 

being which mns contnry to one's soui? M a t  must it be iike to. nevenheless, have to Iive 

according to those ways of king because other possibiiities do not seem to exist? The 

wounds of this chapter revolve around the dficuities of living in a society governed by 

perspectives which are anathema to one's being. 

One of the challenges of discovering that the underpinnings of society itself demand 

a betrayal of one's mth, is that ecologicai educators still must live within this culture. In so 

far as they want to be contributing members of society, and in so far as they want to take 

part in the comrnunity. they find thernselves having to live out tniths which are intolerable. 

For the women in this study, in particuiar, part of the difficuity is rooted in the 

desire to be liked and accepted. Yoga instructor Iohanna Fried suggests that problems of 



seif-betrayai amse for her tfirough "just trying to be the nice girl. And then sacrificing your 

own knowledge and wisdom through nying to be the nice one." 

For educator Lindsay Naylor, the conflict between a desire to be pan of society and 

a desire to honour her own tmth arose in a slightly different fom. Lindsay wasn't seeking 

personal acceptance but professional credibility: 

The challenges are to maintain Iegitimq. tntegrity's pretty important to me. And 1 

dont want ro compromise certain parts of things, But legitimacy is an issue. And 

not being crue - it creates huge anguish for me when 1 don't live that way. 

What's stnking about Lindsay's cornmenes is the taken-for-pted way in which 

she taiks about the need CO balance integrity and legitimacy. That is. she is concerned with 

how to find her way benveen these two exuernes, but she doesn't question why they are 

polar opposites. Why is Lindsay's tmth not legitirnate? [f Iohanna has to choose between 

king considered "nice" and living out her own wisdom, then we are witnessing a sociery 

which only views certain perspectives as legitirnate. 

Lindsay speaks to the societai tendency to only validate certain truh when she 

says. 

1 think that what rnodernity âid was privilege one way of knowing, and we shut out 

those other ways of knowing as dl being l e s  valid. So you were d'nid to rely on 

[hem or to bring thern to the surface in a discussion. As decision makers you don't 

want to look like a flake. People just dont talk about chose kind of things: 1 had this 

dream: it didn't feel ri@; I don't feei the energy's right between us. People would 

say. "what'?". 

This pnviIeging of oniy one type of voice and one way of knowing has been termed 

a "monoculture of the mind" by Vandana Shiva ( 1993). Norbeg-Hodge ( 199 1, pp.2-5) 

demonsmes that this monocuiture is currentIy spreading its tentacles across the gobe 

giving rise to the betief chat no other way of king is valid. 

The monocultural aspect of societal vision is probIernatic for those people wishing 

to live divided no more. if Lindsay and Iohanna came up a,oainst a version of humanity 



which they found distasteful, but it existed dongside many other ways of king, then it 

would have no psychologicd hooks into them. They wouid simply go elsewhere. or stay 

where they were but be able to put the way of k ing into perspective. Since, however. 

modem ideais are becoming ubiquitous, and since such perspectives tend to define the 

ground of knowledge and mth thereby silencing or invalidating other viewpoints (Ray ruid 

Anderson, 2000. p.70). ecologically-oriented people c m  feel thac they thernselves must be 

defmed by a set of assumptions which they find distasteful. This sense that no other 

possibility for humanity exists. cm lead to despair, anger and resentment. 

When one's uuth is considered invdid. but the desire to [ive divided no more is so 

suon; chat we honour those truths anywriy. there are several results. As adult educator 

Gary Whitlow found in attempting to conduct non-positivist research, ecolopicdIy-oriented 

people may be required to apologize for themselves or prove that they are legitimate: 

We went rhrough y e m  of having to justify ourselves. So at the beginning of a 

presentation we wouid say, "well I would like, as part of this apology. to justify 

what i'rn about to do". We dont have to do that anymore. It's a waste of time. We 

know how to do that. We know that our inquiry is as rigourous ris anybody's if not 

more. Because I think that you have to work harder doing this work. 

As Gary says. the need to prove oneself is a waste of time. E n e r ~  must be diverted to 

stiowing others that the work is worthy, rather than putting the energy into the work ifseif. 

Furthemore. the need to legitirnize oneself is dememing. That is, Gary is not arguing with 

the demand for rigour or high standards in his work. If the cal1 to justi@ was tnily only an 

acadernic demand for rigour. then it wouid be unproblematic. But posttivists are not cailed 

upon to begin their presentations with an apology and a justification. The insult arises 

because the demand for justification is onIy one-way. So, rather than a c d  for rigour, Gary 

is experiencing judgment of his beliefs. This judgment seems to anse h m  a sense of 

"power over" in which another person has the nght to deem what constitutes legicimacy 

h m  a position of pnvilege. 



Public health nurse Fmces Glenn did not find that she was c d e d  upon to 

legitimize her work. But she found her work devaiued because it did not match the modem 

view of legitimate and important: 

We're not taken that seriousIy parciy because we're in the age of science. We're in 

the age of technology. And we're exuernely low tech .... When we're deaiing with 

somebody who's saying, "i'm a nurse. 1 work in emergency. Everyday 1 Save 

lives. i'm the difference between life and death." And 1 Say. "well 1 went to work 

today. And 1 went and visited a family that I've been working with for t h e  years 

now.. .. And we're making some progress. This woman is not abusing her children 

anymore. Although it's a red suuggle. And because of that. she definitely hasn't 

k e n  able to give up smoking. But I understand. And we're working on her 

dcoholism." And they Say. "Well, what kind of nursing is that?". 

There is no dispute about the vaiue of high tech emergency health c m .  But the 

question is. "why are ail other f o m  of hedth c m  judged according to the same values'?". 

The comrnunity heaith care in which Frances is engaged Lves out many understandings of 

an ecologicai worldview: the importance of building on-going relationships; the realization 

that change is slow and dificuit: the necessity to work with the patient as a whole person 

and within the context of their whole Me with ai l  of the confounding factors which exist. 

As Frances says. her work is not glamorous. but that does not mean that it hotds no vaiue. 

Non-modem ways of king can be ridiculed and dismissed as when aduit educator 

Sam Barlow's students cd1 the class activities "froo-froo". People wishing to live out 

ecologicd understandings c m  be isoiated and maginalized as Gary Whitlow has 

experienced: 

in the projects I've had to do, how one is treated by the establishment or mis- 

ueated. you're isolared. You become a marginal person .... Obstacles wodd apippear. 

One's reputarion or one's values k ing uudermïned indirectly, through support 

staff. Or resources not k ing avaiiable, just to you .... So by isolating and making 

Lfe misenble ... you get wom out, you get discipiined. you get controfled ..., If 1 



were younger and ambitious and so on, 1 would have maybe succumbed earlier 

dong and said. "OK. i'm sorry for upsetting you. What would you like me to do?" 

While oven means of devduing and delegitimizing m hurtfuî, the unintended ways 

of disrnissing an ecological perspective are perhaps more ciifficult to handle. Refemng 

again to her position in the oil industry, Olivia Arentine c l a h  that 

whenever 1 showed compassion. it was viewed as weakness. So as long as 1 was 

prepared to argy-bargy and fight, everything was fine. But if 1 showed softness, it 

was very uncornfortable. [My boss] couldn't understand. He just couldn't handle 

that. 

The problem chat's xisulg for Olivia is not so much that her boss is chastising her 

for being compassionate. dthough that may be happening as well. Rarher. her 

compassionate behavior is viewed rhrough a modem lens. and is termed weakness. 

Compassion often requües geat courage. but in a world which thrives on individualism 

and competition. kindness towards others can't be viewed as anything but weakness. 

Olivia is experiencing, what is termed "interculturd comrnunîcation" (Scoiion & 

Wong Scollon. 1995) within cdturai studies, or what Kuhn (1970) has described as the 

challenges of speaking across pandigms. That is. actions within one p a n d i p  are viewed 

through the lens of another pandi-em and are thereby rnisinterpreted. 

instnictor Jarnie Crowe has found that her ~K~rIIpts to have fun with her students is 

viewed by other teachers as "uying to make [them] look bad. "No matter what you do, 

[other teachers] won't see it as doing something for the school and the kids. But they see it 

as a selfish thing that you're uying to be a popular teacher." 

For educator Emma Applegard. her desire to question deeply and entertain multiple 

perspectives has been viewed by administrators as threaening and a desire to challenge 

authority. For myseif. pmicdariy in academic cides, my desire to honestly face and admit 

to the diff~cdties in a situation bas k n  viewed as vuinenbiiity or lack of seif-confidence. 

in al1 O€ the above examples, the fact that the modem interpretation of behavior is 

just assumed as accurate. causes much damage. Casting Emma's questioning as threatening 



is an effective way to sideline her concems and silence her. But then the important work 

which she is trying to do cm never be taken up. When it is assumed that 1 am lacking in 

self-confidence, the Iack of self-confidence becomes the topic of conversation, rather than 

the difficulties which 1 was trying to point out. Energy must be diverted away from h e  

work towards attempts to explain that the behavior is k ing misinterpreted. 

Depending on the tone of the misinterpretation, the ecologically-oriented person 

rnay not just be cailed upon to explain her intent. but to defend himseifand refute the 

accusation. But whether explanation. refutation or defense is cailed for, the energy is 

wasted because from a modem standpoint. no other interpretation is possible. The 

ecological person is simply labeled and disrnissed. and any attempt to suggest a different 

interpretation for behavior only further cdls his 1 her iegitimacy into question. 

Emma describes this expenence as king shut dom: [ experience it as suffocation. 

We simply are what we've been labeled and no funher discussion is warranted. 

Through al1 of the various ways that a monoculnid approach to life cm demean 

and dirninish the starch for hner uuth. and through ail of the pain that it causes 

ecologically-oriented people. in the situations discussed so far, the monocultural nature of 

western society does not. at least. cause ecologicaily-oriented people to question their own 

truth. They continue to maintain and honour inner wisdorn: they simply are frustrated that 

society does not Iikewise honour their way of being. 

But there are two more insidious ways in which monoculnual thinking can be 

wounding of inner uuh. For those people who have tess Iife experience, the ubiquity of 

modem thinking can cause them to believe that no possibilities exist outside of monocdture 

dictates. This sense of despair is never named for what it is. Doing so would indicate an 

understanding that modernity does not. in fact, hold a monopoly on tmth. But it was 

apparent in the sense of futiiity and seiideprecation wtiich accompanied some of the 

conversations with study participants. 

1 beiieve that Suzanne Young's quote which opened this dissertation is indicative of 

this phenomenon. Suzanne is clear that she doesn't beiieve in or accept the way that society 



is playing itself out. But, at the same time, because societai views seem irnpenetrable and 

appear to be the only possible way of living, Suzanne nuns her sense of dis-ease back on 

herself, believing that something is wrong with her. 

But while Suzanne chastises herself, she hasn't given up her vision and hasn't lost 

touch with her imer truth. For many young people, this is not the case. They team at a 

young age to defer to the vision which they see around them and accept it as mth. Sooner 

or later, however, the beliefs of modemity usually clash with personid experience. For 

someone who has never been taught to question experts or to beiieve in her own wisdom, 

the ensuing tension c m  be traumatic. 

Mary Simon who works as a secretary at a local high schooi. spoke of the pain 

which she saw king lived out by student teachers: 

see these poor kids coming out, and they corne crying into my office. And I'm 

sitting there trying to build them up again. And they're saying, "gosh we were toid 

if this happens. we do this. and this should happen" .... So much ofthis is taught 

rhis way and it's not the way life is. 

The students were led to believe that human interactions followed the laws of 

causation. ïhey were given recipes to help thern to suvive their fmt frightening days in the 

classroom. and held onto these techniques for dear life. hoping that technique would get 

[hem through difficult situations. But life is dways more messy than techniques cm allow. 

and human nature is not that predictable. 

So the student teachers are Ieft with the humiliation and despair of feeling that they 

are failures as teachers. and they are also left with a sense of betnyai that what taey have 

been taupfit in school has let them dom. There are two possible directions tfiat this 

experience can point, neither of which is easy. The sntdents can work thmugh the pain of 

beuayal and l e m  to trust in their own experience. Or they c m  assume that the information 

which they were given was correct. and feel a sense of confusion and self-loathing that 

they weren't able to make the world fit the mode1 which they had been aven. 



Because of al1 of the situations described above, and most particuiarly because of 

this last reality, educators who m interested in the pursuit o l  personal tnirh. see it as their 

role to hetp empower students to discover their own tniths. Fbndy White describes his rote 

as a junior high school industrial arts instnictor in this way: 

I wmt [my studenis] to rhink, "yeah. 1 leamed that 1 could make something, that i 

could go through a mental process aad thzit out OC that mental process. 1 could get 

something for myself that was physicd. 1 could plan and sketch and figure out how 

something worked or how to budd something. And that is sornetfüng that 1 can do. 

Not something that I need somebody else to do." So my red god is to give them 

that sense of independence and personai power .... ifthey think they c m  do it 

themselves then they're much less likely to react out of fe a.... If they think that 

they're beholden to somebody to @ve hem something, or me tu give hem an 

answer dL the time. chat's the most disempowering thing you c m  do. Then they 

have to say. "oh my Cod. We better a_pe  because if we dont agree. we'll be 

dead." 

So helping students connect to inner uuth is a goal for ecological educators, not 

only k a u s e  they believe chat ttiis way of king will help students to live more M i I e d  

lives. This work is also important because it wiil act ris an inoculation against the 

somecimes oppressive n a m  of dominant cuiturai beliefs, helping students to stand up to 

those people who wish to exercise power over them. 

The educators in this study have a variety of ways to help students to discover and 

articulate inner wths. Adult educator Sam Barlow encourages sudents CO question societal 

rissumptions and to reflect on their own pnorities. He helps students in d i s  process by 

teaching them the skilis of questioning and journaiing. Junior hi@ school Uistnictor lamie 

Crowe attempts to ma te  an mnosphere in the dassroom where students can speak 

honestly about their concerns and beliefs. When conflict ktween students or between 

herself and students arises, she attempts to bring the probtems out into the open and narne 

them. She also engages her students in project work in which they can "show themselves" 



and in which their work and their worth can be publiciy endorsed. Educator Lindsay 

Naylor mes to challenge and provoke her undergraduate students. She believes that 

creating dissonance and exploring the cause of that discomfon helps students to identiSf the 

core values and beliefs which run through their lives. Students found that they were best 

led to an exploration of their own beiiefs when there was an opening in the subject matter 

which enabled their own viewpoints to surface and be honoured. That is. rather than 

reflecting directly on their own identity, students found that their beliefs became apparent in 

response to a topic. 

Whatever way in which students are helped to discover their own uuths. educators 

pointed out that there is a ndicai nature to this kind of work in so much as students 

become proîïcient at identifjing their own mth, they are l e s  susceptible to king swayed 

by and less likely to defer to people with positional authority. The work of identiQing inner 

truths cm. therefore. seem to be a threat to power. In nuning to personai tniths. "we're 

chdlenging the conuol of schooIs" (Gary Whitlow). 

Education student Neil Herzog suggested that "this whole issue of power mi$t just 

be the pivotai force of human interaction." For Neil, the reason chat people feel thmatencd 

when their power is questioned is because they don't feel an internai sense of pwer. If 

"they know inside they have power ... they no longer have to be someone who's aiways 

seekina power". 

His assessment points to an interesting circle of events. Because people are not 

honoured for or allowed to iive out theu own uuttis. they don? feel a sense of personal 

power. And because they dont feef a sense of personai power. they feel threatened when 

other people question their authority. So. they have to exercise their positional power to 

squelch opposition. But exercising that power does not allow other people to live according 

to their own tniths. And so they have perpetuated the situation which created the problem in 

the f i t  place. 

Rmdy White suggests that the school system works against the kind of questioning 

which is needed to develop a sense of personai pwer: "We aii have the ability to question. 



1 just think that the system doesn't encourage it or nurture it" in fact. Rmdy sugests. the 

question which the school systern is set up to answer is "how do you follow d e s .  and not 

directiy folIow d e s .  How do you internaiize d e s  so that you follow hem? How do you 

question but within boundarïes? Sure we're tau@€ to be criticai but within boundaries." 

He provided an interesting assessment of the reason that srudents are taught not to 

question: 

in schools everything is circumscribed because people are afraid. They're afnid 

thas their sons or daughrers will change so much that chey're not reIated to them .... 
We d l  fear that our children will gow away from us and not love us mymore. Or 

we won? love them in the same way. And it's something we know wiII happen. 

But we don? want it to go so far. And so we rry to controi what happens to those 

kids in the education system by keeping control of the curriculum. Question. but 

don't question too much. Yes, it's good to question. but don'r ask the big 

questions. 

While there is. no doubc. a sense of resistance to oppression inherent in identifying 

and living out personal truths. Parker Palmer ( f 998) suggests that this work isn't about 
Vus" md "hem": 

[Living divided no more] is nor a suategic decision. taken to achieve some political 

eod. It is a deeply personal decision. made for the sake of one's own identity and u 

inte-erity. To decide to livt divided no more is less a stmteey for iittiicking other 

people's beIiefs than an uprising of the elemental need for one's own beliefs to 

govern and guide one's iife. The power of an authentic movement lies in the fact 

that it ori_@ms in naming and cIauning one's identity and integrity - tather than 

accusing one's "enemies" of Iacking the same. (p.168) 

Palmer's words have profond irnplicaüons for the environmental movement. but 

steeped as environmentitiists are in a desire to "galop in on their white horses to Save the 

pianet" (Berry. lm. p.197). Palmer's words are dso diff~cutt for environmentalists. The 



environmental science students whom 1 interviewed demonsmted this struggle in their 

references to what they saw as an on-going debate in our ecophilosophy class: 

You can have two choices. One choice is you focus on yourself. ... And then people 

might see what you're doing and then you can aimost lead by example .... And then 

the second path seemed to be. you can go out and apply public pressure. go out and 

campaign, write letters. join ,oreenpeace. And 1 got the impression that the way the 

debate was going was that those were k ing  sepanted. (Bill Hearn) 

BiU is correct in suggesting that 1 was putting forth two alternatives: k ing  an activist or 

focusing on creating change within oneself. But the point of focusing on personal change 

was not to be a role mode1 so that others wodd follow suit and engage in environmental 

behaviors in their own lives. The point is that by tuming within and living out inner üuth 

and honouring the ecologicai self. we have done di the work that needs to be done. 

Honouring personai mths are not a means to an ends. They are the ends. "The 

decision to Iive an undivided life. made by enoush people over a long enough p e n d  of 

time. rnay eventudly have social and politicai impact" (p.168). One by one. if we turn to 

living out our own mth. we have altered the assumptions of the world so that the 

conditions for environmentai abuse no longer exist. 

The orientation towards outer resistance or inner work was the greatest place of 

divide among the ecologicai educators whom 1 interviewed. The male teachers focused 

more on resisting oppression and setting themselves against systemic abuse. The female 

teachers focused more on nirning within and fiding ways to iive gently and 

compassionately. While ail of the teachers viewed theu work as containhg some elements 

of each of these approaches. the place where they put their emphasis differed and. by and 

large, it differed dong gnder iines. 

In the end. however. the work of these two groups may not be di that different. If 

living divided no more means btinging inner truth and outer actions into alignment then ail 

of the causes for disharmony must be considered. WMe some of those causes are extemai. 



rnany are internai. Honounng inner uuths. therefore, requires tuniing a rnagnifying glass 

onto personid actions as well as to systemic oppression. 

Self-critique is hard. painhl and htunbling work. Yet, for the ecolopically-oriented 

people interviewed. there was neither embarnssment nor self-deprecation which was 

anached to this work. Rather. their ecologicd ieanings sirnply attuned these people to larger 

forces. Theu own egos pded in cornparison ta rheir desire to live a sense of tnith. 

The most striking example of this brutal honesty with oneself arose in my 

conversation with health pnctitioner Sarah Connelly. 1 asked Sarah how her inchations 

towards holism and interconnectedness were received within the medicai environment in 

which she worked. She suggested that the reaction had changed over the years. 

"Initially the dissonance was Fatest  for me. And the odd physician who thought 1 

W ~ S  a nut-bar." But over time. "ri redly interesting thing started to happen .... My pnctice 

improved unbelievably .... Obstacles and barners and things that I had been working on in 

my own professionai development were just Iifted-" Sanh found that she was respected 

more. consulted for her opinion more frequently and offered more opportunities. 

M a t  had happened which had changed ttie response to her approach so drastically'? 

There was a series of shifts which had occurred but the process of change began when 

Sarah redized that 

you have to pnctice what you preach. So 1 have to really appreciate their 

philosophy. And 1 have to very much beiieve and act on the beiief that my 

philosophy is not superior to their philosophy .... In exly years, not reaiizing it. I 

was presenting my mode1 as superior to theirs. So 1 was king cwpted by the 

larger system if you would because 1 was approaching the same pmess as they 

were. just a different content. And then the iight bdb goes on and you say, "wait a 

minute. is mine any bener.?" 

Sanh's reaiization is not an easy one IO rnake. It is humbiing to realize that you are 

living out processes which you have been decrying. It takes courage to look at oneself so 

honestly. to admit to emr. and to find different ways to proceed. But underlying Sarah's 



process is the belief that hypocrisy is a betrayal of inner uuth. and so it needs to be stared 

d o m  and altered. 

This desire for self-consistency raised some dilemmas for ecologically-oriented 

people. Specificaiiy, these diiernmas arose as three variations on one larger theme. WhiIe 

ecoIogical educators had no concems about honouring their own truth in their own lives. 

they smggled with the question of where one's tmth leaves off and another's tnrth begins. 

In the first variation of this theme. ecologicd educators asked the question, "who 

am 1 ro say that my tnith is right for other people?". On the one hand they see their truth as 

k i n g  the right way to live, and on the other hand they don't wish to impose their tmth on 

othen or be complicit in the oppression of others. Jamie Crowe spoke about this issue in 

reference to a move that her family had recently made out of the city to a nual ma: 

1 get lots of guilt thinking. here 1 dra; al1 these y y s  out here and cimg them away 

from what they know because 1 know 1 need this and in my hem, this is 

heaithier .... 1 have ri lot more sense of perice out here. But I do worry sometimes 

about what i've done. Maybe it's been a rediy selfish thing. But 1 think of dl the 

experiences that have led me outdoors and have k e n  just really wholesome, just 

reaiiy meaningful for me. it dways cornes back to that. 

Part of Jamie was convinced that the connection to the outdoors is important for di peopIe 

and would be beneficial for her famiiy. At the sarne time. she womed about whether this 

nature connection was only a personal need which wasn't shared and which she was 

imposing on her famiiy. 

The second way that the pursuit of penond truth gives rise to diiemma for 

scoIogical educators is in definùig theü mle as educators. Sam Barlow speaks eIoquendy 

and passionately of this problem: 

I want to corne in to change the world to make it better. So did the Jes uits.... So 1 

set into a reaiiy hard place .... I corne in with ecophilosophy saying. "we need to do 

this folks. Because we're screwing up everything in a lot of different ways." ... 

mese]  are things 1 deeply believe. but] how do I corne in and not act as a 



Jesuit.,.. Thar's to me one of the quandaries. How do I not be a Jesuit and sui! act 

as educator.? ... i've chosen to be a change agent, because that's what m educator 

is .... [But] I've aiways got Black Robe fiags .... Do I want to become a Black Robe 

priest of deep ecology? ... That's an on-going dilemma And I think everybody 

needs to have that one. 

Sm's concems about imposition and indoctrination are part of the whole dilemma 

of educating fiom an ecologicd perspective. Ecologicd educators walk a fine line. if they 

allow personal uuths to be irnposed on others then. as Sarah Connelly said. they haven't 

changed the monoculturai nature of mth, only its content. 

Yet. in tiptoeing too carehdiy around the concerns of indoctrination. a third 

dilernrna may surface: the desire to be open to ail truths. In this version of the dilemma. 

ecoloeical educators find two uuths conflicting. They want to honour diversity but they 

dso want to stand strongly for inte_@ty. So they are contlicted about what to do when 

another person's perspective seerns to undermine inte-gity: 

1 have fairly suong views. But yet one of my views is to respect diversity. But yet 

when people want to perpetuate things that they think are just fine. al1 this _mding 

and giving kids letter _=des. to me that's atrocious. And I can't respect that. So. 

ifs ri contradiction. (Neil Herzog) 

Rmdy White argues rhat this desire to respect di points of view is hiz$ly 

problematic because it feeds power right back to those people who will use the power to 

oppress: 

This is where multiculniralism can be very insidious. Because it says. "well 

everything is mord then".-.. You can question. But only io the point where you 

don't step on anybody's toes. And in the process. we Iose sight of the fact that 

we're dl king stepped on and nobody's questioning who's doiog the stepping 

because we can't. Because that would be like stepping on somebody's tues. 

In a desire to honour ail mths. we are led to a place where we can't stand for 

a n w n g .  AU tmths, even those tniths which are demeaning and abusive. must be 



honoured. Lindsay Naylor also finds herself in this dilemma but she suggests the way that 

she comes to terms with it: 

1 have trouble k ing tolerant with some corporate ide as.... But 1 think with this 

whole issue of diversity, the problem always becomes that. if we accept that. hen 

we can't talk about anything .... We can't taik about values because for me to talk 

about vdues is CO privilege my values over yours. So let's just not taik about it. I 

don? beiieve that 1 think that 1 c m  talk about what my tmth is right now. what 1 

believe right now.... We can open up the conversation because we're starting from 

somettung. 

Perhaps Lindsay has offered half of the starting point. and Johanna Fried offers the 

other half. Lindsay is suggesting that al1 that we c m  do is speak honesdy of our own 

uuths. redizing that they are neither absolute nor unchanging. Johanna on the other hand. 

suggests that her starting point is opening to the truth of her students. But the truth to 

which she is refemng. is not the "anything goes" truth which is the source of concem in 

the above cornrnents. but the deep truth cf the ecological self: 

it's very much to be sensitive that there's an intelligence working in each 

individuai. That intelligence knows better chan 1 do what's required. And if 1 c m  

address that intelligence and work with that intelligence, then i ï l  know what to do 

as a teacher. So 1 just have to tmst when it's speaking to me. 

ültimately. this is the work of ecolo@cd education - to open to students' cniths and 

to help hem to open to their own truths and take ownership for their lives. But that work 

cannot just occur on the part of the teacher. Students have to be willing to engage in self- 

discovery and to l e m  to take ownership of themselves and for themselves. Sam Barlow 

telis his students that 

it's up to you to take ownership of this.... 1 c m  offer something. You can choose 

how you want to interpret i t  You can walk out of the class. And you can Say, "hah, 

that's froo frm" which many of them do. Or you can work with the knowledge and 

try to change i t  



For Sam, ownership doesn't just imply students creatinp their own knowIedge. They also 

need to be selective and self-protective: 

You have to look after yourself. You have to be selective. if you need to just listen. 

then you need to do that. There's so mmy people here. i'11 uy to look after the 

safety of the group. But there are times when i'm counting on you to be 

responsive. 

Some educators found that students had no interest in taking ownership for 

theniselves and were. in fact, quite hostile to the idea: 

[ wanted them to take some control and responsibility over their Ieaming .... And 

what 1 wanted to do was to get them to render an account of what was signifiant 

leming for them in this course. They hated that. They hated that. They kept trying 

to figure out what is it that I really wanted. (Lindsay Naylor) 

Lindsay is encountering the deferrai to authority which ecological educators are 

sperifically working against in their own lives and in the lives oftheir students. Parker 

Palmer ( 1998) suggests that people don't want to take ownership and honour their own 

m t h  because they fear punishment. He suggests that 

when you redize that you c m  no longer coiiabonte in something that violates your 

own integrity. your understanding of punishment is suddenly uansformed .... The 

courage to Live divided no more. and to face the punishment that may follow. cornes 

from this simple insight: no piinishment anyone lays on you couldpossibly be 

worse than rite prtnishment voii le on yourselfby conspiring in otrr orvn 

diminishrnent. (p. 17 1 ) 

Some of the snidents whom 1 interviewed were concemed about the punishment 

which wouid ensue if they foilowed their otvn tnith. For these students. the punishment 

they feared was in the form of lower _=des. peer ridicule and teacher criticisrn. 

Education student James Davidson spoke of his mixed reaction to k i n g  given 

k d o m  to explore his own interests within assi_pnents: 



The two assignments were both things that I was reaily interested in doing. And 1 

found them exciting because they were openended enough that 1 didn't feel stifled. 

Like i had the oppomnity to write things out in pen. And I didn't feel like 1 was 

going to get shot down for doing that. Whereas in a lot of courses. I know that 1 

could write things out by pen or type up something ten Urnes worse, and get a better 

mark on it just because it's typed up. The fact that it was open-ended enough for me 

to let me do it in my own way was realIy nice for me. Just to sort of have the 

creative freedom. And again that's SC ary.... Because you're not sure if you're 

going to get shot down because you've never done something like that before. It's a 

risk. And it feels really safe to type something up on the computer. To do anythuig 

out of the nom. it feels like a risk. if it doesn't have a title page with your name 

and the titIe of the assignment in the center. that's sciuy. Frorn square one, we've 

k e n  getting it back wirh red marks dl over it if we haven't done it that way. We've 

k e n  focused pretty well. 

There are two aspects of James' comrnents which are troubling. First. the degree of 

confomity which he claims is demanded of students is monumentai. if he han& in an 

rissigrnent in which his n m e  is not in the centre of the title page. he feels like he's taking a 

large risk. Second. his fear of king shot down speaks to the high level of criticism which 

he has experienced. as it gives rise to a desire to moid hirnself into whatever his teachers 

want him to be. 

Neil Herzog felt that this fear of punishment was weii wamnted: 

We don't reward kids who don't fit in to the school the way we have it set up .... in 

iact we k a t  hem d o m  and we try to mold them into a different way. And we 

don't respect them very well. 

Neil is suggesting chat the schml system acternpts CO foster a "monoculture of the rnind by 

dernanding conformity and squrishing those students who have different ways of being-in- 

the-world. 



But for the vast majority of students, it wasn't fear of punishment which caused 

them to resist taking ownership of their own work, in some cases, €eu of a different nature 

surfaced. Environmentai science snident Kirsty Cochlin spoke of the fear of standing up 

for something, dl on one's own, without any other suppon. Perhaps she's expressing €ex  

of being ridiculed or ostncized or. just simply. feu  of king alone: 

People aren't willing to just step out there and say, "ttiis is what i'm going to do. 

And this is how I'm going to do ir." If you don't have a buddy standing there wirh 

you going, "yeah. this is what we're going to do", you don't do it .... Sometimes 

you just need that IittIe buddy. But sornetimes I think we have to Say, "my buddy's 

not h m  todriy- And 1 have to End it in myself to du something ttiat Sm going to 

make a difference in." 

In some cases, the feu which amse had to do with opening oneself up and k ing  

vulnerable. In work whch engages on only an inteltectual LeveI. or work in which teachers 

have set ail of the panmeters. there is no investment of self and no chance of 

embarrasment. But when the work becornes more persond. more honest. there is more 

concern of being exposed: 

Whenever you're investing some of your own thought into something, or your own 

emotions, then you scm to feel..,. It's ri tot safer when it's not at dl person ai.... 

People feeI like it's a risk to share anything more than "how's the weather'?". If 

they're tdking about their feelings or they're talking a h u t  their deeper thoughts. 

it's scary for them becriuse diey're more personal and they're more rooted in who 

they are. And so therefore they run a _mat risk of being hurt or let down or made to 

feel reay smdl if they invest ttiemselves in sometfiing. (James Davidson) 

For May Simon. the fear which amse was fear of entering uncharted territory, fear 

of p u s h g  one's Iimits. and the conesponding fear of fadure: 

[The insuuctor] gave you opiions. 1 think that was one of the hardest things to deal 

wi th.... 1 mean, we h d  options More. You can wrire your report on this or this. 



Here's your option. He gave us options .... Do whatever you want- Just do it. It's 

scary. It's really scary. 

What becomes apparent in Mary's comment is that some of her fear came from not having 

someone else telling her what to do. not king able to defer to authorities, and having to 

make her own choices. Education student Liam Mattheson spoke of this s m e  concem, 

dthough he f m e d  it more as discornfort than f e z  

What [the students] were looking for was what we've had our whole educational 

lives, and that's being spoon-fed. And celling us 'cause it's easier .... And ... alI of 

a sudden you're taken from your safe leaming environment and ... al1 the 

pressure's on you to learn. No one's making you l e m  and no one's helping you 

learn. It was a bit of a shock to my system. 

For many students, it wasn't feu which kept hem from wanting to cake ownership 

of their work and their lives. In some cases. they preferred defemng to others. The comfort 

of having someone else make decisions ment that they didn't have to think or invest 

energy or take responsibility for the outconie. 

1 sometimes wanted, "well just tell me the answer! Forget the empowerment. Just 

tell me the answer and tell me what 1 should do." ... You cm see the seduction of ri 

paternalistic model. And the university is extremely paternalistic. And you can see 

why it would be seductive. There's times when 1 go to work or to schml and 1 just 

want somebody to tell me what to do. (Frances Glenn) 

Neil Herzog suggests that "a lot of people are very cornfortable or conditioned or 

both to king led and to accepting things at face value". The idea that we are conditioned to 

being led was perhaps the most cited reason for not wanting to foIlow one's own course. 

In some cases. the conditioning was overt as with Mary Simon's experience: "We've k e n  

brain-washed since bende one. Sit down. Shut up. Listen. Write it. Forget it and leave." 

But more often than not, participants couidn't pinpoint a reason chat they didn't feel 

that they could honour their own truth, nor did they recali a situation which specifidy 

influenced them to defer to authorities. They just never considered the possibiiity of doing 



otherwise. Though Jarnie Crowe wasn't certain about why we are taught to not Listen to our 

own truth, she recailed vividly the point in her life at which she started leaming to find and 

listen to her own voice: 

When 1 went to my masters. it opened everything up .... In our under,gaduate 

[classes], you'd taik about al1 [these readings] and what [this author] had said. And 

in this [graduate] class, everybody was disagreeing with what the [writer] said or 

putting holes in the argument. And it was a whole other way of thinking. And it 

took me a long time to be able to think like that. Because it didn't occur to me until 

then. Everything before. i'd usudly read and took verbatim and never would 

criticize somebody else's [viewpoint]. Never thought to do that .... We shouldn't 

start th inhg like thnt when we're doing our masters. We should be starting to 

think like that when we're children. 

1 went into my tirst under,pduate teaching expenence. thinking that al1 that was 

needed for people to start thinking for themselves was to have permission to do so. 1 

believed chat if 1 gave students the freedom to take ownership of their work and to be 

creative and follow their own passion. they would embrace the oppomnity and would 

sou. Clearly, there are many reasons that such opportunities are not embnced. 

As the ecologicd educators in this study have indicated. it is our job as teachers to 

help students to start to see the possibility of living their truth so that they don't have to 

experience "exuemes of dividedness that are intolerable". But we can't force students to 

live divided no more. As yoga instructor Johanna Fried put it. 

I would accept the challenge before. i'm going to try and convince you and make 

you see that this is possible. Whereas now it's like, "OK, maybe this is part of your 

path just to get a taste of this now".,.. We d l  come to it in its own time and own 

way . 

Johanna is suggesting that honouring students' üuths aiso means honouring the 

appropriate timing and their own readiness to open to those tniths. Waiting and dowing 

events to unfold in due course is diff~cult for ecological educators because they know the 



pain which is caused by defeml to others, and they know the peace which is created by 

living divided no more. Nevertheless, as educators, we can help to change the conditions 

which have created feu of ownership, and we can help to point out that trusting oneself is 

possible. But beyond that, the path is the students' to embark upon or not with or without 

our assistance. Forcing ownership is a contradiction in tenns. Living divided no more 

requires beyond di else. an ability to step back and ailow life to unfold as it will. This 

ability to let go of conuol turns us to the second theme which weaves through ecologicdiy- 

oriented people's lives: the desire to understand oneself as embedded in creation, 



CHAPTER FIVE - A STATE OF GRACE 

When we experience consciousness of the unity in which we are embedded, 
the sacred whole that is in and around us, we exist in a state of grace .... 
Experiencing g x e  involves the expansion of consciousness of self to ail of 
one's surroundings as an unbroken wbole. (Spretnrtk. 1991. pp.24-6) 

In 1543. with the publication of De Revol~rtionibin. Nicholas Copemicus 

dnsticdy altered the h u m  conception of self 

Men who believed that their tenestrid home was only a planet circuiating blindly 

about one of an infinity of stars evaluated their place in the cosmic scheme quite 

differentty than had theu predecessors who saw the earth as the unique and focal 

center of God's creation. (Kuhn. 1957, p.2) 

What must it have meant to the human psyche and the human ego. to suddenly 

reaiize that we had not been singied out ris the centre of the universe'? How destabilizing it 

must have been to redize that. in fact. we are no more important than any other orbiting 

mass of rock. The Copemican universe. ris is well documeiited. was not henlded with 

fanfare and acclaim. but with derision. consternation and suspicion. Understandably so. 

Copernicus was not only tuming on its e x  human understandings of astronomy. but w u  

throwing into question notions of God and the human place in the world. And he was 

doing so with. what must have seerned to k. limited evidence: 

It is safe to say that even had there been no religious scruples whatever against the 

Copemican astronomy. sensible men d l  over Europe. especidly the most 

empiricaily minded. would have pronounced it a wild appeai to accept the premature 

fruits of an uncontroI1ed imagination. in preference to the solid inductions, built up 

hoy;lduaily through the ages. of men's confirmed sense experience .... Contemporary 

empiricists. had they lived in the sixteenth cenniry. would have been first to scoff 

out of court the new phiiosophy of the universe. (Burtt, 1952, p.38) 

The second d e f i g  chancteristic of an ecological tife as suggested by study 

participants requires. 1 beIieve. a repositioning of our notion of self and cosmos which is 



sirnilar in kind and as large in ma,pitude as the Copernican revolution. Study participants 

suggest that living ecologicaiiy irnplies understanding ourselves as embedded in creation, a 

strand of the web of life. The reasons that this shift is so monumental will take some 

excavation to understand. That is, it is not the concept of the web of life itseif which is so 

unsettling. Rather. there are implications upon implications upon implications which reside 

within this notion. I consider these layers of implications to be the five "C"s of living in a 

state of ,-ce: community, connectedness. taking oneself out of centre, accepting lack of 

cenainty and letting go of conuol. 

WhiIe ecologically-otiented people may find it comforting to acknowledge that 

"man did not weave the web of life; he is merely a suand in it" (Chef Seattie as cited in van 

Maue & Weiler. 1983. p. 122). when viewed through the lens of modemity. such a notion 

rnay seem extremely destribilizing and disturbing. While Chapter Four and Chapter Six 

present ecological ways of being-in-the-world which are problematic for students from the 

perspective of actualization in their lives. this chapter presents the largest and most dnmatic 

conceptual leap which students have to encounter. 

Since ecological educators are living out nther than bringing to the level of 

consciousness the implications of an interconnected life. it rnay not even be apparent to 

students that a conceptual shift is occuning. Instead. they may continue to view the actions 

and words of ecological educaton through a modem lens. and so expenence confusion and 

bewilderment. 

Nor would it be simple for students to do anything else. The shift which is 

demanded to [ive in a state of p c e  requires a cemin amount of insideness in order to 

understand. "Belon=in_o contains the mual  presence of the way" (Heidegger. 19591197 1, 

p. 116) towards understanding. For those people who live outside of an ecoIogical 

worldview. a cenain leap of faith is required. And leaps of faith are dificult when. as 

pointed out in the last chapter. we dont have the strong sense of self or personal power 

needed to feel secure. 



This chapter wiil trtke up the theme of understanding ourselves as embedded within 

creation, and explore the multiple interpretations of this idea and the many challenges which 

this theme evokes when lived out within western culture. The major challenges with this 

theme for study participants revolved around the last two implications: accepting lack of 

certainty and letting go of control. [n order to understand how these conceptuai 

repositionings are related to the desire to understand oneself as embedded in creation. it's 

necessary to tnvel through and brieffy explain the fmt three levels of implications: 

community. connectedness and raking oneself out of the centre. 

Community 

On the simplest level. understanding ourselves in a connected state. is 

understanding ourselves in community. No longer are we isolated and alone, but we are 

connected with other people in a state of mutual support and with the more-than-human 

world in a relationship of reciprocity. EcoIogically-oriented people have been eager to 

embrace this notion for it overcomes the sepantion which many people experience in 

modem life and provides a sense of numring and belonging. 

We feel a need for hope. for possibilities in the midst of despair: for integrity and 

wholeness in the stmggle against dienation; for nurturing and closeness based on 

equaiity and respect. not on obiigation and exploitation. These needs dictate the 

journey, and many of us find what we seek in community. (Forsey. 1989. p.330) 

It is not my intent here to problematize the notion of comrnunity nor to explicate the many 

variaions on the concept which exïst. but nther to say that on both the concepnid and 

practicd [evel. community, iike iocality. simpiicity and sustainability is one of the concepts 

which has _mat currency in ecological circles. This fonn of connection is so appealing for 

many people because it provides the sense of comfort which they feel that they are lacking 

in day to day life. 



Gary Whitlow su_egests that professorial work can be a lonely, isolating endeavour, 

and he fin& much sustenance thraugh the leaming community. 

P d y  my wanting to be engaged with learning is so that 1 cm reach out. and 

express myself. So that 1 cm be comfoned. It's an emotiond. spintual need for 

comforting .... I need love and affection too. 1 don't want to be locked back in here 

doing al1 of these wonderfil professional things .... You cm become isolated so 

quickly in this cuIture. And there are al1 sorts of pressures to encourage that .... So 

you back off m e r  and further. 

The pressure in western culture to back o n  further and funher can create a society 

which is quite insular. We can become unaccustomed to reaching out and supporting each 

other as Jamie Crowe indicares. She too would like the Iearning conununity to be a place of 

belonging where students feel nunured and supported. But she mentioned how taken aback 

her students were when she rltpressed kindnesses to them. and how slowly. siowly over 

time. they would seek out the contact which at ficst they pushed away: 

[I would] tell [hem just how happy 1 was that 1 was with them. And 1 enjoyed them 

so much. And they would look at me like I was nuts when 1 said chat to them. 

Because 1 don't think teachers [say] chat .... Some teachers in middle school have 

developed a redly tough cmt .  And that's to survive. And you don't ever let kids 

underneah that. Other teachers look at it as a business. "I'm here to do this in this 

mount of time and that's al1 I'm here for." 

That need to devetop a tough cmst for survival or to shut others out for the sake of 

expediency cm Cake its toU on our emotiond hedth. Cornmunity hotds the promise of 

providing a place and a way of being where chat guard cm be let dom. and a sense of 

connecuon can be renewed. 

For ecological educatocs. this sense of community is not Iirnited to connectedness 

with other humans. Randy White suggests that "there's the sense of kinship with the plants 

and animals .... Feeling of acceptance and companionship..-. 1 feel at home in natural 

environments in a way chat f don't anywhere else." "The further we remove ourselves h m  



n a m  and from wild. the more we are uaumatized .,. We have Iost that gound [which] 

held m. supported us. It fed us" (Emma Applegard). 

The fact that community (human or naturai) is looked to in order to overcome the 

trauma which many people are experiencing, does not mean thac the living out of 

comunity is problem-free. "The thing about a community is that you don't ai l  akpe with 

each other and there are problems that you have to live with and work out over a long scale 

of time" (Snyder, 1980. p.90). But working through these problems is the real work of 

living. It is the messy, tangled. arnbiguous attempts at relating which give us back our 

humanity and help us tci confront who we tmly are. 

For the ecolo@cdly-oriented participants in this study. it waç just this thorny aspect 

of connecting with others which they sought out: 

Tm quickly you become used to beins done. thinking that you're mlly engaged. 

And i wasn't. Only at a certain level. but 1 was rnissing the blood. sweat and tears. 

and the chailenges and the uncertainties and the emotions of contact. (Gary 

Whitlow) 

Jamie Crowe suggested that we have to ask ourselves. "how are [we] going to get dong 

with people and develop relationships'? Because we need each other." The task of relating 

may not be simple but. according to Jamie. it is necessary for our survivd. 

Ecologicai educators suggest that western society works against this kind of 

connection. not only because of the desire to develop a "tough cmt"  but because o u  lives 

are just not oqanized in such a way that reiruing - m e  relating - cm happen: 

My approach to everything 1 do has been based on a respect and affecrion for 

people i'm with. And those things you can't hurry. if you want to mat people 

reqxctfully and genrly, you have to have the time to do that. You can't Say. "OK. 

I'Ii be gentle for two minutes". it doesn't work (Gary Whitlow) 

Yet our work lives and often our persond lives amount to this kind of two minute relating. 

Perhaps out resmcted sense of time leads to a situation in which we don't borher opening 

up because we know that closeness can't happen in the time which we have available. So, 



we keep relationships superficiai. Walljasper ( 1997) tells a story of running into a friend in 

a bookstore which speaks to the time pressure plxed on personal relationships: 

We proceeded to have a hrtsty conversation without even looking atone another as 

we both scanned the bookshelves. It m u t  have looked highly cornical - two talking 

heads frantidly bobbing up and down the aisle, jabbering away. Finally we each 

eMbbed a book. raced to the cash register, and hollered good-bye as we sped off in 
u 

opposite directions. (p.42) 

In so far as we c m  make the time for relationships and in so much as we're willing 

to open ourselves up. cornmunity c m  exist but it is not just experienced as a feel-good 

process. Community requires something of us. Relating welI means k ing self-aware. 

respectfui. acknowledging limits and honouring obligations. 

For ecologically-oriented people. obligation is not a d i  word. In fact. there is 

pleasure attached to the notion of honouring obligations. for it provides the sense of di,pity 

which comes with ri@t action. Berry suggests that it's possible to imagine a sense of 

obligation or responsibility which is "not gim or merely dutiful. but rising out of 

_oenerosityW (Berry. 1983. p.60). ïhat  pleasure of giving is an inherent part of honouring 

connections. 

Yet such connections are not aiways honoured. Study participants indicated that 

they experienced a demeaning of the connections which exist in a variety of ways. This 

de-mading of connections is one of the wounds of modern society for ecologically-oriented 

people. Roxanne Hiliman found that the demeaning of connections was related to a Iack of 

manners: 

People dont have any manners any more. They shove you and they push you and 

they're giving you the f iger  in the car. And sometimes you just take a step back 

and you go. "how did we get to he re?".... It cornes back to manners, just how you 

mat other people. 'Cause we alI have to interact, and 1 pess manners are imporimt 

to me, It may seem superficial but. to me, it's a way of treating people. 





the tragic hero. Tngic heroes are generaiiy Ioners and isolated. And maybe that's 

got the wron; movement fbecause] you move into that individual place. It's not chat 

you don't act. It's just that you [don't] see al1 the actions resting on you. That's the 

American rnyth. It d l  rests on Clint Eastwood's shoulders .... How much [sic] of 

us in North h e r i c a  are still caught by the fact that we need to be ecological Clint 

Eastwood's'? 

There is a sense of pride and honour in being a uagic hero. as well as a sense of 

hubris. As Sam says. living out this myth requires the carrying of a large burden which 

could be shared. From an ecotogical perspective. western cuiture isn't. it seerns. used to 

thinking in terms of these larger connections. Ecoiogicaiiy-oriented people wish to honour 

community because community helps to remind us of our connections and obligations to 

others. as it helps us to shve the burdens of Iife. even if only on a small scale3. 

Connectedness 

Comunity is a source of c o d o n  which requires the working through of some 

ciifficuit notions of interconnectedness~g. Because of the appeal of belonging. cornmunity 

provides a form of interconnectedness wtiich cm be easily embnced. 1 cd1 it a simplistic 

level of interconnectedness. not becaw there is anything inherentiy wrong or superFiciaI in 

seeking out community. but because doing so. does not require a repositioning of any of 

our notions of self or other or our piace in the world. 

:*se= Esllah et al ( 1985); Be- f 1983); Plant (198% and Vitek & Jackson ! 1996) for a further discussion 
of çommunity. 

%ere. 1 am usine interconnectedness as a generic word which embraces dl five levels of implications of 
human embeddedness in creation. 1 am using connectedness to refer specificaily to one of those leveb. 
niese definitions are not precise. Indeed. rhese words could be used interchuigeably. 1 am providing different 
interpreutions of the two words only for the purpûse of embling a distinction to be made between the 
pneric definition and the speci fic deiînition. 



Comectedness. on the other hand, begins with a slight repositioning of self and in 

its deeper interpretation moves to a larger shift in the definition of self. Connectedness 

begins with the notion of Indra's net to which Loy referred in Chapter Two: 

Far away in the heavenly abode of the *ereat god Indra, there is a wonderful net that 

has b e n  hung by some cunning artificer in such a manner that it suetches out 

infinitely in d l  directions. in accordance with the exmvagant tastes of deities, the 

artiftcer has hung a single glittering jewel in each "eye" of the net. and since the net 

itself is infinite in al1 dimensions. the jewels are infinite in number. There hang the 

jewels. glittering like stars OC the first maagitude. a wonderful sight to behold. if 

we now arbitrarily select one of these jewels for inspection and look closely at it. 

we will discover that in its polished surface there are reflected d l  the other jewels in 

the net. infinite in number. Not only that. but each of the jewels reflected in this one 

jewel is also reflecting dl the other jewels. so that there is an infinite reflecting 

process occumng. (Cook as cited in Loy. 1993. p.18 1) 

Indra's net is an eastem version of the web of Lfe mentioned earlier by Chief 

Seattle. These images take us one level beyond community. because here we are not only 

sharing and supporting. but we are redizing that we iive interdependendy. Our actions 

effect others and have consequences for the earth. 

Frances Glenn spoke of this notion of interdependence in her work iife: 

1 cm't think that my actions are going to be without consequence for other people. 

As their actions are with consequence for me. And with consequence to the place 

that we live in .... When 1 go out and potentiaily work with a family - a single 

mother and her kids - who jus  can't g t  it together for one reason or another. And 1 

help facilitate her _mwth towards having a healthy family. Nong the way. maybe 

she won't be on welfare anymore. Weii, that's a pretty gooci payoff. And then 

she's also going to be able to give that message to her children who are going to go 

out and they're going to do positive things too. So that effects the whole 

cornmuni ty.... We're dl intertwined and we c m  never separate those threads out 



But Frances had a harder Ume acknowledging an interdependency with people 

whom she didn't know and would never meet: 

What [Gary) talked a h u t  was the idea of our responsibility to the earth, to the 

earth's people .... It surprised me. And ir was quite uncornfortable for sorne time 

during the course. 1 didn't know if 1 wanted to be that kind of person. "Well i'm 

not going to go and heip poor people in some other place. Why are we leming 

about this?" .... And somebody literally Ieapt up and said "1 don't want to be at the 

head of the parade. You're telling me that 1 have to be at the head of the pande." 

Fmces and her ciasmate were relieved to leam that honouring obligations to the 

"earth's people" didn't require them to ovemm their lives and move to a small village in 

Africa. But her sense of surprise that we have obligations to other inhabitants of the emh, 

is interesting in its own way. It brings to mind Bill Hem's cornments in Chapter Three, in 

which he found it brave to consider that his actions have consequences. 

The image of Indra's net helps create reco_gitîon that actions have consequences 

and enables us to acknowledge interdependence. On h e  surface. Indra's net offers an 

imaze which is the epitome of connectedness. And it c m  be read in this way. But it can 

dso be taken up on a much mon superficial leve1. 

Each jewel at each node of the net can stiii remin an autonomous individual. White 

they retlect each other. and mutually condition each other. and while connections are lived 

out between these individuaIs. they can still be viewed as separare beings. That is. the 

jewels are interdependent but they are also selfdetermining. 

Systerns heosy proposes a more chailenging view of interdependence or 

connectedness. as outlined by Macy ( 199 1): 

The way we define and deiimit the self is arbiuary. We can place it between our 

ears and have it lwking out from our eyes, or we c m  widen it to include the air we 

breathe. or. at other moments. we can cast its boundaries farther to include the 

oxygen-gïving trees and plankton, our externat Iungs. and beyond them the web of 

life in wtiich they are susrained. (p. 12) 



The insight offered here gws beyond simple interdependence to an understanding 

that the boundaries between self and other merge and blur. Determinhg where one king 

leaves off and mother begins becomes an impossibility. Comectedness. defined in this 

way. moves CO a deeper and more &cal repositioning of the sense of selp. 

Taking Oneself Out of Centre 

The implication of Indra's net. in either of its readings is that there is no centre. A1 

jewels retlect each other. Al1 have importance. but none have prime importance. On a 

conceptual Ievel, this notion is not thrit difficult ro -0rzisp. 

But. in western cdture. we Live out Iives in which on a moment by moment basis. 

we understand ourselves as king at the centre of creation. As a species. our fnme of 

rekrence is. almost dways. ourselves. A quick scan of the media on any given day can 

demonstnte how hurnanîentred and now£enued, modem culture tends to be31. This 

fnme of reference may not be readiiy apparent because it may rippear obvious and logicd 

thrit ail decisions would be made from wichin a present human context and with concern 

about present human priorities. It should be rernembered, however. that this temporai and 

species focus is a culiural orientation and not a given of existence. Both educator Sam 

Barlow and environmental science student Kirsty Cochiin spoke of the long-range vision of 

30~ee  Bateson ( 1977. 1979): Capn ( 1982); M q  ( 1991 ) and Skolirnowski ( 1994) for funhcr discussions 
of çonnrçtdness and the blurring of boundaries oC self and other. 

j l fhe  idea whkh I am rnosr strongly pointhg to here. is the notion of anthropocentrism. Bowen (1993b) 
pmvides the son of critique which I'm suggesting in an andysis of çommonly used school textbooks. A 
discussion of anchropocenrrism. ecmntrisrn and biocentrism is found throughout the deep ecolog and 
environmental efhics litencure and receives a large amount of discussion within the journal Environmental 
Ethics. See sources such as Deval1 & Sessions (19853; des Jardins (1997) and Spremak (1991). 

Closely relrited to the ide3 of anthropocenuism is the notion of domination. The idea of human 
domination over nam is discussed throughout the social ecoloa and ecofeminist literature. See also 
Ehrenfeld ( i978): Lriss (1972) and Livington (1994). In the postcolonid, rnulticultural en. discussion 
tends ro revolve more amund anthropocentnsm d m  domination. Human domination is suil frequently 
played out, however. in day to &y Iife. Recent conversations within the media about the possibilities of 
dtenng the environment and inhabitin? Mars. are indicative of ihis postcolonial dominating mindstate. 



native cultures in which actions are based on the consequences which they wili have on the 

next seven genentions. Sam pointed out that, for the iiesquit, the seventh generation 

concept is too short a time spm. Rather they focus on planning for the next two thousand 

yerus. 

This perspective cm be conuasted with the frequent focus in modem culture on 

immediacy - the short term of the econornic bottom iine, immediate -mtification, this year's 

profits, the four year term of governance. a five year business plan, demonstnble results. 

this genention, Our lifetime. Suggesting the importance of sowing seeds for actions whose 

results we may never s e .  is chdenging to the mindset of imrnediacy. 

SimiImly. the notion that humans are at the cenue is a culturaily-specitïc 

interpretation. indeed. this perspective is rooted in the anthropocenuic nature of modem 

culture which ecophilosophers find particuIar1y problematic. Moving ourselves out of that 

position of centre requires the large and humbling repositioning which Copernicus' vision 

of the universe required. 

For some people. the insight that we are not at the centre is very cornforting. Rather 

than uinding this repositioning hunllliating or frightening, it can be experienced as relief. 

When we can see ourseives as only a small part of something much larger. then the crises 

of day to day living Iose their ursency. We cm simply see them in the context of cosmic 

time. 

Emma Applegd, in particulas. took comfort in king only a part of the fiow of 

life. For Emma. the hurnbling repositioning occurs on both a temporai and species level. 

She derives _mat comfort from placing her iife and the iives of her students in the context 

of a continuous sense of time: 

It's like lwking up at a mountain. Or maybe it's like the asuonauts when they look 

d o m  at the earth. 1 had a sitdar experience in Europe, Iooking out from the boat 

going across the channel in Rotterdam, and lwking at the time clock. this beautifid 

tower and thinking life has gone on before and will continue. And there's quite a 

release from this moment and intensity, tfiat there's a continuity. It puts one's life in 



a perspective .... History and human nature and nature itself has a way of repeating 

itself. And isn't that reassuring. That anything that we face ahead of us, most iikely 

have k e n  issues ... people and nature have dealt wi th... in the pas. 

Emma dso found it comforting to acknowledge th& even in this current place and 

time. 

there is a presence of. you could cd1 that the creator. you could cal1 it God, cali it 

p i s .  [It] has that control and direction that we reaiIy don? know about, but it 

weaves us ail. and it cm speak to us. It does speak to us. And 1 think king open to 

that. that there's that feeling of caring and love and thoughtfulness and a sense of 

obligation and stewardship. That you appreciate whatever, whoever. but you just 

honour that presence or that power that has created this special place with beings in 

it .... It's honouring the life force and it's honouring the creator of that. And seeing 

that within ourselves and other living and non-living beings. There's just a power 

beyond. And 1 tind that comforting. 

In honouring the Me force. Emma cm let go of the need to hold the world together, 

an ability which none of us uuly have anyway, She cm diow herself to exist within the 

l q e r  cycles of life. and be freed from self-importance. 

Accepting Lack of Certainty 

If. as a species, we are not at the centre of creation, then we are aiso not able CO 

have certain knowledge. This knowledge can't exist because there are other beings who 

dso have a say in the workings of the worId. Without the central phce. we have to alIow 

room for other whims and other realities. 

This certain knowledge also can't exist because the synergies, the motions, the 

interactions between the various beings create tniths which are beyond the knowledge or 

the predictabiiity of any of us. In relationship, there is an unfoIding of realities that are 

beyond the ken of any of the individuais. When taken to a pianetary d e .  this continuous 



ebb and flow, changing in response to one another and changing in ways that are beyond 

any of us, is the feedback systern which Lovelock (1979) h a  termed Gaia 

We dso  can't acquire certainty because, if we give ourselves over to the realization 

that each of us is but a small creature in a much larger journey of planetary Me, then the 

realization arises that there is much beyond our knowing. There is much that simply is and 

likely wiil remain a mystery to us: 

1 think that we have to be prepared to say we can't understand in some senses. And 

that becomes the spirituai approach in the sense that if you approach these questions 

with some awe and 3.ware that it's a mystery in the greatest sense that mystenes are 

rnystenes. To say that we c m  m l y  comprehend what's going on here is hubris .... 1 

think we're Iexning that now. People who have spent a lot of time attempting to 

comprehend what's going on and atternpting to control it. are tindly redizing that 

it's not just a question of we don? have enough computing power. Or we don't 

have enough information .... The things are openting in a way that is basicaiiy 

incomprehensible. (Randy White) 

This rediration that we can't know ail and we can't attain cenainty, points to large 

shifts in how we conceive ofeducation ruid how we make sense of the world. First, much 

of how we come to know the wodd has co be through intuiting, through uial and error and 

through experience. We have to be wiiiing to try, to make rnista)res. and to see where 

things take us: 

It's in the trying that these things are Iearned. And you go up against. make a 

mistake. and crunch on this w d .  and crunch on that wall. And that's going to 

happen and there will be a Little discornfort. But how else can you do it? (Gary 

Whittow) 

The trying. and the seeinp what works means that we dso have to be responsive to 

outcorne. to change direction based on the way in which events are unfolding. in other 

words, while we can have a plan ahead of time, we have to be flexible in design, and not 

assume that we c m  know di on a cognitive level before even attempting the work. For 



Emma Applegard, this sense of responsiveness was a matter of course: "1 receive my 

direction from [students'] questions and their responses to my questions. [By being] 

wiiiing to listen. And to not feel that 1 have to have the answers." But in order for Emma to 

take this approach to education. she has to be willing to enter a classroom without knowing 

where the day wiil take her, and that can be uncomfonable. She has to engage in education 

in relationship to and in response to her students. Living this approach out in actuality 

requires confidence and faith: it requires living with uncertainty. 

If. as  Gary Whitlow suggests, we can only know through uying and seeing where 

we end up, then going through expenences becomes an important part of the educationai 

process. Rather than application king something which we provide for students after they 

"know" al1 the facts. the leaming itself, the creation of knowledge, takes place through 

experience and through applicatiod'. 

There also is another insight embedded in Gary Whitlow's suggestion that trying is 

the only possible way to leam. This approach implies that we have to be wiiling to f d :  

You have to fail. Or suffer adversity. Suffering adversity or failure is very healthy 

if you cm l e m  from it .... If you uuly have a community of people, then you're not 

afraïd to fail. Because it's not reaily failing. It's risk-taking. And you're taking 

risks in order to leam. You're trying things. (Neil Herzog) 

Leming requires failure. But in our current educationai system. failure bas negative 

connotations. Students see failure as a form of humiliation which they seek to avoid. But in 

so doing, the learning which cm take place is limited. 

People are so afraid to do anything. They're afnid to do anything that makes them 

look stupid. They're rifraid to do anything that might put thernselves in some form 

of social or physical jeopardy or h m  (Liam Mattheson) 

People are afraid to Say "1 don't know" or to ask a question. They'd just as soon 

shove their way through. And that's sad. But why? It's because when we were 

37~his  view of cducation is in keeping with the philosophy of experientiai education. See Itin (1999) and 
Lindsay & Ewen (1999). 



kids, it was like. "what do you mean. you don't understand? What are you - 
dumb?" (Mary Simon) 

FinaIIy, if we can't know al1 and can't attain certainty through reasoned 

delibention. then we need to open ourselves to the possibility that there are ways of 

knowing which move beyond or are different from inteilecmd knowing: 

The western culture have maybe identified ourselves as our intellect. And t h ' s  

probably our Fatest fack of fulfillment .... The intellect's very important. But it's 

not al1 there is. It can take you far in terms of understanding and clarity and r e d y  

Iooking deeper. But it can't take you ail the way. (lohanna Fried) 

ffiyaker Lilace Meiiin Guignard (2000/200 1 ) provides a description of the tirnits of 

the inteilect and the importance of connecting with other f o m  of knowing: 

When 1 wanted to kayak, 1 had to Iearn how to risk with my body. 1 acquired good 

technique and skiiI, the fine points of style and power. 1 could read the river. Al1 the 

things 1 could study and do, 1 did well. Still, my nerves froze me above al1 but the 

most familiar npids. I wanted to be sure 1 wouldn't fail. But no one c m  l e m  how 

to kayak without making a mistake thrit has you feeling like you'll never breathe 

again. 1 kept thinking I'd discover the key to what made me hold back as I observed 

less experienced paddIers try harder moves and bigger rivers. It didn't happen. 

tp.39) 

Guignard. like most of us in western society was very comfortable with intellecnial forms 

of knowing. She did di that she could to figure out the sport of kayaking. But ultimately 

she couldn't advance because she had to find a way to leam fmm her body and Ieam from 

the river. She had to be responsive to the cues which she was getting from the world 

rather than fiUrniring hem out and understanding hem atiead of tirne. 

Through the comrnents offered above, 1 have suggested that when we acknowledge 

that we can't attaùi certriinty, a forrn of education aises which requires us to be responsive, 

to try without knowing where things will go or what the right answer is ahead of time, to 

gain knowiedge b u g h  experience and to be prepared to fail. To actually Live out the " 



implications of these suggestions in an educationai context requires radical shifts in 

educational orientation, and these are the points of contention for the students interviewed 

as part of this study. 

As with dl of the shifts which this chapter is suggesting, we may intellectuaily 

accept that we can't obtriin cenain knowledge. But in our moment to moment lives, we 

often live out the desire to "reach security, and cast aside loose earth and sand so as to 

reach rock or clay" (Descartes, 163711970. p.28). Students' expectations of educationaI 

programs and their frustrations with ecological education pointed to a suong bekief in 

certainty as a way of life. 

In particular. the desire for educational techniques or recipes points to a beliei ihat if 

we follow the right method. we will achieve the intended and desired results. This demand 

for technique was an expectation of many of the students interviewed. In his education 

class. Rex Langard was looking for 

somebody that was saying. "do lots of examples". Someone that's saying, "don't 

use chalkboard. Use overheads instead." Someone that's saying, "mrike it as much 

a discussion with the students as opposed to it king just taiking at them." 

Somebody who was telling me "have the lights tumed on. have the lights not tumed 

on. Have the seats in a circie. Have the seats in a standard row, column format." 

Very. very pncticd specific information that would tell me the best way that 1 cm 

help my students get the highest marks possible. 

Chris Persant. taking the same course as Rex. claims that "as we were progressing through 

everything. 1 was kind of m_gry actually .... 1 paid to get techniques and that's not what 1 

was getting." 

Students want to know what the intended outcome of the course is: 

1 didn't fmd myself having a great sense of direction in the course. It seemed as 

though the materiai if not the readings we had to do, was fairly ofien weiidefmed. 1 

guess maybe 1 did not have a very strong idea as to what 1 was supposed to take out 

of the înfomation. (Rex Langard) 



And how to get there: 

1 want good grades. So 1 want to know how to get them. And if it doesn't rediy tell 

me how I'm going to get an 'A'. which she didn't. She just said, "do your best and 

you'll get graded. I'rn not going to give you a rubric or a grading scheme." She 

couldn't say what you need to know to get an A. Because the whole theory of 

postmodern teaching, at least a component of. is that there's not a set thing that you 

have to know. It's just openness, and open your mind. and just Ietting things fdl 

out and drift in. (Liam Mattheson) 

And they want the path to be suaightforward: 

She goes around and around and around. and once in a while you gec a gern. And 

you think. "wow. that's amazing". But in the process of going around and around 

and around. sometimes you lose peopie. (Liam Mattheson) 

and unmbipous: 

1 would be looking for right or wrong answers. And it seemed as thou& they 

didn't exist. And 1 wasn't cornfortable with that. 1 wouid ask a question and the 

question would be put to the group tather than k i n g  answered by the instructor. 

And 1 found that difficult .... 1 was aiways looking for blrtck and white. And 

sometimes it wasn't there. It was grey. (Rex Langard) 

Students are seeking a sense of cenainty and security. They want to know that if 

they do A. thac 8 will happen: 

If you went home and studied the textbook and lemed everything in it. you didn't 

know that that would result in you getting a good :_rade. Nor did you reaiiy know 

that if you went home and studied that textbook that you'd l e m  anything 

necessariiy .... The risk involved in opening yourself up to that. And at the sarne 

tirne, the nsk involved in trying to open your mind and let in a whoie bunch of new 

information and new concepts and new values, when you've already had them 

instilied in you for sixteen. seventeen years in school. It cm be intimidating. (Liani 

Manfiesonl 



Beneath and between the words that the students were saying, seemed to be a belief that. in 

reality, there were specific ways to proceed that wouid get them to a predetermined end. 

Teachers were just holding back on them. There was a sense of frustration that the teachers 

wouldn't provide the answers which the students were seeking. 

But the teachers. while acknowtedging the difficulties of proceeding without 

certainty about method or end-product. aiso betieved that this discornfort is simply a by- 

product of education: 

You have to work harder doing this work. Because it's so messy. It's chaos. And 

it's organic. [t's uncertain. And it's even hard to know how to take notes, because 

what is it you're Looking for'? You probably won't know until you give it an 

opportunity to sort of wash through you. (Gary Whittow) 

Neil Herzog found that he enjoyed these meandering, arnbiguous approaches to 

education. He indicrited that embmcing ihis kind of work required some faith that ail would 

corne together or be beneftcial in the end: 

She taiked about chaos. And I kind of got lost there for awhile. But 1 kind of knew 

that if I paid attention and thought about it more, that it would introduce sornething 

new to me. Or in the very Ieast. it was interesting to have some new area for 

expioring. 

While it appears from the above discussion chat students and teachers are working 

at cross purpases. with a very different set of understandings about education. what is not 

so apparent is that ecological educators seek a sense of security and stability as well. As 

discussed in Chapter Two. che educators find that security arising in a different pIace 

though. Rather than wanting everything set out ahead of time. they are ,pided by a longer 

range vision of what they are trying to xhieve: 

1 know very clearly where 1 want to go .... 1 want a greater sense of knowledge of 

place. 1 want them to have a p a t e r  sense of knowledge of thernselves. And by 

Costering the questions, it can be ambiguou because I dont know what those 

questions wiil be. But il's not mbiguous in that 1 know that we'U do a lot of self- 



looking md self-doubting and question one another and question the text and 

remaining open. Why I do that is not ambiguous. What you don't have is the map 

in fiont of you when you start. But you do know that you wruit to foster a 

relationship to themselves. You want to foster a celationship to this body of 

knowledge and to their place. Hopefuliy the knowledge that they l e m  wili help 

them to iive healthier. better lives. (Emma Applegard) 

Emma is pointing to a perspective which separates the necessiry of certainty from the desire 

for a sense of security. This srparation canies over into the next implication of viewing 

ourselves as embedded in creation. That is, aithough true embeddedness requires a letting 

go of control. ecologically-oriented people view this repositioning through a lens which 

fin& comfort rather than anxiety in that sense of letting go. 

Letting Go of Control 

If we don't have a sense of certainty about how life will unfold, then the reaiization 

arises that we cm? control the world. As stated above, this realization c m  provide a sense 

of relief when viewed through an ecologicai lens. This shifi cm dso be humbting and 

frightening when viewed through the lens which believes that holding on tightly provides 

certainty of outcorne. 

At a certain point, S A  Connelly decided that she was going to Iet go of attempts 

to control the world around her. While the shifi had profound and positive effects on her 

life. she descrïbed the initiai terror of letting go: 

I think I saw it at that point as the only alternative .... [Things are] not working. It's 

tirne to do something different. 1 redy didn't know anything else to do. So you let 

go. At fmt 1 ttiought it was like giving up. Not a defeat versus them, but a personai 

defeat. That 1 wasn't carrying on the challenge. 

She had previously believed that 



you work rediy hard. You never give up. Life is under your control. And so it felt 

Iike 1 was giving up. It feIt iike [ was doing the very thing that 1 had aiways k e n  

taught not to do. So then. this was personal fdure. It had nothing to do with was 1 

winning against them or not winning against them. This was not acceptable. 1 

mean. what happens to somebody when they just let go of everything? 1 don't 

know. 1 don? know what 1 ùiought happened but 1 thought it was awful. It was 

going to be homble. 

Reaiizing that we can't control the world. even Our imrnediate world, necessitates 

living in a state of acceptance of what befalIs us. Rather than fighting the world to make 

everything pleasant and positive. we kgin  to face the mth  of our existence: 

That's why 1 think people find it so heaiing to be in nature. It reflects to us what's 

going on in us: that there is life. there is deah. there is suife. there is beauty. there 

is decay. there is growth that comes out of that decay. But dl of that is necessary. 

That's part of the cycir. And that's nriturally what's going on in us. but somehow. 1 

ihink since the age of reason. we've become redy  arrogant thinking that my mind 

can understand this. 1 c m  conuol it. 1 c m  inteilectuaiize. We can control things. 

(Johanna Fcïed) 

Ecologicaily-oriented people find that there is relief in acknowledging the tnith of the 

world. And there is a sense of self-acceptance. 

The most frequent shift which occurred for study participants with the insight that 

they coddn't conuol the world. was that they developed a new relationship to adverse 

conditions. Whether they were facing physical pain or emotionai hardship or a sense of 

failure in thernselves. they devetoped a perspective which was based in acceptance. Rather 

than expecting the worid to be perfect and king an-sy when it wasn't they began to look 

to the lessons which codd be learned in di situations: 

1 look back at my life. sorne of the things that I did rhat make me reaiiy upset. 1 

wish 1 woddn't have done [theni]. So how do 1 iive with that? How 1 iive with that 

is p y  aski~g], what did 1 l e m  h m  it? (Lindsay Naylor) 



According to the Lived experience of ecologicdy-oriented snidy participants. when 

we are able to let go of the need to conuol. and engage in a more accepting relationship 

with the world. the sense of security which the snidents were seeking does luise. But nther 

than that security coming from gripping tightly and nor lectine go. it cornes from release. 

Rrither than that security rinsing from each of us as individuais believing that we are in 

conuol. it comes h m  dlowing ourselves to be part of the flux and flow of the universe. 

And that type of security is hard to understand without experiencing it. From the outside. 

letting go implies losing any sense of security in one's tife, which engenders F a t  fear. 

From the inside. the shift provides relief and freedorn and a new and lighter kind of 

security. 

Funhermore. because this shift requires us to cake our guidance from the universe. 

there is ri sense which develops of king more in line with ilow and of actions having a 

sense of appropririteness rather chan king forced33. Findiy, according to ecologically- 

oriented people. there is a sense of dignity which arises from knowing our place. and from 

not fighting the uuh of the world. Perhaps it is this sense of dignity which causes Spreuiak 

to cal1 the state of connectedness. a strite of _ m e .  

In Chapter Two. 1 spoke about the twin meanings of the ecological self. 1 suggested 

that when we are in line with inner uuth. we experience ourselves as emkdded in creation. 

Thrit phrase. "embedded iii creation". is both accurate and iiiusory. It is an accurate 

description of the state of interconnectedness. but it doesn't point to the large repositioning 

which this state requires. Interconnectedness requires a wtiole new way of viewing our 

place in the world. a shift of Copernican proportions. 

3 3 ~ e e  Belitz & Lundstrom (1998) and Cameron (1992) for a discussion about living in line with flow. 



CHAPTER SIX - SURPRISED BY JOY 

A child's world is fiesh and new and beautiful. full of wonder and 
excitement. It is our misfortune chat for most of us that clear-eyed vision. 
that m e  instinct for what is beautifui and awe-inspiring, is dimrned and 
even lost before we reach aduithood. (Carson. 1956. p.42) 

When time and money and a desire for seif-induigence fomiitously meet up with the 

mival of Resurgence or Orion at the local store or when Whole Terrah arrives in the maii. 

1 know that there will be an evening ahead when 1 will shut out the world, and drift away to 

the worlds which these magazines offer - worlds whrre ecological understandings are a 

matter of course. Such an evening. a specid event due to the rarity of these magazines. 

musc be prepared for. indulged in. savoured. 

One evening last fdl. 1 had settied d o m  with Orion. an issue which was devoted to 

food. First. 1 read a delectable history of w m ,  sweet. solden honey, "one of only rwo 

foods created by nature to be food and onIy food" (Wailace. 2000. p. 18). Then 1 read of 

Gary Paul Nabhan's (2000. pp .324)  filteen-month experiment to "eat locally". ingesting 

only food which originrttes frorn within a two hundred and fifty mile radius of his Arizona 

home. He spins stones of the delights and chdienges of leming to settie into füs home 

place. 

Prïmed by these articles. i was eager to accept the invitation to join Orion 

correspondents for dinner. Eight wrïters crafted dinner invitations. replete with full menus 

for the reader aching for sustenance of sou1 and body. Each sampling was different but 

they dl capnired the mood and pace of the med - simple. slow. sharing, savouring. They 

offered meals of anentiveness, of nouishment on so rnany levels, of pure joy in the srnaii 

moments of life. 

iMy evening with Orion slowed me down. put me into a meditative mood. Ali the 

sensations of life became heightened as 1 too became more attentive to my surroundings. 

"IThe other food is milk 



more ,sntehl for d of the precious gifts in my life. This sense of joy in the world. 

gratitude for life's gifts, desire to live with a sense of wonder and engagement, and 

attempts to take plesure in s m d  moments is the third theme which threads through the 

lives of ecologically-oriented study participants. The challenges with this caniage in the 

world is the focus of this chapter. 

Unlike the last chapter. the difficulties with this way of king for people ensconced 

in a modem culture do not xise as a conceptual challenge. ïhat is. the notion of taking 

pleasure in the wodd does not require a conceptual leap nor is it shunned for ideologicd 

rasons. The majority of people interviewed. regardless OC worldview. yearned for this sort 

of relritionship with the world. The problems which they encountered revolved around the 

rrbility to g m t  themselves permission to savour life. and the difficuity in fitting such a way 

of king within sa-iety as currently suuctured. 

Rarher than Orion's implicit suggestion to be in the present moment in a mindful 

and grriteful mariner. western media more typicdy provides the messages which come 

through in the following ndio ad. The ad questions: 

how wou1d you like to read the newspaper in thirty seconds? Polish off a novei in 

your lunch hour? Read a cornputer manual in minutes instead of hours'? Don't have 

time to read the old fashioned way'? Do it the super fast way. Read as fast as you 

cm mm the page. 

Hexin; this ad shortly aller spending an evening reading Orion, i thought about 

how much Iife wouid be lost if 1 had k e n  able to read Orion in thjr seconds. But more. 1 

thought about how these two versions of the world are so dnsticdy different, steeped as 

they rire in very different priorities and assumptions about what is important in life. 

Wolfgang Sachs (as cited in Wdjasper. 1997) suggests that "it's possible to talk about the 

ecoiogical crisis as a collision benveen tirne scdes - the fast time scde of modernity 

cnshing up against the slow time scde of nature and the earth" (p.44). 

While this chapter is not about time or the desire to slow d o m  or live riccording CO 

nanirril rhythms per sé. our relationship with time is an inescapabIe aspect of our ability to 



take part in and take pleasure in the world. We can't play unless we are able to let go. even 

to a smdl extent, of our requirement for productivity. We can't see beaucy in the world 

around us. unies we are able to be in the moment nther than ncing to the many tasks 

which are calling to us. We can't engage in the wonders of the world unless we are willing 

to cake the time CO go deepIy and punder ideas which are not imrnediateiy apprehendable. 

We can't live out a sense of numirance of ourseIves except through ,oranthg ourselves the 

permission to move through life at a less hunied pace. 

The sense of slow time in which ecologicai educiuion tives was highly problematic 

for students whom 1 interviewed, They had difficulùes with both the pace of this fonn of 

pedagogy and the length of time required in order for the work to unfold and to be 

inrernalized. 

Both Oiivia Arentine and S a r h  Connelly discussed how they had to fight d l  of 

their instincts and dl of their training for eficiency and productivity when they initially 

cncountered Johmna Fried's approach to yoga: 

The first day when she started the reading. 1 thought. "OK". And then she started 

chatting. And after a while 1 started Iooking at my watch thinking, "get on with a 

little yoga here. 1 want to do some exercises and get my back fixed". And she didn't 

do any yoga the whole hour and a hdf the fifst day. And it took me about a rnonth 

before 1 settled down enough to accept the pace. And then. ever since. I've just 

loved it. (Olivia Arentine) 

1 went into die clas: ... "Corne on .... TeII me what 10 do with my body." Whereris 

you c m  get off on some philosophicai point in sornebody's knee joint and you're 

there for an hour. And it &ove my crazy.... An huur? h hour to tell ber that. 1 

could have told her chat in five minutes. But it was really interesting. 1 knew that 

this slowing down. redly positioning hersetf very differently. that was where 1 was 

heading. It was goùi_J to take me a w M e  to get there but dut  was where 1 was 

heading. (Sarah Connelly) 



Both Olivia and Sarah came to Love the slow pace of the yoga class and the sense of 

self-care to which it led. But Sarah's desire to just be told what to do with her body and 

both of their initial bristling at the pace at which yoga unfolds is indicative of a society 

which is wedded to immediate results and "fast knowledge" (On. 1996. pp.30-2). 

This demand to be productive and rnove quickly and acquire ever-increasing 

amounts of knowledge in a short tirne span k not Iost on ecologicd educators even when 

they don't give in to the demand. Sam Barlow admits. 

I can lambast myself for Living the way 1 do sometimes because 1 feel i'm not good 

rnough at achieving resuits. House, money. twenty-five kids. Dog, cat. maserau. 

Turning forty. 1 c m  feel that. And living slowly, the way 1 choose to live. I cm 

Iayer that with a different interpretation of I a q .  Because I'm not achieving in the 

sarne way. So 1 cm find different interpetritions for only living with certain 

contncts. And living with large, huge spaces of time to assimilate information ,... 1 

c m  lambast myself that way too. 'Criuse 1 would like to be doing more- But 1 dso 

need to survive. 

While S m  may be d o m  on hirnself for his choice to live slowly, there are severid 

prirticipanrs in this snidy who deariy craved his lifestyle. It was not a lack of desire to slow 

down that was their problem. but rrtcher they were so connected into a world which was 

whirling at breakneck speed that they couidn't conceive of how to alter the pace of their 

lives35: 

If's tough to uy and r e d y  incorponte what you want into your Life and to really 

slow down. EspecidIy when there's so many people around you who don? make it 

easy .... I'm someone who iikes CO please everyone and be everyuiing for everyone. 

So. ot'ten, 1 can't slow dom.  Because 1 have this thing due and this thing to do. So 

1 feel pulled. (Suzanne Young) 

35The study participants who Iiunented the frenzied nanm of  their lives were ail women. Perhaps this 
frenzy is more o f  a redity in women's lives or perhaps they are l e s  able [O disengage and creare d m  
amidsr the stom. 



1 get in a frenzy. You're so busy. You've got to do this and you've got to do that. 

and if you want to do something after work. It's just a vicious cycle. And it wears 

me out. So. by the end of the day, iïi corne home and I'rn so tired that 1 can'r do 

mything. (Roxanne Hillman) 

It becomes overwhelrning when I've got so rnany tirne consuaints. i'm supposed to 

do this for this person. And I'rn supposed to do that for that person. And I'rn 

supposed to write this paper and read these books. So 1 g e s s  our lives are so 

busy .... The world sets driven by getting more things done in a shorter period of 

time. (Kirsty Cochlin) 

Personaily. I'rn having a hard tirne slowing down. And 1 taik to more md more 

people that are in their forties, like rnyself. have a job or two or three. or if they 

don't. they have other commitments with their full time job and f d y .  And wmt to 

be able to do so rnuch. want to l e m  so rnuch. And yet. [they] know slowing down 

is imponant. And 1 know sorne people have successfully slowed down. But what is 

slowing down around us'? 1 can't identify that. 1 don't know what it is. (Jessica 

Frennay ) 

What becomes apparent in listening carefully to these excerpts is that slowing down 

is a choice. It is not an easy choice. but Suzanne does not have to "be everything for 

eve~one". nor does Jessica need to " l e m  so much". But this shift to Say "no" and set 

limits is a large cultural shift. setting oneseIf no[ only against the desire to be the "nice girl". 

but also against the rntire consumer culture. 

For example. Jessica says. "there's so much to lem. And it's exciting. Now and 

then it gets you down. You want to know more and faster. Give me faster compter skills. 

Let me go with less sleep." People are commended for their desire to know more, to do 

more. to accomplish more. In a society based on consumption, these are laudable tnits. 

To shift away fiom such desires. is not oniy ciifficuit because of the equation of 

sIowing down with laziness as Sam indicated, but there is also fear attached to such a shik 

There is a fear of k ing lefi behind. a fear of not k ing competitive and a fear of just 



missing out on what life has to offer. These fmt nvo fears are stoked daiiy by the corponte 

culture, heled within the work worId and within the school systemJ6. The fear of not k ing  

competitive is compounded by the reaiity that "there's dways oppomnists who wiiI ... ;O, 

'oh, they're slowing down .... I'm going to take advantage of this"' (Kirsty Cochlin). 

The fear of missing out, is an inherent part of a society in which there is exposure 

to so rnuch possibility through media. through the internet. through the abiiity to travel. 

The incessant and as Jessica said. "exciting" sense of possibility can gïve rise to a desire to 

l e m  and savour and experience ai l  that the world has to offer. But how much c m  truiy be 

savoured if we are only collecting experiences'? How deeply do we r edy  know anytiiing if 

we are only trying to c m  information into our heads so that we are ready to assimilate the 

next bit of essential knowledge? 

In the world "outside the c l~sroom,  ... lessons too complex to grasp in a single 

occurrence spirai p s t  again and again. small examples _pdually revealing greater and 

mater  implications" (Bateson. 1994. p.30). By p b b i n g  onto the knowledge the first tirne - 
p s t .  thinking that we now "know". we may bypass wisdom. Even worse. if we decide to 

act on our knowledge. we may end up onIy applying a superficiai understanding while 

thinking that our actions reveai and represent the world. Hubris and fooiishness cm enter 

the scene. Orr ( 1996) suggests that 

the increasing velociq of knowled,oe is widely accepted as sure evidence of human 

mastery and progress. But rnany of the ecologicai. economic. socid and 

psychological ailrnents that beset contemponry society c m  be attributed to 

knowledge acquired and appiied before we had time to think it throuph carefully. 

(p.30) 

Red knowledge. m e  knowIedge, knowledge which is deeply embodied and 

apptied with wisdom. resnaint and appropriateness takes time. and a lot of it. to acquire. 

36~ee Posmian (1995) and Schumacher (1973) for two discussions. two d e c d  apm which bath cal1 into 
question the goais of education as lived out within the school systern. 



Sam Barlow speaks of some of the ancient traditions and the length of tirne which it took a 

student to become a master: 

Martial am _gew up in a context which [in] Japan and China goes back for 

thousands of years .... What it meant to do Tai Chi. was sornething you did your 

whole life. You constantly grew into it. And you deepened .... But [now] you cm 

be a reiki practitioner in a year and a half. And 1 redly don't know if you should. 

'Cause that's pretty deep stuff obviously. 

So when Jessica wants to "know more and faster", what exactly does she mean by 

knowledge? Sam Barlow would suggest that she is living out a consumer version of 

knowledge in which as long as someone is ready to buy, someone else will sel1 the 

information. But ecophilosophers such as Orr have suggested that this is not the type of 

knowledge which diows us to Live well on the e h .  

Sustainable knowledge is slow because only through time does deep understanding 

and wisdom develop. But sustainable knowledge is ais0 slow because we need to be able 

to meander hrough ides. to sit with them. to contemplate. to have space CO be in right 

relation to the work. to the world and to ourselves. There is a luxuriousness to sustainable 

learning which enables us to corne to terms with things in our own tirne. in our own way. 

Through this ambling pace. there is the opportunity to become intrigue& CO be pded into 

the web of ideris and experiences. We can begin to build a relationship to the leming 

which lasts beyond the next test. 

Elementary educator Emma Applegds connection to the narural worid p w  in a 

strnilar fashion: "It wasn't through a formalized education program. It was through the 

freedom to be out there. to explore. to make discoveries. to simply have time." This sense 

of having ume. king able to explore. meandering through life, potentiaily enables deep 

understanding to develop as  it enables a quiet, gentie relationship with the naturd world 

and a sense of gentieness with oneself to emerge. 

This gntle. openness with oneself was one aspect of ecological education with 

which students found ciifficulty. Oiivia Arentine found the yoga course in wbch she was 



e ~ o k d  to be supportive rtnd nurturing, pmicdarly as she was deaiing with some 

chailenging hedth issues. But she confessed. "1 didn't reaiize that you were aiiowed to do 

that. to be tolemt of yourseif'. 

Roxanne Hillman, a fellow yoga student also spoke of her difficuities with 

kindness to herseIf: "1 tend to k a t  myself up or neglect myself in some ways. And that's 

not good." Indeed. her teacher. Johanna Fried, suggests that "if we're neglecting, that's 

abuse". As with OIivia Roxanne found that one of the values of the yoga class was to l e m  

self-accepmce: 

[Johanna] was readmg an excerpt on loving kindness towards oneself. And 1 think 

I'd had a redly bad week and was feeling really down on myself. Doing that old 

self-talk routine. "Oh. you're so stupid. You can't do this. Or why did you do that'? 

If you hrtd done that this way. it would have k e n  better." And I'm just lying there 

relaxing at the stm. And she was reading this excerpt about loving kindness to 

yourself. Just kind of accepting yourself. ... Just [a] way of king with yourself and 

at one with the chings around you and with others. 

From an ecological perspective. in which there is a desire to honour creation and to 

experience oneseif as connected to others. it is painful to listen to the way in which a 

societai preoccupation with accompiishment has caused Olivia and Roxme to k a t  

themselves up and demean their unique contribution to the world. How could we have 

corne to ri place and cime where it is possible to be so unaccepting of ourselves, where we 

Iive in fertr of not king enough - intelligent enough. attractive enough. skiIled enough? 

This dishonouring of the self is related to both the turn h m  imer wisdom which was 

spoken of in Chapter Four and the demand to be perfect, to never fail which was spoken of 

in Chapter Five. 

Self-acceptance and kindness to ourselves is part of what tt required to live gently 

on this earih. As was mentioned in Chapter Two. human beings are dso earth's matures. 

[f we can't d o w  ourselves some scope of king, how cm we extend this acceptance to the 

more-hm-humrui world? Ewe cm't take pleasure in our existence, then not ouly wiii we 



be tess tikely to see the worthiness in other's existence, but we wilL be in a diminished state 

from which it is more difîïcult to act in kindness. 

Roxanne goes on to suggest a reason that she fin& loving kindness to herself to be 

so difficult: 

The loving kindness towards yourself is really important. Because you have to love 

md respect yourself to r edy  have purpose and be of benefit to others. And I'm still 

coming to terms with chat .... i still go on a p i l t  trip if 1 Say, "well. no i'm not 

going to do that becriuse t don't want to do it". I'm standing up for me. And I still 

set p i l t  pangs. Because it's like, "oh 1 shouldn't be doing that" .... And it's selfish. 

it's selfish if you look after yourself. 

This sense that self-care is seIf-ish was echoed by many other students: "You don't 

wmt to be too self-absorbed" (Olivia Arentine). "1 think too much focus on yourself cm be 

unhedthy" (Cassie Cartwright). Rather than self-ish. in our society. we seem to prefer self- 

less. as Suzanne Young indicates: 

You base how you feeI about yourself on how people are with you. If everything's 

going good and you've got everyone happy, then you're like. "OK". But if you let 

someone down over there. you're kind of feeling bad about yourself. 

Suzanne is displaying some of that need to be the "nice z_irl" which Johanna Fried 

spoke of in Chapter Four. While Sanii Connelly, twenty years Suzanne's senior. would 

undoubtedly be able to relate to Suzanne's desire to take c m  of others. she also reflects on 

how this need shouid be turned towards ourselves as weli: 

1 had often k e n  thinking about what 1 need to do in this situation that would be fair 

and erhical to others. And when 1 hit forty. 1 started taking a look and saying, "wait 

a minute. what do 1 need to be doing here for me'?" We go through this world ... 

there are Iessons we're leamhg and ihere are things that we're nyhg to achieve. 

And they often involve our equitable relationship with others and the environs 

around us. But we dso have a relationship with ourselves. And we have lessons to 



leam there. And have we k e n  fair? And have we k e n  ethical? And the things that 

we are so careful to apply to others. do we apply that to ourselves? 

Not only does a fair and ethicai relationship with outselves lead to a better sense of 

well-being but. "by looking after yowself. everybody benefits. Because you're just that 

much better off, or a better person for it" (yoga student Marsha Miller). Experientiaiiy, the 

tnith which Mmha is speaking, may resonate. When we are feeling exhausted, beaten up 

by life. out of sorts with ourselves, we have very little to give to others, and the self which 

we present is not aiways a particularly kind one. On the other hand, when we feel nunured 

and buoyed up by life, we not only have more energy with which to give to others. we are 

able to give from a place of kindness nther than duty. While we may know this truth. 

tearing ourselves away from the work to be done to go and spend an aftemwn hiking in 

the rnountains, often feels like an impossibiiity. despite the benefits to sou1 and to work 

which wilt result. 

The dernands for productivity are suong in modem society. Marsha Miller related a 

parùcularly rmubling example of this trend. She was cailed upon to work with some high 

school students who were enrolled in an extracurricular life skills class. She was very 

impressed by the motivation and the skill level of the snidents, but she said that 

they were so goal oriented. They were d l  totally geared to what they're going to 

achieve in their future life. And i was left feeling that they're really missing a lot. 

They should be enjoying their [lives], focusing a Iittle bit more on who they were 

now. They were so future onented. It was quite SC ary.... 1 felt sorry for them 

somehow. 

That young students are already hooked into the "pressure to be such achievers" 

and are "obsessed with the future" (Marsha Miller), suggests the continuance of ecologicai 

disaster as it portends another genention who feel that they are never doing enough. are 

aiways inadequate. Yet. that these students should be experiencing this pressure is 

understandable. We are measured by what we produce, and our value is judged 

accordingly. In her position in the oii industry, Roxanne claims that "the whole focus is 



everybody has to be a star. There's just this constant focus on everybody , noc just me, but 

how rue you adding value'? It's di rnoney related." 

Sam Barlow takes a more broad based view on Roxanne's experience by providig 

an analysis of corporate culture: 

You measure people by their abiLity to rnake rnoney. Are they competent at their 

ability to make rnoney'? And everything's rneasurable .... We're noc looking at 

people who are more hoiistic in their integration of fiunily iife, community tife. 

business life. feel really gocxi about themselves - and they also rnake money. We're 

rmphasizing people who make rnoney and their abüities to make rnoney. 

The difficulty with the focus on productivity and eamïng capacity is that. for many 

people. it eventudly feels flac. Severai people whorn 1 interviewed indicated their 

disiIIusionment with rnoney and the ernptiness which it brought. Their words echoed 

lohanna Fried's sentiments. She said chat after working for awhile and being successnll. 

she began to feei that "what I'm getting isn't worth what i'rn putting out. And what I'rn 

getting is money. And what I'rn putting out is rny Iife .... Money's rolling in. but 1 feel 

empty. 1 don? feel fulfilled in sorne way." 

T h m  seems to be evidence that. in society in generai. people are trying to regain 

some controi over the quality of their lives, to not be tied to the maddening pace of modem 

society and to value themselves and each other for more than their capacity to produceJ7. 

Certainly. this wm the case with the people who participated in this research study. Marsha 

Miller was Iearning to 

do chings Iike go for a massage or just take an rifternoun off. That's something else 

chat I've probably gained frorn the [yoga] class where she says to pamper yourself 

in effect You don't need to feel ,@y for taking an afternwn off and looking after 

yourself. 

37~itness the pmliferation of books on simpiifying one's life and the surge OF interest in relaxation 
techniques. 



For Kirsty Cochlin, indulging in a hobby about which she is passionate is 

connected directly to her sense of well-king as well as her ability to slow down: 

1 love taking pictures. So the other day 1 just pnbbed my carnen and went out and 

took some pictures. It made me feel so much better. Because otherwise I'd be 

thinking, "god, 1 reaily want to do that". Getting out and doing something you 

love. And taking the time to slow down and see someching from a different 

perspective. Sometimes we're just rushing by everything. If we stop d l  of a 

sudden. whoosh. the world stops. 

Sarah Connelly had lived a life govemed by the belief that "you work. And you 

earn your vacation. And you only earn so long for having done so much. And then you 

have to go back. And you have to produce." But, in our conversation, she shared an 

epiphand moment in which her co~ection to productivity changed: 

After my mom's funerai. everybody's gathered riround. There's family. there's 

friends. there's a ton of people. Somebody says. "so. if you knew you were going 

to die tomorrow. what would you do differently? If you had [an] unlirnited 24 

hours but tomorrow you were gone. what would you do?" There had to be 43 

people there. mayk more. at this kind of wake. And you heard everything. "Oh. 

I'd spend more time with my daughter." "1 would finish my university degree." 

Wonderful thinzs like "oh. 1 would sny sony CO my husband", or "1 redly would 

uy to work on world peace". MI these reaily earth-moving things. And it came my 

turn and the only thing 1 could say was. "1 should have hung out on a berich more". 

I've spent my whole life working for other people. 1 should have just took [sic] a 

book and hung out on a beach or gone windsurfhg or something. So 1 think that 

was a real moment to Say, "whoa, wait a minute. Al1 this stuff that you've been 

doing over this period of time. that's good sniff and it had vaiue. But where are you 

now? Maybe you need to be doing something very, very different" 

Joseph Meeker (2000/2001) suggests that the sense of play which Sarah is seeking, 

by definition, sets itself against productivity. "The most endearing thing about play is its 



useIessness. Play exists for its own sake. and seeks no goais or objectives beyond itself' 

(p. W. 
Interestingiy. he. and other writers in a speciai issue of Whole Terrain devoted to 

"serious play", suggest that play and a comic relationship with the worfd embody a way of 

king which hris strong kuiships to an ecologicai perspective. "There is no choice becween 

opposites in comedy, but nther an attempt to bring them together. The comic way is not to 

get even but to :et dong" (Meeker. 2000/200 1. p. 12). Comedy is "a way of acting 

according to the needs of the context and the tenor of the time. Comedy is a process Chat 

proceeds according ro its own principles" (p. 12). "Its desired result is an affirmation of ail 

the parties. and ri continuation of the processes they share together" (p. 13). "An attitude of 

play encourages attention to the moment. nther than to the outcome or results. It evokes a 

willingness to open our carefuily developed self-image to divergent possibilities. to 

participate in tIie sensuous stream of experience" (Olsen. 2000/200 1, p. 19). Play demands 

that we let go of control. and move more easily. more _mciously. more humbly in the 

world. 

But Meeker takes his assessrnent a step further. pointing out more troublin, = news 

for the go& of productivity and selflessness which have k e n  discussed above. He 

suggests that 

the work ethic h a  driven the dreams of conquest over nature.... It is an ethic that 

creates weaith and power. conques human and naturai cornpetitors, keds our 

egos. and lerives us suessed. disuessed, and feeling empty at the end of most 

days.... it is precisely the work ethic that got us into this environmental cnsis and it 

is doubdul that the same ethic wïii lead us out. (p. 13) 

Meeker supports the demand for seIf-numirance discussed above when he States: 

"bem ... are more ükely to play when the salmon are mnning" (p. t 3)- if we only play 

when there is "enough k d o m  so that individuals can choose how to behave, and fed free 

to use some mental power for imagination nther than aiways coping with threats and 

dangers" (p. 14) then Our overworked, overexhausted, overstressed society is not likely to 



move lightly and erisiiy and playfully through tife. Yet, Meeker suggests, it is just this 

playful way of k ing which is required for ecological sustainabiiity. 

As Meeker indicates, this sense of play or what he calls the comic spirit is especidly 

important for environmentdists. Those people who set their lives to work on behalf of the 

environment. are often not playful people. Their work ethic is strong, and they too are 

caught by the bug of productivity. "Chang[ing] the world to d e  it bener" (Sam Barlow) 

is serious work, and bum out is rampant. 

The serioumess of this task creates conflict for environmentdists who dso believe 

in the themes of this chapter: the importance of play, self-are. ~Jatitude, a recopition of 

beauty, king in the moment. Not only is it difficult for environmentalists to balance these 

two seemingly contndictory ways of king, but to Meeker's mind. they are doing 

themselves and their work a disservice by "honor[ing] Apollo and Dionysis while ignoring 

Cornus, who might be. in the long run. more important to them" (p. 1 1 ). 

Both Sam Barlow and yoga student Crissie Cartwright invoke the spirit of Gandhi 

to help them wrestle with this pull between standing suongly for beliefs and resisting 

oppression, and living joyfully. For Sam. as an active environrnentalist, Gandhi's sense of 

playful resismce is particularly meaningful: 

There's definitely a benefit to king an environmentai educator and having a sense 

of humour. And not getting so senous that the world's going to end. Because a 

form of the world is probably going to end.,.. But it's Cinding that balance between 

dmost a sense of purpose and yet also having a sense of humour. I'rn sure Gandhi 

had a huge sense of humour .... Gandhi's walk to the sdt, wfiere he walked to the 

sea to take back the salt .... it wasn't a sense of martyr. uagic hero. There's some 

creativity in there, 

Being playful and playing are not necessariiy the same ehing. Playing is an activity. 

Being playhd is a way of meeting life. It is impish and mischievous. It stirs things up. Tt 

dresses up, tryiug on new costumes. It embraces magic, and is Full of rnystery. 



Johanna Fned speaks fondly of the sense of maSc which her mother brought to life 

when Johrtnna was a Little girl: 

Life was very magic ai.... She wodd da lots of things that would center around us 

as kids, that were just lovely things to do. 1 still remember we'd go on bike rides 

and we'd deconte the bikes .... We didn't just go on a bike ride by ourselves but 

she would be with us decorating bikes and then we would di go .... 1 stiU remember 

on weekends. on Sundays. instead of going to church, we would ail go out to the 

mountains or just go roarning in the hills somewhere with a picnic. And then 

dways built a F i  somewhere. CoUect rocks and what not. And have a little picnic. 

This merindering sense of time and the sense of wonder and magic which was 

brought to even an ordinary, everyday task such as going for a bike ri&. embodies the 

sense of p h y  which "seeks no goals or objectives beyond itself'. Meeker (2000/200 1) 

clams thrtt "the disappemce of play from our lives is usuaily experienced as a significant 

loss" (p. 14). Gary Whitlow suggests that this cnving for playfulness may be "why 

Shakespeare is stili so wonderfully popular .... He's full of magic and mystery and witches 

and ail hell does break loose in Shakespeare. That's in part what we've lost - dut 

playfuhess. the magic." 

M a t  would be so appeaiing about situations where "ai1 hell does break Ioose"7 I 

suspect that our attraction has much to do with our need to control throughout the rest of 

our lives. Having to hold the world together and know everything with certainty is 

exhausting and stressful work. Much as we fear a loss of conuoi. we also seem to crave it. 

Magic and play and mystery diow us to be taken out of the centre, to be swept up in the 

momenntm of something which is beyond us. "The structure of play absorbs the player 

into itseif. and thus frees him from the burden of taking the initiative, which constinttes the 

actuai suah of existence" (Gadamer, 196011989, p.105). 

Crearîve expression similarly takes us outside of ourselves and outside of the locus 

of controi. Craftsrnan Tobias Kaye (1999) suggests that "each wood, each m e  and each 

pan of eacb tree bas its own penchant towards a particdar form. Therefore, listening to the 



wood and finding the voice of the wood are fundamentally important" (p. 19). Similady, 

the sensuous feei of fabric. the rich hues of oil paint. the curve of the iine of a Japanese ink 

drawing: al1 have their own demands and ail cal1 us into their tmths. When writer's biock 

hit me with deadlines looming, rny friend Carolyn, a movement therapist in New Orleans, 

prescribed dance. "You have to shake up your reguiar thought patterns". she suggested. 

"and we do that best by dlowing ourselves to get lost in something which we don't 

conuol. With dance, the music caiIs the shots and we have ro respond to its rhythrns, nther 

than enforcing our own conuol." 

Suzanne Young dso wanted to be "free[d) fiom the burden of taking the initiative" 

and. like Gary Whitiow. she aiso m e d  to Shakespeare for this task. But for Suzanne it 

wasn't magic that she was seeking, but rornanticism: 

~Maybe some people do find science inspiring and totally soulfui. And 1 do get a lot 

out of it. But 1 do think that it's too rationai and it's Iacking some son of aaa:iah. 

There's no romanticism in science. And chat's something I miss sometimes. It 

doesn't sweep me off my k t  like reriding Shakespeare does. 

Being swept off her feet by Shakespeare. as with Johanna's sense of magic in her 

childhood. speak to a way of king-in-the-wortd as much as they speak to a certain event. 

That is. Shakespeare is ais0 read as intimidating, incomprehensible, du11 and confming. 

Bike rides are dso  modes of transportation or merhods for achieving fitness. Suzanne had 

to cillow herself to be swept away. J o h w a  and her mother had to both be willing to get 

caught up in the moment and revei in the delights of the world. 

The fact that delighting in the world is a matter of choice. points to an essentiai 

insight which zen buddhism offers. We should infuse each moment with a sense of 

mtitude for the wonders of life which we are witnessing and experiencing. Each moment - 
c m  be looked to with wonder and deiight. Each moment c m  acknowledge the beauty 

around us- Zen suggests that we should srrive to be mt-idfril. attentive, M y  present and in 

the present. Johanna Fried put it this way: "When you mend to something. it becomes 

better .... The attention itseif is love- It's an act of love." 1 believe that her equation of 



attention with love underlies the zen artempts to "wash dishes joyfuily" (Hanh. 199 1. p.26) 

or to wash the lettuce "one leaf at a t h e ,  in silence. cuitivating the attentive mind (k 

2000, p.42). Being mindful. even when undertaking the most simple chores in Life ad& a 

sense of quality and care which permerites our being. "If you pay attention ro quality in 

your life then it trikes on a whole different level of meaning. And that's connected to the zen 

idea that there's enlightenrnent to be had in the mundane" (Randy White). 

P d  Fleischman ( 1997) in his coilection of biographies entitled Culrivaring lnner 

Peace tells the exuaordinq story of Nyogen Senzaki. "the first person to uansmit Zen as a 

ivuy of life to the Western world" (p. 170): 

During World War U. Senzaki was imprisoned with ten thousand other Japanese- 

Americans at Hem Mountriin. a desert camp in Wyoming .... With chmteristic 

humor. he referred to ten thousand Japanese 'guests' of the Amencan govemment, 

and wrote: 

Er*ucuees who follow Buddha, learning contentment. 

Should utruin prace of mind 

Even in rhis frocen deserf of intemment. .. 
Th- cun udmire only the gorgeous sunrise 

Beond the barbed wire fence ... 
He wrote of his three-year internent as an opportunity to practice compassion. and 

to "face the world with equanimity" in a "snowstorm of abuse". (pp. 17 1-7) 

This de-me of compassion and equanimity can be probiematic for people as weii. 

Yoga student Cassie Carmight p ~ c u i a r l y  suuggied with this image. "if your pbilosophy 

makes you accept things even though they're unjust, then it's wrong. And why should you 

be happy in the face of injustice'? So 1 think there is a place for dissatisfaction and 

unhappiness". Cassie's comment points to a very important issue related to this chapter's 

theme. 

How can we iive in gratitude and joy, and see beauty in the world aromd us, when 

as indicated in several places in this dissertation, there is so much ugliness in our modern 



lives? Both Cassie and Roxanne Hillmrin spoke of their pain in watching iife unfold around 

hem: 

Generaily 1 think that Sm very pessimistic about the world. 1 feel that there's 

something wrong with the way things are. For instance, Chretien says our 

economy is strong. When you think of al1 the young people who are unemployed 

and people who al1 their lives are only able to get part-time jobs with very low 

wages. Things like that 1 find very oppressive. distressing. (Cassie Canwright) 

1 definitely acknowledge that ï'm a sensitive person .... if there's a lot of homeless 

people on the streeü. that bothers me. 1 think a lot about stuff like that .... 1 couldn't 

keep it ail at bay because i'm not that kind of person .... 1 do take it in. (Roxanne 

HiIlman) 

So then. whnt does one do? How do we attempt to live gently and ~mciously. with 

attention to joy and beauty when the world seerns to frequently refute that vision? Roxanne 

had seved ways that she tackied this problem: 

It's kind of keeping up the force field to keep the negative. that you don? want. 

out. Because I'm fairly open to [the negative]. If somebody 1 c m  about is having a 

problem. 1 let that in. instead of maybe keeping a distance. You cm still care about 

somebody. but kind of keep that at a distance. But 1 get redly caught up in feeling. 

And if you're doing that a lot. it builds up. You have to put in a lot of energy. 

1 feel like 1 have to hide at home or 1 need time by myself. 1 think that's my 

way of letting go of [the negative]. 1 need to be by myself and away from those 

things. to kind of recharge or get back some energ, so 1 c m  cope with that stuff. 

Sve definitely uied over the last couple of years to recognize when 1 need 

my space or some peacetüi tirne .... Or do something you enjoy that helps you 

relax. So 1 go out less than I used to. It's kind of a choice because I know that it 

wiil stress me out. Go out every night and I just can't do it. Or 1 choose not to do it 

now because 1 need that sense of peace. Or I do more gardening on the 

weekends .... 1 fmd that a reaiiy usehi hobby for me to get back to the earth. 



Sornetirnes 1 don't want to know what's going on out there. AU the violence 

and just al1 the sick things that are going on. It's overwhelrning and 1 want to take a 

step back from that. So yoga's a reprieve for that. It brings you back to a sense of 

peace. that things are right with the world. 

[Yoga classes] kind of brought me back in tune.... 1 definitely feel centered 

when 1 corne out. And then the challenge is to remain cenued. Or to have the tools 

to help cenue yourself when you go off balance again. 

It's definitely a challenge. But 1 guess a beacon is a good w o d  You can 

always think about it and brinp yourself back. Or at least acknowledge that that's 

where you want to be. even if you can't get there. It's a process. And as long as 

I'm on the process, working on that process, it has value. And it's going to have 

benefit to me. Because you can't be there dl the time. But you cm try to be on it. 

In Roxanne's comments. there are severai lessons which were echoed by the 

majority of the educators and mmy of the students in this study. At times. it's important to 

block out the negative. not let oneself take on others' problems or take responsibility for 

their healing, spend tirne by oneself. be self-aware. make choices on behalf of one's own 

sense of peace and cenuedness. choose activities which are nurturing. have people or 

situations in one's life which reflect the positive in the world and have the tools to bnng 

oneself back to centre when one sets off mck 

There are three points in these cornments which 1 think are particularly worthy of 

emphasis. Fmt. within an ecological way of being, the end point and the way of achieving 

the end point are one and the same. One achieves a Me of peace by living peacefully. One 

achieves a sense of self-numiring by numiring oneself. Not oniy is there is no means-ends 

split here. but there is no easy way forward to "achieve" the rewards of ecological living. 

One simply has to do the hard work of living kindly and gently and openly. 

This work leads to the second point. Roxanne suggsted that "the challenge is to 

remain cenmd. Eco10,oical living is a process. "Once you find the light. it's not like you 

just stay there. It's not like '1 found it. Now 1 dont have to do anything.' The goai is to 



stay in it" (Lindsay Naylor). The challenge is aiways to bring oneseifback on track. As the 

tools to recentre are learned. and with prrictice and experience, the deviations are less 

frequent and their amplitude is less ciramatic. But living ecologicaily always requires 

visilance and work to bring oneseif back on course when living pulls us away fiom centre. 

Third Roxanne points to the necessiry to put blindes on and make active choices to 

shut out the negative. Other ecologicaily-oriented people concur with this necessity. 

Lindsay Naylor says. "I've edited out of my iife those people that make me feel rhat 

competition. that materid world. I think I've edited those people out of my tife. so I don't 

have to encounter that very often." Rmdy White suggests that "you only taik about (yow 

ecologicai kliefs] with people who give indications that they might understand. 

What underlies ail of these comrnents is ~ h e  necessity for self-protection. But what 

is not so obvious is how painhl the necsssity to put up barriers is for people who beiieve 

in opsnnrss and cue  ruid iivins h m  the hem. For people who want to be open. self- 

protection is not an inherent or even a cornfortable way of king. When Johanna Fried 

mentioned the importance of vulnenbility, 1 asked her how she protected herself irom 

being wounded by people who weren't so sensitive or situations where vulnembiiity might 

prove problematic: 

JP: 1s it an openness to the world that we're seeking? 

That's very much been my journey. Not so much an openness to the world. but 

an authentic openness of myself to the world. So first opening to who I am at rny 

deepest. most vulnenbie place. And opening to the world from there. 

JP: How do you prorect yourself! 

JF: Awareness. It's the only protection .... In that awareness, knowing what's 

appropriate. what's not appropriate for me in this situation. 

JP: So open@ to that vuinenbïiity doesn't mem aiways being in that state'? 

JF: Exactiy. Knowing when it's appropriate and when it's not appropriate. Who 

it's appropriate wih, who it's not appropriate with, 



JP: When you put layers on top of that vuinerabili'y because you're with people ththat 

you don't feel it's safe with. does that feeI at d l  like lying, s e b g  out3 

JF: No, it feels like wisdom. IL'S having the wisdom to know when to protect 

myself, when to look out for rnyself. It's like having ri martial art at your 

disposal .... When you're k ing attacked. you have something at your disposa1 that 

you can kick back if you need to. And that's very much part of the spiritual 

process. If you need to. to know that you c m  fi@ back however that presenfs 

itseif. And however that fits for you in ternis of your own tempement. But to 

know that part of this process is self-protection. 

The sense that seIf-protection is an inherent part of ecological Living is not 

sornething which is found in the ecophiIosophicd litenture. An ecological way of king 

cari srem ro be about "sing[ing] kurnbayn and hotd[ingj hands" (Frances Glenn). Certainly, 

such a way of approaching the world has been cdied "touchy feely" (Rocky Stewart). 

Previous chapters have shown chat there is c o m t e  and strength required for openness, 

gentleness and softness. Compassion shouid not be confused with weakness. as Olivia 

Arentine's boss. seerned to think. But my point here is not to dispute the touchy feely 

image of an ecolo,sicd way of being. Rather I am suggesang that in so far as ecologicaily- 

oriented people would like to live €rom a place of openness and vuinenbility and sharing. 

there is aiso a need for self-protection. 

Not only is an ecologicai way of k ing  not simply about holding han& and singing 

kumbqa. but it is dso  not only passive. That is, in this chapter. I have k e n  attempting to 

show what it would mean to cake pIeasure in the world. Many of the ways which 1 have 

suggested are gentle ways. ways in whicti one is more a witness thm an active participant. 

ways in which one develops a sense of peace and quiet and centredness. 

But for participants in this study. perhaps the most important way in which they 

found a sense of pleasure in life wris to be deeply enga-eed in the wonders of the world 

Having a sense of fascination and a th& for knowledge was an inberent part of their 

relationship with rhe worid which wove h u g h  both their private lives and their sense of 



self as educators. Emma Applegard spoke of the work which she was doing with her grade 

three smdents: and the way that she. herself, got puiied into the work: 

I. found rocks absolutely fascinating wtien 1 looked at every rock as it's own story 

and myscery. It's an incredible story of power and change. So you cari take themes 

like change and pattern and evidence. It doesn't matter if it's handwriting, you see 

panems in it. 

For Emma. this desire to engage deeply in the world and look at the relevance of 

ideas for our own tives is the goal and the sou1 of education: 

Education is about sornething, is for something .... i just have a lot of love and 

respect for Iearning, so 1 didn't want to tnviaiize it. There's just too much I've 

enjoyed in chat to ever make it mundane. The question that underlies my thinking 

which 1 come initiaily to curriculum and then cenainly when I'm working through it 

is. "what has his to do wih  niriking merining. making sense of Our lives and our 

world and our place in it?'. 

From an educator's perspective. it can often seem chat students don't share this 

sense of fascination in the wodd. Jarnie Crowe said that for some of her students. "there 

was just nothing. no thirst tfiere. and nothing that they redly wanted or cared about it 

seemed ke. Very apatheuc." When education student Jonathan Krendal spoke to his 

instmctor. Lindsay Naylor. about his wish for more discussion in class. she commented. 

"yes. and 1 have some students who [are] resistant to it". Jonathan "could see that too. If 

you have students who aren't wding to pick up the conversailon if you leave it off. you 

really can't leave off the conversation. You have to keep taking." 

n e  discussion between Jonathan aad Lindsay points to a very important and 

problematic aspect of ecologicrtl education. No matter how fascïnating the work is. it can't 

get off the _gound if snrdents aren't w i h g  to engage. Ecologïcai education is not about 

teachers doing a song and dance act io entertain students. Rather. all parties have to come to 

the table with a desire to dig deep and work and foiiow their interests in the world. 



Educators are frequentiy finding, as Lindsay did, that students don't enter the classroom 

with a desire to be actively involved or to stretch themselves: 

I'm trying here and I'll do what 1 cm. But 1 wasn't going to exhaust myself if they 

weren't wiiling to give back. I guess that's sornething 1 expect frorn classes. If I'rn 

giving my energ  to thern. 1 want it back .... 1 said that to the grade eights several 

times that "1 find you draining. 1 find 1 try to talk to you about things chat are on an 

ernotional Ievel and nobody responds or you respond with a flip remark. And so. if 

that's how you want to keep things on a very supeficial level. then that's how 

we'll keep things." (Jarnie Crowe) 

This problem of apathy becornes more complicaced. In the interviews, the educators 

were not the only people who felt a sense of passion and awe about the mystenes of the 

world. nor were they the only ones who wanted education to concern itsell with relevance 

ruid rneaning for our lives. Kirsty Cochlin lit up as she spoke about the many ideas whch 

she had Iearned in clas. and the ways in which she found her new knowledge bursting 

into her Iife outside ofschool: 

When I took this course on rivers. we learned dl about the rivers. And so then as 1 

was riding dong the bike path. I would notice d l  these exarnpks of what Sd k e n  

taught. So ir just shows that you can find this in your environment. 

In hizh school when you l e m  about the intestinal tract. they don't teach 

you about the intestinal mct  of a dos. They teach you about the intestinal tract of a 

human .... NI of a sudden the dinner time discussion tums to "this is what's 

happening CO my food right now". And your parents and sisters and brothen are aü 

revolted. But you're totally fascinated because you're tike. "yeah. 1 know what's 

happening. There's little acids in there and they're working on the food and then it 

p e s  down". And so you're learning it. Then when you're sharing your knowiedge 

with everybody else at the dinner table. you're releaming it dl again and you're 

reminding yourself. 



Take a subject like geopphy. Now you think, "how is that reIated to me'?". 

But it reaüy is. Because we went on these field trips and we got to see di these 

things and we got to see them in our own environment. And so now when 1 drive 

dong the highway. i'm the best interpreter for my entire family. i'm giving [hem 

this little tour on the highway. 

But Kirsty complained vehementiy that educational moments which have meaning 

and relevance and tire her up are few and far between. She hungred for knowledge and 

felt that her teachers just wanted to get information across in the most easy and efficient 

way possibIe and didn't redly c m  about whether students formed any relationship to that 

leaming. 

Normdiy my classes. the teacher stands up there and they lec m.... They don't 

ask for your opinion and they don't really care. They've got a curriculum to teach 

and chat's what they're going to do. And they always assume that you don't have 

ruiyhn_g of value to add. Because you are in that class for a reason. And thrit reason 

is to l e m .  And so none of the other things that you possibly leamed before could 

rictudy have an impact on the class. 

Kirsty's words of dissatisfaction with the schooling which she received were 

echoed qa in  and again by the students whom 1 interviewed. particularly the undergraduate 

students. James Davidson made an interesting distinction about the types of lemina which 

he hrid encountered in university: 

In most of the other courses that I've taken. there's k e n  Iearning for the 

assignments. And in this one. there was more Iearning that came from the 

assi-ment. It's a fine distinction. but in this one. 1 actudiy Iearned and 1 thought 

wMe 1 was doing the assignment, and it was actually a vehicle for pwth.  

Whereas most of the other ones. like the typical kind ofpaper you write in class. 

you l e m  whatever content and you do the paper, and there's not a whole lot of 

oppomnity to get yourself involved in it and to Iearnfrom it .... 1 found myseif 



thinking a lot more in this class and taking a lot less [sic] notes, which 1 think says 

a lot. 

From the perspective of wanting to [ive life fully and be deepiy e n g g d .  it is 

problematic that James hasn't had many school experiences which enabled him to leam and 

,mw from the work. But, his experience of school learning as an enterprise in which 

engagement is only for the sake of completing an assi,gnment. is not unique. 

One of the students from my elementary science methods class cornrnented at the 

end of the year, "until this yerir. I didn't know that school had anything to do with the 

wodd". Her comment saddened and surprised me. Coming from someone who was about 

to h o m e  a clrissroom teacher herself. her comment was dso somewhat frightening. What 

kind ofeducation did she intend to share with students'? 

But perhaps she wris right. Maybe school does have nothing to do with the world. 

A grade six student of my acquaintance was recently doing a science assignmenc. He had it 

dl complete except for the last question with which he was struggiing. He told the teacher 

that he couldn't think of a response to this question and was wondering whether it was 

necessq. The question'? List five ways in which this work can be appiied in your Life. 

The teacher should be commended for at least having an awareness of application. 

But why are students required to make a fit between the work and the world? Why does 

application come after the fact. and why is it separate from the leaming? Why does the 

work not stem from the world and why is application not inherent within the studies? This 

smdent's experience seerns to Iend credence to the idea that school Ieaniing has nothing to 

do with the world. 

We seem to be at an impasse. Students want to be engaged and are fmtnted with 

terichers who just want to transmit facts. Educators want to engage students in the work 

and are fmuated with students who are apathetic. So where does the disengagement a? 
I think that the answer may r e m  us to the question of s p d .  If we're racing h m  

topic to topic. then there is no opportunity to stop over ideas or engage deeply. AU that we 

c m  do is "get through" the curriculum. if the mk ahead is to just ;et through as 



expediently and efficientiy as possibfe, then we can only skim over the surface of ideas. 

When al1 the work becomes superficiai. then nothing t . y  is of interest, and we don? wish 

to stop over ideas. 

So we find ourselves in a circdar situation. By not taking the time to stop over 

work, we make the work inro sornething which is not wonhy of king stopped over. If 

students and teachers have leamed this style of education, indeed if they have leamed that 

the purpose of education is CO quickiy assirnilate fxts, then perhaps we have bred into 

education the Iack of engagement which we are witnessing. Perhaps, it becomes impossible 

to conceive of proceeding otherwise. 

lamie Crowe speaks of one of her co-workers: 

He's on such an agenda. "1 have to get this done by such and such a time, 

otherwise I'm not going to get through the curriculum". And 1 don't think like 

that .... 1 was more like a river meandering. And instead of maybe doing science. 

we'd spend a whole class discussing what we could do to make this better. Or a 

whole discussion about what was it we wmted to work towards. 

Emma Applegard too had 'less value placed on covering and skirnrning and surfing 

what may be thought of as this bed of facts than [on] meandering ... through them and 

seeing what they connect with". This meandering enabied Emma to stop over ideas when 

topics arose in class which grabbed the students' interest. She recailed 

a student [shej had in grade thr ee... Iooking at Treaty Nurnber Seven. And saying, 

"why would the Fîrst Nations people ever have agreed to it?". WeU, what a 

wonderful question. And he wasn't then prepared just to read and Say, "the leaders 

of this nation and that nation met and they signed it" and we're on to the next. That 

was iike. "hey. stop". Or even as we go, that whoie honouring the treaties and the 

whole ideri of ueaties. how relevant in our iives today. 

Emma despairs that "Alberta Ed is f î g  curricuim It's just getting more and 

more immense ail the tirne. And asking you to cover more and more materiai" . With the 



increasingly greater expectations for content knowledge. stopping over ideas becomes more 

difficult. 

Education student Neil Herzog believes that it is not only the &nsity of the 

curriculum which is so problernatic in cutting off a sense of fascination in the work but the 

sense of power which teachers zive to the cunicuIum: 

The curriculum word ... reaily bothers me .... PartidIy it bothers me because so 

many teachers are intimidated by i t  And I hate seeing someone being intimidated by 

something chat they have quite a bit of control over. It is prescnptive. But it's dso 

very flexible, that curriculum. But I see a lot of teachers as if this certain activity 

isn't in the curriculum ... then they'I1 shy away from it .... And thac happens a lot in 

classes where people will be planning an acuvity in a group- And sorneone has a 

,qat idea. But then they say. "OK, how does this fit into the curriculum?" 

Perhaps the density of the curriculum and the fears of diverging from it, are also 

creating problems at the university level. Both Kirsty and lames mention that professors 

discourage students from asking questions. The implication. at least for Kirsty. seerns to be 

that asking questions takes time away from teaching the materiai: 

They abstnct the information to uy and make it easier to teach. Or so they don't 

have to answer questions. In severd of my classes. tbey go, "i've got this materid 

to teach. Don't ask questions." And you're thinking, "why? It doesn't make 

sense." 

For James. the reasons that students shouidn't ask questions was l e s  clex. There 

seemed to be a perception that seeking darity or desiring CO go deeper was a nuisance to the 

professors: 

We l e m  probably from the start of our University that you're probably going to get 

shut up pretty quick if you ask questions in class. And profs tend to not want to be 

bothered by questions .... if it crin be answered in two minutes at the beginaing of 

class or two minutes at the end of class, then they're okay. But otherwise, don't 

ask it. 



if tirne is the issue here, then there are large questions about the purposes of 

education and the design of courses which need to be asked. If the problem is lack of 

interest on the part of the proféssors then perhaps they too are losing any sense of 

fascination in the world by working in a system which is focused on expediency, and 

which doesn't dlow them to srop over ideas. 

When we c m  oniy mat ideas superficially and can't stop over thern to engage in 

their implications. then the danger rtnses that we cm become cornplicit in what Sam Barlow 

and Emma Applegard term "Iwkism". We have the look of taking on an idea but because 

we don't deeply understand its intricacies, we end up ktraying the topic. 

Emma recounted a story of going through an interview for a teaching position. At 

the Ume. the "genentive curriculum" was the Iatest educational buzzword. In the interview. 

Emma was asked for her definition of "genentive curricuIwn" but it became clear that there 

wris a parcicular definition which was k ing  sought. The interview panel was wanting 

Emma to take up the genentive curriculum in an ungenentive way. That is. according to 

Emma's interpretation. the school wanted the look of k ing  genentive but didn't deeply 

understand. or at lest. didn't deeply rmbody, what genentivity might imply. 

For Emma. more critical than che bemyai of a topic's integrity, is the way that 

skimming our way tiuough education betnys the students: 

1 work with teachers. not even talking rookies. that simply look at. "I've got to get 

from A to B and do it as expediently as 1 cm". I can't come to that because you're 

working with real lives in a real world. It isn't going to be these facts that are going 

to Save us. So instead of going from A to B, 1 just. at the onset. have to think of 

what is the truth that codd lie in here. knowing that those may change- What 

rneanine;~ are possible? Again. wha is the comection to their lives? 

For James Davidson, it is not ody the density of the curriculum or the need to msh 

through material which is fiattening out the topics which are triught. James also points to 

the difficuities of assessment: 



When you're learning the stuff for a multiple choice exam then you're nying to 

memorize it. You'n not trying to think about ic. It sounds r e d y  bad but that's 

exactly how it works. You've got a job to do and that job isn't to acnidy leam any 

of it. The job is to memorize it. 

Ecologicai educators suggest, as does Carson in the quote wtiich opened this 

chapter. that a sense of wonder is an essentiai component of a life weli-tived. if education 

is only a job and that job is to memorize facts. then we have suipped the world of its 

vibrancy and taken the passion out of life. 

James' view of education as a job fin& its place in a woddview which values 

productivity and efficiency and sees educationai purposes as contnbuting to these goals. 

And so we have corne full circle to ask again whether we should learn to "polish off a novel 

in [our] lunch hour" or savour an evening with a magazine which enabies the worid to open 

up and sparkle. The response of ecologicai educators is clex. but their response requires a 

reconsidention of the purpose of life to reestablish sorne sense of pleasure and participation 

in the world. 



CHAPTER SEVEN - GEOGRAPHY OF SCARS 

What aspired to be whole has met damage face to face, and has corne away 
wounded. And so ir loses interest both in the anesthetic and in the purely 
esthetic. It accepcs the cliuification of pain. and concems iiself with healing. 
It cultivates the scar that is the course of time and nature over damage: the 
landmark and mindmark tha  is the notation of a, lirnit. To lose the scar of 
knowledge is to renew the wound. An art that heds and protects its subject 
is a geography of scars. (Berry, 1990. p.7) 

in the preface to this dissention, 1 stated that the doctoral study Against the 

Citrrenc EcologicaE ~zicatiun in a Modem World has two purposes. The original intent of 

the work was to uncover the challenges of ecological education for both students and 

teachers. The interviews and subsequent data mdysis which explored those challenges 

formed the hem of the empiricd study. But due to the nature of the work. ixising from a 

t'oreign worldview. a second purpose arose: assisting the reader with entry into an 

ecologicai worldview so that the chdIwges of snrdents and teachers could be more clearly 

understood. 

This chapter sumarizes the findings of the ernpincal aspects of the study. The 

results of the ernpincal study will then be taken up into the l q e r  culniral discussion in the 

tind section of the dissertation. 

In order to sumarize the findings. there are four tasks which rnust be undenaken. 

First. 1 wiii mine the namtives of the three previous chapters to pinpoint and briefly 

discuss the challenges which ecological education evoked for students and teachers'8. 

Second, 1 will mm attention to the question of resolution. What couId healing mean within 

the context of this study? Third. I will outiine the unintended findings of this study: those 

outcornes which were not part of the information which 1 was seeking but which 

3 8 ~ ~ e  challenges for borh students and teachen. ris well as the territory of love and healinp. are much 
broader than will bc discussed in this chapter- The entire ditu set for these four territones is shown in Step 
Seven of the data anaiysis ourlined in Appendix B 3  This chapter witl d i u s s  the challenges which mse as 
a response to the three themes of Chaprers Four thmugh Six only. 



nevertheless add to the body of knowledge related to the study topic. Fourth, 1 wilI discuss 

directions for funher research sujgested by this study. 

Study Findings - Challenges of Ecological Education in a Modern World 

As has k e n  stated throughout this study, developing a deep understanding of the 

challenges of ecologicai education which aise for both students and teachers. requires that 

we look at those challenges through the eyes of the study participants. C m  and Kernrnis 

( 1986) suggest that 

the behavior of human beings ... consists, in the main, of their actions. and a 

distinctive feature of actions is that they are rneaningful to those who perform them 

and becorne intelligible to others only by reference to the rneaning that the individuai 

actor attaches to them. Observing a person's actions, therefore. does not sirnply 

involve taking note of the actor's overt physical movernents. It also requires an 

interpretation by the observer of the meaning which the actor gives to his behavior. 

(p.88) 

While the atternpt to understand actions from the actor's point of view is always valuable, 

when deding with a foreign worldview. interpreting actions through the actor's eyes 

becornes essentid. This necessity can be more clearly seen if we think of an ecological 

worldview in the same way that we would view any foceign culture. While it is possible to 

chronicle the actions of a foreign culture. detailing customs and outlining beliefs, this 

procedure has two problems. First. unless we c m  momentarily suspend our own 

worldview, then the actions which are chronicled will be interpreted through an 

inappropriate lens. Second, foreign actions wiii have a tendency to seem "odd or "quaint" 

unless we can get into the skin of the people involved. That is. it is necessary to reach 

down into the level of our shared humanity so that we c m  reaiize how, given the 

circurnstances in which another culture iives, @en their history, given their environment 



and their beliefs and their societal stmcture. we too mi@ act or perceive the world in the 

same way. 

I have attempted throughout this study to provide a glimpse inside an ecological 

worldview so that the reader who is unfamiliar with this perspective will have acontext Cor 

interpretation. When turning our attention to the findings olthis snidy. it is necessary once 

again, though in this case more explicitiy, to interpret actions through the worldview from 

which they are generated: an ecological worldview on the part of the teachers, and a 

modem worldview on the part of the ~nidents3~. In other words, when study prirticipants 

express a sense of woundedness or challenge with ecological education. their interpretation 

will be treated as representing their truth. whether or not the situation would be chalIenging 

for mother person in the same circumstances. 

The wounds ruid challenges of ecological education are sometimes one and the 

sme .  For example. a statement such as "human beings are meüsured according to their 

ribilicy to rnake money". suggested by study participants in Chapter Six. codd be 

interpreted as a wound of modernity or a challenge of m ecological perspective. Those 

people living within XI ecological worldview could view this statement as a wound - an 
indication of the IamentabIe state of current society which doesn't value humans (and by 

irnpkation. other species) for mything more thm theu monetary value. From the 

perspective of students encountering ecologîcal education. the comment could indicate a 

reason to not embrace ecologicai perspectives. That is. if we are vaiued according to our 

monetary wonh. any situation which takes us away from productivity (such as slowing 

dom.  taking care of oneself. enjoying a hobby. meandering through Life) reduces out- 

meuurabie wonh and is not viable. The difference beween these two perspectives depends 

partIy on one's priority in lire. and partly on one's interest in problematizing or accepting at 

3%he divide between teachess ruid students is actudly notas de=-cut as this sentence indicrites. I be-m 
this study with the beiief that [ wouid be dd ing  with a direct clash beoueen ecologid teackien and modem 
students. In actudity. the situation could be chmcterized more as a common joumey towards ecoIogicaI 
understandings than as two p u p s  rit loggerheads. While there were tension points. the boundrines were 
much more blurred md there was much more flux and flow across chose boundaties. 



face value. any given socierai value. in the next section. 1 attempt to discuss each wound / 

challenge in the category of best fit. r e a k n g  that some of the issues which are discussed 

would fit weil under either category. 

After the wounds and challenges oiecologicd education, 1 have included two 

sections which are related to the difficuIties of ecological education in a modem world but 

belong more to the meeting place of the two culnues than to one group or the other. "Areas 

of Contestation" looks to the difficulties of intercuituni communication: the different ways 

in which the two p u p s  interpret common experiences. "Uncenain Pathways" points to the 

dilemmas which are nised by the anempts CO engage in ecotogical education in the modern 

world: those challenging questions which require tirne before the path ahead becomes clear. 

Wounds 

There are three broad categories of wounds which were encountered by the 

ecological educators. mese categories are (a) wounds related to the dominance of modem 

culture. (bl wounds related to the perceived demeaning of humanity. and (c) wounds 

related to intemal conflict. 

Dominance of Modem Cuirtire 

For ~ofogicaily-arÏented educators. the sense thrit modem perspectives held a 

privileged place within society. with the right to detennine what constituted validity and to 

hold power over others. was one of the highly problemaiic aspects which they encountered 

with living and teaching ecologicaiiy in a modern world. That is. in Chapttir Four, it was 

not the understandings and belieis of a modem perspective which ecological educators 

railed agriinst. but nther the place of power and dominance wfiich shese beiiefs heId within 

North Amencan cuiture. 

There is a subtle distinction which must be made here by asking, "does a dominant 

culture necessarily have to be a dominating cuInire?" That is, the dominance of modem 



culture is a fact within North Amenca. Indeed. ris Norberg-Hodge ( (199 1) and Shiva ( 1993) 

indicate. this way of thinking is becorninp a global monoculture. But, the words of the 

study participants don't seem to suggest that this dominance is. in itseif, pmblematic, but 

nther it is the domuiating sense of modernity which they find particularly troubling. 

Ecolo~cdiy-oriented people spoke of the sense of k ing  ridiculed. dismissed 

marpinaiized. isolated, silenced and shut down by modem c u l m .  They spoke of the 

demand to pmve the tegitimacy of their own beliefs and to justifj thernselves. They 

suggested that they felt invdidated and devaiued for living out ways of k ing  which were 

conuary to modem perspectives. They spoke of the overc and covert. sometimes extemal 

ruid sometimes internai, pressure to rict in ways which weren't in keeping with their own 

sense of self. in order to fit within modern society. A1 of these indicate a culture not only 

of dominance. but of domination. 

It could be asked then. if modem ide& ionned the dominant belief system but 

dlowed room for other perspectives. honouring a diversity of ways of perceiving the 

world. would modemity be as problematic and would it cause the same sense of wounding 

to ecologicdly-oriented peopleb? Further questions then arise. 1s there something inherent in 

modem beliefs which make it "dmost impossible to encounter another culture 

synpatheticaily and on its own terms" (Ray & Anderson. 2000. p.70) from within 

modemity:' Or is domination an inherent part of k ing  a dominant culture regardess of 

worldvie+. 

Whether or nor it wouid be possible for modern perspectives to ailow room for 

other perceptions of the worid ecologicaUy-oriented people indicate that this openness does 

not currently exist. Being siIenced and muginalized and devdued would be a painful reaiity 

for most people. This pain is not specific to ecolo@dy+riented people. But there are 

%ookchin's work in Socid EcoIog~ has pointed out the hiercirchicai and dominaang nature of a vast 
number of cultures throughout history. See. for exmple. Bookchin (1982). Furthemore. sorne of the study 
participants suggested tfiat ecophilosophy or ecologicd education irself. u n  hke on f o m  of domination. 



several reasons that ecologically-oriented people are specifically troubled by this sense of 

"power over". 

First, as was discussed in Chapter Four, one of the major themes which run 

through ecological educators' lives is the desire to live according to one's own truth. A 

perspective which demands compliance or which devalues alternative perspectives, makes 

the reaiization of this fundamental value and priority extremely difficult. 

Second. as was indicated in Chapter Five. tcologicdly-oriented people value 

relationship and cornmunity and connections. They wish to take their place within the web 

of life. Being ostracized and mxginalized. therefore. undermines a second fundamentai 

value. 

Tkird. as was discussed in reference to the ecological lens in Chapter Two. 

ecological educators wish to honour actions which sustain. affm and add meaning to life. 

The act of devaluing or dismissing or ridiculing a fellow human king is painW to 

ecologically-oriented people. not only because they are the recipients of these actions. It is 

dso painful because of what these actions indicate about the actor and about society in 

ueneral. That is. an act which demeans a fellow human king is an act which demeans D 

humankind. and is an indication of a decrewd sense of humanity within the actor. This 

behavior then is pimicularly troubling to ecologically-oriented people because it reflects to 

[hem a world which is in a state of sicknessJ'. The p i n  of witnessing a de,mded state of 

humanity leads to the second wound experienced by ecologïcaiIy-oriented people. 

Demeuning of Hmnani~ 

If ecologicaily-oriented people value integrity, compassion. dignity. courage and 

h0nesty-Q. then existing in a society where these values are betcayed, c m  be quite painful. 

4 1 ~ h i s  state of sickness is not a fact of modem culture. but is the way that modem culture qpeius to 
someone who understands the worid through an ecologid lem. ïhis perspective was discussed in Chapter 
Two in the section entitled "Severing our Eanhly Vocd Cords". 

jkhapter Two indicates that these values form an impomt part of an ecologicai woridview as sugpted 
within the ecophilosophïcd litentm. Appendix B2 indicates the importance of these values to mdy 
panicipanrs. 



Smdy participants indicated several situations in which they felt dismayed, bewildered and 

depressed by the de-mded sense of humanity which they were wimessing within sociecy. 

In Chapter Four, students indicated that they felt shot down and shut down to such 

an extent that they found it preferable to defer to authority than to take the risk of putting 

something of themselves into their work and pursuing their own interests and beliefs. From 

an ecological perspective. this shuttin; down of potential and of self-worth is a form of 

demeruiing of humanity. 

In Chapter Five. ecologically-oriented people experienced pain witnessing the ways 

in which we rnisueat each other in modem society- Roxanne Hillman indicated ber sense of 

dismay about the lack of manners in society, and suggested that, at times. she prefened to 

hide herself away. rather than face "dl the bad rhings out there". For ri way of viewing the 

world which vdues connections. the ignoring or breaking of connections through the 

mistreaunent of others. is highly probiematic. 

Finaily, in Chapter Six. ecolo_gicdly-oriented people indicated dismny at the fact 

that we often mesure human worth according to the ability to make money. Funhennore. 

they suggested that money and productivity and effîciency frequently replace dignity and 

self-worth and relationship as gods in life. Ecoio~caily-oriented people are uoubled by the 

quick pace of modem life which doesn't alIow for depth of thought or numirrince of k ing  

to cake place. The difficulty with tolermce and self-acceptance indicated by some of the 

yoga students is dso troubling when viewed from the perspective of a worldview which 

believes in the dignity of ail life. Finaily. the lack of "thirst". the sense of "apathy" which 

some of the ecological educators perceived in their students is troubling when viewed from 

a perspective which believes in the richness and beauty and fascination of the world in 

which we live. 



Interna1 Conflict 

Ecologicai educators experienced many intemai conflicts with an ecological way of 

being. These conflicts appear to arise for four different rasons. 

First. ecologïcally-oriented people are ais0 modem people. That is. the majority of 

people raised in North America are raised with modem beliefs and with a societai structure 

which suppom these beliefs. Even in so far as ecologicaily-oriented people reject these 

values. they are still influenced by thern and live out the push-pull of these two ways of 

bein:. Sam Barlow's preference to live slowly and sirnultaneous selfdeprecation because 

he valued slow living was an indication of this type of intemal dissonance. 

Second. within ecophilosophy itself. are conflicting perspectives which create 

intemal tensions. This type of conflict surfaced in Neil Herzog's claim that. on the one 

hand. he wished to honour riiversity but on the other hand. he didn't wish to honour ways 

of k ing  which he found to be destructive. 

Third. intemal conflicts arise because living ecologicaily demands ways of being 

which. at the same time. are in conflict with ecologicai goais. The discussion about self- 

protection in Chapter Six was an example of this tension. Ecologicaily-oriented people 

wish to live authenticaiiy and openly and with a sense of vulnerability. But living in such a 

way also necessitates being self-protecuve. But being self-protective could be perceived as 

antagonistic to the goal of k ing open and valuing relationship and connections. 

Finally, intemal conflict arises due to a lack of knowledge about how to proceed 

Ecologicaiiy-oriented people are living out a way of king for which there is no blueprint 

and no role models within a modem context. They are uying to find ways to proceed but 

these ways are not always apparent. There is much triai and error. much feeling one's way, 

and much being stymied by challenges. These sorts of conflicts are discussed later in this 

chapter in the section. "Uncertain Pathways". The uncertainty of the direction can lead to ri 

sense of vulnerability and frustration both as a human being and as a teacher aying to _pide 

others on an ecologicai path. 



Tmth of Wounds 

The challenges which students encountereci with eco1ogica.i education were related 

to the ways that societal scrucnire and their own prior training worked againsr the ideas 

which frame an ecologicai perspective. Due to these factors. students experienced a sense 

of discomfon. fear or Iack of interest in an ccological approach in particula. the 

challenges revolved around (a) feu of taking ownership for oneself and one's own work. 

(b) discornfort with ambiguity and uncertainty. (c) discornfort with the slow pace and 

gradud unfolding of ecolopicai education and (d) lack of encouragement or experience with - 
enpging deeply in the world. 

Tuking OwnershipJ3 

In Chapter Four. ecologicd educators were eager to help students to find their own 

voice. find their own vision in the world and pursue their own interests in their learning. 

Educators wished to help snidents to feel empowered to stand suongly for their own truth. 

But. in Lindsay Naylor's words. "[snidents] hated that. They hated that. They kept trying 

to t iyre out what is it that 1 reaiIy wanted". 

Students indicated that they have b e n  well socialized into foUowing and king led. 

They wanted to understand what the tericher wanted because they believed that they would 

be shot d o m  if they did work that was otherwise. in so far as students were consciously 

defemng to authority. they wmed to be motivated by ri sense of pngmatism. That is. they 

wmted to pass a course and doing so required [hem to bend to the teacher's wiU. WhiIe 

they didn't talk joyously or eneqeticdly about this version ofeducation, they seemed 

resiped to living it out 

-13The desire to have students uke ownenhip for their work couid. in fact appear to fit within a modem 
belicf system rather thm an ecoiogicd perspective. T'ha is. a sense of ownership could arise from an 
interest in individuaiism and mtonorny. independence and Freedom which are cornerstones of modernity. It 
appears. however. that the interest in ownership Ïs arising here h m  a different impulse. The intent of 
following personai mdis is not sepante h m  community or without responsibiiity to cornmunity or 
without acknowledginp the interdependence of the various bcings whose mths are being pur sud  The intent 
here is to honour life through honouring the diverse expressions of mation. 



Much of the deference to the teacher was not undenaken consciousIy though. 

Students seemed to suggest that they were programmed to follow and hadn't considered 

doing otherwise. 

When students in either group (those who were consciously or unconsciously 

defemng to the texher's expectations) were asked to follow their own path and explore 

their own interests, they had two responseJu. They were either uncertain about how to 

proceed. or they were frightened at the prospect. The fear sternmed from many sources 

including fear of failure. fear of being shot down by the teacher and f e u  of standing done. 

The goal on the part of educators, then, to help students to find their own voice is 

Car from problem-free. Work is required to help students to overcome conditioning, to 

reassure them and provide a sense of safety and to help develop the skiils of questioning, 

criticd thinking and self-reflection. 

Living wirh Uncenuin- 

Ecoiogicai education is based in an understanding of the world which suggests that 

learnine happens through doing. We can't know ahead of time where we will end up or 

how to get there. There is a responsive. constantly adaptive relationship between the 

learner. the teacher and the world. In Emma Applegard's words. "you don't have the map 

in front of you when you stm". 

Students resisted this form of education. in part. because they didn't understand 

this process as k ing  educative. iVmy of the students were looking for a uaining mode1 of 

education where there were defined goals and objectives; where they were toId which 

information they were responsible for. were provided with the information and were 

expected to assimilate the information by the end of the course. Within this fnme of 

reference. a form of education which goes "mund and around and around" (Liam 

UThere were students such s Neii Herzog who were delighted to have the chance to follow their own 
interests. and tndeed would have done so. even without king p t r d  "permission". My focus here, ihough, 
is on the problems which ecologicd approaches created for students. 



Mattheson) and in which one has to have faith that Ieaming wiii take place. did not appear 

to be educative. Since the students were not accustorned to this fonn of education, they had 

diff~culty with accepting that leaming was taking place or that ecological education provided 

a valid way of knowing. 

Even in so far as students could accept that a fom of education was taking place. 

they felt F a t  discomfort with the approaches. They talked about ecological education as 

scary, as a risk, as requiring faith. They suggested that they experienced a sense of 

vagueness about goals and uncertainty about whether they wouid leam or not. 

To a certain extenr. the students' lack of comfort with the ambiguous, non-linear 

path of ecological education is related to the issue of ownership discussed above. That is, 

students were fmtrated that the teacher wouldn't tell them what was required of them or 

how they should proceed. The desire to defer to authority and the desire to be provided 

with a definitive way to proceed to reach predetermined goals. borh seem to arise out of the 

need to seek rissurance in a world in which one doesn't fèei very secure. That is. becciuse 

there is a lack of comfort and stability within. there is a seeking outside for those anchors 

which will provide a sense of safety. 

In Chapter Two. 1 suggested that this quest for certainry is the work of the twentieth 

cenniry and beyond. In keeping with this dissertation's focus on the ecologicai self. this 

seeking out of ~ e ~ a i n t y  could be seen as "a response to Fremdheit. the condition of k ing 

no longer at home in the worid (Weinsheimer. 1985. p.4). Weinsheimer suggests that 

"method ... aims to redeem this loss by substituting itself for the kind of understanding that 

is not retlective knowledge because it understands everything in advance by belonging to it. 

before knowing and its methodical re-dation corne into pIay1' (p.5). 

What Weinsheimer is describing seems to be simiIar to the students' response to 

ecologicd education. That is. in order to not feel insecure. students are seeking method or 

in this case. technique and a predetermined pathway. But their attempts at reaching security 

rue based in a substitutive form of knowing which has already accepted the fact that a 

schism hrts been created between the self and the world. 



Ecologicd educaton don't seem to be suggesting that security is not vduable. 

Rather they are sugesting that in order to reach security, we need to turn our attention to 

mending the schism- Thrtt 1s. attempts at pinning down direction more and more strongly 

will not provide the securiry which snidents seek. As Weinsheimer ( 1985) suggests, 

"method famishes the very cnving for homecoming that it is designed to satisfy" (p.5). 

Instead of holding on to the reins more tightly, ir is necessary to let go and find Our place 

back in the world. 

As Sanh Connelly suggested. the task of "letting go" is frightening. It requires a 

leap of faith. She was willing to undenake this process only because she had reached a 

point in her life where nothing else was working. Yet she admitted that she expected that 

letting go "was going to be horrible". 1 believe that this is the deeper underiying dilemma 

which is occumng when students are frusuated with the mbiguous. meandering nature of 

scologicd education. There is a fear of letting go of the reins because the students don't 

wmt to live without any sense of security and the substitutive forrn of security is the only 

type which they have expecienced. 

Slow Pace 

Students were fmtnted with the slow pace of ecoIogicd education. They 

suggested that they coulcin't slow down because they needed CO be productive. There was 

both societal and internai pressure CO be riccomplistiing many tasks, and slowing down 

worked in opposition to this demand. Snrdents suggested that life around them was 

spiming quickly and were unsure how to slow d o m  in the midst of the rush. They also 

suggested that they had many comrnitments and obligations and were concerned about 

letting people down if they didn't maintriin the mti of modem iife. 

Furthemore. students were frusated with the length of time which ecological 

education d e s  to unfold. They wanted to leam facts and assimilate knowledge. Ecological 

education is a f o m  of knowing with which one has to sit for a long time for understanding 

to develop and internalization to take place. Again, the pace of modem Me didn't d o w  the 



students the luxury to take this time, nor did they feel cornfortable, at least initialfy, with 

stopping awhile over ideas. 

Engagement in the World 

Students and teachers came into confiict over the notion of engagement in the 

worid. Both groups concurred that the world is a wondrous place and that they were 

happiest when they could proceed with a sense of awe. curiosity and fascination. This way 

of king-in-the-world is in keeping with one of the underlying themes in ecologicd 

educators' lives: the desire to be "surprised by joy". 

The students suggested. however, that living in such a state was difficult because 

they had gone through many years of schooling in which engagement wasn't valued. They 

suggested that "getting through the curriculum" was the pnority in classes and so. scudents 

ended up believing that xhool has little to do with the worid around them. Students 

suggested that teachers don't typicaiiy engage students. develop relationships to the 

leming or permit the risking of questions. The majority of their educationd expenences 

consisted of the teacher as expert, presenting a series of dry facts which the students 

needed to l e m  in order to pass a test. 

From an ecological perspective. this study f~nding is prirticuiarly troubling. 

Teachers have indicated that their students appear to be apathetic and have little interest in 

leaming. But if the educative process itself (the density of the cunicuiurn, the prionty given 

to setting through the cumiculurn. assessment methods used) is creating this sense of 

disconnection from learning then. as educaton. we are doing exactiy what Chet Bowers 

(1993b) warned against. Bowers suggests. 

if the thinking that &pides educational reform does not take account of how the 

cultural beliefs and pnctices passed on through schooling relate to the deepening 

ecolo_etcal crisis. then these efforts may actudiy stren-&en the cuitmal orientation 

that is underminhg the sustaining capacities of naturai systems upon which aU Me 

depends (p. 1 ). 



That is, scological educators suggest that deep engagement in the world is one of 

the essential aspects of a iife well-lived, a life which is able to resonate with ecological 

understandings. If, through our efforts to provide a good education to children. we are 

cutting off their ability to deeply engage. then schooiing irself becomes complicit in the 

~ologicai crisis. If environmental sustainability is a goal, this study fmding codd point to 

a reassessment of educational goals and practices. 1 believe, however. that nther than a 

large scaie reassessment. students' concerns point more to the need for each teacher to be 

mindhl of the importance of engaging the students in the wonders of the world as they 

prepare and teach their classes each day. 

Areas of Contestation 

Throughout this dissertation. 1 have spoken of ecophilosophy and rnodemity as two 

cultures with different rissumptions and prioriùes. The clash of these cultures underlaid 

rnmy of the wounds and chailenges of ecologicai education for study participants. in this 

section. 1 would like to tum attention more specifically to the problem of intercultural 

communication. 

1 spoke explicitly of the challen_oe of interculturai communication in Chapter Four 

when discussing the problems of assessing the actions of ecologicdly-oriented people with 

ri modem lem. Compassion was viewed as weakness: questioning was viewed as 

chailenging authority: discussing difficulties was viewed as vulnenbility and lack of self- 

confidence: developin_e positive relationships with students was viewed as self-serving. 

Each of these rnisinterpretations is indicative of the different meaninz which ecophilosophy 

and modemity give CO the same behavior. 

Many other ciifferences in c u I W  interpcetation became apparent throughout tbis 

snidy. For example. while both groups refer to the word "obligation" and seemingiy define 

the term in the sarne way, ecologîcaliy-oriented people mach a positive connotation, and 

modern people. frequently, mach a negative connotation to this tem. The two groups give 



the same meanhg and the same connotation to the term "pleasure", but the activities which 

constitue pleasure may differ, as may the acceptability of taking pleasure in life. While 

both groups desire security, they believe that it is reached in opposite ways: by holding 

more tightly to conuol for a modem perspective, and by letting go of control for an 

ecological perspective. 

The human relationship with Ume is understood very differently within the two 

groups, perhaps reflecting even larger cuitud differences. The modern desire for speed 

and to fil1 every minute may be attributable to the focus on personai or generational tirne. 

That is. within modernity, tirne is rneasured according to our own lifespan. The ecological 

desire to move slowly and savour moments rnay be connected to the cosmic sense of time; 

the idea thrit there will be time enough to accomplish whac's important becriuse the 

ecological conception of time extends beyond one's own Iife urne. 

Whether intuition can be uusted or not, whether knowledge comes €rom within or 

from authorities. definitions of usefulness and relevance. the purposes of education. 

notions of selfishness and selflessness. criteria of vdidity and legitimacy, the value of play, 

notions of freedom and litnits and responsibility, human purpose and the human place in 

the universe are d l  areas of contestation between the two cultures. 

This list is only partid and ody reflects some of the cultural differences in 

interpretation which arose from this one snidy. Taking the next step in understanding the 

challenges of ecological education in a modern world requires developing an understanding 

of the ways in which the two cultures view the issues iisted above, as well as 

understanding the historicd and culrurd emergence of these perspectives. 

Uncertain Pathways 

Severai difficult questions ernerged in this snidy, raised explicitly by study 

participants and irnplicidy by their stnrggies. For example, while I have suggested that 

ecologically-oriented people believe that it is important to foliow their own uuth, educator 



Lindsay Naylor questions. "wiiat does it mean to tive in tnith? What happens if your truth 

is wrong? How do you know? And why is that important'?". 

Such complex questions don't move quickly to answers or to resolution. But if we 

rnily wish to redize the possibdity of ecologicd education, then it is important to consider 

these sorts of questions and to keep [hem open until we c m  find a way t hugh .  Some of 

these challenging questions are listed beIow: 

How do we open to other people's mths when we find those truths to be distasteful? 

1s heiping students to take ownership for theu lives and their work impticitly risking hem 

to defer to the teacher's belief in ownership? What if they aren't interested in this path? 

How do we know when our mth has validity beyond ourselves'? 

How do we teach in a way tfiat supports a shift to an ecological perspective without forcing 

an ecological perspective on ohers'? 

How do we set through the curriculum and teach in a way which honours the unfolding of 

the topic and students' interests and real life cornplexities'? 

Since by definition, ecologicd education does not have a blueprint for ways to proceed, 

how do we teach educators ruid education smdents to teach in an ecologicd manner? 

If we "cmnot be consuained by [conventional] criteria of vdidity" (Skolimowski. 198 1. 

p.26) how do we know when work is valid? 

If we are seeking student engagement in the work. how do we know when they are 

engaged. and how do we tell them what engagement looks like? 

How do we disconnect and slow down when Me is not slowing d o m  around us? 

How do we live in an ecologicd mmner (e-g. living slowly, k ing open and vuhenble, 

extending compassion) when we are living in a culture which wüi take advantiige of people 

who live in such a manner? 

How do we playfully engage in serious work? 

How do we live in acceptance and compassion but not tolerate injustice? 

How do we live in *gllltitude for beaucy when we are surrounded by so much ugliness? 



How do we assess student work in ways which are open to their own emerging sense of 

self and own engagement in the learning? 

The path forward with these questions wiii ody  becorne clear given enough time. 

The wriy to proceed, at this point in time, is slowly and carehlly, mindful of the obstacles 

ruid with an eamest atternpt to not gloss over the complexities. 

Beyond Challenges to Resolution 

As was mentioned at the end of Chapter Three. the temtory of heding within this 

study holds two purposes. First. heding addresses the wounds of ecological educators by 

asking, "how can one live in the face of the wounds discussed above?". Second. heaiing 

addresses the chdlenges of students encountering ecological perspectives for the first time. 

by asking, "what procedures would heip e a e  the process of understanding and / or 

ernbracing an ecologicai way of being?"'5. 

The study findings do not provide a direct correiation between methods of healing 

ruid the specific wounds and challenges discussed above. Thrit is. methods of heding 

ernerged through the interviews. But since, at the time of the interviews. data anaiysis hrid 

not yet occurred and. rherefore, the specific wounds and challenges of e c o l o ~ c d  education 

had not yet k e n  pinpointed. the rnethods of heding were not caised as a direct response to 

the wounds discussed above. 

45~ere  1 diverge from rhe xademic purposes of this study. and locus on the pedqogid and environmenta1 
purposes. as indicared in Lhe d i m t i o n  prefxe. That is. understanding rhe challenges of ecologid 
tdumtion is a value-neutnl proposition From an ricademic perspective. However, as this snidy is aIso b& 
in a desire to improve the possibility of environmental sustainabilicy and based in the belief that ecological 
education holds the potential to help with this endeavour, then easing the process for embracing ecologid 
perspectives is one of the purpuses underlying thii work. 



Healino the Wounds 

Aldo Leopold ( 1966) has suggesced that 

one of the penalties of an ecologicai education is that one Lives alone in a world of 

wounds. Much of the dmage inBicted on land is quite invisible to hymen. An 

ecologist must either harden his sheii and rnake beiieve that the consequences of 

science are none of his business, or he must be the doctor who sees the marks of 

death in a community that believes itself weii and does not want to be told 

otherwise. (p. 197) 

While Leopold is referring to the wounds which an ecologist sees scarring the 

landscape. his comment is oquaily relevant to the wounds which an ecologicaily-oriented 

person sees scarring the mindscapeJ6 of modem humanity. How does one go about living 

in ri "world of wounds"? 

In the opening quote to this chapter, Wendel1 Berry States that. once wounded, we 

cm no longer abide the esthetic or the aneshetic. That is. we dont wish to numb ourseives 

to the pain or to pretend that there is only beauty and kindness in front of us. Instead, he 

suggests that we need to confront in ourseives and in the world the truth and the pain of the 

wounds. maintain the knowledge which the wounds have provided and l e m  how to Live in 

the face of the unlivable. Once wounded. we are thrown out of innocence, out of the puer 

state (Hillman. 1965). The goal of heding is not to r e m  to the territory of love as we once 

knew it. but to find a way to enter that cerritory, boh wiser and more deeply human for the 

scarring. 

Wounds have mmy pedagogicd functions. We cm come to know the wounds and 

look to them as our lessons. our guides. We c m  embnce them as s i p s  which point to the 

tangies which need to be worked through. Befnending the wounds fits weii within the 

ecologïcai view of the world For example. in Chapter Five. study participants suggested 

that letting go of control meant coming to a state of acceptance for what befds us; letting 

' h e  vocabulvy of  this sentence is derived h m  David W s  ( 1992) assenion that "lands cape... shapes 
mindscape" (p. 130) which is discussed in Appendix M. 



go of the expectation tfiat the world is supposed to be aiways pleasant, aiways perfect: and 

fmding growth through the pain. 

There are many ways to refnme the notion of woundedness to look to the lessons 

which ir holds. First. we c m  look to the wounds as a source of wortdly mth. For 

example, while it is not pleasmt to watch the demeaning of hurnanity, we can ask about 

why this demeaning is happening. What is there about current societal conditions which 

has landed us in a situation where connections can be dishonoured? Seeking answers to 

these sorts of questions enables us to look beyond a quick reaction ro the pain to the deeper 

issues which need to be addressed. 

Second. we c m  look to the wounds as a source of mth  about our own 

perspectives. That is. pain is contexnid and situationai. What to one person is abhorrent, to 

another is simpIy a matter of course. The difference in response is related to our own 

histories and interpretations. In Chapter Four. when Sam Barlow discussed his concems 

about being a olack robe priest of deep ecology, he was expressing ri concem which only 

c m  arise within a woridview which believes that it is incurnbent upon each individuai CO 

create change in the world for the bettement of Society. While this view is in keeping with 

the _ooais of environmentai education and criticd pedagogy, it is dso based in an 

anthropocentric view of controlling and managing the world. The reconcepnialization of 

this wound requires seeking different ways to conceive of our role as educators. 

Third. wounds cm point kyond ourseives to Iarger archetypai journeys-". For 

exmple. relationships of domination and silencing have k e n  played out throughout rime 

and across cuitures. What can we leam about the human condition by looking to the 

wounds at the ecolo$cal/ modem divide as indications of the larger human story'? 

Conversely, what can we l e m  from other situations in which this story has been played 

out which will help us to [ive better in the face of the ecologïcai / modem divide? 

47~ung's ( 1968) work in archetypai psychology has been taken up by contemponry scholm such as 
psycholo_ein James Hiilman (Moore, 1989) and theologian 1 philosopher Thomas Moore ( 1992). 



For the educators in this study, the wounds of ecoIogical education do not represent 

pain which will dissolve away. Nor is their god to make the worId pain-free. Rather they 

need to find a way ro go on. doing the work of their hem, within a "wodd of wounds". 

This study suggested that there are two ways to live with the wounds. Fit. the educators 

can, as discussed above. reframe their own view, finding ways to understand the wodd 

which dont result in woundedness. Second, they can shore themselves up, ensuring that 

they are supponed when they must face the wounds. 

Reframing rheir Role 

There were three principal ways that ecologically-oriented people suggested that 

they could reframe their beliefs about their role in order to avoid some of the wounds which 

arose. In Chapter Four, Johanna Fried suggested that she was no longer ambitious for fier 

students. Rather than y ing  to convince thern of the changes which couid be made in their 

lives and the contentment which they could achieve. she backed off CO let students find their 

own way in their own cime. In so doing, she eased her sense of having to take 

responsibiiity on her own shoulders for the students' destiny. 

In Chapter Six, Roxanne Hillman offered a similar suggestion. She claimed that she 

found it easier to deal with d l  of the negative in the world when she created a sense of 

boundxies. She needed to find ways to not take on other people's concerns as her own and 

not feel responsibility for their diffïculties. While she still wanted to be empathetic, she 

couldn't allow herself to g t  drawn in to other people's suuggles. 

Nso in Chapter Six, Sam Barlow suggested the need for play as an 

environmentrilist and educator. He suggested that it was necessary to find a "balance 

between ... a sense of purpose and ... a sense of humourt'. Sam, dong with *ter Joseph 

Meeker. suggested that the serious nanue of environmental work cm result in the work 

king caken up in a serious rnanner, which in turn cm lead to inner turmoil, burnout and an 

undermining of the intended gods. Finding a sense of play in the work was important to 



help the educrirors live in a manner in which they could open to the joy and beauty in the 

world. 

in each of these cases. the refrarning which took place helped the ecologically- 

oriented snidy participants, not to ease the wounds of modernity, but to ease their own 

internai confiicts. Those conflicts were related to their sense of responsibility for holding 

the world together and their need to create change. In other words, when the educators 

follow their own advice ruid rittempt to let go of control, they find that their way in the 

world is eased. and they are more likely to achieve their goais of self-acceptance. self- 

numiring and finding joy in the world. 

Gutliering Suppon 

In the cases where refnming is not possible. ecologically-oriente people needed to 

acknowledge the existence of the wounds and find a wriy to live in their midst. in Chapter 

Six. Roxanne Hillman listed a variety of ways which helped her to live in a "world of 

wounds". She suggested that she uied to put up barriers to keep the negative out. ensure 

that she took time for herself. choose activities and surroundings which helped her to relax. 

engage in practices which helped her to keep centred and surround herself with positive 

people who reinforced her worldview. 

The two methods for surviving in the face of wounds which m s e  most frequentiy 

within the inteniews were (a) having a strong cornrnunity of support. and (b) spending 

time in nature. Both nanule and cornrnunity seemed to provide ecologically-oriented people 

with ri place of refuge. a place where they saw the values which they held dear reflected 

back to them. In other words. the wounds created by the dominance of modemity and by 

the demeaning of humanity were made beanble if the ecoIogicaUy-oriented peopk found a 

place where the world could be otherwise, where they could see ecologjcal values king 

lived out. 

Being able to spend some time in such an environment was restorative as it 

provided ecologicaüy-orienteci people with a place where they could be themselves, a place 





with the world of ecophilosophyJs. Those people who had gone through some of the hard 

knoch of Life were less ükely to have an idedistic vision which they imposed on the 

world. and were more likely to relate to the world as they found it to be. They were more 

wding to acicnowledge that they oniy had limited convoi and to let go of the illusion that 

they could make the world in the shape of their choosing. They valued relationships more 

suongty. Having lived through their own foibles. they were more willing to extend 

compassion to others. There seemed to be a sense of acceptance which had ansen which 

was attributable partly to the wisdom of experience and partly to the exhaustion of fighting. 

Having suffered the shattering of sorne dreams and illusions. older study 

participants were more likely to take a hard look at themselves. be self-reflective. and 

question their priorities in life. They were Iess anxious about accornplishment and more 

concerned with Iivins peacefully. Their lives were l e s  about becoming and more about 

being. The desire to take tare of themselves. to slow down and to find joy in the world. 

therefore. took on more importance than the desire to be productive. 

This fmding is intcresting in the light of the tendency of environmental education to 

focus on the youngY. This study su,ogests diat rniddle q e  is a tirne at which shifts take 

place which make consideration of an ecologicd perspective more Likely. in casud 

conversation with ecological educators outside of the panmeters of this study, it hris k n  

suggested that e d y  childhood educsttion theory and adult education theory have much more 

in common with ecolo@cd education han does K-12 teaching practice. 

Other educators have suggested that smdents seem to be receptive to ecological 

perspectives in elementary school and then again in _maduate school. but the time of 

48~xulipolaùng h m  this sutement. it is possible h t  the world which is reflected back IO a young penon 
is more in keeping with the world of rnodemity. On the oiher hmd a person with Iittle life experience may 
be more likrly IO m e p t  the version of life into which they have k e n  socidized which. in the case of 
twenty-lirst cenniry North America, is typidly a modem view. 

J 9 ~ e m i n ~ y  some work has been done in riduk environmental education. See North Arneri- Association 
for Environmental Education ( 1994). But the vast majority of existins environmental education p m p m  
are Gmed ai school children. Outdoor school pro-pams are typiuily desiped for founh fifth and sisth grade 
studenrs. 



adolescence and early adulthood (junior high school. senior high school, undergraduate 

university educauon) are times where modernity is embraced most strongly. As this tirne of 

selfdefinition is a time of ,qat uncertainty, perhaps students of this age need the security 

of modem beliefs in order to feel a sense of safety in amidst dl of the numoil of their Iives. 

There are two suggestions to which. 1 believe. this study finding points. Fit. the 

design for ecolo~icd education prograns for the junior high to undergraduate age group 

would necessririly be different than the design of pro,onms for an older age group. That is, 

whereas the middle age and older group would have some receptivity to ecological 

approaches. teachers of the younger students would likely encounter some forms of 

resistance. The goals. content. expectations and rnethods of ecologicai education pro-pms 

would therefore be quite different for rhese two student populations. 

Second. this study finding points to the importance of developiq p r o g m  for 

older adults and engaging them in the ecological education processjo. This goup tends to 

k far beyond their formai schooling. The design. marketing and context of such courses 

would. therefore. need to rake into account their specific life redities. 

€ducarors' Walking the Tafk 

The second idea which surfaced frequently as a method to ease the process of 

understanding and acceptance of ecological education by students was related to the 

qudities of the teacher. As mentioned in Appendix C3. there were several qualities which 

students sought in their ecologicai teachers such as a sense of care and compassion and 

king well _munded in and knowledgeable of the Litennue of the discipline. 

Most irnportantly. the students suggested that they needed to know that the teachers 

were "wakng the ralk" of ecologicd education. Teachers who wdked the talk were better 

'qhe point of this suggestion is nor to develop pro-pms which prexh to the converted. Rrither. when 
there is ri receptivity to ecolo&cal approaches. deeper exploration of ides  c m  occur. Also. studenrs of this 
q e  would be more likely to (a) seek out ecolo_eicai eduntion appmaches as a reflection of their own 
understanding of the worId. (b) benefit from pmgrams which help hem to Iive in the wodd as they have 
corne to know it. and (c )  have experiences to share which would deepen che educationai pmcess for the entire 
communicy of lemers. 



role models of ecological education. helping students to understand the ideas more deeply. 

Such teachers dso developed a sense of trust in the smdents which enabled snidents to 

believe that ecological perspectives did offer a possible way of Living and made students 

more willing to take risks in their own lives. 

Bryond al1 of these reasons, there was the redization that ecological education 

offered a way of being-in-the-world. Rather than teaching content knowledge or helping 

students to develop a skill. ecolo_gicd educators were offering a way of living. Students' 

desire for integrity and authenticity required that teachers weren't simply tdking about 

ecologicd perspectives but that they "foiiowed [theirI m e  beliefs" (Mary Simon) and were 

engaged "on [their] own joumey" (Sarah Connelly). 

This study finding holds within it some difficult and important messages for 

ecologicd educators. One of the ways in which we cm help students with ecoiogicd 

education is by undertaking our own work in our own tives. That is. as weli as developing 

effective ccologicd rducaciond practices. ecological educatorç need to engage in the work 

of living !ives of integrity. compmsion and hurnility in which we follow our own truth. live 

in a state of connection wirh creauon and take joy and pleasure in the world. Turning our 

attention to this bard work in our own lives rnay be one of the most helpful ways to assist 

students on an ecological path. 

Small Steps 

Findy, students suggested that the understandings of ecolo@cal education needed 

to be developed slowly and over Ume. James Davidson suggested that "bringing in 

something each day helped us to [take risks] in baby steps .... Little steps help". Sarah 

Conneiiy suggested that those ways of taking up ecological education which are not too far 

removed b m  modem perspectives or which draw on modem understandings were more 

easy to accept than ways which were far distant h m  modern ways of seing the worid, In 

helping her clients to consider alternative fonns of health care, she suggested that, 



we're a visuai culture. so visualization's okay. Acupressure, acupuncture, certainly 

hypnotic technique. Concrete [methods]. It seems like there's a lot of steps that 

people have to go through co,gnitiveIy and emotiondy More they're wiiiing to 50 

into something Iike yoga or tai chi. It's a very passive form. seen from our culture 

anyw ay . 
Liam Mattheson and Neil Herzog aiso suggested the need for a slow transition. 

"Maybe you need some objectives to start bringing in this ecologicd teaching. Maybe you 

need some guidelines. And then ~pduai ly change. hstead of the big shock to the system" 

(Liarn Mattheson). 

1 wonder if the best way to [work] with something that you want to be ambiguous 

and you want to be emergent is to give them expecmions of how you interpret 

ambigui ty.... It'something's completely ambiguous. you might not get much 

done .... 1 wonder if there has to be a leading threrid of some son at the beginning. 

(Neil Herzog) 

.Ml of these students. and particularly Liam and Ned. are pointing to. what 1 believe 

to be, an essentid consideration when proceeding with ecoIogical education. The concems 

which students have nised throughout this study must be taken seriously. Their need for 

guidelines and structure must be taken up as their tmth and treated with compassion. 

Ecologicd education which has the potential for success. I betieve. needs to take into 

riccount these student concems. That is. ecologicai education in a modem world needs to 

take into account the wounds of the educators and the challenges of the students and to treat 

these dificulties as  tmth when deterrnining how to pmceed The importance of finding 

ways to honour the tniths of ecophiiosophy and modeniity foms the basis of discussion 

for Section iü of this dissertation. 



Incidental Learning 

While die intent of this study was to uncover and corne to understand the challenges 

of ecotogical education for students and teachers. in the undertaking of the research, severai 

findings emerged which were not sought. This section briefly tiighlights those study 

contributions which were not specificdiy related to the challenges of ecologicd education. 

Ecoiogicni Self 

The ecological self is not. in itself. a new idea within the ecophdosophicd Litenture. 

Thii dissertation's playing out of the tcolo~icd self departs from and adds to the eisting 

litemture in wo ways. 

First. this study ;ives the ecologicd self a cenual place in both ecophilosophy and 

ecologicd education. That is. this dissertation susgests that the niming away from the 

scologicd self has conrributed in a profound wiy to the environmenial problems which we 

encounter today. The work then suggests that one of the important purposes of ecological 

sducation is ro heIp students to reconnect to the ecoiogcal self. 

The other unusud interpretation regarding the ecologicd seIf within this writing lies 

in the suggestion that rhe two specrs of the eco1ogica.i self - that truth is found within. and 

that opening to truth d i p s  us with the more-than-human world - are actudly one and the 

same. Many sources sugzest that tuming to inner truth di,m us with the tmth of the 

world. in this dissertation. however. 1 am suggesting chat inner mth is the tnith of the 

world. That is. because we are ecologicd beings. fotlowing our own deepest truchs is 

necessariiy followuig the truth of the world. The challenge of discerning between truth and 

deiusion is ever-prexnt. But in so far ris we cm find our way through these complications, 

1 am suggestins thar followin~ inner mth  is the most profoundy ecologid behavior in 

which we cm engage- 



Ecological Lens 

In Chapter Two. in atittempting to identify when we are acting in dignment with the 

ecologicd self, 1 suggested that ecologicai actions "sustain. affm and add meaning to 

life". This definition gives rise to the notion of the ecologicai lens. Loohg  through the 

ecological Iens means asking the question. "does this action sustain, affm and add 

meaning to Me'?". This Iens then provides a criterion for disceming when we are living 

ecologically. 

The importance of the ecologicd lem is thrit it cm be carried to a wide variety of 

circumstances and used to judge the ecological ramifications of a wide variety of situations. 

For example. 1 suggested that taking the ecological lens to the issue of educaiiond 

technology would provide a new ground for discussion which would enable educational 

technology to be assessed not ody for its pedagogicd and technologicai merits but also For 

its ecologicd implicaions. 

The ecologicd Iens enables us to carry on the activities in which we are dready 

rngaged. but gives us a way to mess these acuviries from an ecologicd perspective. In so 

doing, the ndicai msfomation in worldview which ecophiIosophy suggests cm be 

undenaken without a radical resuucturing of society51. 

Ecological MerIwd 

In Chapter Three, 1 outiine an ecoIogicai way to approach research. The ecologicai 

method. Iike the ecological Iens. provides a criterion of discemment to assess whether we 

are on the road to ecologïcal living. In drawing a paralle1 between the topos of geographic 

topobmphy and the tops of a topic. the ecologicai method turns to the way that a naturaiist 

comes to know the land as a mode1 for becorning knowled~eable about a topic. The 

ecological method suggests tint there are four steps in corniag to know topos: (a) opening 

j1some ecophilosophers would suggest diru the h i e m t i i d .  centnIized structure of society is. in itself. 
problematic and chat what I am sugesting here is. at best. ri half me;isure and. at worst. selling out. I 
believe. however. that if the structunl change is necessuy. it will occur of its own accord as we ezich leam 
to embnce etologicd understandings in our own lives. 



and listening, (b) reading the signs. (c) Ieaming about the place and (d) leaniing to c m  for 

and about the place. 

In this dissertation. the ecological method was used in making decisions about how 

to proceed with the empirical reseimh. 1 believe that this method can have more broad 

applications. both in research in senerai and in the pmcess of education. as a way to 

acquire knowledge whiie honouring the voice of the earth. 

A Life Well-Lived 

The empincd study has suggested that. according to ecologically-oriented people, 

three suong threads werive through an ecological life. An ecological orientation requires (a) 

connecting with and fol1owing one's own uuth. (b) understanding oneself as embedded 

within the web of life. and (c) living with an attitude of _gaitude for the beauty of the world 

and taking pleasure and joy in the wodd. These three Life chancteristics and goals add 

further criteria to the ecologicd lem and the ecological method in determinhg when we are 

living in line with ecologicd understandings. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

The research study Againsr the Girrent: Ecological Ediication in a Modem World 

repcesents an initial inquiry into the challenges of ecologicd education in a modem world. 

This study provides some baseline information about the difficulties which arise at the 

encounter point of ecophiiosophy and modernity fiom the perspective of those people 

(typicdly students) who are encountering ecological ideas for the fmt time, and those 

people (typically educators) who are auernpting to [ive and teach ecologically within the 

context of modernity. 

h an initial study. the fïndings of this research point to several additionai studies 

which could be undertaken in order ro understand more M y  the challenges of this place of 

encounter. Fmt the areas of contestation which were outlined earlier in thîs chapter couid 



be more M y  explored to understand the different culturai perspectives of ecophilosophy 

and modemity. This research couid involve a litennue review of the culnual and historicai 

mots of the modem and ecophilosophical interpretations of time. pteasure. obligation, 

freedom and limits to name just a few concepts which were understood differently by the 

two cultures. Survey research could suppiement this work to explore on a larger scaie the 

rneaning which is given CO these concepts by people in a variety of demographic groups. if 

we corne to understand how these concepts are understood and interpreted within 

ecophilosophy and modernity and we understand the rom of the interpretations which 

have arisen. we will have a bais to more fully understand the issues of contestation wtiich 

arise at the culturai boundary. and thus have a way to ease interculrurd communication. 

Second. pnctitioner-onented studies could be conducted to apply the ecological 

lens to a variety of situations. For example. how would we teach the Aberta elementary 

cumculum in a way which "sustains, affirms. and adds rneaning to life"? Or, how wouid 

current environmentai education pro-gnms be altered if they were viewed and assessed 

throu_gh the ecologicd lens'! Curriculum development. implementation and evaluation 

would aise directiy from this line of inquiry. Through undertaking this work. educators 

could stm to uncover ways in which we codd live ecologically in the work in which we 

are currentiy engage& taking into riccount the challenges raised through this study. 

Third. the notion of the ecolo$cai self could be explored more iully. That is, if as 

has been suggested in this dissertation. a connection with the ecological self is of 

importance in improving humanenvironment relations, then what interventions would 

increase the chances of this connection'? Why do some people experience a strong sense of 

resonance wih the ecological seIf and others do not? Do creative approaches help to foster 

a connection? Does farmal schooling create a sense of disconnection? This fine of i n q w  

points to mmy studies which could each explore one factor which may possibIy encourage 

a connection with the ecolo$cal self. 

Finaliy. the boundary decisions which were made in order to mrùntain the focus of 

the study at han4 precluded the exploration of ideas which touch on but weren't centrat to 



this study. Those surrounding ideas could be taken up in further research studies. In 

particular. developing a deeper understanding of the process of cultural change, and the 

process of interculturd communication wouid help to ease the process of ecologicai 

education in a modem world. As well, problematizing some of the assumptions of 

ecophilosophy and investigating the vdidity of the claims of ecoIogicai education would 

help shape future direction by determining whicb aspects of ecologicd education are most 

worthy of further development. Placing these investigations within a larger pedagogicd 

context by, for instance. exploring panllel and supporting forms of education could allow a 

deeper well of ideas from which ecologicd education could draw. 

Before contemplating hrther research. however. it is necessary to tie up the loose 

ends of this study. This chapter has outlined the tindings of the empirîcd meruch. This 

study. however. has had ri secondxy component: the Laying out of an ecologicd vision for 

society. If. as the ecophi1osophicd literature and Section i O €  this dissertation suggests. an 

ccological woridview hoIds the promise of improving human-environment relations. and if. 

as this empiricd smdy and Section II of this dissertation suggests. living life through an 

ecologicd lens. and. speciticaiiy, educating tfirough that lens, gives rise to many challenges 

for students and teachers aiike, then how are we to proceed? Section iIi of this dissertation 

turns to this question by asking what the next steps should be in f ving and teaching 

ecologicaiIy in a modern world. The next step is not taken up as a question for further 

reseruch as it has been in this chapter. but as a question of how to Lve in the face of the 

knowledge which this smdy has uncovered. 



SECTION III - COMING HOME 



CAAPTER EIGHT - LIVING BETWEEN DREAMS 

Western civilization as a whole now fui& itseIf between dreams. in the true 
meaningof the word, it is a tirne of crisis - with al1 that irnplies of both 
extnordinary danger and opportunity. For there is nothing to parantee that 
we will be able to remain long enouzh or deepIy enough m front of the 
unknown, a psychologicd stae which the geat traditional parhs have 
aiways recognized as sacred. in that fieeting state between dreams. which is 
called "despair" in some Western teachings and "selfquestioning" in 
Eastern traditions. a man is said to be able to receive the tnith, both about 
nature and his own possible role in the universal order. Throughout the 
ages, the hidden psychologicd methods of the ancient traditions have 
opented to guide people in that state between dreams where a man can 
begin the long and difficuit work of self-investigation leading to 
transformation. (Needleman. 1975. p.3) 

Section 1 of this dissertation suggested that homecoming - retuming to the sense of 

belongin; in this world ruid returning to a way of king  in which we are able to listen 

deeply to the cal1 of the earth and to our own ecologicat self - is the ultimate destination of 

ecologicai education. in Section IT. study participants made it clear that the journey ahead is 

not a simple one. Needleman's words which open this chapter resonate on so rnany levels 

for the work of homecoming which we have ahead of us. 

First, he suggests thac what is crucial in these urnes. is the ability to "remain long 

enough or deeply enough in front of the unknown". Wendel1 Berry ( 1983) echoes these 

sentiments when he says. "these hdts and difficuities do not ask for imrnediate remedy: we 

fail them by making emergencies of them" (p.305). In response to the challenges which 

have k e n  laid out in Section 1 and II of this dissertation, we cannot jump to solutions 

which will transfocm educationd practice in the classroom this Monday moming. We need 

to sit with the prob1erns. to dlow them to "seep in" (education student Liarn Mattheson) and 

percolate. Pncticd implications wiii arise. but they wiii take time. and they wüi require us 

to "not know" for awhile. 

Second. Needleman points out that the condition which in eastern cuinires is 

viewed as selfquestioning, in our own cdture is viewed as despair. With the quest for 

certainty which underIies our modem Iives, it is noç surprishg that we see a t h e  of self- 



questioning as a rime of despair. But the implications of that perception are very 

problematic. ff we view "not knowing" as despair, then we are dl too tempted to abandon 

the path. to jump to facile solutions or engage in the "lookism" which so disturbed some of 

the ecological educators in Chapter Six- With this artinide. it is no wonder that ideas dont 

hold or are not engaged in deeply. We wish to quickIy remedy the situation of despair. to 

move beyond it to a place of comfort. 

Third. Needleman suzgests that we are living between dreams. Whde his intent is 

for us to move from the drem which has k e n  dominnted by scientific thinking to a more 

holistic ciream. I like the sense of in-betweeness. Study participant Gary Whitlow 

suggested that 

if we're going to take part of our soul, our hem and soul, which is based on this 

Carresian view of knowledge-making. the mechanicd view of knowledge-making, 

and remove it from our soul. our king, you're lopping off half your body. And 

doing exactiy what you're riccusing everybody else of doing. You're not changing 

the paradigm .... There's no advance if you simply want CO replace. A lot of 

postmodemity for me is just stilI modernity. We're still locked into mechanical. 

largely paternalistic ways of looking at dhgs. 

Raeher than banishing one drem to p s p  onto the next. thereby "lopping off half 

[of the] body". there are advanrages of staying between dreams. suspended as it were. In 

ecolog, an ecotone. the zone where two ecosysterns meet. is the place of highest 

productivity. Gaining "information* From both regions, diversity and complexity increase 

and _mater richness occurs. 

The purpose in this chapter is to remain between. I am not seeking ways to reinvent 

the world in an ecological image. Tempting though such a pursuit would be, I think that it 

is irnpentive for ecologicai educators to work out an ecological way of living in the actual 

world in which we find ourselves. It is the terrain under our feet. thorny or roc@ or hard- 

packed though it may be, which deserves our tender care and attention. Rather than 



imaghing fiights of fancy, I want to understand bener how we c m  bring ecologicd 

understandings into the work whicti we rire doing today, tomorrow. right now. 

In order to undertake such work, we need to be able to find ways to embnce "both- 

and" (Sarah Connelly, Jessica Fcennay). We need to honour the reaiities of the modem 

world and the realities of ecological ways of being. 

Liam Mattheson suggests just how difficult this process of both-and is: 

If you sit me down with a topic and let me write about it without hriving to discuss 

any concrete knowledge anywhere. and just let me philosophize, 1 love it. II 1 have 

to do a research paper, it's not as enjoyable but 1 don't mind. It's interesting CO 

l e m  stuff. But as soon as you say. "set your mind around this great big idea and 

address it but use evidence supporting your argument", that makes it very difficdt. 

It just was choppy. tt feels like two worids are colliding. 

1 suspect thlit his difficulty arises because we are entrenched in duaiistic thinking. 

We c m  turn our attention towards an ecologicd worldview only by turning our back on a 

modem worldview. But not only does either-or mean losing al1 of the wonders which 

modemiry has brought. but we are aiso Less likely to nun to ecologicd ways of being if 

they require giving up everything which féels known and comfortable and secure. Could it 

be possible to "get your mind around this v a t  big idea and address it but use evidence 

supporting your argument"? in other words. is there a method of rigour within a method of 

engagement'? 1 think that there m u t  be. just as 1 think that there must be ways to tive 

ecologicdly in the circurnstances in which we presently find ourselves. 1 believe that the 

task ahead of us is to find our way through to both-and. 

The ecological method described in Chapter Three, and the ecological lem, 

described in Chapter Two were both attempts at Living both-and. 1 will begin this chapter 

by revisiting those concepts to see if they can provide any hints for how to proceed. 



The Eculogical Method 

When Tom Brown. the interview transcripts, demands for academic rigour, rny 

ecological hem and my stubbom nature conspired to develop the ecoiogical method, it was 

not with the intent ofcreating a demonstnuon piece. Yet upon reflection, it seems that the 

working thmugh of the ecological rnethod fulfills this hnction by providing a way of 

enactin; ecologicaI living within a modem world. 

ï h i s  research takes place within a modem institution (academia) where there is the 

expectation and the demand for modem perspectives (method). hserted into this 

environment is a snidy which is based on ecological pnnciples and a researcher who 

wishes to honour those principles. How c m  the two corne together so that the modern 

demrinds are met, yei ecological integrity is not betrayed? 

It is not the ecological method per sé which is of interest here. Rather 1 would like 

CO brietly turn attention to the working through of the tensions which eventudly gave rise to 

the ecological method. In this process of working through, we may glimpse ways in which 

one might live ecologicdly in the modem world. 

The process began with a belief that the world does not have to opeme according to 

the tenets of either-or. hitiaily, 1 experienced the acadernic demand / ecologicd integrity 

tension as a suong push-pull. i could tum in one direction and see academia caliing to me: 

the dernands by which 1 would be measured. I could mm in the other direction and see the 

work of my hem which refused beuayal. These territories did not and would not both 

corne within focus at the same time. But I believed that they could be brou@ into the same 

picture if 1 could find the right frame. 

The discovery of that frime required al1 of those quaiities which the ecologicd 

rnethod kghlights: tirne. faith, openness to possïbiiity, Listening, c&g, wiiiingness to stay 

awhile. What ultirnately provided a way in were not procedural changes but anitudinal 

shifts. 

As discussed in Chapter Three, 1 began to cealire that there w u  method in my 

approach. Method. 1 concluded, referred to a series of reasoned decisions about how to 



proceed in order to collect the most vaiuable data to develop, enrich or open up the topic at 

hand. My difficulty was that my method had appeared transparent to me. 1 had to excavate 

undemeath instinct to reaiize that 1 had foliowed procedural steps. And, I had to look 

around me to become rtware of "othemess". That is. the procedures which I had followed 

were chosen amongst many possibiities and were chosen with Rasons in mind. 

The second shift is more difficult for people who have been hurt by the oppressive 

nature of modemity. 1 had to trust that the academic demand for method was not a desire 

for closure. Academia was not wanting to confine, to conmi. to c w h  my hem and stornp 

on my soul. 1 was not k ing  cdled upon to fit mysetf into some inappropriate frame: 1 

simply needed to describe my frime, in qualitative research. the issue of repticability of 

merhod does not arise. The process of description. then. has orher pwposes. Through 

describing procedures raken. a researcher is called upon to think through each step, making 

sure that each aspect of the research was purposeful, rippropriae and welltxecuted. This 

descriptive process dso points out steps which were not welI thought out and c m  mm a 

researcher back to the work to make it tighter. more accountabte. 

The academic demand and the ecophilosophical demand actudly share some of the 

same goals. Both wish to tnsure rigour, accountability and intepty. Both strive for 

excellence. Both promote the careful thinking through of perspectives md the undenaking 

of actions which are aligned with those perspectives. Both seek the pleasures and the 

obligations of hard work and discipline. Both demand something of us: that we set 

standards high. and step up to the plate to meet the demands of the world. 

There is much common _gound here. But finding that common ground meant 

getting over my feus and anger with academia and rnodernity. It required trusting, moving 

beyond "we" and "they". to beiieve that "they" can perhps be interpreted in a kinder light. 

Living ecoio~caily in a modem world in the context of the ecological method required 

finding commondity and easing up on preconceived notions of divisiveness. This task 

required an internalization of the understandings of the yin and yang that ecophiIosophical 



understandings can be found within modemity, and modem desires can be found within 

ecophilosophy. 

The Ecological Lens 

The ecologicai lens arose as a response to a very difficult question: If our purpose is 

to live according to inner truth. how do we know when we're aligned with that tmth? How 

do we sepante delusion froin authentic resonance? 

From an ecologicai perspective. it should be remembered. the reason for tuming 

towards inner tmth is hat through so doing, we wiU be comected into a way of k ing  

which coheres with the rest of creation. We are Living from a place of inner uuth, thecefore, 

when we are engaging in actions wtiich "sustain. affm and add meaning to life". Once this 

criterion was pinpointed. the concept of the ecological lens could be used as a touchstone 

by which we could judge whether we are connected to the ecological self, and whether we 

are acting ecologicdly. 

The notion of the ecological lens put to rest another concem which had been 

articulated by severai of the smdents whom I interviewed. There was a perception arising, 

and not an inaccurate one. that ecological education was concemed with self-growth and 

self-discovery. Students believed that there was vdue in chat process. but didn't see how it 

connected with content dense classes. 1 didn't want to believe that learning content and 

ecological Living were two different. rnutuaiiy incompatibk pursuits. nor did i want to 

reiegate ecotogicd understandings to feel good classes of self-discovery. There had to be a 

way that ecologicai understandings couid r o m  the foundacion for my content, that we 

couid find a way b u g h  to both-and- The ecoIogicai lem seerned to provide a way to take 

up any subject mmer from an ecological perspective. 

I was @en the opportunity CO put tbe ecoIo@cd lem to the test, when a local 

elernentary schoot invited ri series of speakers to taIk to rheir staff about ecologicai 

education. This school had decided to adopt the concept of the web of life as their urnbreiia 



for organizing educationai experiences for the foUowing year. 1 decided to entertain what it 

rnight look like to take up the web of life theme through an ecologicai lens5'. 

1 suggested that m ecolo_gicd appmch to a unimg theme of this nature wouid 

involve a four step procedure. Fit. we need to ask. "what do we mean by the web of 

life?". The concept encompasses a large spectrum of i d e s  ranging from a cognitive 

understanding of Litenl interdependence (we depend on trees for our survivai) to a deeply 

ernbodied sense of king-in-the-world (understanding ourseIves as ernbedded within 

creation). Typically. when people speak of the web of life, they refer to connectedness and 

interdependerice. if the intent for this school was to highlight interdependence. what is it 

that they were wishing to connect'? Did they want to intepte  subjects. create a sense of 

cornmunity arnong. staff. break down boundaries between school and comrnunity, or a 

myriad of ocher educationd possibilities'? The tint step in taking up the web of life in an 

ecologicd manner is to define the ground and to understand its boundaries. 

The second step is CO ask. "why do we believe that organizing educationai 

experiences under the rheme of the web of life is valuable?". The constant wave of shifüng 

educationd priorities mates a climate where it's possible for educators to latch on to 

current trends in educlition without understanding their depth of rneaning or without 

detennining whether thsy acnially believe in their ment. The web of life could be a 

wonderfui or~anizer for educationai experiences. But if a theme was only taken on because 

it was trendy. and wasn't well thought out. the Living out of that therne could cause more 

h m  than good for the topic. the staff and the students. 

if staff didn't think deeply about what their intentions were with this theme, then 

they could end up betraying the understandings which underlie the web of Me. and 

damaging its inte-@y. If there wasn't clarity and consensus about intent among staff, then 

they could have difficulty knowing where to aim and frustration and confusion couid 

%n the surface. it wouid appear that the web of Iife theme was alrady an ecologicai iopic. But as was 
mentioned in Chapter Two. ecologicd topia can be taken up in unecoIogica1 ways. 1 wanted to determine 
what it would mem to explore this theme t h u g h  the lem of ecoIogicid education which wiu emerping 
h m  my r e s m h  



ensue. The attempts to reach a nonexistent target would by necessity be random, thereby 

potentially creating chaotic. intermittent stabs at understanding for smdents. Cohesion 

would be difficult to achieve and the purpose of a unifying theme would, thus. be 

undermined. 

These fmt two steps provide the groundwork, the foundation from which 

educationai experiences can be built. They define the parameters of the work Once the 

parimeters are undersrood. then each stdf member has the freedom to explore. to dream 

and to vision. with secure knowledge of the ground on which they are working. 

Step three then moves from work done by the staff as a whole to visioning done by 

individuai teachers. This process would vary from teacher to teacher: some would journal; 

others would create m q s  and schemx others would delve into their favourite resources. 

Some would dream wildly: some wodd plan crirefully. The outcome of the visioning 

process wouid be ris diverse as the processes taken. 

The object. however. is for each teacher to engage by him or herself and for him or 

herseif in the idea of the web of life. When the "web of life" was first mentioned. what was 

the image which came to teachers' mincis? Cm they play with that image to understand how 

it might work its way into the classroorn? What are their prioiities in creating connections? 

What are the non-negotiabte aspects of their vision: those aspects which. if ignored, would 

bemy their sense of integrity'? What inspiring ideas corne to mind which cause them to feel 

a sense of excitement about their work? This visioning process is based in the idea of 

opening and listening to the world in the sense that g t  reactions. intuitions. images are 

taken seriously and uusted as containhg mth. Little spatks of inuigue are followed to see 

whetx they rnight lead. 

Step four moves h m  the individual level to a smdl group process. Depending on 

the organization of the school; team kachers, comrnunity or division staff wodd meet to 

determine how the individuai visions can be merged and can be played out in the specific 

concext in which they are teaching. How can the inspiring drearns of each teacher be met 

and theu integïty honoured? Where the non-negotiable points, and where cm people 



bend? How cm siight modifications in interpretation meet the needs of more than one 

teacher? Finaily. how can the visions be iived out teaching this particuiar cunicuium. with 

these particuiar students. with these specific resource limitations and time consaints, in 

this specific classroom space? 

This four step procedure to work through a unifjing theme is neither conceptually 

nor logisticdiy chdienging. The steps are quite scnightforward. Yet undertaking this 

process enables many benefin to emerge. First. administrators are provided with a way to 

ease the tension between providing direction for the school yet enabling professional 

freedom for the teachers. Second, a method of accountabiiicy is set up which is respectful 

of an individuai teacher's values. beliefs and tempemment. That is. teachers should be able 

to answer to how their work meets the school's objectives and fits within the school's 

vision. but they are not required to live out that vision in a uniform manner which is 

restrictive of their own style. Third. teachers know the p u n d  on which hey are working, 

so their work becomes sornething which they can stand for and stand by and to which they 

cm commit themselves. Fourth. diversity of expression is aiiowed to flourish. Since each 

teacher is able to honour and be m e  to his or her own practice, pride develops while 

creativity flourishes. Fifth. an adminisuator's role in assisting with professionai 

development becomes clear. In so far as teachers are having difficdty in miving at a 

vision. an admhiscntor cm draw them out and heip them to fmd their own voice. without 

feeling threatened that individual voices wiii undermine school direction. 

From an ecologicd perspective. there are severai benefits to this approach. Most 

sigificantly. and already stated severai times. the teacher's identity is honoured. In not 

king confined to living out a pimicular mode1 of "educator", a teacher c m  open to who she 

tmly is and what he tnily believes. in so doing, slhe walks a path which leads to the 

ecologicd self and which a f f m  tife. Theoreticaiiy (albeit not always in actuality) since no 

one teacher is threatened by the imposition of another's approaches and since each teacher 

feels honoured for who she is. teachers can iisten with more compassion and interest to 



different expressions of the vision. The potential opens up for respect to grow and 

comrnunity to develop. 

Finally, the topic (in this case, the web of life) is ueated with dignity and integrity 

and can be explored to its full depth and richness. Understanding is developed among staff 

(and later students) about what the concept means and what fullness of possibility it 

engenders. Rather than skinering over the surface of a theme. the staff has chosen the 

ground which they will inhabit. and cm settle deeply into the work. to explore it fully and - 
honour it well. Within the parameters of the school vision. multiple interpretations and 

expressions are dlowed to come to life as students and teachers explore the nooks and 

crannies of the various directions in which the work leads. 

Underlying this four step procedure is the question. "how cm ecological 

understandings be lived out within educational pnctice?". What approaches to pedagogy. 

planning and curriculum development can be taken which will honour the uuth of the 

inhabitants and the integrïty of the topic? How can we affirm iife nther than closing it 

down. and open to the ecological self as we carry out the day to day tasks which 

educational work demands? The answers to these questions are quite simple, but they 

require a repositioning of priorities so that the work is constantly viewed and assessed 

through an ecological lens. 

Setting the Stage 

The examples of the ecological method and the ecologicai lens. with their tentative 

excursions into both-and approaches. cm br: mined for many lessons. First. living and 

teaching ecologically within a modem world demmds that we look for commonaiities. in 

undenaking this search. we are cailed upon to have some faith and to move beyond 

divisiveness. Besides trust. this process requires creativity and a belief that the way that 

things always have been done is not the only way that things cm be done. Research 

method c m  be defmed more broadiy than the ways in which it is typicdiy conceived. We 



can find enough space within method for ecological understandings. When ideas are 

opened up to multiple interpretations. there is m m  enough for everyone. The work of 

ecological education demands that we rach find our own space within a topic. 

Clearly defining panmeters enabies us to find our own space, as became apparent 

in the "web of life" example. in k ing  clear about the ground on which they are working, 

the sense of insecurity for teachers and the sense of threat to adminisators codd be 

removed. With the parameters in place. teachers could feel free to play. 

The importance of boundaries in creating openings has significant lessons for 

ecological educators. In Chapter Five. students spoke about the I x k  of structure and 

definition in ecoIogical education. Perhaps ecologicai educators need to be more aware OF 

defining boundaries. not only to increase student cornfort, but because through knowing 

the gound, we are freed up to explore. 

The tint two steps in working chrough the web of life theme, were not only setting 

parameters. They were also engaging in a process which emerged with the ecological 

method as well, in both instances. there was an attempt to arrive at the essence of 

definitions. What does method mean'! What is intended by the p h .  "the web of life"? 

Through peeling back the layers of cdniral interpretations to set to the barebones of a 

definition. we mive at the fundamental, non-negotiable essence which places its demands 

upon us. In looking to skeletal meanings. nther than fdly fleshed cuiturai interpretations of 

concepts. we can re-enflesh the idea with multiple interpretations wtiich can embme and 

encompass ecological understandings. Deconsuuction to find essences. and then 

reconstniction to honour individual mths. 

Tle desire to honour the integity and the vuth of an individual is paramount in both 

of these examples. I was not willing to betray the integrity of ecological understandings. 

though 1 was wiiiing to find a path towards retnterpretation so that academic demands and 

ecoloQcd understandings couid botti be honoured. Likewise, the procedures used in the 

web of life example have at their hem a desire to honour the tnrths of the teachers on staff. 



Fiding ways to honour those tniths and have cohesion of vision was the challenge which 

arose. 

Finding commonalities. providing structure, seeking essential definitions. 

honouring individuai mths ... the beginning of a pathway to living ecologically in a 

modem world. 

Opening the Conversation - Good Wark 

The ecological method and the ecological lens may help us to tind a way to live 

between dreams. But more important than these techniques for living both-and is the ability 

to "remain long enough or deeply enough in iront of the unknown". to "become one widi 

the knot itself. til it disso!ves away" (Snyder. 1969b. p.91). 

In this penultimate section of this tind chapter. 1 would like to consider what such ri 

way of k ing  would be Iike. How c m  we engage in the hnd of conversations which will 

lead us home? How c m  we hotd open tensions. dlowing both the tniths of modemity and 

ecophilosophy to sit there together for awhile. to become acquainted. CO merge and blend 

and tind new combinations of meaning'? 

1 was so humbled by the very cornplex, very chdienging. very insightful questions 

which the students whom 1 interviewed were asking of themselves. of me. of ecolo@cal 

educrition. They were not dismissing this form of pedagogy out of hand. but were speaking 

quite candidly about the problems which it evoked for them. In this section. 1 would like to 

highlight one of those tensions and hoid it open towards possibility. 

The dilemma of defînïng good work was not a concem which 1 had brought to the 

table. nor did the question arise h m  the resexch participants. It was a topic which just 

seemed to be there between us. again and again and again. ïhe dilemma wris as foiiows: if 

we are to eschew standards and guidelines. to h w  out pre-defrned templms by whîch 

we judge. then how do we know when we're doing g d  work? What do we iisten to? 

What serves as our -&de? 



In Chapter Five, we heatd how disconcerting it was for snidents to not have clear 

guidelines. They wanted to know what they needed to do to "get an A". When pressed 

though. the students had very clear ideas of what constituted "good work: 

After cornpleting the exercise, I knew that there was sorne persond ~ o w t h  

happening. There was leming going on. I'rn doing things for a large amount of 

personai grow th.... 1 cry and engage myself and I think having done that, 1 was 

satisfied chat 1 had filled the requirements ..., i have a certain amount of pride. 

There's a lot of people that do the bare minimum And I'rn just not happy with 

that. So if 1 feel proud about it, then 1 know that it's fine. And it's fine with me. So 

that's fine as welL It fias to be. (Neil Herzog) 

If you know you're putting qudity into sornething and it's interesting to you. then 1 

think that's [what] it comes down to. Then you don't care what the teacher thinks. 

You did a good job and you Iike it. And hopefully they'll see that. (Suzanne 

Young) 

Now as far as whether 1 think it's a good job or not. I just get into it when I'rn 

writing. And 1 cm feel chat Sm hitting sut'f. 1 c m  just feel that the paper's flowing: 

the work is good. I'rn touching on stuff that's k ing  discussed in class. And by the 

end. if I'rn feeling good about it. I'II nail a good closing para-maph and I'il be. 

"yes. that's an A". And 1 don't know redly how to describe that. It's just a feeling. 

( Liam Mattheson) 

1 knew the kinds of things char she saw as valuabie and 1 knew the kinds of things 

that she was seeing as shallow and uninteresting. When people would take an 

article by Wendel1 Berry and just tdk about it on a redy superficiai ievel. tdk  about 

his ideas exactly as they were presented. not sort of process thern at aii. Just taking 

stuff at face vdue. (James Davidson) 

In these examples. the students are providing wonderful. cich definitions of good 

work. As intangible as the concept is, they know when they have hit upon work that is 



good In their cornments are aiso s i p s  of ownership and engagement: intellectuai attitudes 

which students claimed to find difficuit. 

Why then, does the question keep surfacing: "what do 1 need to do to get an A?". 

Why were students so frusmted when they weren't given a template to guide their work'? 1 

suspct that there are many issues at play here, some of which were discussed in Chapter 

Five. 

But there is one issue which 1 find particuiarly uoubling. If we let go of guidelines 

and structure and templates. then we have to rely on our own jud,ment of qudity. And 1 

am seeing the signs ail around that we don't have much faith in ourseives or in our abiIities 

to discem. 

These signs are apparent in the ment  propensity to create blanket d e s  for society 

which are out of al1 proportion to the situation. So. for example. when a m e n t  high school 

field trip ended in disaster. the Calgary Board of Education curtailed dl field trips. To nor 

do so. to not have a mle which we apply bmadly, would mean that we have to judge on s 

crise by case basisj3, and we don't seem to trust that we know how to rnake that judgment. 

It is ester  to determine procedures ahead of urne and to hold to hem in di situations. then 

to exist in h t  uncertain place of discernment. 

The point here is not to suggest that the Calgary Board's decision w u  inappropriate 

anyrnore than to suggest that having standards or guidelines for assignments is incorrect. 

The point is. that if we wish to live in an ecological manner. and honour both-and, we have 

some very thorny questions ahead of us. We can't wave around rubrics to help us dot 

smdent performance. hoping that these mesures will somehow provide comfort and 

secuiïty. Nor can we eschew standards. leaving students to their own sense of nrrmoil. and 

with the impression that al1 work is acceptable. 

j%here are many factors at issue here. related to concerns about litigation. wanting equal treatment €or dl. 
f a  of making mistakes. a desire to appease conflicting interesrs and the existence of too large of a 
population to d e  individual assessmenrs. 1 don't wish to paint the situation as simpIistic. At the same 
time. 1 do believe that many of these types of issues wouldn't arise if we had some faith in our ability to 
make distinctions and make decisions. 



in the last chapter I suggested thrit there were many such questions which were 

nised explicidy by the study participants and implied by their dilemmas. The discornfort of 

living with uncertainty gives rise to the tendency to shut down the questions when the way 

forward is not apparent. I don't know how we make judgments of work if we wish to 

remain open to diversity and to honour the individual peth of each student. Although 1 c m  

inmitively sense when a student has thrown themselves into an assignrnent. I couldn't teIl 

somebody else what si-m to look for. nor could 1 inform students ahead of rime exaccly 

what good work would look like. But this diffrcuity does not mean that the attempt to open 

to the student's path and CO encourage them to engage deeply should be avoided. Nor does 

it mean that we should just ;ive in to what w m s  easiest and provide multiple choice exams 

and rubrics of pre-determined standards if they aren't appropriate. Nor does the lack of a 

clear way foward mean that questioning tiow to proceed is an unworthy endeavour. 

Thsre are important. rich md tangled questions whîch m raised when we attempt 

to live between drearns. Their answers are not simple or readily apparent. But by evading 

and denying the questions. we close down the possibility to move beyond either-or to both- 

and. When Snyder ( 1969b) sugests that we should "become one with the h o t  itself. cil it 

dissolve: avay" (p.9 1 ). I don't think thar he is offering a pretty tum of phnse or a quaint 

idea. 1 think that he is telling us exactly how to proceed. 

In our interview. t asked yoga teacher Jolohanna Fried what she did when rui issue 

was raised in class which she didn't know how to cake up. She said. 

t just stay with it. t don? act and I don't shut it dom.  1 just let it sit somewhere - in 

myself. in chat other person. and wait and see what cornes of it. And sometimes 

thines wait for a very long time. And sometimes they just on their own find their 

piith. It's like it meIts away. It's just not there [anymore] .... Or if 1 get an intuition 

that 1 need to act on it. then I WU. But und 1 get that. i'm zetting better at knowing 

when my voice is saying, "oh you should be able to do sornething about this now". 

And it's bke. "oh. there's my rescuer in action again". Just be quiet for a moment. 



And then maybe sitting in meditation or washing dishes or walking or driving is 

when 1 get a glimpse .... And then I'll act fiom that place. 

The answers to which we jump for the sake of resolution or closure alone often 

don't land us in the nght place. They aren't deeply grounded nor do they aise from deep 

wisdom nor do they respond to the inuicate subtleties of the situation. But if we can find a 

way to wait and listen. to quiet the urge to find imrnediate solutions, then over tirne and 

often without Our intervention. the h o t  does dissolve away and answers do aise which 

take into account both-and. Those answers are the type which, 1 believe, we are seeking 

when we attempt to engage in ecologicd education in a modem world. 

Reinhabitation 

Homecoming, as interpreted within this work, means finding a way to live between 

dreams. to dlow ecological understandings to flourish within the modem world in which 

we live. As with a connection to one's imer uuth, reinhabitation is not a destination but a 

process. We do not arrive home. breathe a si& of relief, put our feet up and. feeling safe 

and secure in our homecoming, ignore the world around us. Rather, reinhabitation requires 

us to live artfully. mindfully. vigilantiy and lovingiy. Homecorning both enables and 

requires us to live in a state of grace. moment to moment. continuously working through 

the challenges which such a way of king entaiis. 

This study points the way home. not by providing answers to the complex 

questions raised throughout this dissertation. but by suggesting the nature of the 

conversation which needs to take place and outlining some of the particular challenges 

which need to be friced. The dilemmas of the study participants have pointed to 

considentions which we need to take into account on that journey home. 1 have only added 

suggestions about the tenor of that journey and the w q s  of proceeding which may help us 

to honour both modem and ecologicai tniths and thereby h d  a way to Live between 

dreams. 



Nowadays, yearning to reclaim a sense of wholeness, some of us tend to 

disparage that movement of separation from nature, but it brought great 

gains for which we can be grateful. ... Now, Iiarvesting these gains, we are 

ready to return.... Having gained distance and sophistication of perception, 

we can turn and recognize who we have been al1 along. Now it can dawn on 

us: we are our world knowing ifself. We can relinquish our separateness. 

We can come home again - and participate in Our world in a richer, more 

responsible and poignantly beautiful way than before, in Our infancy. 

(Macy, 199 1. pp. 13- 14) 
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APPENDIX A - BEWG PLACED, FINDING OUR ROOTS 

Appendix A l  - Ecophilosophy and the Ecological Self 

While this dissertation is rooted in the ideas and literatw of ecophilosophy, 

throughout this work. t use the ecological self as a reference point rather than the more 

broad understandings of ecophilosophy. In this essay, 1 wouId iike ro describe the 

relationship between ecophilosophy and the ecologicai self (both historicdiy and 

ideologically) and to exphin rny reason for focusing on the ecological self. 

Afthough lacking a name and not organized into a fiefd of smdy as such. 

ecophilosophy came onto the scene in the hte 1960s. in the aftermath of Carson's Silenr 

Spring ( 1962). there was a burst of concern. energy and new work which was conducted 

in the environmentid field. This work was predominantly but not soiely scientific and 

technologicai in nature . 
A handful of wnters wished to look to the deeper. underlying causes of the 

"environmentid crisis" whicb Carson had made so apparent. Rather than questioning how 

we were despoiling our home, or what the effects of such damage would be, they were 

more concemed with questioning what it was about the way in which we understood the 

world which wouid Iead us to such decidediy unecolo$cal behavior. 

The most noted and earliest essay in this genre was written by Lynn White Jr. 

( 1967) who looked to the judeo-christian underpinnings of our disregard for nanue. This 

controversid essay was foilowed by a variety of contemplative, speculative articles in the 

field. the most notable of which was Moncriefs (1970) redirection of White's argument in 

which he suggested that "the forces of democracy. technology, urbanization. increasing 

individual wedth. and an aggressive attiru& toward nanue seem to be directIy related to the 

environmental cnsis now king confronted in the Western worid (p.5 1 1). 



Ecophiiosophy as the term for the endeavour in which these scholars were engaged 

did not emerge until 1973 with the publication in Inquiry of a lecture given by Arne Naess, 

the "father" of deep ecology. In this bnef, seminai essay, Naess distinguishes beween the 

shailow (elsewhere refened to as reform) versions of the ecology movement and the deep 

ecolog movement. In this essay, "The Shallow and the Deep, Long Range Ecology 

Movernent: A Summary". he suggests that: 

in so far as ecology movements deserve o u  attention. they are ecophilosophical 

nther than ecological. Ecology is a limited science which makes use of scientific 

methods. Philosophy is the most generai forum of debate on fundamentais. 

descriptive as well as ptescriptive. (p.99) 

Naess' portrayai of ecophilosophy put it squarely within the larger field of 

environmentril philosophy which aimed to use philosophicd principles to understand the 

human-environment relationshipjJ. This version of ecophilosophy was rooted in a 

contemplation of nature. using ecology as ri mode1 for human action. and was directed 

towards a reconsidention of the humanenvironment relationship specifically. 

Since that time. ecophilosophy has become a sepmte though related field of study 

from environmentai philosophy. rather than a subset of the I q e r  discipline. These changes 

have occurred for several reasons. First. environmentai philosophy began to concern irself 

more and more with the development of an environmental ethic for appropriate human- 

environment relations. and thereby became. dthough not by definition. at least in pnctice, 

synonymous with environmentai ethics. 

Second. the philosophicai aspect of ecophiiosophy became. over tirne, more 

generic. That is. rather than refening to an application of philosophicai pnnciples to 

ecoloa, ecophilosophy began to refer to any approach to environmentai concems which 

believed that "the source of the environmentai crisis lies not without but within, not in 

S4~nvironmentid philosophy, in turn. was a subset of the l q e r  field known genencally as environmentid 
thought This field included any contemplation of the human-environment relationship. Pmgenitors of 
ecophilosophy such ris Thoreau and Leopold could be said to be engaged in "environmentril thought". but so 
too could most eastern and western philosophen. Consideration of the human relationship with the nanrnl 
world Yises in one form or another throughout the tustory of philosophy. 



indusuial effluent but in assumptions so casually held as to be virrudy invisible" 

(Evernden, 1993. p.xii). In this sense. the work of ecophilosophy was philosophical in the 

broadest meaning of that term, but it didn't rely on the techniques and tenets of philosophv 

to conduct its work. 

Third, ecophifosophy no longer concerned itself wirh the explicit study of human- 

environment relations. Although still concerned with the amefiontion of environmental 

conditions, the causes were seen to be more diffuse and often quite distant h m  the human 

conception of nature iwlf. Rather than Our views of nature and our relationship with the 

naturai world king the sole locus of concern, our understandings of knowledge making, 

human purpose and the good iife were dl seen to have impacts on our ueatment of our 

earthly home. Environmenrd conditions then could corne to be seen as a "cnsis of character 

and of culture" (Devail & Sessions, 1985. p.ixP. 

Through these two shifrs in ecophiiosophy. away from philosophical techniques 

and away from an explicit smdy of human-environment relations. the boundxies of the 

field have become softer. more fuzzy. more generous. On the one hand. the field has taken 

on a more poetic. spiritual tone. which enables Drengson ( 1988) to provide a lovely 

definition for ecophilosophy as "the loving pursuir and redkation of the wisdom of 

dwelling in hmony with one's place" (p.xii). On the other hand, the field has become 

more radical. serving not only to throw into question western culture's view of and 

relationship with nature as is suggested in the basic principles of deep ecology (Devail & 

Sessions. 1985, p.70) but to render controversiai and contentious. al1 of the basic 

ontologicril and epistemologicai assumptions ernbodied within the western, indusuial 

pmdi,gn. 

This shift in orientation of ecophiiosophy is. I suspect. more an apparent one than 

an actual one. Indeed. Naess (as cited in Fox. 1995) in a 1986 article. writes. 

%ee Appendix A2 for a discussion of the ways in which ecological education has taken up the 
environmental crisis as a crisis of culture in C k t  Bowea' work and a crisis of ciiaracter in Wendel1 Berry's 
work 



the deep ecological movement tries to clarify the fundamentai presuppositions 

underlying our economic approach in te- of value priorities. philosophy, and 

religion. In the shallow movement, argument cornes to a halt long before this. The 

deep ecology rnovement is therefore "the ecology movement which questions 

deeper". (p. 102) 

This desire to question deeper and look underneah value priorities has a strong cultural 

flavour to it which is &in to the later, more broadly defined. renditions of ecophilosophy. 

The apparent broadening of the tield is. 1 believe, attributable to ecophilosophical ideas 

king taken up by scholars from a vxiety of discipiines56, thereby moving beyond the 

discipline of philosophy which underlies Naess' work. 

* * * * * 

As mentioned in Chapter Two, the ecologicai self emerges from that form of 

ecophilosophy known of as deep ecology. The conception of the ecologicai self within 

deep ecology focuses very stron_gly on the idea of interconnectedness and on human 

identification with the more-than-human world. 

From the perspective of someone concerned about the deterioration of the naturai 

environrnent. this human identification with nature is important for two rerisons. F i t .  "no 

moral exhortation or doumatic statement of environmental ethics is necessary to show care 

for other beings - including rivers or mountains - if our self in this broad and deep sense 

embnces the other being" (Devd. 1988. p.43). In other words. we will automatically act 

out of care and responsibility to the more-than-human world if we understand ourselves as 

connecred. 

Second. in identifying ourselves in such a manner. we necessarily arrive at the very 

humbling and very critical insight that we are not at the centre and we are not in conml. We 

begin to understand ourselves as part of Indra's net- We thereby gain back our hurnan place 

in the world and regain a sense of ümits. By relinquishing our place at the centre and 

%ee footnote 1 1  in the preface to this dissenrition. 



relinquishing our place of control. our actions are once more based in an understanding of 

and respect for ecological integrity. 

The ecophilosophical litentuce is less explicit about the second aspect of the 

ecologïcal self which I described in Chapter Two: the notion that "the more coherent one 

becomes within oneself as a creanue, the more fully one enters into the communion of d l  

creatures" (Berry. 1990. p. 1 1). That is, the sense of tuniing towards inner uuth is implicit 

in the concept of Self-reaiization, but in the working out of this idea Naess ( 1987). and 

Devail and Sessions ( 1985). focus more on the end-goal of Self-reaiization than on how to 

achieve this state. 

There are moments where the desire to turn to inner tmth reaches articulation as in 

Naess' conversation with David Rothenberg ( 1993): 

AN: The goals well understood by people are pleasure. happiness. and 

achievement. There is no requirement of tremendous population. uemendous 

buildings. or uemendous consumerism in order to have maximum pleasure. 

happiness. or achievement. 

DR: So if you teach people how to articulate their goals in life. they will find that 

they're much more in Iine with the rest of n a d  creanires and plants and animais? 

AN: Yes. ... I talk about total views nther than philosophies. Views about who 

you are. your deepest wishes. your obligations. and your relations to others. 

(p. 135) 

The desire to elaborate imer mths is also apparent in the epistemolo@cd 

assumption inherent in ecophilosophy that personai knowledge is at least as important. if 

not more so. than expert knowledge. The nini to inner mth as an explicit goai within 

ecophilosophy, however, originates fiom two sources: one intentionai and one incidentai. 

Ecofeminism. by drawing parallels between the domination of women and the 

domination of nature. sets itself a project which is at once human and environmental. 

Ecofeminists are more overtly trying to heai a human pain as well as an earthly pain than 

lire their deep ecology counterparts. Their task, therefore, is the numiring of the self mid 



the nuttunng of the earth. This work is. indeed, seen to be one and the sarne as P e n  Kelly 

(1989) indicates in her foreword to a coiiection of ecoferninist essays entided Healing the 

Wo~inds. "The stniggle for disarmament, peace, social justice, protection of the planet 

Earth, and the fuifiliment of basic human needs and human rights are one and indivisible" 

(p-x). A deeper concern for human weU-king is thus a priority aiongside a concern for 

improvement of environmental conditions . Turning towards personal mths and fostering 

what best sustains those truths is a way of nurturing the wounded souis which are of 

concern to ecofeminists. 

This desire to turn to inner tmths has also found a backdoor into ecophiiosophicai 

literanue due to the prevaience of ecophiiosophers (particulariy deep ecologists) who are 

also buddhists. Thus. Snyder writes frequentiy of tuming to the uuth within. but whether 

this interest derives from his buddhist training or his deep ecologicai inclinations is 

impossible to discern. Here's Snyder from several different sources: 

F e  Great Subculture] has taught thot man's nanuai king is to be uusted and 

followed; that we need not look to a rnodel or ~ l e  imposed from outside in 

searching for the centre: and that in foliowing the gnin, one is k ing truly 'moral'. 

(1969a. p.115) 

The other part of [poeuy] ... has to do with bringing us back to Our original. m e  

natures from whatever habit-rnolds that Our perceptions. that our thinking and 

feeling g t  formed into. And bringing us back to original m e  mind. seeing the 

universe freshly in eternity. yet any moment. ( 1980, p.72) 

Ego itself is a reflex of iporance and deIusion that comes from not seeing who we 

"truly" are. Organized society can infime, pander to, or exploit these weaknesses. 

or it can encourage generosity, kindness, trust. ( 1990, p.92) 

in short. ecophiiosophy is interested in exploring the phiiosophicai understandings 

which underlie our relationship with the environment, to articulate those understandings 

which have led to the detenoration of humanenvironment relations, and to explore 

alternative understandings which might be more environmentdy benign. The ecologïcal 



seIl fin& its place within ecophilosophy through deep ecology's mempt to btwaden human 

identification to includr the more-than-humm world. through ecofeminism's attempt to heal 

the human and earthly wounds of domination, and through the influence of the buddhist 

notion of Buddha nature (see Chapter Two) on ecophilosophical writers. 

L M ~  turn away from ecophilosophy towards the ecologicd self has less to do with 

inteiiecmal or ideologicd disagreements with ecophilosophy. and more to do with lived 

experienceg. As part of the work which I undertook to "prepare the soir for this research 

study, 1 engaged in. what turned out to be. a very foolhardy and instructive endeavour. I 

decided that wmted to take on the ideas of ecophiiosophy, to attempt ro Live hem out in 

rny own Iife. If. after dl. 1 was suggesting that ecophilosophy provided a way of 

understanding the world which was advantageous. then didn't 1 need to know what the 

realicy of that way of being w u ?  If 1 was suggesting chat others should live through an 

zcophiIosophicd lens. didn't 1 need to do so myself? 

So. 1 attempted to undentruid myself not as an autonomous individud but as 

interdependent. always in relation. 1 attempted to let go of controt. to allow myself to 

smbmce ambipity and uncenainty. and live fully in the flow of the universe. 1 fought my 

own notions of and desires for freedom. 1 attempted to be open to diversity and enrenain al1 

possibilities. I uied to subdue my own inclinations towards rationai approaches. and to 

treat d l  ways of knowing as equdly vdid. 

1 cm only describe this process as attempting to climb outside of one's own skin 

while it is still attached to nerve and sinew. 1 constantly felt confused. at odds with myself. 

in pain. Ml of angst. 1 was aiways benting myself for not quite "gening it". I felt like 1 

was uying to -mb something which 1 knew to be out there shrouded in fog, but which 1 

never acnidIy codd have p b b e d  at di because it had no material body. Vertigo m e d  

with teeth is. perhaps. the best way to describe the sensation, 

'7whi1e [do have philosophicd disagreements with ecophiIosophy's empfiasis on intellectual 
qumentation as a tool for transformation and the impticit suggestion that ecophilosophy is s replacement 
for modemity. my tuni towvds the ecolo@cd self is not based on these i n t e I I e c ~  disapments. nor do 1 
have arguments with the actud tenets of ecophilosophy. 



E~planations for my difficulty are in themselves elusive. it is not that 1 was trying 

on a way of viewing the world which was anathema to me. It is not even that I wris uying 

on a way of viewing the world which was chdienging because it conflicted with the deeply 

held assumptions with which 1 had k e n  nised. It is more that uying on a way of viewing 

the world is in itsclf an impossibility. We simply don't come to know the world through 

intellectual ides. Lived experience. embodied concepts. intuition, are the deep sources for 

the type of knowledge which colours daily action. 

As painful ris this experiment was. it taught me an extremely important lesson 

which turned me away from ecophilosophy towards the ecologicd scff. 1 can't provide a 

set of ideris for students. a set of assurnptions about living; establish them as 

"tnith": demonstrate their importance and expect this process to rissist with the embodiment 

of those ides. The ideris of ecophilosophy are essentiai in so far as they heIp point out the 

hidden assumptions of a western worldview. and provide an alternative set of ides  to 

discuss. But they do not provide a lens for living. That lens emerges from deeply 

cxperienced uuth and that truth can only be found by turning within. 

Furthemore when we stm from the vantage point of inner mth. the ideas of 

ecophilosophy aise nanirally md ye lived out quite matter of factly. Drengson ( 1980) 

suggests that 

cach of us knows in our bonrs that the world is not a machine. Nor rire our bodies 

mechanisrns. Computers are neither intelligent nor conscious. Poetry is as 

significant as mathematics. The most vaiuable things in life cannot be measured or 

quantified. Both friendship and genuine community are necessary for the 

development of whole human persons. Nanue is not some alien monster that 

opposes us. that we must conquer. (p.230) 

If we nini within and cm tmIy acknowledge our experience of the world then we 

redize that we "know in our bones" the understandings which ecophilosophy puts Forth. 

"By moving inside to the core of our experience - and working out h m  there" (Gluer. 



1999. p. 1). we come to understand the ideas of ecophilosophy in ways that would be 

impossible if we never aliowed that tum within and kept discussion on an intellectuai leveI. 

h placing my focus on the ecologicd self, there ts a concomitant suggestion that the 

environmental problem has different mots and causes than ecophilosophy suggests. As 

ecophilosophers see the woddview of rnodernity as the cause of environmental 

deterioration. so they see the birth of rnodernity in the seventeenth century as the point of 

time at which society departed from a connectedness with nature, and as the mot of our 

current rnaiai~e~~.  As discussed in Chapter Two. focusing on the turn away from the 

ecologicd self as the catalyst for environmental deteriontion, places the histoncd 

emergence of "the environmencd problem" at the end of the nineteenth century. 

My interpretation of environmentai problems as set forth within this dissertation 

supports ecophilosophy's foundational notion that the "source of the environmental cnsis 

lies not without but within" as it supports the phiiosophicd tenets of ecophilosophy itself 

(~ocentrism, interdependence. holism). in focusing on the ecologicd self. however. the 

cultural and pedapogicai road tu recovery diverges from ecophilosophicai approaches. 

%orne ecophilosophers suggest t h  the rise of christianity creafed the conditions which enrtbled aur 
relationship with the nacurai environment to detenorate (Turner. 1980; White Ir.. 1067). Other writers in 
the field sugpt  that our tum t o w d  agriculture 10.000 years %o. was the point of deparaire h m  a 
M t h y  human-nature relarionship (Quinn. 1992). The vast majority of ecophilosophers. however. suggst 
rhat our disconnection h m  nature occurred with the onset of the scientific revoiution. 



Appendix A2 - Ecological Educatioa and the Ecological Self 

Historical Emergence 

Ecoiogical education. most simply consuued. is education which ernerges from the 

concerns and shares the goals of ecophilosophy. In other words. ecological education is 

rooted in the notion chat "solutions to the _gave environmental crisis require more than mere 

refom of our personal and social practices .... [They] require a radical ansformation in 

our woddview" (des Jardins. 1997, p.202). Ecological education riims to help students to 

consider the problematic assumptions which underiie a western worldview, and to expiore 

alternative perspectives. Furthennore, ecological education aims to embody the pnnciples 

in which an ecological worldview is rooted. 

Ecoiogical education carne to prominence in the 1990s. nexly three decades after 

the birth of the modem environmental movementjg. That ecophilosophy should eventuaily 

End its way into the field of education is not surpnsing. As an institution which is charged 

with the responsibility for culnid transmission (Hum. 1993) and reproduction (Apple. 

1990) new f o m  of culeural understanding would inevitably make Eheir way into the school 

system both as dismptive influences and as aiterations to the transmission "database". As a 

potential site for transformation (Fien, 1993: Gmveiine. 1998: Marino. 1997), 

rcophiIosophy would seek the support of schools in teaching change. As ri scholarly 

enterprise. the field of education is effected by new forms of culturai critique and scholars 

%hm h u  never ken  an attempt to map out the history or geopphy of the field of ecologid edumtion. 
nor is it my intent to u n d e d e  this project here. 1 have chosen 1990 as the birihdsie of ecologicd rducation 
on the bais [ha[ the v a t  majority of pub1ic;itions in the field date h m  on or after this point There 
renainly were cducators considering these ides at a much earlier &te as with Sessronsr çornprehensive 
Yticlc in 1983. or Mcinnis' ( 1977. 1973) wnting a decade eulier, Funhermore. b u s e  ecological education 
shares assumptions and approaches with muiy other forms of educaion, the ideas of ecologicd educaion 
were found in the Iitenture at even earlier dam (Arendt 1954: Dewey, 1938: Whitehead. 1929) though not 
related io ecologicd concerns per sé. Finaily. since ecolo@cal education is also an attempt to cetuni to the 
ways in which eduwtion natunlly aises in the worid (a child leaming at his or her parents'side. 
apprenticwhip f o m  of education. or the experientiai and spiritual leaming of indigenou people), 
ecoiogicd educxion could be said to predate schooling iwlf. As with ecophiiosophy however. while the 
ideas may have b a n  in existence for a long h e .  ecologcal education didn't e m q e  as a field wilfi 
discemible boundrines until the 1990s. 



in the field wodd take up and elabonte these interpretations as would scholm in a variety 

of disciplines. 

While al1 ecological education emerges from the tenets of ecophilosophy. the 

interpretation of those ideas. the area of focus and the pedagogical ripproaches Vary wideIy 

from one ecological educator to the next. Below. 1 have provided an oudine of the major 

theorists in ecologicai education and their pedagogical focus. Following this discussion, 1 

have oudined the typicd sites in which ecologicd education cm be found. 

Surveying the Landscape 

Cultures of Schooline, - Schoolino of Culture: The Im~licit Curriculum - Chet Bowers 

Chet Bowers. one of the earliest and most prolific writers in the field of ecological 

education. in the introduction to Erlucurion, Culruml Myths and rhe Ecoiogical CrLris 

( 1993bi. states very succinctly the thesis which underlies his work: 

If the thinking that guides educational reform does not take account of how the 

cultural beliefs and practices passed on through schwling relate to the deepening 

ccolo_eicd crisis. then these efforts may actudy suengthen the culeural orientation 

thar is undermining the sustaining capacities of natural systerns upon which d l  life 

depends. How our culniral beliefs contribute to the accelerrÜin_e de-eradation of the 

environrnent ... is the most fundamentai challenge we face. Ail other social and 

educational reforms must be assessed in terms of whether they mitigate or 

exacerbate the ecologicd cnsis. (p. 1) 

In this stritement. Bowers rirticulates the OKO themes which 1 see nrnning 

throughout his writing and teaching. First. western culturd beliefs are insamental in the 

degndation of the natural environment. Second. those cultural beliefs ;ire encoded in al1 

aspects of our &y to day life and are therefore continuously acted upon and promoted even 

when they are quite transparent. Bowers concerns himself, primariiy, with the encdng of 

cultural beliefs in our thought patterns and language, paying particuiar menaon to the 



metaphoricai nanire of lanpage (1993% chap.2; t993b, chap.4). He also looks, however, 

to the ways in which cdniral understandings form the implicit curriculum (Eisner. 1985. 

chap. 5) which is taught both through the cunicular artifacts which educators choose and 

through the patterns of classroom communication in which we take part (Bowers and 

Rinders, 1990). 

The rote of education in the meliontion of rbe environmentai crisis. therefore. is to 

make explicit the cultural assurnptions which are embodied in our day to day interactions 

and speech, problematize these assurnptions. and offer alternative views which are based in 

more environmentaiiy-benign assumptions (such as indigenous perspectives). While 

Bowers is concemed with the processes of Ieaming, tus goai is to raise those processes up 

to the level of consciousness. and make them the subject of discussion. Through doing so, 

c u l d  assumptions become topic. and ecologicai education takes place through 

tducationd content. 

Education for Sustainrtbiliry and the Environments of Schoolino - David Orr 

David Orr. the other dominant writer in the field of ecological educauon also 

concerns himself with the content of educationd propms. He questions the subject matter 

which needs to be taught in order for students to l e m  to live sustainably. Orr (1992) 

suggests that education for sustainabihty wiil ultimately m t  on six foundational ideas: 

1. Al1 education is environmental education. 

2. Environmental issues are complex and cmnot be understood through a single 

discipline or department. 

3. For inhabitants. educarion occurs in pan as a dialogue with a place and has the 

chancienstics of good conversation. 

1. The way education occurs is as important as its content. 

5.  Experïence in the n a d  worid is both an essential part of understanding the 

environment and conducive to good thinking. 



6. Education relevant to the challenge of building a sustainable society wiii enhance 

the learner's cornpetence with n a d  systems. (pp.90-2) 

In practice. Orr's work focuses most strongiy on the physicai environrnents of 

schooling. His purpose seems to be two-fold. First, in suzgesting that "Iandsca p... 

shapes rnindscape" ( 1992. p. 130). Orr is not referring oniy to naturd landscapes. He is 

also concemed with the landscape of education and particularly higher education 

institutions as Weston (as cited in Roszak. 1992) describes hem: 

1 think it is not surprising ... that much of the environmentai ethics offered by 

contemporary phiIosophers is very often the most abstnct. wholly inteliectual 

construction .... How many times 1 have wiiliced to my evening clrisses watching the 

blazing Long Island sunset. ody to lose sight and thought of it as 1 am puiied into 

our windowless Iecrure building - even as i plan CO discuss rhe values of nature! But 

what the litenture offers fits the building, not the sky the building hides. (p.3 11 ) 

Orr's groundbrertking project at Oberlin CoUege in Ohio. is an artempt to offer a 

building which embodies environmental integrity. He has designed the environmentai 

building at this coliege to be a place in which students have a moment to moment 

connection with the naturai processes of their existence. 

But the point here is not oniy aesthetics or only an dikgment of physicd space with 

mentai space. Rarher Orr is concerned that "students taught environmental awareness in a 

setting that does not alter their relationship to basic life-suppon systems l e m  that it is 

sufficient to inteUectudize. emote or p o s m  about such things without having to live 

differentiy" ( 1992. p.9 1 ). This comment points to his second and perhaps more central 

concem with the physicd environments of schmhg. 

Whetfier in the speciaiiy designed building at Oberlin, or on coiiege cqpuses 

across the country. ûrr urges educators to heIp students CO undercake resource inventories 

of their schools. thus becoming more conversant wirh tfieir ecological footprint 

(Wackernagel& Rees, 1996). if smdents can begin to understand where their water and 

energ corne front. where their waste goes, whicb resources they are using up on a day to 



day basis in schools. where those resources corne from and what the impacts of using 

those resources are. then they wiii become more aware of their continuous relationship with 

and reliance on the n a d  environment. Furthemore. they will begin to learn sustriinabiiity 

practices which they can cary with them to inform the rest of their Lives. 

Through developing an understanding of the naturai sources of o w  eetence, Orr 

accornplishes several things. He provides the tùnctional skiiis of self-suffrciency which are 

kquently lacking today. Along with these skills. students &velop a knowledge kase about 

ecological technology. an understanding that there are alternative ways of living and an 

ability to question current practices. From an ecophilosophical point of view. Orr's 

methods dso  dramatically alter a student's relationship with the n a d  environment. A 

smdent who is tending to the greenhouse which acts as a wastewater treatment plant for the 

coilege. L e m  to live with nature in a give and cake relationship. rather than king in 

control of nritwe or k ing  in the position of centrai importance. An ecological m i n k t  is 

thus developed through the technicd and scientific work. 

Chmcter of Education - David Jardine 

Jardinem concerns himself with the mood and tone of education. and their effects 

on our ecological mindset. He is concerned that the skineristi nanue of modern education - 

running h-om topic to topic. only skimming the surface of ideas. never slowing down or 

going deep. a sense or "pedagogical hypenctivity" (Jardine. 1996. pp.47-53 - produces a 

mindset and a way of being in the world which is decidedly unecologïcal. He suggests that 

the charrcter of education needs to change if we wish to develop a more fine sensitivity to 

the world. an ability to live more deeply, thoughffuiiy and ecoIo,oica.ily. 

%le Jardini: is nrely  included in the gnealog of ecologicd edwtion. his work offen a smne 
conmbution to the field. 1 beiieve that his omission fmm the field has two causes: 

1. Being a Cimadian educator places his work more on the m e n s  of ecological 
educarion which is wking place predominandy within the United States and United 
Kingdom. 
2. His self-identification as a philosopher rather than an environmentalm places his work outside 
of the knowledg of most scholars in the field of ecologid education. 



Jardine turns to the rhythms of nature as a mode1 for pedagogicai mood and pace. 

Perhaps, he suggests, ihrough embracing the cyclic, meandering, hushed and clamorous 

tones of nature, we will. in tum, ernbody an envuonmental eihic. 

But Jardine is not primarily concerned with the effects of pedagogy on 

sustainability. As an interpretive philosopher. he is interested in reading the signs which lay 

deep wirtiin pedagogy. He looks for eniptions of the wild in children, in teachers and in 

our work together, suggesting that the wild aspects of self are inescapable, as they are 

always and already within us. Jardine points to these signs of life in the curriculum as he 

points to the signs of ecologicd disaster within educationd work hetping educators to 

develop deeper knowtedge of the ways in which we live out a sense of connectedness or 

disconnection within our daily lives in schools. 

Educrition oFChmcter - Wendell Beny 

While Jardine is concerned with the chancter of education, Wendell Berry is 

concerned with the education of chancter. Although he's not an educator per sé. Berry's 

( 1977) suggestion that "the possibiIity of the world's hedth will have to be defined in the 

chmcters of pesons" (p.26) has profound pedagogicai implications. 

How do we terich in a way in which the child. the teacher, the educational 

community. the topic and the eaah are cespected and have a sense of dignity? How do we. 

through che discipline of education. come to understand our place in the world, a place 

which is "limited by responsibility on the one hand and by hurnility on the other" (Berry, 

1983, p.S5)? 

Through pointing to these questions, Berry's work suggests a pedagogy which 

embodies an ecoIogica1 way of king h u g h  its demeanor. through its respectfui 

amernent to subject matter and h-ough the pedagogicai relaîionships which are Iived out 

in the classroom. 



Through this brief oudine of the work of Bowers, Orr, Jardine and Berry. it 

becomes apparent that ecoIogîcid educators interpret the d e m d s  of ecophiiosophy in 

different ways. As a result. not oniy does the content of ecologicaI education differ from 

one educator to anorher. but ecologicd education moves beyond a subject area to be a way 

of understanding and living out the gods, content. rnethods, impiicit messages, tone and 

character of pedagog. 

The Practice of Ecological Education 

In 1999. the first book on ecological education pnctice was published6'. In 

EcofugicaE Education in Action. Smith and Williams provide write-ups on a variery of 

ecologicai education programs at both the K-12 and higher education levels. They suggest 

that ecoIo@cai educacion is based in the following goals: 

1. Development of personal affinity with the earth thruugh pmtical experiences 

out-of-doors and through the pmctice of an ethic of c m .  

2. Grounding leming in a sense of place through the study of knowiedge 

possessed by local eIders and the investigaion of surrounding n a W  and 

human cornrnunities. 

3. induction of students into an experience of community that counters the press 

toward individualism that is dominant in contemponry socid and economic 

experiences. 

4. Acquisition of prricucal s W s  needed to regenerare human and nanual 

cnvironments. 

5. h tduc t ion  to wcupationai alternatives thar conmbute to the preservation of 

local culnires and the narural environment. 

61Bowers' (1992) book. Educaring for* Ecdogicdy SustaUrnbfe Culture. contains one chpter entitled 
"Educationai Modeis of Comrnunity and Environmental alnewd", in which he describes tiuee ecologid 
edumtion pmgrams. ï h e  book as a whole. however. is more c o m e d  with he theoretid underpinnings of 
emlo_oid edudon .  



6. Prepantion for work as activists able to negotiate local, regionai, and nationai 

oovenunental structures in an effort to adopt policies that support socid t 

justice and ecological sustainability. 

7. Critique of culturd assumptions upon which modern industriai civilization has 

k e n  built. exploring in particular how they have contnbuted to the 

exploitation of the natural world and human populations. (pp.6-7) 

This recent anempt to define the field and provide models of pnctice does not impIy 

that ecological education programs didn't exist before 1999. Rather. ecological education 

has existed outside of the purview of mainstream education for a coupte of reasons. 

First, many ecological education prognms take place within specialized institutes 

which are only known to those people who actively seek out this information and are 

already connected into the alternative media in which such prognms wodd be advertised. 

The [nsutute for Deep Ecolog Education. for example. has been offerhg summer 

workshops in the field for a number of years. Sirnilarly. the Teton Science School in 

Wyoming has offered summer programs for teachers on place-based leaming. 

Second. ecologicai education programs tend to opente on a gnssroots IeveI. That 

is. one teacher in one school who is interested in one aspect of ecoiogicd education will 

develop a p r o k m  or take up an ecologicai approach to teaching within his or her own 

work. As such. there is no cohesive vision nor uniform approach to ecological education. 

The central focus of an ecological education pro- at one school would not even be a 

topic of consideration for another p r o _ m .  Ecological education, therefore. resists 

becoming a movement. This situation is not problematic in itself, but it implies that there is 

less of an abiiity to systernatize or conceptudize the field, and therefore the mount of 

wrïting about the field within educational and acadernic circles is reduced. 

Furthemore. because of the _msroots nature of the movement, courses and en& 

program exist without the knowtedge of anybody outside of the individuai school.d2 There 

6 Z ~ o r  this remon. the publication of Ecological Eüucarion Ui Acrion was a very impomr event which 
may indicrite a tum in the field No longer do ecologicd educators have to do their work in isolation. 
reinventhg the whed for each new pro-m. Rrither. they can begïn to lm from each othets wock and 
shve idm. 



is a prolifention of work in the field but very little communication through which 

educators can becorne aware of each other's work.63 

Ecologicai education dso occurs in specidized schools such as the Petrolia School, 

a tiny, community school in California (Smith, 1995). On occasion, prograns are 

developed which are not tied to any one schwl and therefore have broader dismbution and 

currency. The FoAre program (Wigginton, 1985) is the most widely known program of 

this type. Common Roots is a smder example of ri program which has left its initiai ties 

with one school to provide a program which has been irnpiemented in schools across the 

United States. Beginning with an elementary school in Vermont. the Common Roots 

program bases the entire K-6 curriculum around the school garden, thereby "reco~ecting 

schools to the culnird and naturai heritage of their community" (Food Works, L995). 

In 1997. a group of educators at the University of Calgary met to discuss the 

potentiai of ecologicd education for the local context. initially the group's goal was to 

explore the possibilicies of establishing an environmentai charter school in Calgary. Quite 

quickly. however. the meetings tumed into a thinktank in which the group explored values 

and philosophies. attempting to pin down the essence of what ecologicai education could 

look like. The result, outlined below. is a wish list for ecologicai education: 

I. Values whicjt Underlie Ediicarion 

1. Tme to World - depth and meaning; questioning; facing redity; complexity: red work 

2. Connections - relationships: interconnectedness: community; elders 1 ancestors: 

integration 

3, Joy in World - sacred: joy and pleasure: wonder and intrigue: appreciative; exploration: 

following interests 

63.41temative education publications such as Porh of teanring are helpful in inforrning educators about 
dtemative progmns including ecological prograns. The Place and Comunity discussion _wup on the 
intemet dso reveds much work that is king done by individuai educaiors in the field. Please set the 
reference list for information on both of these sources. 



4. NumrÏng - honouring students: safety, support, compassion: respectful; listening to 

erich other, to eanh; countetacting dienation - belonging 

5. Knowing Where Are / Being Fitting - importance of place: contextualized; local: 

subjecis ris placed: responsive CO situation 

6. Conscious Living - slowing down and listening; simphcity: mindful 

7. Rigour - discipline. hard work: cornmiunent CO topic and errch other: knowledgeable 

8. Empowerment - confident in own abilities and voice - pnctice skills: decision-making 

capabilities: risk-taking 

9. Self-Understanding - seifdiscovery; reflection 

10. Diversity - honouring tmth of other ways - creative expression. etc.: honounng student 

experience 

1 1. Chmcter - wholeness: humility; integity: non-hann€ul: responsibility: ethics not rules 

12. le am in^ and Texching Process - Ieming on-going; discussion / dialogue: 

congruence between process. langage. method and goals. means and ends: 

education not cornmodity or business but human 

II. Tenching rlpprmches 

1. Work in Community 

2. Rituai and Ceremony 

3. Time Outdoors 

4. Community into Clrtssroom 

5. Real Work Projects - Learning through Living 

6. Apprenticeship / Mentor 

7. Service to School, to Community 

S. Community Meeting 1 Guest Speakers 

III. Educananonal Content 

1. Conceive of School Subjects EcoIogicdy 



7. How to Deai with Challenges, Ambiguity, Uncenainty 

3. Live Simply 

4. Understandin: Cultural Assumptions - Criticid Thinking - Questioning Worldview 

5 .  Understanding Roots and Responsibility to Them 

6. Experience Other Possibilities / BeIiel Systems 

7. Political - Civic Virtues - Dernocntic Values 

8. Self-Sufficiency 1 Sustainability Pnctices 

9. Direct Connection to Life Sources 

10. Studies of Environment 

IV. Program Srrtrcrnre 

1. tntegrated Subjects 

7. Multi-Aging 

3. Assessrnent and Testing as Leaming ûpportunities 

1. Blocks of Unintemtpted Time 

V. Sc/iool/ Ed~iccrrionul Environnient 

1 .  Ecologicd infrastructure 

7. Discussion and Didogue in Decision-Making 

3. Terichers Commined to Continued Leaming. to Conscious Education and to Working 

through Educationai Chatlenges as a Cornrnunity 

Ecological Education and the Ecological Self - Theory 

My own version of ecoIogicd education has been infiuenced by di of the educators 

listed above (Bowers. On, Jardine and Beny) and also by the fieIds of buddhism and the 

work of Thornashow ( 1995: personai communication 1988-90) on ecologicai identity. As 



with the field of ecophilosophy, my interpretation of ecologicd education does not turn its 

back on its roots but focuses more specificaily on the ecologicd self. 

My tum towitrds the ecological self within ecologicd education has a similar 

derivation co my tum rowards the ecologicd self within ecophilosophy. That is. 1 was 

concemed that ecologicd education which is based on the more broad tenets of 

ecophilosophy had two possibie avenues for pmtice which both seemed to be lacking in 

their potential to help smdents to intemdize ecologicd understandings. 

Fust, ecological education couid engage in an intellectud conversation of the idem 

of ecophilosophy. A critique of modernity. a presentation of alternative visions. an 

exploration of the implications of ecophilosophy could aii enter ïnto the discussion. While 

the teaching appmach need no1 be presentationd. and could in fact be quite experiential, the 

work would nevenheless rernain on the level of the intellect. Ernbodiment of the ideas 

would be difficult and deep knowiedge would. rherefore. not Likely emerge. 

Second. the ides of ecophilosophy could be taken on in a superticid way as part of 

pedagogicd practice. For example. whiie LaChapelle ( 1988. 1994) provides deeply 

grounded Rasons for the importance of ritud in d d y  Iife, ritual can be taken up in the 

classroom without a good understanding of the purposes which ground the practice. 

Similarly. place-based learning has becorne the rnost written about and practiced fom of 

ecological education. but the writing about the purposes which ,gound pedagogies of place 

is highly unsatisfying. Romantic notions of place are provided rather than critically 

engaging in our relationship with our home-place. Mobility is typicaiiy seen as bad and 

locdity as good. but these notions are rarely probtematized. Why is kaming in piace and 

learning about place important? Without this critical conversation and pedagogïcal 

erounding. 1 fear that ecoIogicd education wiii just become the latest trend in education and 
k 

WU end up betnying the roots out of which it has slowly and strongly emerged. 

At the same t h e ,  1 believe that the reason that ritual and place, and other ecological 

education nouons such as community, reiationshîp, deep engagement, hoiism, authenticity 

and real-world connections are important is because they provide the conditions withîn 



which we can most easily connect with the ecologicai self. For example, the importance of 

community does not lie, 1 believe, in a romantic notion of sharing and connection. 

Community is important because within a strong community, there is the support for 

diversity, the safety to pursue one's own vision. the sense of limits of expression and 

responsibiiity of action, and the resistances of confiictin; visions which enable a good and 

tnie definition of self to emerge. A focus on the ecolo,~icd self, therefore, doesn't deny the 

dready existing notions of ecological education but enables them to emerge in a gounded 

way. 

Ecological Education and the Ecologicül Self - Practice 

Ecologicd education which focuses on the ecologicai self cm tdce one of two 

t o m .  Most of the educators who were interviewed for this study engaze in the fmt 

version of this work: attempts to connect students with their ecologicd self. As stated 

ribove. through encouraging a deep engagement with materid (Emma Applegard), through 

encouraging relationships in the classrmm (Jarnie Crowe). through encounging creativity 

and humour (Sam Barlow) and criticai reflection (Lindsay Naylor), a connection to the 

ecologicd self is facilitated, Riniai, t h e  spent in nature. and exposure to work which 

ernerses from the ecologicai hem {profound writing, art, music) are other ways to 

encourage this connection. 

My own work in the field is rooted in the belief that we are ail, already, ecological 

beings. and that we only need CO quiet the noise which disuacts us from this realization of 

self. As with Johanna Fried's approach to education, therefore. my own version of 

ecologicai education focuses less on encouraging connections with the ecologicai self and 

more on discoungïng disconnection from this profound sense of king. 

These disconnections happen on a variety of levels. On a personai level we 

disconnect hom the ecologicd self whenever we are dismissive of our mie reactions to the 

world and engage in the tyranny of "should". On a philosophicd level, there is a 



disconnection when we impose conceptuai h e s  onto the world which are in opposition 

to the way in which the world actuaiiy unfolds. For example, believing that learning must 

occur without failure, that life should be problem-free. that we should be in control of our 

destiny. are ai1 philosophical f o m  of d i ~ ~ 0 ~ e d 0 n  from our ecological self because they 

are based in a denial of lived reality. On a political level, disconnection from the ecologicd 

self occurs when assumptions which form our curent politicai reaiities are accepted as 

given. For example, believing that we must l e m  more information at a faster rate, that we 

rnust become more technologhxiiy-literate in order to be cornpetitive, or that school 

rankings are an essentid indication of the efficacy of education. are al1 examples of buying 

into the political agenda whether or not it speaks to our own deep uuth and sense of 

fulfillment in the world. Furthemore. disco~ection duough political means cari occur 

when issues are raised to the level of debate but the issues themselves are premised on 

ecologicd disaster. For example. we can openly debate about the ownership of hurnan 

genes or the benefits of geneticdly-modified food. but the debates themselves could be 

viewed as a tum away from ecological sanity. Finaily. disco~ection cm occur on the 

professional level. In the case of education, these disconnections exist when we believe that 

ail students leaving the classroom should have an identical understanding of a topic, or that 

knowledge can be uansmitted and received and therefore information wiii be obtained in a 

given time period. or that only ntionai f o m  of knowledge are vdid. 

These examples are ail dishonourings of the truth of our being, the way in which 

we actuaiiy experience ourselves in the world. Ecologicai education which strïves to 

discourage disconnection from the ecolopicai self, nuns students back to their experience of 

the world again and again and again. The ideas provided above are right or wrong oniy in 

so far as they agree with or d i sape  with that experience. Developing a fine and accurate 

attunement for tme experience of the world, therefore, is the groundwork of ecological 

education which is based in discouraging disconnections fiom the ecological self. 



Appendix A3 - Ecological Education and Environmental Education 

Environmental Education - A Brief Synopsis 

in a 1987 article. Australian environmentai educator [an Robottom describes 

environmental education as education which is about, in. and for the environment (p.24). 

While this provides 3 good. broad definition for envuonmentai education, 1 wouId argue 

that while environmental educdon cm be in or abolrr the environment, al1 f o m  of 

environmentai education are for the environment. 

This point of view cm best be seen by tuming to the United Nations Environment 

Prokgunme documents which defined the field of environmental educationu. According to 

The Belgrade Charter of 1976 (as cited in North American Association for Environmental 

Education. 1996). 

the goal of environmental educrition is to develop a world population that is aware 

of. and concemed about. the environment and its associated problems, and which 

has the knowledge. skiiis. attitudes, motivations. and cornminnent to work 

individuaily and collectively toward solutions of current problems and the 

prevenuon of new ones. (p. 1) 

Out of this Charter came the Tbilisi decIaration in 1978 (as cited in North Arnerican 

Association for Environmentai Education. 1996) which Iisted three objectives for 

environmental education: 

%ese documents xise out of the fint two international conferences on environmental education which 
ritternpted to define and Iay out some common gods for the field. Environmend education. however. had 
bcen in existence in a varie- of f o m  for mmy ywrs pnor to these conferences. Beginning with "nature 
study. outdoor education. ruid conservation educacion" (Federal Cwrdinaring Council for Science. 
Engineering. ruid Technolog as cited in National Envimnmend Education Advisory Council. 1996. p.3). 
environmental eduution hlis played a large role in non-formal educatïon since the late nineteenth century 
through such organizations as the Boy Scouts. k o r d i n g  ro Goodson (1993). writing from a British 
context. envimnrnental education made its way iinto the school system. emerging out of the three pillars of 
nimi education. geopphy and biolog. in the 1960s. In che United States. the National Association for 
Environmental Educrition (now the ?ionfi Arnerim Association for Environmental Education) was 
estriblished in the late 1960s pmviding a rneans for ducaton in the f o n d  and non-formai sector to corne 
rogether to discw issues of concern and s h m  ideas within envüvnmental education. The establishment of 
their journal. The J o u m l  ofEnvironmenrai Edvcurion. in 1969. provideci a fonun for discussion for 
xdernics involved in the Field 



1. To foster ciear awmness of and concem about econornic, social. political. and 

ecologicai interdependence in urban and nuaI areas: 

1. To provide every person with opportunities to acquire the knowledge, vaiues. 

attitudes, commianent. and skills needed to protect and irnprove the 

environment; 

3. To create new patterns of behavior of individuals. _mups. and society as a 

whole towards the environment. (p. 1)  

These documents clearly suggest educationfbr the environment. WhiIe the pmtice 

of environmentd education has caken divergent paths since these initial documents, work in 

the field hrts rernained faithful to these original goals. The various approaches to 

environmentai education which currendy exist, 1 suggest. are al1 m t e d  in a particular 

understanding of the "environmentd problem". With a desire to irnprove envuonmental 

conditions. each interpretation of the environmental crisis. has led to a different form of 

environmental education. as indicated in Table A 1. 

When viewed through this lens. ecological education c m  be seen to be a type of 

environmentai educacion. That is. ecologicd education is rooted in a concern about 

environmental conditions and therefore is education which is for the environment. The 

particular emphasis of ecoIogicd education is related to its understanding of the mot of 

environmental problems. that is. the underlying 3ssurnptions and unquestioned priorities of 

western culture. 



Table A 1. 
Approaches to Environmental Education and their Underlvino Assumutions 

Approaches to Definition Underlying Assumptions 
Environmental 

Education 

Ecological A smdy of the processes which Humans would be less destructive 
Concepts _oovem naturd sysrems. includes of the naturai envùonment if we 

smdy of such concepts as ene rg  came to understood our own 
flow. cycles. diversity. community. embeddedness in the n a n d  
interdependence. change and systerns which govern this planet. A 
adaptation6j. smdy of the ways in which 

ecosysrems work. and the ways in 
which hwnans are dependent on and 
enter into those systerns, will 
provide a,Fater sense of 
responsibility for rnaintaining 
heaithy ecosystems. 

Environmentai A study of the science of Greater understanding of the 
Issues - envmnmentd problems or pollution tangible facts of environmentai 
Scientific incidents. Examples include problerns will provide sound 
Aspects learning about the chernical evidence of problerns and will guide 

processes which create acid rain or the search for solutions. 
ozone depletion or about the effecrs 
of toxic chernicals on a wrrter 
system. 

Envuonmentai A study of the social aspects of 
Issues - Socid environmentai issues. focusing on 
.Aspects the complex and dynamic interplay 

of politics. economics and culture. 
This ripproach dso concerns iwIf 
with the viewpoints. beiiefs and 
intetests of the various 
"stakeholders" who are involved in 
an environmental issue. 

Through Iearning about the social 
aspects of environmental issues. 
students gain a more complex 
understanding of the issues and 
their embeddedness in larger social 
systerns. as well as developing the 
skilis md attitudes which are 
required to work towards solutions. 

Outdoor Development of the skills of Through becoming actively 
Recreation outdoor recreation such as involved in the out-ofdoors. 

canoeing. sküng. hiking students wili develop a sense of 
kinship with nature. and a desire to 
protect naninl habitats. 

65~hese particulai- concepts reflect the EC-DC-IC-A leamine ouilined in the Sunship Earth pmpm (vm 
Mam. 1979. pp.64-Si. 



Table A l  (cont.). 
A~~roaches  to Environmental Education and their Underlvino Assum~tions 

Approaches to Definition 
Environmental 

Underlying Assumptions 

Education 

Naiural History 

Nature 
Appreciation 

Environmental 
Lifestyles 

A smdy of the components of nature 
including the snidy of plants. 
animals, geology. hydrology. 
aunospheric conditions, etc. 

Creritive and sensory experiences in 
nature. 

A study of the actions which 
individuais cm rrike to iive more 
lightly on ttie rrirth including 
recyciing. composting, reduction of 
water and energ  use. and 
alternatives to vehicle use. 

The study of metfiods to mace 
environmentai change through the 
political systern. It aims to help 
students to voice their opinions on 
conmversid issues and to 
understand the ways În which they 
c m  create change within a 
democratic system. invoives 
snidents with actions such as 
writing politicians or industry 
officiais. boycotting producn and 
developing educationai campaigns 
to infonn the community about 
environmental issues. 

Greater knowledge of the 
components of nature will provide 
an e n q  way into a deeper 
relationship and greater affection for 
the natural world and wiü thereby 
develop an ethic of care for the 
pianet. 

Through developing an affective 
relationship with nature, students 
will feel a bond and a familiarity 
with the naturd world which will 
increase their desire to protect 
naturai ares. 

Based in the belief that we are ail 
compiicit in environmental 
problems. and that each individual 
can make a difference. Seeks to help 
develop environmentailyconscious 
habits in day to day life. Populv 
approach over the past decade. 

Based in a strong beiief in the 
democratic process and in the belief 
that environmentai problems must 
be addressed through public 
awareness and consequent systemic 
changes. Some educators believe 
that this conuoversiai approach 
doesn't have a place within the 
schwl system while others beiieve 
that education and advocacy acnidy 
work at cross purposes66. 



Yet, whde ecoiogicai education and environmentd education both begin with a 

concern about environmentai deterioration and share the goals of environmentai 

sustainabïiity, their different interpretation of the "environmental pmblem" results in very 

different forms of education. Perhaps the simplest way to understand this distinction is 

through an anaiogy. 

We c m  l i e n  the depdation of the natural environment to the degndation of the 

hedth (emotional, physicd. spirituai, intellectual) of a person who is involved wih 

substance abuse. In order to move to a place of health. the nddict must arrest his destructive 

behavior. that is. his use of alcohol or drugs. If. however. he only stops the behavior 

without exploring the conditions which have led him to the behavior in the first place. then 

he h a s  not truiy corne CO a place of health. and is likely to fall back inco old destructive 

behavior patterns. 

Environmentai education focuses its attention on the first step of thrs procrss. 

Through providing more information. through developing an affective relationship with 

nature. through increasing an understanding of human embeddedness in nnninl cycles. 

environmentd education hopes to wean society away from environmentaily destructive 

behaviors. Ecological education. on the other hand. is concerned with understanding and 

working through the assumptions. beliefs. despairs and priorities which have kd  to the 

desuuctive behrivior in the first place. This relationship is depicted in Figure A 1. 

Environmentai education. therefore. focuses exclusively on the narurai environment 

and the human relationship with nature. Ecological education. however. has far m @ n g  

concerns. At times. the content of ecologicd education may not appear to have any direct 

link to the literal environment. 

Furthemore. since ecoIo_oicai education is a teaching method as weii as a subject 

mrt this method can be applied to any topic. some of which are not in any wrty related to 

environmentai work. Finaily. h o u $  the use of the ecologicai lem, discussed in Chapter 

Two. the aim of ecoiogical education is to take up al1 aspects of life in an environmental 



way. For these three relisons, environmental education may view ecological education as a 

becrayai of environmental work because its focus ranges Car frorn environmentd topics. 

Serks IO undenund md stop behaviors wbich 
;ire m s i n g  r n v i m n m d  problems 1 

Secks IO understand underlying 
usumptxons which have td to  

bchriv~ors md io r n c o u n g  
imsformmon in worldvicw 

Wc have d d e d  ourseives to 
nature withrn us. which h;is mken 
us out of digmrnt  with Nature. 

Loss o t i h  Eco10 
Env~ronmend &&auon IS onlv onc SVInDKOm of tne Ioss of 

Fiure A 1. Relationship becween Ecologicd Education and Environmentril Education 

Mthough both forms of education are interesteci in environmentd ameliontion. the 

work of environmentd education Îs more immediate and short t e m  By focusing on 

underlying causes of environmental problems. ecoiogicai educaùoa is slower. more 



difficdt and takes longer. The aitentions in behavior which ensue, however. are intended 

to be deeper and longer lasting. 

While environmentai education can think it strange that ecologicai education doesn't 

focus on nature per sé. and ecological education can consider environmentai education as 

superficiai in its read of the problem. the differences outlined so far. are more cause for 

confusion or misunderstanding than they are reasons for antagonism. There are, however, 

differences in beiief which are inherent within these two types of education which have the 

potentiai to create tensions. 

Environmental educators can believe that ecological education is unenvironmentai 

because it may beuay environmentdy correct actions. For exarnple. in Chapter Two. 1 

suggested that ecologicai education uses the ecologicai lem to evaiuate pedagogicai 

concems (cunicuia teaching methods. activities) by risking the question. "does this 

approach sustain. ritTim. or add meaning to life:'". 1 mentioned that this question would 

cause us to change the ground on which the discussion of educationai technology was 

based. But 1 aiso suggested that. for ecologicai educators. this lens is appiied CO ail fricets of 

life. What happens when this lens is applied to environmentai activities? 

Looking through an ecologicai lens. it is possible to suggest that recycling is less 

environmentally sustainable than throwing waste into the garbage stream. If recycling 

occurs only as a result of bullying; if the impuise to recycle xises only to assuage one's 

own g i l t  or to keep up with the neighbour's sense of political correctness: if soning the 

items increases stress levels by adding one more task into an ovedy busy iife. then the 

psychologicai deficit which is created may be more environmentally harrnfui than the 

increased waste Ioad to the landfd. Through feeling beaten up and full of self-reprimand 

the abiiity to experience joy in life and feel a sense of connectedness to creation may be 

diminished While recycling 1s. ail else king equal. a more environmentally-benipn action, 

circumstances couid cause it to be more detrimentai. From an environmentai educrtcion 

position. advocating recycling is aiways correct. and ecological education's suggestions 

otheMrise wouid be seen as a betrayai of sustainable living. 



As well as causing ecological educators to tum away h m  "environmentaiiy- 

correct" behaviors. the ecological lem may cause ecologicai educators to m away from 

the principles of good environmental education. For example, "good" environmentai 

education tends to be activity-base& outdoor-oriented and experientid (North Arnerican 

Association for Environmental Education, 1996). EcoIogicaI education wili use these 

rnethods when appropriate but not as -giding principles. From an environmentai education 

perspective. ecologicd education is. therefore. not rooted in appropriate peciagogy. 

Ecological educators would counter that they don't hold tightly to any one form of 

education. but base theu educational approaches in a responsiveness to the situation. 

From an ecologicd education perspective. "environmencd education sometimes 

seerns to convey an understanding of the worid which undermines the deeply relationai, 

deeply sensuous irnrnediacy of Our Iives as and with other W y  beings" (Jardine & 

Pivnick. 1997. p. 160). There rire severai concems cmbedded in this statement. 

Fit. through its interest in edutriinment and activity. environmentai education can 

be seen to skiner over the surface of topics. bemying the complexities of the world which 

ecologicai education attempts to hold open. Ecologicd education believes that honouring 

thex complexities is necessary in order to deeply engage in and face the reidities of life. 

Second. through its reliance on moral exhortation and reprirnand. environmentid 

education may. at times. faii to "address the public with any conviction that human beings 

c m  ix trusted to behave as if they were the living pianet's children" (Roszak. 1995. p.?). 

In JO doing. environmentai education rernoves humans from the realm of creation and 

suggests that we aren't in fact ecologicid beings. Not only does this stance irnply that there 

is no point in tuming within becme we wdi not find anything there which coheres with the 

rest of creation. but it implies that whiie we should enact generosity and c m  towards the 

rest of creation. humans alone aren't worthy of such treatment. 

T M  environmentid educrition often implicitly embodies many of the qualities of 

modernism which ecoIogÏcd education fmds environmentaüy probIematic. For example, in 

Educarion. Cultural Myths and the Ecological Crisis, Bowers (1993b) provides a critique 



of the anthropocentrism which is found in school textbooks. The anthropocentrism which 

he. and other ecophilosophers. frnd problematic is found throughout environmental 

education writin; and program as weU. For exampie. Metzger and Whittaker ( 199 1) end 

their introduction to their environmentai education text with this rerninder "Remember. this 

planet is yours - this planet is [your children's] - this planer is mine" (p. 14). The sense of 

ownership and conuol conveyrd in this staternent is the sense of anthropocenirism which 

ecological tducation finds so problemauc. 

Findly. environmental education involves the work of "becoming". whereas 

ecologicd education involves the work of "being". From an ecologicai education point of 

view. the world changes just by honouring more strongly who we deeply are. One person 

after another niniing within and living in a staie of generosity and humility is al1 that is 

required for sustainability. 

Environmentai education. on the other hand. wishes us to become something 

diffcrent from what we are. Ir is no surprise that environmentai educators who are looking 

for new approaches to the field tuni their attention away h m  positivism towards critical 

pedagow - -. (Fien. 1993: Robottom & Hiut, 1993). Environmentai education sets for itself an 

agenda of transformation. iMaving on. bmishing ttie negative, overçoming our inclinations. 

Ecologicd educrition. based in ct more kind interpretation of humanness. sets for 

itself an agenda of k i n g  more whoUy and clearly and tmthfully and gentiy in place. where 

we currently are. Digging deeper. settling in. trusting the good. 

From an ecological education perspective. environmentai education attempts to cut 

off our mots. bemy uadition and take us away from our uuth. From an environmental 

education perspective, ecological educarion is passive and quaintly naïve, not creating 

substantial change. 

Currentiy. ecolo@i education has not made a big enough splash in the field of 

environmental education for these tensions to surface. As the field gains prominence, 

however. environmentaüy~oncerned educators will need to diink and discuss, listen and 

consider. so that two fields of education which are so closely aiigned and have the potential 



to be rnutually supportive. do noc end up creating factions of discontent, arping amongst 

themselves. 



APPENDIX B - MAPPING THE JOURNEY 

Appendix B1 - Consent Forms 

Sample of Research Participant Consent Form (Student) 
Research Project: Meeting ur the Boiuzduw: Ecophilosophicd Edrtcation in a Mdem World 

Researcher: Ianer Pivnick 
(403) 230-5636 (303) 277-20 13 
jcpivnic@rics.ucalgary .cri 
R o m  6 10. Education Tower. University of Calgary 

Doctoral Supervisors: Dr. David Smith Dr. Lynn Bosetti 
University of Lethbridge University of Calgary 
(403) 329-2 186 (403) 220-3 175 

This form confirms the consent of to participate in the 
research projecr titled Mecring <rr r k  Boimdary Ecophilosophicul Edrtcnrion in n Modem 
World conducted by Janet Pivnick. under the supervision of Dr. Lynn Bosetti of the 
University of Cdgary and Dr, David Smith of the Universiy of Lethbridge. This research 
project is part of a doctoral research study in the Gnduate Division of Educationd Research 
rit the University of Cdgary. 

Please take the tirne to read this consent form carefuIIy and to fully understand the nature of 
your involvernent in this snidy. If you have any questions about the information supplied 
below. or would Like more details on any aspect of the study, you shouid feel free to ask. If 
and when you are satisfied with the information provided and comfonable with k ing  
involved with this smdy. please sign both copies. r e m  one to the researcher and keep one 
for your own records. 

I. Study Purpose 
As a response to eroding environmental and social conditions, many writers are proposing 
3 shift in culturai assurnptions fiom modemism to an "ecologicai pandi-om" or 
"ecophilosophy". Whiie such a shift in orientation has been suggesred, society stiU opentes 
within the bounds of modem. industrial ideals. Educators embracing the ideals of an 
"ecologicd pandi_m" may find themseIves at odds with current pnctices and 
understandings. 

This study is based on the premise that much of what is suggested by an ecologicai 
paradigm is very much alive within modernism and needs simply to 6nd its voice. If 
educators are to assist students with hearing this voice, then ecophiiosophy can't be viewed 
as just a "pxi idea". The difficulties which arise for snidents encoun te~g  



ecophilosophical ides for the fmt t h e  need to be understood as do the challenges 
encountered by educators speaking across pandigrns. This study aims to better understand 
both groups' expenences of "meeting at the boundary". By gaining a deeper understanding 
of the challenges on both sides of this educational relationship, educators rnay be better 
zquipped to act as bridges between these two ways of understanding the world. 

II. Participant Selection 
Students to be interviewed for this smdy attended the classes of the educator participants. 
They have al1 k e n  exposed to components of and versions of ecophiiosophical education. 
Their instructors have recomrnended them as king articulate and engaging speakers on the 
challenges which they faced in k ing confronted with ecophiiosophical ideas. 

III. Nature of Participation 
Signing of this consent form, comrnits you to one - one hour interview. 
This interview wiU explore your experiences of the particular components of 
ecophilosophical education in which you have taken part. e.g. specific assipnients or 
activities. 

The s i ~ i n g  of this consent form indicates your agreement to the above time cornmiunent 
only. It. however. additional conversations seem warranted and appropriate, and if they are 
mutuaily agreed upon. then the possibiiity remains open to continue the conversations. This 
possibility will be discussed at the end of the interview. and will require the signing of the 
addendum at the end of this consent form (below your signature). Any additionai 
interviews will conform to the criteria agreed upon in this consent form with regard to 
participant rights. anonymity and risk reduction. 

IV. Study Benefits 
This study is of benefit to the educational and environmental community in gaining an 
understanding of the challenges of ecopedagogy. Through an understanding of the 
difficulties which arise for both smdents and educators engaged in this pnctice, educaton 
will be better able to design pro-orams which can open up the possibiiities of an ecological 
paradi_pm for students. 

Students participriting in this study wïil have the oppominity to: 
voice opinions of educational processes; 
have their concem taken seriously and have input into the development of future 

programs: 
gain a deeper understanding into their own experience and into the intent of the 

ecophiiosophical education which they experienced. 

V. Poten tial Risks and Methods Employed to Reduce these Risks 
i) As students. participants may feel a sense of obligation to participate in this study or to 
provide positive comments about the ecophiiosophical education in which they have taken 
Part. 



Please note that: 
Your participation in this study is stnctly voIuntary. 
Your involvement in this study will take place after course completion and after grades 

have k e n  submitted. 
The objective of this part of the study is to understand yorrr experience of 

ecophilosophical education. Teachers and cumculum developers cm better design 
programs if they undentand the real concerns and fnrsuations as weU as the positive 
perspectives of the students who are taking part in these prognms. 

ii) Participants may have a concem that negative comments will find their way back to theu 
instructor. Unintended breaches of confidentiality are possible, particularly if the 
educational practices in which the studencs have taken part are unique and identifiable with 
the particular instnictor. 

Please note that: 
Responses will only be shared with insuuctors in an aggregate form. 
Al1 responses will remain confidentid as per your instmctions on this consent form. 
You may review uruiscnpts and omit cornrnents which are clearly identifiable with you or 

you may alter the identibing data 

VI. Anonymity / Confidentiality 
Information obtained in the interviews will be used in nvo ways: 
i)  the telling of personal stories related to the study topic; 
ii) as data sources to highlight the phenornena under question. This use of materiai could 
include brief quotes, aggregate information or the use of ides wwhich cm lend deeper 
understanding to the topic. 

It is understood that my requirernents regarding anonymity will be respected in the manner 
specified below. (Please initiai the statement which is appropriate for your participation): 

a) 1 DO NOT wish to remain anonymous. I would Iike to be credited for my responses and 
agree to full disclosure of rny identity in i) information gieaned from the interviews: ii) brief 
quotes: or üi) the telling of persond stories discussed in the interview. 

b) 1 DO NOT wish to remain anonymous. 1 wodd like to be credited for my responses and 
agree to full disclosure of my identity in i) information gIeaned h m  the interviews: ii) bief 
quotes; or iii) the telling of personal stories discussed in the interview AiTER 
REVEWING the transcnpt for any merial which wiii be directly quoteci 



C) 1 agree to have personal stories told but 1 would iike to maintain anonymity by the use of 
pseudonyms and the aitering of any identifying data (gender, place of work, etc.). Please 
note that, while ail attempts wiii be made to ensure participant anonymity, the teiling of 
personal stories may be traceable to the participant. 

d) 1 do not agree to have personal stories used. I would like information from rny interview 
to be used only as a data source which rnay include the use of brief quotes. Pseudonyms 
will be used and identifying data will be altered in order to ensure anonymity. 

VII. Participant Rights 
1 understand and a - ~ e  that: 

My participation 1s voluntary and 1 have the right to withdraw from this research at any 
time. 

The researcher has a corresponding right to terminate my participation in this research at 
any time. 

1 rnay reconsider this cornmitment and change it as 1 see fit by providing written, dated 
notice to the researcher. 

Anonymity will be respected to the degree and in the rnanner which 1 have indicated 
above. 

Al1 interviews will be audio taped. The audio tapes wilI be kept in secure storage for the 
duration of the study, after which tirne. they wiil be erased. 

1 have the right to review a uanscnpt of my interview at any time after transcription has 
been completed. Changes rnay be made to the transcript in order to ensure anonymity. 

I have the right to refuse to answer any question during the interview process. 
1 have the right to ask for f i e r  details about the study or the nature of my participation 

in the study at any tirne. 

I understand that the resuits of this research rnay be used for publication and presentation to 
a variety of audiences. 1 understand that any subsequent use of the data will conform to the 
criteria agreed upon above. 1 agree to ths additionai use of the research data. 

Your sipanire on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the 
informauon regarding your participation in the cesearch project and a p  CO participate as a 
subject Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent. so you 
should feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. if 
you have further questions conceming rnatters reIated to this research. please contact Janet 
Pivnick at the above numbers. If you have any questions concemitg your participation in 
this project. you may dso contact the Office of the Vice-President (Research) (220-338 1) 
or the Chair of the Education Joint Research Ethics Committee (220-5626). 



1 have read the consent form and 1 understand the nature of my involvement. I agree ta 
participate within the above stated parameters. 

Signnntre of Participant: 

Date: 

..........~....~****.*~*~...*...**.~-.**....**.~~.**.***.*....*.~~.-.~......~............................... 

Interview Date: interview Time: 

Interview Location: 

....*....~~..............*.........................~.....*....-..--......**~~*~*.~...*.**......*..~........+ 

I arme to additional interview(s) requiring the foiiowing time commiunent 

and discussing the foilowing topics 

Signature of Participant: 

Date: 



Transcript Use Consent Form 
Research Project: Meering ar rhe Boruidnry: Ecophilosophical Education in a Modem World 

Researcher: Janet Pivnick 
(403 ) 210-5636 (403) 377-20 13 
jcpivnic@ ucdgary.ca 
Room 6 IO, Education Tower, University of Calgary 

Doctoral Supervisors: Dr. David Smith Dr. Lynn Bosetti 
University of Alberta University of Calgary 
(780) 492-0499 (403) 220-75 12 

1 @rint nome), have reviewed the transcnpts of 

the interview in which 1 participated for the above named study. 

Pleuse check one: 

I agree to have ÿny part of the transcript quoted or referred to within the study write- 

up (dissertation) and in subsequent presentations and publications related to the research. 

1 rtgree to have the rrmscript quored or referred to with the following exceptions: 

f Please indicate rhe nrunber of passages which you would like omined: .) 

(Plcase enclose the rranscriprs wirh thr passages ro be o r n i d  cleariy mctrked. OR Provide 
a lisr of the items which o u  wuitld like omitted, indicaring the page nrcmbers and 
beginning and ending wordsJor each pussage.) 

I have enclosed a list of the passages which 1 would like omitted. 

OR 

I have enclosed the transcripts with the passages to be ornitted indicated. 

Signature of Participant: 

Date: 



Appendix B2 - Data halys is  and Sample Data 

Below. 1 have provided a step by step outhe  of the procedures which were taken 

to anaiyze the data from interview tmscripts to the final write-up of results in Section CI of 

the dissertation. Sample data is included for each stage of the process. This appendix only 

describes the methods which formed part of the path towards successful anaiysis. The 

paths which were attempted and abandoned are described in Appendix B3. 

Step One Method 

The first step of data anaiysis involved going through the transcnpts with a series of 

questions in mind. At this point. 1 wasn't looking for themes. but rather ways to divide the 

information into more mageabte pieces. 

The questions chosen emerged from the data itself, I read through sample interview 

transcnpts to detennine key questions which the conversations seerned to be answering. 

These questions were similar though not identical to the questions which had been in my 

mind when conducting the interviews. The questions for the teacher and student interviews 

are listed below. 

Each question was given a colour code. and 1 went through the vanscripts 

underlinhg the responses which were related to each question. 1 then conducted a compter 

cut and pute operation so that die comments for erich participant reiated to each question 

were grouped together. A sample of these responses for one instructor participant and 

question. and one student participant and question are iacluded below. 

Ouestions for Teacher Transcriuts 

1. What is the essence of this person's path? Whar is their truth? 

2. What are they trying to achieve? What does ecophilosophy mean to them? 

3. What are their personal qualities or personal histories which have put them on this path? 



4. What are their stniggies? 

5. What is helpfd in the process? What were pivotal moments? 

6. What are the aspects of society which are problematic? 

7. What are the assurnptions. language, lem through which tiiis person sees the world? 

8, What is their process. their practice. their work? What do they see their role and job as 

king and how do they go about achieving it? 

Questions for Student Transcri~ts 

1. What is their uuth, their beIiefs. their path. their experiences'? 

2. What is the lens through which they see the world - their underlying assurnptions? What 

rire their expectations / understandings of snident / teacher 1 leaming'? 

3. What do they see ecophilosophy as king'? What rire its gods? What is ecological 

education*? 

4. What do they find problernatic about ecophilosophy? 

5. What do they see as ùeneficiai about ecophilosophy.? What has the c l s s  given thema? 

6. What do they tind helpfd in coming to terms with ecophilosophy? 

7. What are their personal suuggles with ecologicai education? 

8. What do they see as societd tension points with ecological education? How is ecologicai 

education different from traditional education / belief systems? What is problematic 

in rnainstream society? What is dificuit in living out ecopfiilosophy in mainsneam 

society? 

9. What did they enjoy about ecophdosophy? 

10. What are the obstacIes in the way of ecoiogical education? 

1 1. What is the work? How does ecophilosophy play out? What happens in the classroom'? 

What doesn't help in the way its played out? How do they iive out ecophilosophy? 



Step One Results 
Sam~le Teacher Data - What is the essence of this person's p h ?  What is their uuth'? 

There's got to be more than this 
We started questioning 
See that everything isn't pure and holy and wondehi 
Why make a big show of it. you know? 
Why focus on thrit when this is all one needs 
There are big probterns ;oing to be coming. And why don't we wake up and kind of see 

what's going to happen 
Deeper river that was k ing culled that was saying, "OK I'rn going for it, but 1 don't 

know why I'rn going for it" 
There's got to be more to it thm this 
1 went more spiriniai in my leanings 
How hard it is to raise oneself. if t h ' s  what we're here to do 
What got me off the ground was making the decision to want to, you know, get back up 

again on my own two feet. And not waiting for somebody to help me get off the 
ground on my own two feet 

What Sm getting, isn't worth what I'rn putting out. And what I'rn getting is money. And 
what I'rn putting out is my life: "money's reaily rolling in, but 1 feel like empty". 
"Something's not. 1 don't feel fulfilled in some way". that in a more eamest way 
got me going on my spiritual path. 

It's kind of connected biolo@cai dock 
If 1 was here for more than to make rnoney and Iive in a house and have ri baby or 

whatever. like 1 wanted to know what that was 
The money although it wasn't fulfilling me. although my job was interesting and whatnot, 

there was a dimension of my king that wasn't king completeiy nourished by what 
1 was doing and in my extemai life 

Continuai working and training: you have a sense of what your capacity is and something 
is stopping it from king fuifdled. I knew 1 needed to address this 

Getting back to "whac do 1 want to do?" 
1 just want to know how my rnind works 
Not so much an openness to the world. but an authentic openness of myself to the world. 

So first opening to who 1 am at 1 think my deepest, most vulnenble place. And 
opening to the world from there 

My intention is to be uuthful with myself. That's my intention. And to live a life that is 
uue (pause) to the deepest pan of myseff. That's my intention. (pause) 

By instinct. 1 p e s s  now. is what rve started to trust. 
I have to do this 'cause 1 have to be honest to myself and my process in order to be able 

to. for you to be honest with yourself and your process. 
1 have to make it my own. I have to use my own words for this now. it memt taking yet 

another step inside and trushg my own words: that reaily has started a whole cycle 
of tnisting my own wisdom. What's aiways been there but 1 have aiways been 
seeking other teachers. and perspective. advice. direction; now it's tirne to also 
bring your own into it. 

i'm slowIy tmting myseif more: up util now it's b e n  more what work do I have to do; 
where's the garbage: what needs to be fxed up; if things are livable, then the 
question becomes so now what kind of a Iife do I want to live? 

For me chat's what's important in life, is to have that contact 



If 1 give it. then rrn k ing  dishonest and unethical to the teachings. Because I'rn giving 
sornething very precious to sotnebody that has no idea of what to do with it. how 
precious it is 

If 1 don't rnake it valuable and important as someone who's k e n  through this process and 
this journey. if I don't make it vaIuable and important to myself, and precious, then 
what's it k e n  about'? 

Samule Student Data - Whar do thev see as societal tension min& with ecologicai 
education'? 

Even when 1 went into practicum this past f d .  is things are very segregated. 
She had the schedule set out. and you would do math for 45 minutes. And then 1 felt 

really rushed to go on. 
The old perpetuation of a system that seerns to be working. It's worked for ages. 
It seems like a lot of teachers want to plan for this subject and then plan for that subject. 
1 think people cm become conditioned CO oniy think about the answers that they're giving. 

And we. 1 think we're really fact-based in. unfomately when we teach kids. 
We're very interested in the facts. And that's why 1.1 don? agree with testing a lot 
of times. Because 1 think testing is oniy a gauge in time of where this kid is. And 
you're only using the things you wmt them to know. nor what they might know 
about sornething else. It seems to oniy be a barorneter in time. this issue of testing. 

So this kid here l e m s  what you want him to lem.  But this kid here has taken it a step 
farther and he's learned 3 whole bunch of other stuff. But yet this kid gets a lower 
mark. So now he's ri "B" student. and this kid. 'cause he learned what you wanted 
him ro lem.  he's an "X student. So why not have kids tell us what they lemed? 
That wouid seem to be more interesting and indicative. And we preach about. about 
how we respect kid's individudity in that sense. But it doesn't seem to corne true. 
or through. And these tests chat we give kids in p d e  three. six and nine. they just 
drive me amund the bend. 

1 see children. as they're treated very homogeneously. But yet 1 see chifdren as. it's dl on 
a continuum. So if you cake a _mde chree srudent. two _ d e  three students. one 
could be functioning at a level we see as a grade five level. Another kid could be 
functioninz at. Iike say what we cal1 a _ d e  two level. But we give them the test in 
grade three. or any test, for that matter. 'Cause he is nine years 016 He is in grade 
three. And 1 dont see that as very healthy . 1 see them as moving along. 

A lot of things are done for eficiency purposes and time. And yet we're. some people are 
very unhappy with the school systern. But so much is done for efficiency purposes. 
So there's a red contradiction here. 

If you take too much urne teactiing math. you're not going to have much time left for 
social. And 1 think that's. chat's. that's really viewed Iike that. 

What I see is that a lot of kids that come out of schools. and 1 chi& the. the research cm. 
or the current trends can obviously support tfüs but. Kids aren't very good at social 
interaction. And us as people now that come through this scienuftc. modern 
system. are not very good at building reIationships. if you look at divorce rates, 
child violence. you know, chat sort of thing, those kind of trends tell me that we 
need to work less on facts. and more on relationships and how you can resolve a 
conîlict. And that to me seem Like the very m t  the very base of what we need in 
society itself. 

It is prescriptive. But it's d so  very fIexibIe - that c ~ c r r l u m .  But 1 se a lot of teachers as: 
if this. this certain activity isn't in the c ~ c u t u m ,  or where does it fit in the 



curricdum'?. then they'll shy away from it. ifs a botdenecking effect. And that 
happens a lot in classes where people wili be planning an activity in a group. And 
someone has a -mat idea But then they say, "OK, how does this fit into the 
curricdum?" Weii. rnaybe it doesn't right there. But definitely it does as far as the 
development of the whole person. 

School rewards cairn children. It rewruds chiidren who cm sit in a desk for long periods 
of time. and take information in. It. what I'm getting at, is we don't reward certain 
types of persondities. 

We don't reward kids who are. who dont fit into the school the way we have it set up. 
ïhey don't fit right into our system. And in fact we beat them down and we try to rnold 

them into a different way. And we don't respect them very well. 
This whole issue of k ing  respected for who you are in a clriss. That's been one of rny 

biggest cornplaints about university. And it's not just big lecture theatres. 
Very seldom do you gec respected for. for yow beiiefs and what not. And one of the. one 

of my biggest cornplaints about a university education is that. there's not near 
enough discussion. And that ties into your own betief system. You could slide 
through university and 1 would dmost believe that you could slide through 
university and not have to say anythng in any of your cIasses. 

In its. in its redistic form. 1 think this can be quite radicd. quite radicdly different than 
the classroom in today's school. 1 think that the big reason why people have a hard 
time hooking into this is this whole issue of giving up power. 1 think maybe that's 
why when someone's introduced to these ideas, 1 think a lot of people believe that 
they have to be the controlling factor in classroonis. 

People say kids lue hard on other kids. Yeah. but where did they get that from? Like 
where did they get. 1 don? think people just grow up wanting to laugh at people 
that fail. I don't think that. 1 think it's conditioned. 

There's a lot of stigrnri put on failure. And so. like you said. failure effects the risk- 
taking. 

We curse teenagers for king poor decision rnakers. But we never give them the chance to 
self-direct or to make their own decisions. 

Hey. d l  through his iife. you've made d l  the decisions for him. Ail his teachers have 
made decisions for hirn". 

Because they never gc that chance. it never gets developed or conditioned so of course 
they don't want it. take that chance 



Step Two Method 

With the data grouped by participant and by question, it kcame apparent when a 

study participant attached importance to a particuiar idea The idea would appear many 

cimes in different ways. These recurring themes were deemed to be the essential points for 

this participant. These essentid points were p u p e d  togtther by question, so that there was 

now a list of the critical ideas for the study p u p  as a whole (divided according to student 

questions and instnictor questions) related to each question. 

Step Two Results 
Sarn~le Teacher Data - What is the essence of this oerson's Dath? What is their truth? 

There's got to be more to Iife 
Opening to the wisdom within and living out one's deepest mth 
Trying to maintain that inner core of truth and integrity 
And then uying to explore. flow. open mund that 
Taking power back so people c m  be fiee 
Needing human contact. reaching out. relationship to stem the Ioneliness 
Placing yourself in the sueam of continuity of life provides cornfort 
Self-relimce so not susceptible to power abuse 
Sense of home in nature 
Accepting oneself 1 accepting others - working through the knots of relationships 
Living in ri way that cm feel proud of 
Resistance 
Opening to creativity 
Moving into deepening layers of cesistance 

Sam~le Student Data - What do thev see as societal tension wints with ecological 
education? 

People don't like change. This is different from what know. 
L'sed to k ing  spoonfed. Now pressure's on you. 
Have to take leap of faith. Not safe. 
Systemic problerns. Principals want concrete evidence of effectiveness. Fear for job. 
Afraid to take risks. tty something new. look foolisti. 
People wiil get burned because world's stiil cornpetitive. 
Different from what used to. Hard to shift &es. 
People dont like difference. 
Places where desire for right answers, doesn't maner what else do. Personal not 

acceptable. 
Things are se_gegated. 
Just interested in facts. 
Only test what want kids to know, not what have learned. 
Treat people homogeneousiy. Lem differentiy and at different rates. 



Constrained by time. 
Box in subjects. 
Intimidated by and restncted by cumculum. So womed about how things fit. 
School only rewards certain types of personalities. Beat down others. 
No respect for who are. 
Requires giving up of power and control. 
Stigma on failure. So don't take nsks. 
Don't give people room to self-direct. then angy that don't make good decisions. 
Competitive nature 
Bottom line approach. WilI this make a profit'? 
hsumption that there's a "right" answer 
Assumption that right m w e r  cornes from outside self 
Expert takes charge. cakes conml and tells others what is needed. 
Important thing is what malces money 
ûesire to quanti@ and box things 
Desire for aggressiveness in business 
Everything's driven by making money 
Frenzy. busyness of life 
Self-focused. If it doesn't et'fect me. i t  doesn't matter. 
Insulated. Little human interaction. 
Unaware of our inner selves. Leads to stress. 
So future-oriented. fretting about go&. and not enjoying life 
Leam for exams. not necessdy interested in what leaniing 
Extemai validauon of what's acceptable. 
Expert knows whrit's right and rnakes decision for others 
Economically cdlous about others 
Knowledge that you don't care about. l e m  because have to get piece of paper 
Only one or two ways to be in socieq. difficult for people who see or l e m  otherwise 
People demeaned. victimized by others assumine power 
Supposed to be human cornputm. spewing out facts 
Only value GPA. not creative thinking 
Brainwashed to listen to authority. not follow own way 
Product oriented 
Evaluation based on deficiency and deferring to authority nther than strength based 
Education without relationships is way of funire ->distance ed 
Consumerisrn 
Social marketing. Lifestyle forced on peopk. 
Nothing connected- Isolated boxes. 
People not vdued. Just there to digest information h m  someone who knows more. 
Value aôstnct instead of how impacts people 
People hold stron$y to own viewpoints and don't entertain others. 
Self-cenued. 
Go dong with stanis quo because it's easier 
Threatened by risk and change 
Rushing so fast don't acnidly Iook at things and think 



Step Three Method 

Moving from the set of data in Step Two to a series of themes was not a simple 

task. Many of the abandoned paths of anaiysis described in Appendix B3 relate to this stase 

of the process. The method which finaily worked involved cutting out each individual point 

which emerged in Step Two from both the teacher and student responses. The 

ripproximately 1500 slips of paper were put into a large envslope. 1 kgan to draw out ten 

percent of the data at a tirne, grouping üke ideas. 

Mter working with the fust ten percent of the data. sevenl groups of ides  

ernerged, and connections between these _mups became apparent. Afier working with the 

next ten percent of the data, 1 had an entire intricate web laid out which showed _mups of 

ides. the threads which linked these various groups. and patterns wfüch emerged mong 

the groupings creating meta -mupings. 1 pulled another five percent of the data CO ensure 

that chere were no major ideas which had been missed in the web iayout. 

With 15 percent of the data categonzed. 1 was able to have a strong sense of the 

major ideas which rirose through the interviews. This web of ideas is depicted in Figure 

B 1. The thematic groupings which emerged were no longer divided according to teacher 

and student responses. but rather reflected the data set as a whole. 

Step Three Results 

See Figure B 1. 





Step Four Method 

The themes which emerged in Step Three were grouped according to similar ideas. 

ïhese meta groupings are shown as enciosed spaces in Figure B 1. Each of these meta 

groupings was provided with a label to describe theu ovenrching concem. The meta 

groupings were then divided according to the Love - Wounding - Truth of Wounding - 

Heding critegorization. That is. groups which reflected love of an ecoiogicd way of king 

and which descnbed the benefits of that way of k ing  fit into the "Love" category. Ideas 

which were ri response to the sense of wounding which is experienced in attempting to live 

ecologicdly in a modem world becarne part of the "Wounding" category. Groups which 

spoke to the chdlenges with understanding and corning to t e m  with an ecological way of 

k ing and which outlined the reasons for these difficulties belonged to the "Truth of 

Wounding" category. Findly, groups which were concerned with ways to ease the 

msition to an ecoiogicd way of k ing formed the "Heding" category. 

Step Four Results 
Love - 
1. Passion and conviction in what is right to do: 

Not anything goes: ResoIve / Strength of Conviction: Passion 
1. Gratitude and Appreciation of Life: 

Unstmctured Time: Fun / Play: Joy 1 Seing Beauty / Exuberance -> Wanting 
Perfection: Being Positive 

3. Experiencing Self as Connected into Something Lxger: 
Humility / Limits; Knowing Place 1 Not rit Centre: Connection to N a m  

4- Criring Atuntde towards Others: 
Desire for Socid Acceptame: Cornrnunity -> Education without ReIationships: 
Caring -> Focus on Emotions; Gentleness -> Touchy Feely: Respectful: Moraiity / 
Responsibility 

5. Caring Attitude toward Self: 
Helping to Feel Vdued: Seif-acceptance: Attention -> Mindfulness: Awareness 

6. Dealing with Red Life and Living Honestiy: 
Authenticity: Facing Reality 

7. ~Veaningfd ide: 
Learning from World; Deep Engagement: Purpose / Meaning 

8. Being in Touch with Inner Self: 
Be@ Tnie to h e r  Voice; Shifnng Sense of Self; Being Cenued: True Knowledge 
Comes h m  Within; Reflection to h d  out who are -> Vulnerabüity; Acting on 
what need -> Selectivity / Boundary 



9. Being Open to the Universe: 
ûpenness to what Arrives; Take Messages h m  Universe; In line with flow - 
something beyond us 

Wounding 
1. Stniggles with Being a Change Agent: 

Frusuations that don't "get it"; imposition of Views - indoctrination. who are you 
to say'?. how know what others experience; Taking al1 responsibihy on shoulders 

2. Stmggles with Power: 
Resistance; Power. Lening Go of Conuol (own power - ego-attachent) 

3. Monocuiture: 
Pnvileging Rationai / Want Creative Approaches; Non-Rational Leaming -> 
intuition; Variery / Diversity / Monoculture 

Tmth of Wounding 
1. S truc cure: 

Wanting Techniques; Relevance / Application; Objectives / Tests Don't HeIp with 
Openended Appmaches: Needing Structure: Needing Definition: Arnbiguity and 
Uncenain.; Chaos is Positive; Uncertain Direction: Emergent: Difficuity 
Arciculating 

2. Weed-Free: 
Things aren't Pure and Perfect 

3. Ownership: 
Empowement: Self-Direction 1 Ownership; Questioning Assumptions 1 Asking 
Why: Live out Roles 

4. Time: 
Slowing Down; Things take Time 

5 .  Change: 
Change: Lap of Faith: Different From what used to 

Hed ing 
1. Having Lived: 

DificuIt Life Experïences; Being Foreigner 
2. SharÏng of Ideris: 

Group Learning; Discussion 
3. Trust in Teacher: 

Teacher Wdking the Tdk; Having ConIidence in Teacher. Teacher Being 
Know ledgeable 



Step Five Method 

Step Five involved a two part process. Fit, this step was an arternpt to ensure bat 

che themes chosen were comprehensive. I checked through the vuious ideas and tentative 

categorizritions which had rmerged over the course of my doctoral work to ensure chat the 

final themes accuntely represented the body of the work. and didn't simply represent the 

most recent findings. As well as scanning the entire set of transcnpt sumaries, 1 looked 

through old notebooks, previous research proposais and dissertation oudines, course 

planning notes. articles wrinen. presentations given, preliminary chapter notes. files of 

topic ideas. my candidacy paper. notes from supervisory meetings and earlier speculative 

categorizations. 

M e r  d l  essentiai ides were added to the themes which had k e n  identified in Step 

Four, there was a honing down process. 1 discarded any ideas which. while interesting 

re1evmt and accurately representing participant concrrns. weren't substantive enough to 

become part of the write-up of results. The final themes are provided below. 

Step Five Results 

t . Ecologicd Educators Understanding of the World: 
Standing for Values: Life's Purpose: Appreciation: Facing ReaIity: Knowledge 
from Within; Conuol is Not Possible 

2. Value of Living Ecologicaily: 
Feeling Vdued and Accepted: Playing; Being Stnick by Wonder; Feeling at Ease 
with Oneself; Being PIaced in the Continuity of Creation: Connecting with the 
More-chan-Hurnan-World: Living in a State of Grace: Deep Engagement 

Woundinz 
1. Monocultures 

Powers wtiich Oppress: Desire for Acceptance; Not Honouring Expenence of 
World 

2. Demeanhg of Humanity 
3. Not Being Heard 
4. Understanding Our Role 
5. inabilicy to See Otherwise 

Tmth of Wounding 
1. Living with Unceaainty 



3. Slowing Down 
3. Ownership 
4. New Territory 
S.  Comprehension 
6. Actualization 
7. Vuinerability 
8. Convadicts Deeply Held Assumptions 

Healing 
1. Life Experience 
2. Reframing Role 
3. Seeking Understanding 
4. Decoding Ecological Lens 
5.  Sharing and Discussing 
6. W d h g  the Tdk - Tmsting the Teacher 
7. Honouring Student Needs 
8. Mythologizing Wounds 
9. Facing the Tmth of the Wounds 





Have fun. Ecologicd.' There's no blueprint, 1 don? think for that. And 1 don't think there 
ever wiU be. So then how do you teach teachers to teach Like that?" 

LM - how know when doing good work: "Now as far as whether 1 think ifs a good job or 
not. I just Cet into it when Sm wnting. And 1 c m  feel that I'm hitting stuff- 1 can just feel 
that the paperis fi owinj: the work is go&, I'rn touching on smff that's k ing  discussed in 
class. And by the end. if I'm feeling good about it, I'11 nail a good closing paragraph and 
1'11 be, 'yes, that's an A'. And 1 don't know realIy how to describe that. It's just a feeling." 

LM - not as organized an approach: "Principals want lesson plans. They want unit plans. 
They want. 'how are you going to texh  the curriculum? How are you going to evaluate?' 
They want it ai1 planned out. 1 guess i'rn thinking that in a more postmodern approach. 
you're not ris org.+zed. And 1 don't think rhat's necessarily a fair comment. But rnaybe 
that's how i see IL" 

JK - difficult without guidelines, not what used to: "Sorne students really got pissed off. 
You could see they're upset. 1 could see how it's hard for a lot of students to take a course 
that way. Because they're so used to the instnictor or teacher saying, 'here's what you 
have to do. Here's what 1 wmt to see. Here's what you get marked on.' It's so linear. laid 
out. So you couid see how a lot of people got upset. Because they didn't know what to do. 
Ifs really hard to teach vopie if they don't know. 'Cause everybody was so used to one 
way." 

JK - not direct, linear gods: "1 just don? think that people were used to having everything 
up in the air d l  the time. Like a lot of the tr\lks and the lecnues were. people might cal1 them 
spaced out. Some of them rnight have ken. and even I found some of them were. because 
l'm not totaily used to it. It's pretty hard to get used to that. Some people were thrown for a 
loop. how they had to constmct their own knowledge. That happened with everything. 
'Wetl. here's a set of knowledge, skills and attitudes that you're going to have when you're 
done this course.' They found out that, 'well. I'm going to have to work on that rnyself."' 

JK - not something to g s p  onto - free floating discussions: "Sometirnes when you talk 
about postmodernism. you get into the discussion de tds  about it, and sometimes you lose 
yourself. You're Iike, 'weIL where was I? What was 1 talking about? Sometimes it's hard 
to have some thing ro _psp onto to continue to go back to. You just find you're like the 
internet. Once you click on one Iink, you just keep going and going and going. You can 
never find where you started." 

JK - not wanting specific criteria because h i&:  "1 r e d y  didn't wmt specific criteria. 
Because then dl you do when you write is meet the criteria And maybe go a bit beyond." 

NH - what's it mean for sornething to be valid - p.13. 14. 15. 16 

RL - wasn't sure what supposed to cake out of materid: "1 didn't f i d  myseIf having a F a t  
sense of direction in the course. It seemed as  though the material if not the readings we had 
to do. was fairly o k n  welldefined. 1 p e s s  maybe 1 did not have a very strong idea as to 
what 1 was supposed to take out of the mformation." 



RL - wantin; ciearer guidelines: "1 wouid define exactiy which articles they were 
responsible for. what assignments and what exams. tests. I would have probably narrowed 
down che areas of responsibility. 1 would have said that these h n g s  would be tested at this 
particular point in time. This assi,pnent is derived from these particular articles. 1 would 
have detined exactiy which matenal you would be responsible for at any point in time. ... 1 
would have very very set and kind of defined areas of responsibility." 

RL - not comfonable with shades of ,?y: "1 would be Looking for right or wrong answers. 
And it seemed as though they didn't exlst. And 1 wasn't comfonable with that. 1 would ask 
ri question and the question would be put to the proup rather than k i n g  answered by the 
insuuctor. And 1 found that difficult. ... 1 was always looking for black and white. And 
sornetimes it wasn't there. It was grey." 

CP - can't define things -> can't tdk about it: "Spiritudity - acnially that was a big 
problem. Because nubody would define it. ... When you cm? define it, then we can't taik 
about it. Well. 1 can't tdk about something that can't be defined. ... People were just trying 
to give examples. But 1 found they were acmally rehsing CO try to define it." 

JD - what constitu~es good work: "1 knew the kinds of thngs that she saw as vduable and 1 
knew the kinds of things that she was seeing as shdlow and uninteresting. When people 
would cake an article by Wendel1 Berry or whatever and just talk about it on a redly 
superticid level, like taîk about his ideas exactiy as they were presented. not son of process 
them ar dl. Like just taking stuff at face value." 

JD - wanting concrete. technique: "There were those classes at the beginning of practicum 
year where we were actuaily coming away from it with specific lesson pians and they were 
redly excited about that. ... And 1 think in the front of their rninds those are the kinds of 
things ha t  they're looking for." 

JD - uncenainty helps with îinding own way: "Some of what she said was that it's a good 
idea to do some son of joumaiing and take and issue and p p p l e  with it and wrïte down 
your thoughts about it. And by making that an acnial assiZrnent ... it forced us to do it. ... 
when you're forced to do i t  you actually do it. You have to sit down and you have to think 
about it otherwise you have nothing to write about. 

ID - ambipity allows to tïnd own voice: "The open-ended assignent was reaiiy important 
for her because she was able to use that anistic voice. whereas she wouldn't have k e n  able 
to on a multiple choice exam." 

ID - &ter practicum year. reaiïze iïfe not as cut and dried: "And especialIy comiag off of my 
practicum year, 1 see l e s  and less value in answers and facts and notes. You start to see 
that it doesn't matter what you've written down about what it meam to be Ieaming 
disabled. little Johnny is totaiiy not a textbook case. Little Johnny is tittie Johnny and sure 
it's usefui to know that this guy couid be lumped into this category. That category basicaiiy 
says nothing about him except that he needs your attenaon and so does everybody ebe. 1 
think to deal effectively with littie Johnny it's reaiiy important to have this kind of 
foundation developed in the courses that we're talking about. Because it doesn't maner 
how much Iearning you've done on the surface. When it cornes ~ g h t  down to it, it's who 



you are as a person and what kind of roots you've got that aiiow you to deai effectively 
with those kind of situations." 

SY - what is quaiity work: "if you know you're putting quaiity into something and if's 
interesting to you. then 1 think that's where it kind of cornes down to. Then you don't care 
what the teacher thinks. You did a good job and you tike it. and hopefûiiy they'll see that." 

GW - hard to know how to proceed because messy work: "You have to work harder doing 
this work. Because it's so messy. It's chaos. And it's organic. It's uncenain. And it's even 
hard to know how to take notes, because what is it you're looking for? and you probabIy 
won? know until you give it an oppominity to sort of wash through you." 

GW - always preparing but don't know what for: "We're here engaged in preparing for 
something. ... I'm not quite sure what it's going to be but prepare in the ways that we're 
preparing. Finding things out. exploring, numiring dong the way. and diowing yourself 
to be nunured. That's cailed preparing." 

GW - what constitutes good work: "If you're inviting people in a course on 'Adults as 
Lemers' to give the best they cm, how do you know what is superior? Well. if somebody 
goofs off. everybody knows." 

FG - needing technique as weil: "1 did want some of the how. There is the reality thrit 1 wiII 
be going in on the Monday rnorning, as well as the September Monday rnorning. And 1 
will be in the classrwm with my students again. Now maybe I've got the conviction and 
maybe i've _rot the message to give them. But how do 1 get that message across in 
absolutely the rnost dynarnic way so that 1 am going to engage hem." 

IF - need stability in the change: "We want to organize. We want to become stable. We 
want to feel secure. And that's the goai. But it's aiways going to change. So it's dways 
that abitity to change and stabilize. change and stabiiize, change and stribilize." 

JF - f eu  of death: "Going in and having identified our fear of death. Death is a nahirai 
process. If you look at orpnitations, there is a time when they should die. 'Ihere's times 
when a project should die. There's times when we die. But it doesn't rnean it's the end of 
the world. Which is a paradox. But it doesn't mean that it's the end of the world- Because 
we can get on and move on to something else if the o r g h t i o n  dies as such-" 

IF - vision instead of direction - related to fast pace of change. uncertainty. non-linex 
"There are times linear's ri@. but we're doing more cyclic, spinl. renuning to the same 
place but moving a bit. in one direction or another. Instead of having a direction, 1 think we 
have a vision." 

IF - process becoming more important: "We looked at the product, not the process. And 
now we know the process is important and the product is important. There was a time, 
particuiarly with the teaching of young children, when 1 first came into the field in the 
seventies. we were producing these wondef i  iittle products. And then we realized prucess 
was more important. And what a strugge to convince parents that the chiidren were having 
a good time. were playing and they were Iearning a IOL But no. they don? have a painting 
to take home today. But if I could take a picture of the water play, there's a process there. 



Or if 1 take a picnire of the clay, there's ri process there. But today we're saying process 
and product. and that goes with the lines and non iinear, predictable and unpredictable." 

RW - requisement of certainty in politics: "Policicians aiways have to clairn some level of 
certainty because that's the way politics works. If you say you're uncertain in politics. 
you're dead." 

RW - hurnan desire for cenainty: "EvoIutionanly, we like certainty. We like the idea that 
we can predict something fmn sornething ebe. This is a p a t  sense of security that we get 
from that idea. that's why science has become as popular as it's become. Because it says. 
'if you do this. then this will follow every time'. And we love that idea But it's not true. 
It's only true in the Iab providing you maintain a whole bunch of dficial  circumstances. 
It's not true in the real world." 

RW - personai ~islike of certainry: "1 Iike things that are ambiguous. Knowing something 
for certain is like death. ... For me then the joy in tife is what's going to happen that 1 don't 
know. And 1 think that's the beauty of Iife is that a lot of stuff does happen and you don7 
know. You couldn't predict. that is a surprise." 

RW - too busy to do exuas. curriculum full: "From my point of view. would 1 do the three 
field trips? Gtneraily no. 1 have enough to do just delivenng what Sm supposed to deliver 
the cumculum." 

EA - we aren't too reassured today - live in fear "The trouble that we're feeling today is. 
well we don't feel too reassured. .-. We c m  start letting go of some of our feu. We cm 
honour. c m .  love. 1 think some of that Ietting go of our feu is the reassurance. We can see 
how nature has a tremendous capacity to endure. to recover." 

EA - view of uncenainty: "1 know very cleariy where i want to go. in fact. 1 know very 
clearly through experiences that 1 want a greater sense of knowledge of place. 1 want them 
to have a greater sense of knowiedge of thernselves. h d  therefore by fostenng the 
questions. it cm be ambiguous because I don't know what those questions will be. but it's 
not ambiguous in that 1 know ttiat we'li do a lot of self-looking and selfdoubting and 
question one another and question the text and semiiining open. Why do that is not 
ambiguous. What you don't have is the map in front of you when you start. but you do 
know that you want to foster a relationship to thenwives. you want to foster a relationship 
to this body of knowiedge and to their place. Where hopefully the knowledge that they 
l e m  will help them to live healthier. better Iives." 

€A - dealing with uncertainty, don't need to have di answers: "1 receive my direction from 
their questions and their responses to my questions. Be wdling to listen. And to not feeI 
that 1 have to have the answers." 

SB - what's good work: "There's a number of processes that Sm trying to encourage that 1 
talk about in the package. One is to l e m  to be criticdy reflective. ... 1 want 'em to be at 
the very les t  criticid thinkers. If they c m  actudy go CO the level of their assumptions, I try 
to encourage that. To be creative. 



SB - diverse modes of participation: "1 still [ose people in their quietness. 1 uy to make 
quietness OK. And that's another thing that's a little bit ecoIogical. You don't have to be 
noisy in class to be thought of as participating." 

SB - lack of structure: "in not providing lots of structure, and that was a concern obviously 
with sorne is that 1 don't do lots of objectives. 1 don't say these are the objectives. But in 
training, that's the nom. Put up the objectives for the workshop. And they're definitely 
useful. ... I don't do necessarily a lot of objectives. So they get frusuated with what they 
perceive as a lack of stnicntre." 

SB - wanting pmticdity. not deeper questioning: "One of their chdlenges for this class is 
they corne in wanting, and they're quite pnctical. Like a lot of adults are like this. It's not 
unusual. But they want to know. how to. Whenever 1 do a brainstorm of questions. it's 
how to. And so 1 try to emphasize the whys. And say, 'well. we're going to look at the 
deeper sense of why. Like why is this happening'? Why are you doing it? And there's lots 
of books out there on how to. But if you're just how coing without k ing aware of the 
why. hen you're not aware of the bias you're bringing or the effect that you're having on 
your leamers'. So that cm be a chailenge is thac aduits are very practical." 

SB - not wanting to close d o m  by definition: "1 kind of say. 'weil this is about adult 
Irarning. And this is about adult leaming. And this is about aduit leming'. And people 
often say. '(Sam) cell me in three words. What's adult leamin;'?' Well. this is about adult 
leming. And I'm refusine to name it exactly. ... There is that sense of not wanting to 
define and give definitions in the same way rhat a dictionary does. Fmding ways to look at 
it and look at it. And realizing at the same cime that i'm going to give you layers." 

SB - clearly structured Iearning - benefits and challenges: "The nice ihing about providing 
objectives and a summary is chat you crin use reinforcement and you c m  _euide people 
through what you want. But you dso limit the incidental learning that could take place too. 
If you say, 'you will l e m  this. this and this'. At the end. 'you've now Learned this, this 
and this'. And they waik away saying. 'l've learned this. this and this'. Meanwhile there's 
something else that's there thac's reaiiy powerfut but it hasn't k e n  validated." 



Step Seven Method 

The quotes under each theme were then read through to detemine the major points 

which participants were trying to Mise with regard to each theme, These major points are 

listed in their entirety below. forming the data set for this snidy. 

Step Seven Results 
Love - 
1. View of the good [ifs 

Wanting to folIow own path (Resistance: Not L i g  to be confrned) 
Needing to feei good about self 
Need for aione time 
Personai meaning 
Connecting with nature (Unstructured time: Connecting with sacred: Sense of 

belonging and acceptance: Accepting reality) 
Connecting with sacred (Slow down: Sense of obligation / limits: Operating from 

place of carel 
Sense of belonging 
Making things special 
Good treatment of self (Slow d o m )  
Opening, Creativiry 
Explore on own 
Ssnse of play 
Appreciate moment 
Opening the world. Learning. Engaging (Connected to following own path: 

Connected to feeling good about self) 
Questioning / Critical Thinking (Comected to foiiowing own path) 
Doing something care about (Connected to meaning: C o ~ e c t e d  to engagement) 
Openting €rom a place of kindness 
Connecuon with others (Brings back to self; Need skiils for hedthy survival in 

world: Enjoyment and support: Places in continuity) 
Limiting self 1 Humility 
Feeling accepted / Valuing self (Connected to following own path: comected to 

honourinrf own mth) 
Honounn_e own tmth / Fiding voice / connection to self (Connects to centring, 

sense of peace: Connects to following own path 
Valuing otfiers 
Sense of perice / quiet / simplicity 
Resistance (Foiiowing own path: Living with integrity: Feeling good about self) 
Comection CO ancestors 
Connecting to flow of life / Being placed in bigger picnire 

2. View of How Achieve the Good Life 
Awareness (Centnng; SeIf-reflection d honesty -> Living with Integrity -> 

Vigilance: Ruthlesmess with self) 



Acceptance (Leaming lessons from Life nther than avoiding, pouting. k i n g  in 
denial) 

Anention 1 Being in Moment (Slowing d o m )  
Detachment 
SeIf Care 
Resisting Negative / Resisting Power Over / Standing for Vrtlues 
SeIf-Reflection (Awareness) 
Stay True to Self 
Responsibility i Doing what's Right 1 Standing for Values (To work; To world; 

doing what: Being cxing: Humility -> Limirs) 
Facing Redity (Acceptmce) 

3. View of Human Purpose 
Authentic Life (Living Fully: Canying out actualization of who are and whrit have 

to do) 
Follow Passion 
Act un who are (Authentic Life: Follow Passion) 
Growth 
Bectering oneself 
Having joy 

1. View of Reality 
Choice about actions 
Ail is not kriutiful. peiiect - the whole s p e c m  (Facing reality) 
We ail deal with same issues 
Everything's connected inside and out 
We can't control everything / Know everything / Life is uncenain / Mystery 
Inteliecruai preoccupation has limited us 
Cm u-y ~ O O  hard 
Lening go 1 Going wirh flow / Opening to possibiliry 
Leaming h m  Iife (Acceptmce) 
Life not clearcut. method - "it depends" 
Other energes out there 
Wt' mn't  at centre 
Having: a vision 

5. View of Human Nature 
We have it dl- positive. negative within us 
People are changeable. chaotic 
Ail wanr love 
Fundarnenui need for nature 
Resistance to oppression / Strïving for justice is a fundamental part of k i n g  

human 
6. View of Knowledge and Tmth 

An intelligence in each of us which need to tisten to 
Knowledge is on bodily level. not inteiiectual 
Knowledge that isn't word oriented 
Knowledge within connects to universal 
Knowledge c o ~ e c t e d  to sense of engagement and growth 
hstinct le& in right direction. Need to mist guts 

7. View of Teaching and Leamhg 
Need to know what's appropriate 



Need to build a relationship 
AUow snidents own path / Want to l e m  different things 
Being attuned to student's tmth 
Safety / Challenging - Risk-taking (Connected to don't know path) 
Requires Ume. practice. unfolding (Connected to have to go through) 
Students have to take responsibility for learning 
Teacher as opening studen~ CO themselves, giving them some tools 
Teacher connected to self 
Have to live through experience to embody (Have to go through something, Try 

and see - Can't know head of time; Failure O k  Meander) 
Iust try and see - Can't know ahad of tirne 1 Have faith 
Value in the process. Don't expect perfect attainment 
Responsive. not set path 
Lmportance of failure (Risk-triking) 
Need application - Meaning (Connected to facts isn't learning: Connection to 

material) 
No common learning experience 
Discussion - Al1 have something CO offer 
Self-discovery / Growth 
Leuning facts is not learning 
Deep engagement / Passion / Opening students to world 
Caring 
Empowerment 
Self-esteem 
Honouring work / world 
Non-linear / Nondirect / Non-verbal Iearning - Sifts in. intuition. Layers 

(Connected to have to experience) 

Wounding 
1. Monoculture 

Wanting to show support. compassion, kindness 
Have to act against own nature 
Don't accept dominant way - effects 
Value assessed in monemy terms 
lnvalidating of other ways of knowing (Shut d o m )  
Lose sense of self / Automaton 
Lack of sense oi  power 
Way told life is. isn't realIy -> Dissonance 
Mocking 
Have to justify self 
Can't be self. Will be abused. Need ro be self-protective 
Way world is is against nature / Don't see our beliefs reflected back 
Giving over power to others 
Selfdeprecation because don't support or fit with societal values 
Shut down / Marginalized / IsoIated 1 Ignored 
No possibility for diversity 
Pressures to conform - internai and extemal 
illusory power 
Wanting to be heard, understood 



Desire to belong 1 be taken seriousty 
Not valued 
Dismissed 
Resistance 

2. Demeaning of Hummity 
Wreaking havoc on earth 
Things 6 t  right 
Unfulfilled in Iife as currentiy opentes (Srifety and comfort: don't know 

otherwise) 
Nastiness 

amce Have to conquer al1 - Am, 
Demeaning of potentid / Dumbed down 
Demeaning of engagement in world. not ueated as of interest, Don't need to case 

ribout Ii fe 
People don? c m .  don't try 
Not respected, vdued, drawn out 
Loss of what it means to tx human. Loss of wisdom 
No magic in Life 
Demeanhg of connrctions. of relationships 
ûemeaning of work 
Loss of meaning 

3. Role of Chanse Agent 
Wruitin_p to convince 
Who ;un I to tell them what to do'? 1 Speak own uuth 
Can't taik about anything because al! is acceptable 
Not respecting dl diversity 
Mord code / Rigidity of belief 

4. Limited by Own Entrenchment in System 
Thinking Iife owes you something 
Negauvity 
Lctting go is giving up 
Life is under your control 
Don't know how to tind fulfillrnenc 
Laquage limits 
Things should be perfect 
Not OK to be kind to self 

S. Mscellaneous 
Lack of connecrion with self 
Own needs not fu[fffled 
Feeling done 
Coming up agriinst own negative uaits 

Tmth of Wounding 
1. Uncertainy 

Needing to be Iabeled as expert 
Discornfort with unpredictabihy 
No course 1 assi_ment -@dehes (Student ownership) 
No map to foiiow - How know how to proceed 
Lack of oganizatïon. planning 



Not clear d i i t ion  - Meanders 
No objectives. goals 
No clear right and wrong 
No clear de finition 
Wanted tangible class outcornes 
Allows to open to who you are 
Focus on process. See where it takes you 
Rquirement of certainty in society 
Enjoying mbiguity. chaos, openness 
Fear of what's aherid 
Objectives Limit learning 
Risk of opening self 
Risk of not knowing where going 
Letting go of conuol &es confidence 
Need conuol - emptiness, loss of meaning 

7. Difficulties with Slowing D o m  
Fighting desire for productivity. to achieve 
Difficult to settle d o m  
Desire to get to point, not meander 
Frenzy 1 Rush of iife 1 Spread thin / Overwhelmed 
T&s time for this work to unfoid (See where things go: Faith) 
Organize for efficiency 
Relationship building takes thne 
Difficult when content dense: Much information to ;et across 
Deep thought takes time 1 Deep consideration of ideas or problem 
If slow dom. others will get goods 
Require imrnediate response 
Takes time to internalue / Take in ac deep level 

3. Fear of Ownership 
Wanting to please teacher 
Used to being spoon-fed / Scary to make own choices 
Don't think outside of imrnediately necessary to other possibilities 
Painful to think deeply 
Wanting to do what's r i g h ~  what supposed to 
Like king led 
Not used to open-ended direction; dways a goai fit self to 
Wanting to be passive 1 fed idonnation 1 Defer to experts 
Taught not to question 1 engage 
Dificuity in knowing who you are 
Wanting praise. validation. thanks 
Fear of standing out there done 
Need selfconfidence 
Need to discover for self 
Not wanting to take responsibility in worid -> Overwhelming 
Wanting to teach to be self-sufficient 
Your way. your beliefs aren'r important 
Snidents respousible to take on ideas or not, participate or not 
Wanting to teach to have voice 
Change requires risk-taking 



Wanting to push limits 
Each individual shapes in own way -> Follows own path 
hformation c m  be inaccurate 
Expectations too high 

4. Different From Education Accustomed to 
Takes time to get accustomed / Discodort 
Requires leap of faith 
Fear of looking foolish / Fear of fadure -> Requires risk-taking 
Fear of difference 
No precedent to follow 
Seerns ridicuIous 
Feel like outsider 
Change is scary / bad / dBicult 

5. Don't Comprehend Approach 
Feel criticized 
Go through "hell" to figure out meaning I rdevance 
Lmpage is unfrimiliar / obscuring 
Didn't have fiame to place ideas in 
Different frame required for understanding 
Not sure why considering citese ideas 

6. Dificulties with Actualization 
Up against econornic redities 
Lip against self and habit 
Not structured enough for classroom 
Don't get content when teaching this way (DiEcuIty when time limited: Focus on 

process) 
Don't know how to do 
Up against political redties 
Up against societal stnictures 
Up against expectations 
Challengs of assessrnent (What is good work) 
Difficulty when Ume lirnited 
Up against beliefs in society 
How have ngour and be open 

7. Sense of VulnerabiIity in Living Authentically 
Trying to understand acceptable behavior in this circurnstance 
Identity laid bare 
Anonymity helps 
When tdk about what's real. takins risk 
Openness and sharîng is s c q ;  Relationship is scary 
Showing weakness is çcary 

8. Conmdict. Understanding OC Life 
Don't wmt setf focus 
Have to improve world 
Not OK to take care of seIf 
What's imponant is what tested on, getting good =des 
Feels childish 
Teaching is not about emotions 
Actions have consequences 



Focus on social stmding, materiai acquisition - Not important 
Short term 
Wanting to please everyone else 
Shodd do it dl. know it ai l  
Education is about techniques 
Shouldn't be caring 

9. Miscellaneou 
Only ecophilosophy is right 
Interpretation of relevance 
Buzwords without deep thought 
Don't want to do without - material goods. love. etc. 
Wanting imrnortality 

Healino, 
1. Healing Ecological Educators' Pain 

Support / Contact with others 
Faith in process 
Familiarity with body of knowledge 
Cenving self 
Openine to world 
Not taking on other people's work 
Letting go of need to conuol. make things ail right 
Self-protective 

2. Erising Transition to Ecological Lens 
hposure to alternative viewpoints 
Self-confidence. Not caring about others' opinions 
Mentors / Knowledgeable teachers 
Willingness to try / to fail 
Feedback / Remsurance / Validation 
Secure lifestyle - financially. etc. 

3. Life Experience 
Maturicy brings openness to alternatives 
Trauma helps you ro redite life's ptiorities 
Readiness 
Times which chdleng values 
Experience of ecophilosophicd ways to know benefits 
Manuity brings self-confidence 
Manuity brinzs understanding and experience 
Experience which shows oneness. al1 on same path 

-5. Decoding Ecological Perspective 
Careful abouf langage use 
Choose pncuces / techniques which are in ihe with western beliefs 
Examples of success 
Teaching skills 
Taking through experience 

5. Teacher Waiking the Tak 
Offering own tnrth 
Teacher in process 
Confidence in teacher so can take leap of fai& 1 can take risk 



Accepting teacher 
Teaching Living what saying 1 means what saying 1 believes in what saying / 

Congruence 
Teacher sharing self 

6. Honouring Student Needs 
Objectives 
interpreting ambiguity: Framework around ambi,gity 
Small steps 
Being credible develops confidence 



Step Eight through Eleven Method 

Once the major ides were pinpointed, a series of steps were undertaken which 

involved grouping üke ideas to determine the major points of discussion. and then teasing 

apart the poinrs to allow for subtlety of interpretation and so chat conflicting perspectives 

would emerge. Through thk process. the data was organized and re-organized in an 

attempt to be both cornprehensive and focused and to find ways to manage di of the ideas. 

The most important information which came out of these steps of anaiysis were the 

three themes which form the oganizing schema for Chapters Four through Six. The 

importance of (ri) turning CO inner truth. (b) connecting with creation and (c) taking pleasure 

in the world becarne the underlying themes which grounded the rest of the data These three 

themes. dong with the four categorizations which had been used up untiI his  point, then 

formed a matrix within which the issues raised by the data could be addressed. This mauix 

is represented in Table 8 1. 

Step Eight through Eleven Resulîs 

See Table B I . 



Table B 1. 

Ecolooical - Education in a Modem World - Themes and Issues 

Thematic Love Wounding Truth of 

Premise Wounding 

What is the 

view of life 

which arises 

To Live Divided irom this 

No More theme'! 

I 

What is the 

view of 

education w hich 

A State of Gnce arises from this 

theme? 

Sumrised bv 

Jov 

Monoculture 

1 

Demeaning of 

Hummity 

I 

Interculturd 

Communication 

I 

Role of Change 

Agent 

Uncertainty 

I 

Issues of Time 

I 

Ownership 

I 

Fear of 

Difference 

I 

Translation into 

Actuality 

I 

Sense of 

Vulnerabiiity 

l 

Contndicts 

Understanding 

of Life 

I 

Incerculniral 

Communication 

Healing 

Life Elpience 

I 

Seeking 

Understanding 

I 

Teacher 

Watking the 

Talk 

I 

Honouring 

Student Needs 

1 

Living 

Ecologically in a 

Modem Worid 



Step Twelve Method 

Once the framework for the discussion of data was established, there was no 

M e r  data andysis required. There was. however. still much shaping of data which 

needed to occur. Using the mauix offered above as a framework, 1 wrote and rewrote the 

thxw "results" chapters. Wichin the framework, 1 attempted to rearrange ideas according to 

different organizational schemes: changed emphasis; 1 added more detaii and then 

jettisoned additional information to provide more focus. 

It seemed that in attempting to foliow so accuntely the concems of the study 

participants. 1 had lost the spirit of their words and their lives. In attempting to be faithful to 

them. 1 had betrayed them. The structure of the framework was forcing their words into 

ocid shapes and sounds and carving up ideas which needed to remain together. 

1 decided to keep the therne which underlaid each chapter, but to elirninate any type 

of framework. 1 retumed to the quotes which had been grouped by theme in Step Six of the 

data analysis process. With no more categorization in mind than the three general chnpter 

themes. 1 once more grouped these quotes. The resuits. a small sample of which are shown 

below. fomed the data which becme Chapters Four through Six of this dissemtion. 

Step Twelve Results 

Sam~Ie Data - To Live Divided No More 
NH - liking self-direction - engaged in work - felt good: "1 enjoyed the fact that it was very 
self-directed. ... But 1 know a lot of people were. i think it's the whole conditioning thing 
again. Never before had people k e n  able to selfdirect themselves. ... The way I had really 
approached Lynn's class was kind of an ego-centric sort of a way. ... 'I've got to get what 
1 want out of this class.' So when E would hand stuff in. it was what I wanted to do. 
Which is redy what we watt kids to do. That's how to engage them. And it's to feel good 
about your work. And so it just perpetuates. It will fuel itself when a kid feels good and 
they know that's what they Iike doing. 1 reaiiy enjoyed doing stuff for that class." 

EA - importance of questioning and engazAg with world: "1 want the students ro interact 
with text, to each other. to what's coming at them in an open way. And to question 
thernselves. 1 don't think that process is necessarily harder. What comes out of that are 
more questions." 



SB - engaged with world: "I'm asking you to look at things Iike ahas, patterns that strike 
you. things that comect up with your own leaming, questions. What rire your questions 
now? What are your individud questions about Iearning? ... I'm trying to teach them to 
question too, as a skill." 

JC - living with integrity, walking the talk. standing up for betiefs: "It's just an attitude, an 
inüinsic attitude about me caring. And trying to [ive wirh integrity, teach with integrity, 
give everything 1 c m  to rnake it ttie best situation for those kids, to parent with integrity, to 
try to mode1 with [ think is right and when I faIl on my face to admit it. Talk about what I'd 
do different next time but not ever CO ûy to assume that 1 am perfect. ... 1 think that's really 
important to admit that I'rn fallible. Encouraging kids to speak out for thernselves, giving 
them the courage to disagree with me or disagreeing with each other. And so where do we 
go from there'? But bringing the conflict out and dealing with it." 

RH - importance of accepting tericher, no judgment, trust: "She's very accepting of 
everybody in the class. ..Shets not judgmental in any way. ... It's just a very accepting, 
open. comfonable class to be in. 1 feel totally re1axed there. And the people in the class, I 
don? feel Iike there's any judgment. And she's just so foving. She's just a very good 
person." 

JI3 - allowed to express selE "The two assiyments were both ihings that 1 was really 
interested in doing. And 1 found them exciung because they were open-ended enough that 1 
didn't feel stified. Like 1 had the oppomxnity to write things out in pen. And 1 didn't feel 
like I was going to get shot down for doing that. Whereas in a lot of courses, 1 know that 1 
could write things out by pen or type up something ten cimes worse. and get a better mark 
on it just because it's typed up. The fact that it was open-ended enough for me to let me do 
it in my own way was really nice for me. Just to sort of have the creative freedom, And 
again that's scary. ... Because you're not sure if you're going to get shot down because 
you've never done something like that before. It's a risk. And it feels really safe to type 
something up on the computer. To do anything out of the nom. it feels like a nsk. If it 
doesn't have a title page with your name and the title of the assigrment in the center, that's 
scary. From square one. we've k e n  getting it back with red marks ail over it if we haven't 
done it that way. We've been focused pretty weI1." 

JI3 - felt self, could offer own voice: "1 thought that going home each night, coming back 
the next day with something, be it a thought or a quote or a question or a artifact, 1 thought 
that was reaily neat. I'rn not sure whac the word is there, it made me feel sort of, 1 mean 
that helped me to feel at home. It helped me to feeI like myself not just a grey face in a grey 
crowd. It grive me a chance to share rny sniff in a smali group or to share my question or 
my quote. It made it a Iittie bit more personai. Wherever you're investing some of your 
own thought into somettiing, or your emotions, then you start to feel. Those kind of things 
do build cornrnunity." 

JC - supportive of who snidents are: "Rather than feeling uncomfortable, 1 want my 
classrmm to be a sanctuary, a place where they feel iike coming, eventhough schml can be 
a real There's a piace where they can be thernselves to a certain extent. 1 encourage 
students to say how they feel and talk about how they feei. And if they're frustrated then it 
usuaily will corne up in our classmm. And then we al[ deal with it. We taik about it 
together." 



JC - building kids' confidence - approach to teaching: "Giving them oppominity to show 
themsehes. 1 tfiink project work is important to this age p u p  where they have certain 
parameters with their creativity and their individuaiity cm corne into it. And they can show 
that to others. 1 thuik that is an extremely important thing. ... Letting them express 
themselves and having the fieedorn to do something with codïdence. And just in a public 
was endorsing them and getting other kids to endorse them too. And working out the 
relationships." 

JC - importance of acceptance of nature: "When nature was a refuge for me as a kid, it was 
aiways accepting. And it didn't judge me and it didn't make me feel awkward. 1 felt really 
good there." 

OA - freedom to be yourself: "you have the freedom to relu and just be yourself in thac 
room. You don? have to do anything. 1 cm taik or not taik." 

CC - king true to who are: "An attempt to realisticaiiy analyze myself. look at myseif and 
see what kind of a person 1 really am. As opposed to trying to convince myself that I'm a 
certain kind of person." 

SC - lot less ego involvement. looking at what's important in Me. to yourselE "lt didn't 
have the ego-involvement that it had befo re.... Much less ego-involvement.. just d l  the 
way. 1 wouid use that tenn probably across the board. So it started CO shdce a lot of things. 
1 would say. 'OK. so what's really important in this world? There rtre things that you cm 
that are of vaiue to people. Of course there are. But what's reaiIy important? What's really 
important to you'?" 

MM - Iack of connection to inner self leads to stress: "1 think there are great ares of 
ourselves which we totaily ignore and know very Iittle about hobably why we're so 
swssed and disuaught haif of the time. 1 would guess." 

RH - brings back to self. and peaceîül place: "It lets you go inside and recognize what you 
believe in and what's important to you. And time to just retlect and bnng yourself back CO. 

i'll say. a peace ful place. .., That's important to me 'cause it's something i'rn searching 
for. I think. in al1 this frenzy. ... 1 Iike to be in that place. 'Cause 1 need to be in that place 
at some tirne during the week to kind of deai with di the other stuff." 

BH - king cenued: "1 think she objects if you try to change her. change what she's doing. 
She's not goal-oriented as much as she's onented towards her own path. doing what's 
right. ... Just realizing who you are and what's important to you. That's the most important 
goai." 

BH - getting in touch with yourself: "The spirituai aspect of that is getùng in touch with 
yomelf. And trying to understand what's important to you." 

IF - needing to center & know yourself: "1 taked about min& body and soul. if you spend 
equai time suppomng all. you wiii find that tirne. if it doesn't slow d o m  the environment 
around you. it centers yourself. ... if you can't deal with yourseff on the inside, you're not 
goin; to deal with the outside. So needin; to know yourself and your vaiues and your 
philosophy. And what is important? What are your core beiiefs and core vaiues? Which is 



the foundation of your philosophy. -30 the people that 1 believe have k e n  able to slow 
down or tind those moments that are peaceful and rejuvenating, are the people that know 
themselves well, have come in touch with what they believe." 

JF - knowing inner truth: "There are core values. And if they're ever tested, I know them. 
Because when you're chailenged, you know them." 

EA - necessary to have freedom to explore and fonn a relationship with the world on your 
own terms: "It was having freedom to form a relationship. corning to it on your own terms. 
It wasn't through a formalized education pro_gnm. It was through the freedom to be out 
there. to explore, to make discoveries. to simply have time." 

SB - living out what's right for you: "1 think you still have a sense of self and identity 
thrit's very powerful. And you have your vision. but it's a question of how you choose to 
live your visions. Maybe there are good days to die. but you c m  do it with a sense of 
humour. ... 1 appreciate a lot of my decisions are made perhaps in a warrior image. In that 
they're made from hem. a place of rightness and resistance." 



Appendix B3 - Abandoned Paths 

Decision points aise constantiy within a research study. Who would be the most 

appropriate study participants to interview in order to obtain the richest data? How long 

should the interviews be and how many interviews should there be per participant? How 

should 1 define and delineate the field of study which anchos the work? WouId it be more 

beneficial to manscribe interviews oneself or would the time-saving of "hiring out" offset 

the losses of data intimacy? How can 1 best ensure participant conftdentidity'? What style of 

writing is most appropriate to bring the topic to life'! The questions which are considered on 

a day to day basis are countless. 

In an emergent design. however, there are not only decision points. but paths 

followed for a while, and then abandoned when it is determined that they won't yield 

adequate results or when their following is too complex to be feasible within the snidy 

consuaints. This appendix outiines those abandoned paths in order to place the rnethods 

used within the larger amy  of choices which were considered. These abandoned paths 

aise with regard to the original research design, the initiai rnethod for data analysis, and the 

search for thernes among the condensed data. 



Research Design 

There were several possible ways to g t  at the information which 1 was seeking 

regarding the tensions between ecophiIosophy and modem@ in a classroom. 1 spent some 

cime investigating the tirst two possibiiities Listed below, and then abandoned them for the 

reasons given. The other research design ideas mentioned below, were considered and 

while they were not actively discardeci, they faded into the background as my chosen 

design rnethod became more viable and appealing. 

1. Taking on the role of participant-observer and studying severai prognms which were 

based in ecophilosophy. 

Reason abandoned - Dificrdty rvith detennining appropriate program 

i) While rnany program offer components of ecologicai education - a cornrnunity approach 

to education. place-based learning, inteption of subjects, intergenentionai learning - they 

are not necessarily involved in these aspects of education for environmentai reasons. Their 

underlying ideology. therefore. couid be quite different from rny research interests. even 

though these understandings resulted in similar manifestations of educational approach. 

ii) 1 could not be certain whether a program actuaiiy ernbodied an ecological approach 

without spending sorne time observing the program before choosing it as a study site. 

iii) in order for the tensions which 1 was seeking to understand to be fully realized, the 

prograrns had to exist within the context of modem institutions. That is. there had to be 

clashes in perspectives: obstacles which ttiey came up against. Many of the institute 

oriented prokgans. such as [nstitute for Deep Ecology Education, and some of the school 

oriented proE_orams. such as Peuolia School in Cdifornia were opented independentiy. 

They were ideologicdly supponed by their students on the one hand and on the other hand. 

they did not have to find their way between their own values and the demands of a system 

with a different ideological basis. They wodd not, therefore, encounter the sorts of 

tensions which 1 wished to explore- 



2. Developing and teaching an ecologicd program or course and using the expenence as a 

buis for snidy. 

R e m n  abandoned - Difictrlty with derennining appropriate aruiience 

i) EcoIogicdly-oriented instructors would be able to wrestle with ideas. CO-develop a 

course with me. intepte ecophilosophicd ideas into their own practice and speak wisely 

about the chdenges which occurred. But if these instmctors had such a deep level of 

knowledge and experience with ecophilosophicaily-based educntion. then what interest 

would the course hold for hem? 

ii) Classrmm teaches who were not familiar with ecologicd educriution couid act as 

educator participants. But if the teachers who came to the course were not famiiiar with 

ecophilosophicd ideas. a week's workshop would not provide suffrcient tirne to develop 

the required depth of understanding of ecologicd education. 1 couldn't tic sure that the 

ideas which they twk back with them to play with in their teaching pnctice accurateiy 

retlecred the understandings of ecologicd education. 

iiil Classrmm reachers who were not familiar with ecologïcal education could act as student 

participants. There were sevenl potentid problerns with this choice: 

(a) I would be criught in a conflicting role. if 1 were to be an effective 

teacher. 1 would teach in such a way as to ease the difficuities of encounter. From a 

research perspective. however. 1 wanted to find where the challenges existed for 

people who were encoumering these ideas for the fmt time. 1 did not want to ease 

the tensions or the sense of dienation which encounter evoked. 

(b) Pracuce is dways paramount for classrmm teachers. Whereas a non-teacher 

audience oniy has [O wrestle with the implications of ideas for their own lives, a 

teacher audience is dways thinking towvds translation. The challenges of Living 

out ecophilosophicd ideas in actuality are. therefore, much more on an educator's 

mind than would be the case for any other student population, making teachers ideal 

study participants. On the other hmd. the necessity to jump immediately to 



relevance for pnctice does not allow the o p p o d t y  to muse over and develop 

ideas which ecologicd education requires. 

(c) Teachers wodd be seeking a course which discussed and developed 

educationd topics. From a research perspective, 1 wasn't necessarily interested in 

the response of students who were studying ecophiiosophy or ecological education 

per sé. That is, 1 wanted to understand the tensions which arose for students when 

the teacher was teaching through an ecologicai lens. not when the teacher was 

teaching about ecophiiosophy or ecoiogicd education. which could aiways be 

embnced or rejected on a cognitive level. 

(d) iMy research required a course of some duntion, where ideas could be worked 

out over time. and where participants could check back in with each other over the 

course of the school yem to discuss the challenges which were arising and work 

through problerns. But most continuing education for teachers is short and intense: 

a weekend. perhaps a week at best 

iv) There were dilemmas which =ose regmdless of chosen audience: 

(a) How would 1 make the course wonh students' tirne? Would the course meet the 

requirernents to obtain university sanction or affdiation so that 1 couid offer 

participants credit for the CO-? 

(b) How would 1 ensure that the type of participants who wouid be most helpful for 

the data which i was seeking to obtain. wouid be the students who would register 

for the course? Shouid 1 hand-pick participants. send out an open invitation. have 

orgyiizations or schools send delegates. or include the course as part of a series of 

continuing education offerings? 

(c) Depending on audience and venue for the course, how wouid 1 ensure control 

over course content? 

(d) Could I ensure cost recovery if I were to have a sponsoring agency? 

(e) If 1 was offering a credit course. would students feel compefled to participate in 

the research and to respond to questions in a certain way in order to ensure that they 



were w t e d  credit for the course? Could 1 be certain that the data would be valid or 

valuable? Could 1 ensure that the students would not feel a sense of coercion? While 

these problems wouldn't aise in a noncredit course. many of the tensions which 1 

was seeking to understand also wouldn't aise. That is, if there was nothing on the 

h e  in die way of _-des or credits or successful course cornpletion. then student 

demands for stnicnue, certainty and dear guidelines and their tendency to defer to 

teacher authority wouldn't aise in the same way. 

3. There were severai other research designs which 1 considered and didn't pursue. 

i) Conducting a survey of educators who were involved with prognmS which focused on 

rit least one aspect of ecophilosophy such as place-based teaching or integration of subjects: 

ii) Tuming to well documented pro,orams such as Foxfire as  data sources: 

iii) Videotaping teachers teaching h m  an ecological perspective and anaiyzing rheir 

intencrions with their students: 

iv) Cwreatin,o a course with a practicing teacher and observing course irnplementation: 

v) Videotaping presentations and discussions regarding ecological education. for example. 

the discussions which were taking place as pan of the Calgary Environmental Charter 

Schooi hojeet: 

vi) Conducting a series of discussion &mups with iocai and regiond ecological educators 

and creating discussion groups via e-mail witfi ecological educators across the country and 

internationally to discuss their own processes and challenges with teaching through an 

ecoiogicai lens. 

S. The research design which ended up forming the basis for my study was originaiiy 

intended to include three study groups rather than two. 1 had intended to interview pioneers 

in ecophilosophy, ecologicai educators and students. The pioneer - educator - student 

continuum seemed to provide an elegant way to uncover the tensions between 

ecophiIosophy and modemity. That is. educators act as translators sharing, with students, 



the messages which ecophilosophers have articulated. The challenges of king a 

groundbreaker are bth diiferent and the same as the problems which aise  in the process of 

iranslrition. I wanted to understand the chdlenges which occurred dong the e n h  idea 

generation and sharing process. from groundbreaker to eager recipient, from uanslator to 

student. 1 abandoned this more extended study. however. both because determining who 

would be appropriate to include in the category of "ecophilosophicd pioneer" was 

pmblematic. md attempts at contacting people who may fit this catesory led me to dead 

ends. 



Data Anal ysis 

Before iuriving at the method for data anaiysis outlined in Appendix 0 3  (Step Ont). 

1 had attempted two other methods of data analysis which didn't prove to y ield adequate 

resu1ts. 

ChalIen~es with Ecoloeical Education 

InitiaIly. 1 went through nine of the student interviews underlining any mention of 

chailenges or difficulties or tensions which arose for the students as they encountered this 

new form of education. As I was engaged in this process, I noticed that the concerns 

mentioned seemed to fall into distinct categories. 1 developed definitions for the different 

categories and sorted the students' concems accordingly . The definitions as well as sarnple 

concems from each category are iisted in Appendiv C2. 

Anafyzing the transcripts in this manner provided me with tm suong a Iens to use 

in encounterïng the words of the snidy participants. That is. the conflicts and tensions 

neatly jumped off the page to fit my predetermined plan. But I wasn't heaing what the 

transcripts had to say for thernselves. 1 wasn't listening to the full spectrum of the ideas ruid 

the r i che s  with which the uanscripts wished to speak. 

Mediration as ~Method 

My fmt instinct when approaching the entire data set was to simpIy get a sense of 

the smdy participants. Who were they'? What were their concems? What was theu life path? 

What wris the essence of their journcy. their struggles? I wanted to be able to tel1 the 

participants' stones and to honour their life tangies and joys. 

1 was seeking essence, not data or facts. The best way to connect with essence. 1 

thought. was to undertake a meditative method of sorts. Not knowing quite what a 

meditative approach wodd entai1 and not hduig assistance in books on medimion. 1 



attempted my own subs at a meditative approach: reading the trruiscripts; centring myself to 

hear deeply, sufficientty and precisely: seeking resonruice with the transcripts: searching for 

deep threads of lives. 

1 had to abandon this attempt because the ideas discussed were too meandering, too 

partial. 1 simply couldn't get a sense of some underlying meaning for each participant. Nor 

was 1 able to fmd some cohesive whole for six hundred pages worth of data, The thoughts 

took me in too mmy different directions. 1 wasn't capable of holding the whole web of 

relations simultaneously in my head. 



Finding Data Themes 

After miving at the initiai set of condensed data (Step Two in Appendix B2) I 

found myself at a loss for how to handle the quantity of data obtained to attempt to find 

themes and patterns. 1 attempted two methods before aniving at an adequate system 

(described as Step Three in Appendix B2). 

1 initiaity attempted a stnightforward process of funher condensincg the data. 1 

Looked through the data for major points seeking to arrive at a smaiier List of essentid 

issues. But how could 1 determine what constituted a major point'? 1 wasn't interested in 

oniy those ideas which surfaced among more t h i  one participant. Frequency was not a 

valuable criterin for srlection. But if every idea was important then 1 wodd not be able to 

d u c e  the data rit dl. 1 abandoned this "meaning-making" method because I dtemately felt 

chat 1 was iuriving: at a new data set which was identical in size to the oid data set, or that i 

was xriving rtt a smailer data set which had left out critical information. 

By this point in the work. 1 had anived at the Love - Wounding - Truth of 

Wounding - Heding categorization for environmentai resemh. 1 decided to shuffle and 

recategorize the condensed data (obtained h m  Step Two) according to these temtories 

with the hope that patterns would emerge. As 1 begm to code the condensed data in this 

format. however. 1 found that the comments which were p u p e d  under e x h  question 

heading were already aligned quite weU with the four temtories of environmental research. 

That is. most of the responses to question one. two and three for the instructors were 

related to their Iove of the temtory: most of the responses to question four referred to theû 

sense of wounding. et cetera. In other words. this method was not going to heip me to find 

patterns or condense the data and so 1 abandoned this "meaning-making" method as weii, 



APPENDIX C - NAVIGATIONAL TOOLS FOR THE JOURNEY t U E A D  

Appendix C l  - Instructor Characteristics 

One of my interests in interviewing ecologicaüy-oriented educators was to corne to 

understand what had led them to the awarenesses which they hold. What are the 

experiences or the personal traits which had led these people to see the world in a 

fundamentdly differrnt way from the rnajority of society'? What. in their upbringing. hrid 

enabled or required them to question those aspects of society which most people take as 

givens? If the way that ecologicd educators see the worid le& to a more benign 

relationship with the nanid world. chen perhaps we could leam frorn thtir pathway. and 

help students to cake the sarne joumey. 

There were certain commondities which emerged through the interviews with 

regard to ecologicd educators' characteristics. aspirations and expiences. Whiie not 

everyone fully embodied dl of the qudities listed below. they did d l  a spk  to and value 

these qudities: 

1. Naturd inclination to ecologicai self: 

2. Desire to question assumptions. to chdknge n o m  and to look at ideas from a variety of 

perspectives: 

3. Strong conviction in beliefs: 

4. Exposure to non-rnainstream ides  and perspectives and to ri critique of western, 

indusuid vdues: 

5. Tirne spent in presence of others living from an ecologicai perspective: 

6. Opportunity for conversation with ke-minded individuais who supported and 

vaiidated perspectives as wefl as helped to sort through ideas: 

7. Trust in self. 



Appendix C2 - Categorized Challenges with Ecological Education for 

S tudent Participants 

As mentioned in Xppendk 83, my fmt mernpt at data analysis involved an 

analysis of student vanscripts searching specificdly for their challenges or tensions with 

ecological education. While I didn't end up using this analysis method for the dissenation, 

enough work was compteted to arrive at categories ofdifficulties for students. These 

categories dong with a coupfe of examples for each type of challenge are provided beiow. 

Conce~tual Challen~es 

Conceptual challenges are difficuities which arme for students due to ideas presented or 

approaches taken in class. which contlicted with a student's value system or were outside 

of a student's frame of reference. 

Difficulty with spiritual orientation - oriented to physical world 

Exrending compassion shouldn't [ead to acceptmce of injustice 

Methdolo~ical Frustrations 

The teaching / learning methodology used in ecological education was rnost frequentiy cited 

ris a cause for student anger. resentment. resistance. 

Openness to student goals - uncenain what shouid take From material 

Vocabulary was foreign. e.g. metaphor - didn't heIp to f m e  leaming 

Teacher not wanting to be authority - didn't get questions answered 

Difficulty with slow pace 

Groupthink and political comcmess 

Obstacles to Leaniing 

Obstacles to leaming refer to approaches which are an inherent part of ecologicd education 

and which hinder the Iearning process. 



When snidents share in the teaching process. information presented may be incorrect 

Technical Challenoes 

Technicd challenges refer to the logistical matters of educrition which students found 

conflicted with ecological approaches. 

Gnding personal growth 

Emectationai Conflicts 

Expectationai conflicts rue chaiienges created when the expectations which a student 

brought to class with regard to the learning process and the course content conflicted with 

the redity of the course. 

Wanting techniques not philosophy 

Looking for black and white. and receiving ,=y 

Expected to be taken by the hand and led through material 

Intemretiue Tensions 

[nterpretive tensions d e r  to conilicts which arose due to differences in perspective or 

interpretrttion of key concepts. Typicaily these clashes were not explicit as they stemmed 

from differences in taken for _mted assumptions about meaning, for example, what 

constitutes knowiedge or success. 

Professiondism = lack of emotion 

People shouldn't be too self-absorbed or self-focused 

Letting go is gïvin_e up: giving up is personal failure 

intemal Dissonance 

FrequentIy ideas presented or approaches taken were of interest to students, but students 

encountered m~ulties wich intemaiization & application. The ideas conflicted with 

western beliefs and pnorities. 



Being in the moment / Focus / Attention 

Self-acceptrüice: compassion for yourself 

Not k i n g  so goai oriented 

Societal / Cultural Dissonance 

Societai or culturai dissonance refers to ideas which were embraced by students but were 

dificuit to apply to theu lives due to conflicts with cultural priorities or work or family 

tensions. 

In workpiiice. bottom line is money - no time for how people Ceel 

So invoIved with making a living that no time to reflect on how living 

You have to make a contribution. The world has to be a better place for you king here. 

You can't just hang out. 

TramferabiIitv 

~Many of the students interviewed were prospective or current terichers. They comrnented 

on the difficuities of msfemng ecological educationd approaches to their own teaching 

context. 

Dificdt with content dense cumcuiurn 

Limited ùme - teacher has to be leader so that can get through matend 

Difficult to create community in workshop setting 



Appendix C3 - Easing the Way to Ecological Education - Study 

Participants' Suggestions 

One of the questions which was used to analyze both student and insuuctor 

cranscripts was "what helped you with the process of ecological education'?". For the 

student uanscripts, this was a straightforward question related to easing theü understandimg 

of and comfort with a foreign way of educating. For instmctors, items were coded as a 

response CO this question if they dealt with (a) factors which assisted the instructors on their 

own joumey towatds and through ecological education: (b) factors which assisted 

instructors in teaching snidents and dealing with student response; (c) factors which 

assisted their students. 

Whiie some of these "helphl hints" are discussed within the body of the 

dissertation. a more comprehensive suggestion list appem beiow. 

Teachinr! Method 

Frovide some structure and guidelines at least during erirly stages of introduction to 

ecological education. Provide parameters within which the work cm take place. 

Present ecologicd education as just one alternative approach arnong rnany. 

Provide room for students to follow their own d ic t ion  by providing open-ended 

assigrnents. 

Provide rich. rigorous resources to inspire and provoke. 

Provide ample tirne for discussion and encourage the shasing of ideas. 

Presenting suong opinions in the classroom provokes the students to consider theü own 

opinions and to speak up. 

Encounge students to support and accept each other so that a community is created in the 

classroom. 

Provide experiences for students to go through in which the benefits of ecologicd 

educrition become obvious. 



Reassuring students that other people dso find this fom of education difi7cult and 

uncornfortable, helps to ease fears. 

Provide examples and role models of people who are embracing an ecological way of 

teaching and living. 

Seeing the relevance and the application to one's own Iife is important. 

Being forced to reflect through journaiing excercises is useful. 

Stm slow. start srnaIl and take baby steps. 

Having others reflect back what you are doing and saying helps to clari@ perspectives. 

A non-hierarchical clmroom in which the teacher is p i  of the leaming group. is more 

conducive to engaging in ecological education. 

Talk about assumptions up front so that students know what to expect ahead of urne. 

Being vdidated in the work helps to dlay the sense of discornfort with uncertainty. 

Activities and images which reinforce play, magic. simplicity. creativity, imagination. 

enjoyment and laughter help to set the tone and help to connect to oneself. 

Encouraging questioning is important. 

Peer teaching and leaming is usefùl. 

Atternpt to develop common goals and a cornrnon language which ail cm understand. 

Having successes. and opportunities for success eases the process. 

Structure of Education 

Stm inuoducing this fom of education at a young age. 

The tenor of the class should be relaxed and open and tistening should be encounged. 

Tirne is needed to slow down and go inside, to build relationships and to reinforce ideas. 

Repeated exposure to the ideas, particularly with different insuuctors or in different 

contexts, is helpful. 

Spending tirne in nature is helphil as it provides a touchstone, provides a sense of 

connection, and helps reflect back Our own processes and realities. 



Ouaiities of Teachers 

The teacher should be knowledgeable and very familiar wich the body of knowtedge fiom 

which the work is emerging. 

The teacher should be respectful, caring and approachable. and snidents shouid have the 

time to build a relationship of uust with the insuuctor. 

Teachers should be living out ecological understandings in theü own lives, so that they 

embody the ideas which are king presented and so that they have credibiiity. 

The teactier should be passionate about the work and s h m  that sense of enthusiasm and 

deep klief. 

Oualities of Students 

Students who have sorne life experience, and particularly have experienced some 

adversity find this form of education easier to embnce. 

A student who is dissatisfied with current approaches and seeking aiternatives will be 

more likely to embnce this form of education. 

Snidents who are wiIling to take risks will find this form of education easier CO embnce. 

Lives which are financiaily secure enable the risk-taking of ecologicai education to occur. 

Students who have good self-knowledge und it easier CO ernbnce this form of education. 

Having positive people and numuing activities in one's Iife helps to provide the necessary 

support and helps to put oneself in the ricght fnme for this kind of work. 

Having belief and faith in the process. and remaining open are necessary attitudes for this 

fom of pedagogy to work. 

Self-coniidence and wiilpower are qualities which help srudents to engage in ecolo@cd 

education. 



Appendix C4 - Ecoiogical Education Program Development Criteria 

The ecoIogical tens suggests chat the bais  for ecologicaiiy-oriented prognms are 

educational expenences which "sustain, affinn and add meaning to life". But how does an 

educator or a curriculum developer know whether a panicular educationd expenence meets 

this goal? This question is complex and demands an on-going conversation in response to 

each particular situation. in this appendix. take only the first smaii step in outlining some 

cntena for educational p r o _ m  which are intended to "sustain, afFm and add meaning to 

life" based on the three themes which were discussed in Section II of the dissertation. 

Table C 1. 

Criteria for Ecolo~icailv-Oriented Promm5 - based on Transcriut Themes 

Therne 

To Live Divided No More 

Criteria 

Encourage reflection on own beiiefs 

Support and honour diversity 

Help to question assumptions - societaI 

and own 

Deal openIy with issues and difficulties 

Encoumge students to define and voice 

opinions 



Table C 1 (cont.). 

Cnteria for Ecolooicdlv-Chiented hoonms based on Transcri~t Thernes 

Theme 

A State of Grace 

Surprised by Joy 

Criteria 

Be responsive to present situation 

Aiiow learning to unfoid and take own 

direction 

AlIow non-ntiond expression 

Honour intuition 

Encounge play 

Encourage creativity 

Encourage letting go of control 

Engage deepiy and maintain complexity 

Provide time to explore. discover, 

meander 




